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Chapter 1

DISPLAYING DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

ih!VcY\gVe]h
HjbbVg^o^c\YViV^ciVWaZh!X]Vg
The main focus of descriptive statistics is to summarize and present data.
This chapter demonstrates a variety of techniques available to display
descriptive statistics. Presenting data graphically allows the user to extract
information more efficiently.

I]ZgZVgZbVcnY^[[ZgZciiddahVkV
^aVWaZ[dgY^heaVn^c\YZhXg^ei^kZ
hiVi^hi^Xh#;gZfjZcXnY^hig^Wji^dchVgZ
Vh^beaZlVnidhjbbVg^oZgVl
YViV^ciVWaZhVcYbV`Zi]Z^c[dg
bVi^dcbdgZjhZ[ja#=^hid\gVbhXdckZ
gi
i]ZhZiVWaZh^cidX]VgihVcYegdk^Y
ZVe^XijgZd[i]ZYViV#7VgVcYe^Z

X]Vgihd[[ZgVkVg^Zind[lVnhidY^h
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Frequency Distributions

H]dl^c\ndjgYViV^cViVWaZ
Note: Problems 1.1–1.3 refer to the data set below, the daily demand for hammers at a
hardware store over the last 20 days.
Daily Demand

1.1

2

1

0

2

1

3

0

2

4

0

3

2

3

4

2

2

2

4

3

0

Develop a frequency distribution summarizing this data.
A frequency distribution is a two-column table. In the left column, list each
value in the data set from least to greatest. Count the number of times each
value appears and record those totals in the right column.
Daily Demand

Frequency

0

4

1

2

2

7

3

4

4

3

Total

20

Note: Problems 1.1–1.3 refer to the data set in Problem 1.1, the daily demand for hammers at
a hardware store over the last 20 days.

1.2

Develop a relative frequency distribution for the data.
Divide the frequency of each daily demand by the total number of data values
(20).

I]Zhjbd[
i]ZgZaVi^kZ
[gZfjZcX^Zhh]djaY
ValVnhZfjVa&#%%#

2

Daily Demand

Frequency

Relative Frequency

0

4

4 ÷ 20 = 0.20

1

2

2 ÷ 20 = 0.10

2

7

7 ÷ 20 = 0.35

3

4

4 ÷ 20 = 0.20

4

3

3 ÷ 20 = 0.15

Total

20

1.00
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Note: Problems 1.1–1.3 refer to the data set in Problem 1.1, the daily demand for hammers at
a hardware store over the last 20 days.

1.3

Develop a cumulative relative frequency distribution for the data.
Daily
Demand

Relative
Frequency

Cumulative Relative
Frequency

0

4 ÷ 20 = 0.20

0.20

1

2 ÷ 20 = 0.10

0.20 + 0.10 = 0.30

2

7 ÷ 20 = 0.35

0.30 + 0.35 = 0.65

3

4 ÷ 20 = 0.20

0.65 + 0.20 = 0.85

4

3 ÷ 20 = 0.15

0.85 + 0.15 = 1.00

Total

1.00


I]ZXjbjaVi^kZ
gZaVi^kZ[gZfjZcX
[dgVeVgi^XjaVgg n
dl
gZaVi^kZ[gZfjZcX ^hi]Z
n[dgi]Vi
gdleajhi]ZXjbj
aV
gZaVi^kZ[gZfjZcX i^kZ
n[
egZk^djhgdl#I]Z dgi]Z
aVhiXjbj"
aVi^kZgZaVi^kZ[g
ZfjZ
h]djaYValVnhWZ cXn
&#% %#

Note: Problems 1.4–1.6 refer to the data set below, the number of calls per day made from a
cell phone for the past 30 days.
Cell Phone Calls per Day

1.4

4

5

1

0

7

8

3

6

8

3

0

9

2

12

14

5

5

10

7

2

11

9

4

3

1

5

7

3

5

6

Develop a frequency distribution summarizing the data.
Because this data has many possible outcomes, you should group the number
of calls per day into groups, which are known as classes. One option is the 2k v n
rule to determine the number of classes, where k equals the number of classes
and n equals the number of data points. Given n = 30, the best value for k is 5.
Calculate the width W of each class.


7ZXVjhZ' )2&+
(%!
`2)^hcdiaVg\Z
Z
>chiZVY!jhZ`2 cdj\]#
*!
hVi^hÒZhi]Z'` l]^X]
cgj
WZXVjhZ' *2(' aZ
(%#

Set the size of each class to 3 and list the classes in the left column of the
frequency distribution. Count the number of values contained in each group
and list those values in the right column.
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:VX]XaVhh
^cXajYZhi]gZZ
kVajZh#I]^hÒghi
XaVhh
XdciV^chkVajZh%
!&!
VcY'#

Calls per Day

Frequency

0–2

6

3–5

11

6–8

7

9–11

4

12–14

2

Total

30

Note: Problems 1.4–1.6 refer to the data set in Problem 1.4, the number of calls per day made
from a cell phone for the past 30 days.

1.5

Develop a relative frequency distribution for the data.
Divide the frequency of each class by the total number of data values (30).


7ZXVjhZd[
gdjcY^c\!^chdbZ
XVhZhi]ZidiVa
gZaVi^kZ[gZfjZcXn
bVncdiVYYjeid
ZmVXian&#% %#

Calls per Day

Frequency

Relative Frequency

0–2

6

6 ÷ 30 = 0.200

3–5

11

11 ÷ 30 = 0.367

6–8

7

7 ÷ 30 = 0.233

9–11

4

4 ÷ 30 = 0.133

12–14

2

2 ÷ 30 = 0.067

Total

30

1.00

Note: Problems 1.4–1.6 refer to the data set in Problem 1.4, the number of calls per day made
from a cell phone for the past 30 days.

1.6

Develop a cumulative relative frequency distribution for the data.
The cumulative relative frequency for a particular row is the relative frequency
(calculated in Problem 1.5) for that row plus the cumulative relative frequency
for the previous row.

4

Calls per
Day

Relative
Frequency

0–2

6 ÷ 30 = 0.200

0.200

3–5

11 ÷ 30 = 0.367

0.200 + 0.367 = 0.567

6–8

7 ÷ 30 = 0.233

0.567 + 0.233 = 0.800

9–11

4 ÷ 30 = 0.133

0.800 + 0.133 = 0.933

12–14

2 ÷ 30 = 0.067

0.933 + 0.067 = 1.000

Total

1.00
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Histograms

;gZfjZcXnY^hig^Wji^dch^cVX]Vgi
1.7

Develop a histogram for the data set below, a grade distribution for a
statistics class.
Grade

Number of Students

A

9

B

12

C

6

D

2

F

1

Total

30

The height of each bar in the histogram reflects the frequency of each grade.


6\Ve
Zm^hihWZilZZc
XdajbchWZXVjhZ
i]ZYViV^h
Y^hXgZiZ#9^hXgZiZ
YViV^hYViVi]Vi
i]ViXVciV`ZdcV
XdjciVWaZcjbWZgd[
edhh^WaZkVajZh!^c
i]^hXVhZZ^i]Zg
6!7!8!9!dg;#
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1.8

Develop a histogram for the frequency distribution below, the commuting
distance for 50 employees of a particular company.
Commuting Miles

Frequency

0–under 4

3

4–under 8

10

8–under 12

6

12–under 16

16

16–under 20

6

20–under 25

9

Total

50

The height of each bar in the histogram reflects the frequency for each group
of commuting distances.


Cd\Ve
Zm^hihWZilZZc
XdajbchWZXVjhZ
i]ZYViV^h
Xdci^cjdjh#8dci^cjdjh
YViVXVcVhhjbZVcn
kVajZ^cVc^ciZgkVa#6
eZghdcXVcYg^kZVcn
Y^hiVcXZWilZZc%
VcY')b^aZh!hd
ndjXVciaZVkZ
Vcn\Veh#
1.9

Develop a histogram for the data set below, the mileage of a specific car with a
full tank of gas.
Miles per Tank
302

315

265

296

289

301

308

280

285

267

300

309

312

299

316

301

286

281

318
311

272

295

305

283

309

313

278

284

296

291

310

302

282

287

307

305

314

318

308

280

First, develop a frequency distribution for the data. Using the 2k v n rule, set
k = 6 because 26 = 64 v 40. Calculate the width W of each class.

Set the size of each class equal to 10 and count the number of values contained
in each class.
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Miles per Tank

Frequency

260–under 270

2

270–under 280

2

280–under 290

10

290–under 300

5

300–under 310

12

310–under 320

9

Total

40

The height of each bar in the histogram reflects the frequency for each group
of miles per tank of gas.

B^aZV\Z
^hXdci^cjdjh
YViV!hdYdcÉi
^cXajYZ\Veh^c
i]Z]^hid\gVb#

1.10 Develop a histogram for the data set below, the number of home runs hit by 40
Major League Baseball players during the 2008 season.
Home Runs
48

40

38

37

37

37

37

37

36

36

35

34

34

34

33

33

33

33

33

33

33

32

32

32

32

32

31

31

29

29

29

29

28

28

27

27

27

27

27

26

Develop a frequency distribution for the data. Apply the 2k v n rule and set k = 6
because 26 = 64 v 40. Calculate the width W of each class.

Set the size of each class equal to 4 and count the number of values contained
in each class.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Home Runs

Frequency

25–28

8

29–32

11

33–36

13

37–40

7

41–44

0

45–48

1

Total

40

The height of each bar in the histogram reflects the frequency for each group
of home runs.

=dbZgjc
idiVahVgZl]daZ
cjbWZgh!hdi]ZYViV^h
Y^hXgZiZ#NdjXVcÉi]^i
(-#'*]dbZgjch![dg
^chiVcXZ#

Bar Charts

HZii^c\i]ZWVg[dgk^hjVaYViV#
1.11

8

Construct a column bar chart for the data bellow, an individual’s credit card
balance at the end of the last 8 months.
Month

Balance ($)

1

375

2

514

3

834

4

603

5

882

6

468

7

775

8

585
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A column bar chart uses vertical bars to represent categorical data. The height
of each bar corresponds to the value of each category.

8ViZ\dg^XVa
YViV^hYViVi]Vi
^hdg\Vc^oZY^c
Y^hXgZiZ\gdjeh!hjX]
Vhi]Zbdci]h^c
i]^hegdWaZb#

1.12 Construct a column bar chart for the data below, a company’s monthly sales
totals.

Month

Sales ($)

1

10,734

2

8,726

3

14,387

4

11,213

5

9,008

6

8,430

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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1.13 Construct a horizontal bar chart for the data set below, weekly donations
collected at a local church.
Week

Donations ($)

1

2,070

2

2,247

3

1,850

4

2,771

5

1,955

6

2,412

7

1,782


I]^hegdWaZb
Vh`hndjidbV`Z
V]dg^odciVaWVg
X]Vgi!l]^X]add`h
a^`Zi]ZX]Vgih^c
egdWaZbh&#&&VcY
&#&'ijgcZYdc
i]Z^gh^YZh#

1.14 Construct a column bar chart for the data set below, the number of wins for
each team in the National League East Division in the 2008 Major League
Baseball season.
Team

Wins

Phillies

92

Mets

89

Marlins

84

Braves

72

Nationals

59

A column bar chart uses vertical bars to represent categorical data.
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Note: Problems 1.15–1.16 refer to the data set below, weekly sales data in units for
two stores.
Week

Store 1

Store 2

1

502

438

2

428

509

3

683

562

4

419

575


I]ZhVaZhYViV
[dgZVX]lZZ`
XdbeVgZhi]ZhVaZh
[dgZVX]hidgZ#

1.15 Construct a grouped column bar chart for the data, grouping by week.
Because there are two data values for each time period (a value for Store 1 and
a value for Store 2), you should use a grouped column bar chart.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Note: Problems 1.15–1.16 refer to the data set in Problem 1.15, weekly sales data in units for
two stores.

1.16 Construct a stacked column bar chart for the data, grouping by store.


L]Zcndj
hiVX`i]ZhVaZh
YViVd[i]ZhidgZh
dcided[ZVX]di]Zg!
i]ZidiVa]Z^\]id[
i]ZhiVX`gZegZhZcih
i]ZidiVahVaZh[dg
Wdi]hidgZh#

Each column represents the total units sold each week between the two stores.

Note: Problems 1.17–1.20 refer to the data set below, the investment portfolio for three
different investors in thousands of dollars.
Investor 2

Investor 3

Savings

Investor 1
7.2

15.0

12.9

Bonds

3.8

9.6

7.4

Stocks

11.7

8.0

6.8

1.17 Construct a grouped horizontal bar chart, grouping by investor.
Three horizontal bars are arranged side-by-side for each investor, indicating the
amount of each investment type.

12
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Note: Problems 1.17–1.20 refer to the data set in Problem 1.17, showing the investment
portfolio for three different investors in thousands of dollars.

1.18 Construct a grouped horizontal bar chart, grouping by investment type.
Arrange three horizontal bars representing the investors, side-by-side, for each
investment type.

Note: Problems 1.17–1.20 refer to the data set in Problem 1.17, the investment portfolio for
three different investors in thousands of dollars.

1.19 Construct a stacked horizontal bar chart, grouping by investor.
Each investor is represented by three horizontally stacked bars that indicate that
investor’s total investments by type.


:VX]WVg
^ci]^hhiVX`ZY
X]VgigZegZhZcih
i]ZidiVa^ckZhibZcih
d[Vh^c\aZ^ckZhidg#
I]ZidiVaaZc\i]d[
ZVX]WVggZegZhZcih
i]ZidiVaVbdjci
^ckZhiZYWnZVX]
eZghdc#
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Note: Problems 1.17–1.20 refer to the data set in Problem 1.17, the investment portfolio for
three different investors in thousands of dollars.

1.20 Construct a stacked horizontal bar chart, grouping by investment type.
I]ZidiVaaZc\i]
d[ZVX]WVg^cY^XViZh
i]ZidiVa^ckZhibZci
^cZVX]^ckZhibZci
ineZ#

Represent each investment type using three horizontally stacked bars.

Pie Charts

H]dl^c\ndjgXViZ\dg^XVaYViV^cVX^gXaZ
1.21 Construct a pie chart for the data set below, a grade distribution for a
college class.
Grade

Number of Students

A

9

B

12

C

7

D

2

Total

30

Convert the frequency distribution to a relative frequency distribution, as
explained in Problems 1.2 and 1.5.

14

Grade

Number of Students

Relative Frequency

A

9

9 ÷ 30 = 0.30

B

12

12 ÷ 30 = 0.40

C

7

7 ÷ 30 = 0.23

D

2

2 ÷ 30 = 0.07

Total

30

1.00
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Multiply each relative frequency distribution by 360 to calculate the
corresponding central angle for each category in the pie chart. A central
angle has a vertex at the center of the circle and sides that intersect the circle,
defining the boundaries of each category in a pie chart.
Grade

Relative Frequency

Central Angle

A

0.30

0.30 × 360 = 108˚

B

0.40

0.40 × 360 = 144˚

C

0.23

0.23 × 360 = 83˚

D

0.07

0.07 × 360 = 25˚

Total

1.00

360˚


I]^h^hi]Zcjb"
WZgd[YZ\gZZh^c

VX^gXaZ#

The central angle determines the size of each pie segment.


I]ZXZcigVa
Vc\aZ[dgi]^h
XViZ\dgn^h-(ï#

1.22 Construct a pie chart for the data in the table below, the number of total wins
recorded by the Green Bay Packers football team in five recent seasons.
Year

Number of Wins

2003

10

2004

10

2005

4

2006

8

2007

13

Convert the frequency distribution to a relative frequency distribution.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Year

Number of Wins

Relative Frequency

2003

10

10 ÷ 45 = 0.22

2004

10

10 ÷ 45 = 0.22

2005

4

4 ÷ 45 = 0.09

2006

8

8 ÷ 45 = 0.18

2007

13

13 ÷ 45 = 0.29

Total

45

1.00

Multiply each relative frequency distribution by 360 to calculate the central
angle of each category in the pie chart.
Year

Relative Frequency

Central Angle

2003

0.22

0.22 × 360 = 80˚

2004

0.22

0.22 × 360 = 80˚

2005

0.09

0.09 × 360 = 32˚

2006

0.18

0.18 × 360 = 64˚

2007

0.29

0.29 × 360 = 104˚

Total

1.00

360˚

The central angle determines the size of each pie segment.
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1.23 Construct a pie chart for the data in the table below, an individual investor’s
portfolio.

Investment

Dollars

Savings

9,000

Bonds

12,800

CDs

21,700

Stocks

34,500

The total investment is $78,000. Divide the figure for each category by this
number to determine the percentage of the total investment each category
represents.
Investment

Dollars

Savings

9,000

Percentage
9,000 ÷ 78,000 = 0.12

Bonds

12,800

12,800 ÷ 78,000 = 0.16

CDs

21,700

21,700 ÷ 78,000 = 0.28

Stocks

34,500

34,500 ÷ 78,000 = 0.44

Total

78,000

1.00

Multiply each percentage by 360 to calculate the central angle for each category
in the pie chart.
Investment

Percentage

Central Angle

Savings

0.12

0.12 × 360 = 43˚

Bonds

0.16

0.16 × 360 = 58˚

CDs

0.28

0.28 × 360 = 101˚

Stocks

0.44

0.44 × 360 = 158˚

Total

1.00

360˚

Use the central angles calculated above to draw appropriately sized sectors of
the pie chart. If you have difficulty visualizing angles, use a protractor.


I]Zh^oZd[
i]ZhZ\bZci
XdggZhedcYhidi]Z
eZgXZciV\Zd[i]Z
^ckZhibZci^ci]Vi
XViZ\dgn#
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1.24 Construct a pie chart for the frequency distribution below, the daily high

temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) in a particular city over the last 40 days.
Daily High Temperature

Frequency

40–under 45

6

45–under 50

12

50–under 55

17

55–under 60

5

Total

40

Determine the relative frequency distribution for each temperature range.
Daily High Temperature

Frequency

Relative Frequency

40–under 45

6

6 ÷ 40 = 0.150

45–under 50

12

12 ÷ 40 = 0.300

50–under 55

17

17 ÷ 40 = 0.425

55–under 60

5

5 ÷ 40 = 0.125

Total

40

1.000

Calculate the central angle for each category in the pie chart.
Daily High
Temperature

Relative
Frequency

Central Angle

40–under 45

0.150

0.150. × 360 = 54˚

45–under 50

0.300

0.300 × 360 = 108˚

50–under 55

0.425

0.425 × 360 = 153˚

55–under 60

0.125

0.125 × 360 = 45˚

Total

1.000

360˚

Use the central angles to construct appropriately sized sectors of the pie chart.

I]Zh^oZ
d[ZVX]hZXidg
XdggZhedcYhidi]Z
gZaVi^kZ[gZfjZcXnd[
i]ZiZbeZgVijgZ
gVc\Z#
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Line Charts

9ViVdkZgi^bZ^cVX]Vgi
1.25 Construct a line chart for the data in the table below, the number of wins
recorded by the Philadelphia Phillies for seven seasons.
Year

Number of Wins

2002

80

2003

86

2004

86

2005

88

2006

85

2007

89

2008

92

Place the time variable (year) on the x-axis and place the variable of interest
(wins) on the y-axis.

I]Z]Z^\]i
d[ZVX]bVg`Zg
gZegZhZcihi]Z
cjbWZgd[l^ch[dg
i]VieVgi^XjaVg
nZVg

1.26 Construct a line chart for the data in the table below, the percent change in
annual profit for a company by year.
Year

Percent Change

2001

3.8%

2002

–2.1%

2003

–3.6%

2004

3.0%

2005

4.0%

2006

0.6%

2007

2.4%

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Place the time variable (year) on the x-axis and place the variable of interest
(percent change) on the y-axis.

1.27 Construct a line chart for the data in the table below, the population of
Delaware by decade during the 1800s.
Year

Population

1800

64,273

1810

72,674

1820

72,749

1830

76,748

1840

78,085

1850

91,532

1860

112,532

Place the time variable (year) on the x-axis and place the variable of interest
(population) on the y-axis.
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Scatter Charts

>aajhigViZgZaVi^dch]^ehWZilZZcildkVg^VWaZh
1.28 Construct a scatter chart for the data in the table below, the number of hours
eight students studied for an exam and the scores they earned on the exam.
Study Hours

Exam Score

5

84

7

92

4.5

82

7

80

8

90

6.5

78

5.5

74

4

75


I]ZYZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZ^hi]Z
kVg^VWaZi]ViX]V
VhVgZhjaid[X]V c\Zh
c\Zh
^ci]Z^cYZeZcYZ
ci
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h]djaY\^kZndjV adc\Zg
]^\]Zg
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hXdgZYdZhcÉigZh hi
jai
hijYn^c\adc\Zg[ ^cndj
dgi]Vi
iZhi#

Place the independent variable (study hours) on the x-axis and the dependent
variable (exam score) on the y-axis.


HdbZhiVi^hi^Xh
Wdd`hjhZÆZmeaVcVidgnÇ
VcYÆgZhedchZÇ^chiZVY
d[Æ^cYZeZcYZciÇVcY
ÆYZeZcYZci#Ç
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1.29 Construct a scatter chart for the data below, the mileage and selling price of
eight used cars.


6c^cXgZVhZ^c
i]Z^cYZeZcYZci
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Mileage

Selling Price

21,800

$16,000

34,000

$11,500

41,700

$13,400

53,500

$14,800

65,800

$10,500

72,100

$12,300

76,500

$8,200

84,700

$9,500

Place the independent variable (mileage) on the x-axis and the dependent
variable (selling price) on the y-axis.
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1.30 Construct a scatter chart for the data in the table below, eight graduate

students’ grade point averages (GPA) and entrance exam scores for M.B.A.
programs (GMAT).
GPA

GMAT

3.7

660

3.8

580

3.2

450

4.0

710

3.5

550

3.1

600

3.3

510

3.6

750

Place the independent variable (GMAT) on the x-axis and the dependent
variable (GPA) on the y-axis.


<B6IhXdgZ
^hi]Z^cYZeZcYZ
ci
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CALCULATING DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY

;^cY^c\i]ZXZciZgd[i]ZYViV
One of the most common roles served by descriptive statistics is determining the central tendency of data. This chapter investigates the
primary means by which the “center” of a data set can be described,
including the mean, median, mode, and percentiles.
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Mean

I]ZVkZgV\Z
2.1


6edejaVi^dc
gZegZhZcihVaa
d[i]ZVkV^aVWaZ
YViV/^ci]^hXVhZ!
Vaad[i]ZhiVi^hi^Xh
XaVhhZhi]ViVgZ
d[[ZgZY#6hVbeaZ
^hVhjWhZid[V
edejaVi^dc#

The table below lists the number of students enrolled in the five different
statistics courses offered by a college. Calculate the mean number of students
per class.
Number of Students
18

22

25

26

15

The average (or arithmetic mean) µ of a data set is the sum of the data values
divided by the population size N.

2.2

The table below lists the number of students enrolled in the five different
statistics courses offered by a college. Calculate the mean number of students
per class.
Number of Students
18

22

25

26

75

The mean µ of a data set is the sum of the data divided by the population size.

Notice that a mean can be heavily influenced by an extreme value in the data.
The only difference between the enrollment numbers in Problems 2.1 and 2.2
is the size of the last class. That class increased from 15 to 75 students and
caused the mean class size to grow from 21.2 to 33.2.


I]^hYViV
hZi^hXdch^YZgZY
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2.3

The table below lists the time, in minutes, it takes seven random customers to
check out at a local grocery store. Calculate the mean time it takes a customer
to check out.
Number of Minutes
6

4

Divide the sum of the data

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh

2

5

4

by the sample size n.

1

5
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2.4

A consumer group tested the gas mileage of two car models in five trials.
Which model averages more miles per gallon?
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Model A

22

24

19

25

20

Model B

21

25

27

23

21

Calculate the sample means for each model separately.
Model A:
Model B:
Model B averages more miles per gallon than Model A.

2.5

The table below reports the number of minutes eight randomly selected airline
flights were either early (negative values) or late (positive values) arriving at
their destinations. Calculate the sample mean.
Number of Minutes Early or Late
12

–10

32

–4

0

16

5

18

Combine the positive and negative values and divide by the sample size.

The average flight is 8.6 minutes late.

2.6

The following table lists the daily percent increase (or decrease) of a stock
price over a five-day period. Calculate the mean daily change in the stock price.
Percent Increase or Decrease
0.018

–0.026

–0.057

–0.039

0.016

is less than zero, the average change is a decrease, whereas a
If the sum
positive sum indicates an average increase.


6YY^c\&'VcY
Ä&%^hi]ZhVbZ
VhhjWigVXi^c\
&%[gdb&'/
&' Ä&%2&'Ä&%
#

>[i]ZVkZgV\Z
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bZVci]Vii]Z
VkZgV\ZÓ^\]il
Vh
-#+b^cjiZhZVgan#

The stock price decreased an average of 1.76 percent per day.
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2.7

The table below lists the points scored by three basketball players over six
games. Identify the player with the highest average points per game.
Player

Points Scored per Game

Kevin

17

16

8

21

25

18

Paul

20

18

7

36

34

15

Ray

18

9

17

19

17

12

Calculate each player’s scoring average separately.

Paul averaged the most points per game, 21.7.
Note: Problems 2.8–2.9 refer to the data set below, the daily demand for tires at a particular
store over a seven-day period.

2.8

Day

Demand

January 4

18

January 5

23

January 6

14

January 7

15

January 8

25

January 9

34

January 10

29

The store develops a demand forecast that is based on the average demand
from the previous three days. Calculate a demand forecast for January 11.
Calculate the average demand for January 8–10.

The demand forecast for January 11 is 29.3 tires.

28
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Note: Problems 2.8–2.9 refer to the data set in Problem 2.8, daily demand for tires at a
particular store over a seven-day period.

2.9

Assume that the store calculates a demand forecast every day based on the
average demand from the previous three days. Based on the given data, on
which days was the demand forecast the most and the least accurate?
You can only determine the accuracy of the demand forecast from January 7
to January 10. To calculate each forecast, calculate the mean sales for the
preceding three days.

To determine how accurate each forecast is, calculate the absolute value of the
difference between the forecasted demand and the actual demand for each day.
For instance, the projected demand for January 7 is 18.3 (as calculated above),
but the actual demand was only 15 tires. Thus, the prediction was inaccurate by
tires.
a margin of
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The demand forecast was most accurate on January 7 and least accurate on
January 9.

2.10 The average exam score for 10 students in a statistics class was 85. One student

dropped the class, changing the average exam score of the remaining students
to 90. What was the exam score of the student who dropped the class?
Calculate the sum

of the exam scores for the original 10 students.


Id\Zii]^h!
Xgdhh"bjai^eani]Z
[Vb^a^VgbZVc
ZfjVi^dc

The same equation can be used to calculate the sum of the exam scores for the
remaining nine students.

idhdakZ^i[dg
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The difference of the sums is 850 – 810 = 40, so the student who dropped the
course had an exam score of 40.

2.11 The table below lists the ages of the players on a basketball team.
Players’ Ages
30

27

36

24

26

24

28

25

29

31

After the oldest player was released and replaced by a new player, the average
age of the team was lowered by one year. Determine the age of the new player.
Calculate the sum

of the original players’ ages and the mean age .

Once the team releases its oldest player, the average age decreases by one:
28 – 1 = 27. Calculate the new sum of the players’ ages.

The total of the team’s ages is reduced by 280 – 270 = 10 years, so the new
player is 10 years younger than the 36-year-old player who was released. The
replacement player is 36 – 10 = 26 years old.

Median

G^\]ihbVX`^ci]Zb^YYaZ

I]ZbZY^Vc
^hi]ZÆb^YYaZ
cjbWZgÇl]Zcndja^hi
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]ZgZWZXVjhZ*%eZg"
XZcid[i]ZYViV
^haZhhi]Vci]Z
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2.12 The table below lists exam scores for nine students. Identify the median test
score.

Exam Scores
85

96

75

82

93

88

80

90

71

90

93

96

Write the exam scores in order, from least to greatest.
Sorted Exam Scores
71

75

80

82

85

88

Identify the index point i for the median, using the formula
P = 50 and n is the number of data points.

30
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The index point identifies the position of the median. In this case, the index
point is not an integer, so round it up to the nearest integer, 5. Thus, the
median is the value in the fifth position of the sorted data set: 85.

2.13 The table below lists exam scores for nine students. Determine the median test
score.

Exam Scores
85

96

75

82

93

88

80

90

21

Rewrite the data in order, from least to greatest.


I]ZYViV
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Sorted Exam Scores
21

75

80

82

85

88

90

93

96

Identify the index point i by substituting P = 50 and n = 9 into the formula
.

The median is 85, the fifth sorted data point.

2.14 The table below lists a city’s daily high temperature for an 11-day period.
Identify the median high temperature.
Daily High Temperature
62

68

73

71

82

77

74

68



I]ZbZY^Vc^h
-*!WZXVjhZ^iÉh
g^\]i^ci]Zb^YYaZd[
i]ZYViVÅ_jhia^`ZV
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65

68

69

74

77

82

Write the temperatures in order, from least to greatest.


I]ZbZY^Vc!
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Sorted Daily High Temperature
62

65

68

68

68

69

71

73

Identify the index point.

The index point is not an integer, so round it to the nearest greatest integer, 6.
The median of the data is 69, the sixth data point.
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Midrange

=Va[lVnWZilZZci]ZZcYed^cih
2.15 A company asked customers to rate a service on a scale of 1 to 100 and

recorded the 24 most recent ratings in the table below. Identify the midrange
of the ratings.
Customer Ratings


I]Zb^YgVc\Z
^hVfj^X`lVnid
Zhi^bViZi]ZXZci 
d[i]ZYViVl^i] Zg
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[dgi]ZbZVcdg
hdg
i]Zb[gdbadlid i^c\
]^\]
[dgi]ZbZY^Vc# 

92

80

86

76

81

65

71

96

90

62

69

75

70

83

94

85

89

85

78

73

88

95

75

80

The highest customer rating is 96; the lowest is 62. To calculate the midrange
(MR), determine the mean of these extreme data values.

2.16 The table below represents the amount of time, in seconds, it took to complete
15 ATM transactions. Identify the midrange of the ATM transaction time.
Seconds per ATM Transaction


DcZYgVlWVX`
d[i]Zb^YgVc\Z^h
i]Vi^i^h]ZVk^an
^cÓjZcXZYWnZmigZbZ
YViVkVajZh#;dgZmVbeaZ!
X]Vc\^c\&* 'id* *'
X]Vc\Zhi]Zb^YgVc\Z
[gdb&&.hZXdcYhid

152

97

126

115

105

86

140

139

135
111

123

147

90

101

133

Identify the highest and lowest transaction times (152 and 86, respectively) and
calculate the mean of those values.


hZXdcYh#

2.17 The table below indicates the number of minutes eight randomly selected
airline flights were either early (negative values) or late (positive values)
arriving at their destinations. Calculate the midrange of the data set.
Number of Minutes Early or Late
12

–10

32

–4

0

16

5

Calculate the mean of the highest (32) and lowest (–10) values.

32
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2.18 The table below lists the average daily high temperature, in degrees Celsius,

for the first six months of the year in Barrow, Alaska. Calculate the midrange
for daily high temperature during this time period.
Average High Temperature
–22

–23

–22

–14

–4

–2

Mode

I]Zbdhi[gZfjZcikVajZ
2.19 The table below lists daily demand for hammers at a hardware store over the
last 20 days. Identify the mode.

Daily Demand for Hammers
2

1

0

2

1

3

0

2

4

0

3

2

3

4

2

2

2

4

3

0

Organize the demand for hammers in a frequency distribution.
Daily Demand

Frequency

0

4

1

2

2

7

3

4

4

3

Total

20

The mode of a data set is the value that appears most frequently. In this example, a daily demand of 2 hammers is more common than a daily demand of
0, 1, 3, or 4 hammers. Therefore, the mode is 2 hammers per day.
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2.20 A grocery store records the time, in minutes, required to check out nine
randomly selected customers. Identify the mode of this data set.
Minutes per Customer
3

4

2

5

4

1

5

5

4

Construct a frequency distribution for the data set.


7^bdYVa
bZVchi]ZgZ
VgZildbdYZh#
I]ZcjbWZgh)
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Minutes

Frequency

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

3

5

3

Total

9

This data set is bimodal; the modes are 4 and 5 minutes.

2.21 The table below lists the ages of five employees in a particular company.
Identify the mode of this data set.
Employee Age
27

46

37

29

58

Organize the ages of the employees in a frequency distribution.

CdYViV
kVajZVeeZVgh
bdgZ[gZfjZcian
i]VcVcndi]Zg#

34

Employee Age

Frequency

27

1

29

1

37

1

46

1

58

1

Total

5

There is no mode for this data.
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2.22 The table below lists the number of minutes the last 10 customers to call a

company waited on hold for technical support over the phone. Describe the
central tendency of the data in two different, and appropriate, ways.
Minutes on Hold
17

8

10

20

16

5

18

12

15

6

Because there do not appear to be any extreme values in this data set, the mean
is an appropriate choice to measure central tendency.
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You can also use the median to describe the central tendency of the data.
Rewrite the data in order, from least to greatest.
Sorted Minutes on Hold
5

6

8

10

12

16

15

17

18

20

The sample size of the data set is 10, so the median is the average of the fifth
and sixth sorted data values.

The mode is not a good choice to describe the central tendency of the data,
because there is no mode in this data set.
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2.23 The table below lists the exam scores for a class of eight students. Choose the
most appropriat e measure of central tendency: the mean, median, or mode.
Exam Scores
87

96

91

85

93

15

80

90

Because an extreme value appears to exist in the exam scores (15), the median
is likely the best choice to measure central tendency for this data set. Rewrite
the exam scores in order, from lowest to highest.
Sorted Exam Scores
15

80

85

87

90

91

Identify the index point i for the median, using the formula
P = 50 and n is the number of data points.

93

96


;^[iZZc^hgZVaan
Y^[[ZgZci[gdbi]Z
gZhid[i]ZYViV
kVajZhÅi]ZnÉgZVaa
-%dg]^\]Zg#

, where

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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I]ZbZVc
ZmVbhXdgZ^h
,.#+!l]^X]^hadlZg
i]VcVaaWjii]Z
adlZhiZmVbhXdgZ!
hd^iÉh]VgYani]Z
ÆXZciZgÇd[i]Z
YViV#I]ZgZ^hcd
bdYZ[dgi]^h
YViVhZi#

Because i is an integer, the median is the midpoint of the values in position i = 4
and position i + 1 = 5.

A good measure of central tendency for these exam scores is the median: 88.5.

Percentile

DcVhXVaZ[gdb&id&%%
2.24 The energy consumption per person (in millions of BTUs) for various states in
2005 is shown in the table below. Identify the 30th percentile.
State

BTUs per Person (in millions)

Alabama

467

Alaska

1,194

Arizona

249

Arkansas

410

California

232

Colorado

305

Connecticut

258

Delaware

372

Florida

257

List the BTU values in order, from least to greatest.
Sorted BTUs per Person
232

I]^h^hi]Z
hVbZ[dgbjaVndj
jhZYidXVaXjaViZ
i]ZbZY^Vc^c
EgdWaZbh'#&'Ä
'#&)#

249

257

258

305

372

410

467

1,194

Calculate the index point for the 30th percentile by substituting P = 30 and
n = 9 into the formula

.

Because i is not an integer, you should round it to the next highest integer, 3.
The 30th percentile is the data value in the third position of the sorted data:
257.
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2.25 The table below lists the populations of the 11 largest U.S. cities in 2007.
Identify the 65th percentile for the data.
City

Population (in millions)

New York, NY

8.27

Los Angeles, CA

3.83

Chicago, IL

2.84

Houston, TX

2.21

Phoenix, AZ

1.55

Philadelphia, PA

1.45

San Antonio, TX

1.33

San Diego, CA

1.27

Dallas, TX

1.24

San Jose, CA

0.94

Detroit, MI

0.92


Cdi^XZi]Vi
i]^hiVWaZ^h
hdgiZY[gdb]^\]Zhi
edejaVi^dcidadlZhi
edejaVi^dccdiadlZhi
id]^\]Zhi#DcXZndj
XVaXjaViZi]Z^cYZm
ed^ci!ndjÉaacZZYid
Xdjcije[gdbi]Z
Wdiidbd[i]Z
X]Vgi#

Calculate the index point for the 65th percentile.

Round the index point up to 8 (the smallest integer greater than 7.15). The
65th percentile is the eighth highest value on the chart: 2.21 million.

2.26 The table below lists the top-grossing films in the United States (as of
November 2008), adjusted for inflation. Identify the 40th percentile.
Film

2008 Dollars (in millions)

Gone with the Wind (1939)

1,431

Star Wars (1977)

1,261

The Sound of Music (1965)

1,008

E.T.: The Extra Terrestrial (1982) 1,004
The Ten Commandments (1956)

927

Titanic (1997)

909

Jaws (1975)

907

Doctor Zhivago (1965)

879

The Exorcist (1973)

782

Snow White (1937)

772

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Calculate the index point for the 40th percentile.

Because i is an integer, the 40th percentile is the average of the values in
position i and position i + 1. The value at the fourth position from the bottom of
the table is 907 and the value at the fifth position is 909. The midpoint of these
two values is 908 million dollars, which is the 40th percentile.

2.27 The table below lists the total points scored by each of the 32 NFL teams
during the 2007 season. Identify the 15th percentile.
Total Points
219

226

252

259

263

267

267

268

275

283

301

320

334

334

334

336

346

365

373

379

379

380

393

393

402

404

411

412

435

455

456

589

Calculate the index point i for the fifteenth percentile.

Round the value of i up to the nearest integer, 5. The fifteenth percentile is the
fifth sorted data point: 263.

2.28 The following table lists the systolic blood pressure of 15 adults. Calculate the
percentile rank of the value 126.
Systolic Blood Pressure


I]ZYViV
kVajZ&'+^hi]Z
ilZa[i]edh^i^dc!
hdi]ZgZVgZ&&
kVajZhi]ViVgZ
aZhhi]Vc&'+#
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136

122

130

114

121

110

113

126

121

120

130

115

125

116

103

Begin by listing the blood pressures in order, from lowest to highest.
Sorted Blood Pressures
103

110

113

114

115

116

120

121

122

125

126

130

130

136

121

There are eleven blood pressures listed that are less than 126. Substitute 11 and
the total number of data values (15) into the percentile formula that follows.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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HdbZWdd`h
YdciVYY%#*
^ci]^hhiZe#

The systolic blood pressure reading of 126 is at the 76.7th percentile rank.

2.29 The table below represents the tips left by 20 customers for the waitstaff at a
local restaurant. Find the percentile rank of a $10.00 tip.
Tips
$18.50

$10.25

$12.35

$7.75

$14.00

$11.45

$16.00

$15.50

$12.75

$10.50

$9.50
$12.40

$13.75

$10.75

$8.25

$17.85

$16.50

$17.60

$14.10

$10.00

List the tips in order, from lowest to highest.
Sorted Tips
$7.75

$8.25

$9.50

$10.00

$10.25

$10.50

$10.75

$11.45

$12.35

$12.40

$12.75

$13.75

$14.00

$14.10

$15.50

$16.00

$16.50

$17.60

$17.85

$18.50

Apply the percentile formula introduced in Problem 2.28.

The $10.00 tip is at the 17.5th percentile rank.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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2.30 The table below lists the total runs scored by each of the 16 National League
teams in Major League Baseball during the 2008 season. Calculate the
percentile rank for the number of runs scored by the Pittsburgh Pirates.


I]ZiVWaZ
^hhdgiZY[gdb
bdhigjchidaZVhi!
hdXdjcii]ZcjbWZg
d[iZVbhWZadli]Z
E^gViZhidÒ\jgZdji
]dlbVcniZVbh
hXdgZY[ZlZg
ed^cihi]Vci]Zn
Y^Y#

Team

Runs

Team

Runs

Cubs

855

Pirates

735

Mets

799

Diamondbacks

720

Phillies

799

Astros

712

Cardinals

779

Reds

704
700

Marlins

770

Dodgers

Braves

753

Nationals

641

Brewers

750

Giants

640

Rockies

747

Padres

637

Apply the percentile formula, given x = 735.

The Pirates ended the 2008 season in the 46.9th percentile for runs scored.

2.31 The table below lists the SAT scores of 27 college students. Calculate the
percentile rank for an SAT score of 947.
SAT Scores
387

454

490

564

629

665

668

673

696

807

894

919

941

947

974

1038 1074

683

1165

1177

1188 1245 1346 1419

1471

1535 1559

List the SAT scores in order, from lowest to highest.
Fourteen students in this sample population scored lower than 947. Substitute
this value into the percentile formula.

The SAT score of 947 is in the 53.7th percentile for this sample.
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2.32 The following tables record the times of swimmers in the 50-meter freestyle

and 100-meter backstroke events at a recent meet. A particular swimmer swam
the freestyle event in 31 seconds and the backstroke in 75 seconds. In which
event did the swimmer perform better relative to the competition?
50-Meter Freestyle Times
27

28

31

32

32

33

34

34

78

78

78

100-Meter Backstroke Times
69

70

72

75

76

79

79

To measure relative performance between the two events, calculate the
percentile rank for each time individually.

Notice that there are more participants in the backstroke (10) than in the
freestyle (8).


7ZXVjhZadlZg
hl^bi^bZhVgZW
Zi
i]Vc]^\]Zgi^bZ iZg
h!
cjbWZgd[kVajZ i]Z
hÆ
(&hZXdcYh^hi]Z WZadlÇ
cj
d[hl^bbZghl]di bWZg
dd
adc\ZgidÒc^h]i] `
Z
6\ddYhl^bi^bZ gVXZ#
h]
\^kZndjV]^\]eZ djaY
gX
gVc`!cdiVadldc Zci^aZ
Z#

A higher percentile rank indicates that the swimmer defeated a proportionately
larger number of competitors. Therefore, the swimmer performed better in the
freestyle event.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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2.33 The following tables list the exam scores from an English class and a chemistry
class. A particular student scored an 88 on the English test and a 76 on
the chemistry test. Determine which exam score is higher relative to her
classmates.
English Exam Scores
75

76

78

78

80

80

80

80

81

81

84

85

85

86

86

88

90

90

91

92

94

95

96

98

65

68

68

69

70

85

Chemistry Exam Scores
54

56

59

60

60

63

64

72

74

75

75

76

78

80

71

Calculate the student’s percentile ranks for the exams separately, noting that
population sizes for the classes vary.

The student performed better on the chemistry exam relative to her classmates,
even though her chemistry exam score was lower than her English exam score.


I]Z^Éh
gZegZhZcii]Z
Y^[[ZgZciXaVhhZ
h!
hdl&2'%VcY
m&2-' #)VgZlVc
Y
mkVajZh[dgXaVhh
&!
l'2')VcYm 2,#.
gZegZhZciXaV'hh'
!
VcYl(2'.VcY

m(2-,#(gZegZhZ
ci
XaVhh(#
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Weighted Mean

6kZgV\^c\jh^c\Y^[[ZgZcilZ^\]ih
2.34 A statistics professor administered an exam to three different classes. The 8:00
class had 20 students and an average exam score of 82.4. The 9:00 class had 24
students and an average of 78.9. The 29 students in the 10:00 class averaged
87.3. Calculate the overall average for all three classes combined.

The weighted mean is the mean of each average score multiplied by the number
of students in the class. In the formula below, wi represents the weight of each
group (in this case the size of each class) and xi represents the average score of
the corresponding class.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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The overall average is 83.2.

2.35 Assume a student’s final statistics grade for the semester is based on a com-

bination of a final exam score, a project score, and a homework score, each
weighted according to the table below. Calculate the final grade of a student
with an exam score of 94, a project score of 89, and a homework score of 83.
Type

Weight (percent)

Exam

50

Project

35

Homework

15

Multiply each of the students’ scores by the corresponding weights and then
average those products.



>[ndj\diVc
VchlZgd[--#,!
ndj[dg\diidlZ^\]i
i]ZXViZ\dg^Zh#I]^h
hijYZciY^YlZaa
dci]ZZmVb!l]^X]
^hldgi]bdgZi]Vc
i]Zdi]ZgXViZ\dg^Zh#
I]ViÉhl]ni]ZÒcVa
\gVYZ^h]^\]Zgi]Vc
ildd[i]Zi]gZZ
^cY^k^YjVa
XViZ\dgn
hXdgZh#

The student’s final grade is 90.6.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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2.36 A company has four locations at which customers were surveyed for their

satisfaction ratings. The table below lists the average customer rating for each
of the four locations and the number of customers that responded to the
survey at that location. Calculate the total average customer rating for the
company.


I]ZVkZgV\Z
gVi^c\bjhiWZ
VlZ^\]iZYbZVc
WZXVjhZZVX]adXVi^dc
XdaaZXiZYVY^[[ZgZci
cjbWZgd[XjhidbZg
hjgkZnh#I]ZlZ^\]ih
VgZi]ZcjbWZgd[
XjhidbZghjgkZnh
ijgcZY^c[dgZVX]
adXVi^dc#

Location

Average Rating

Number of Customers

1

7.8

117

2

8.5

86

3

6.6

68

4

7.4

90

Apply the weighted mean formula, averaging the products of the ratings and
the number of survey respondents for each location.

The average customer rating for all four locations is 7.6.

2.37 The table below lists the grades and credit hours earned one semester by

a college student. Assuming A, B, and C grades correspond to 4, 3, and 2
grade points respectively, calculate the student’s grade point average for the
semester.


I]ZcjbWZg
d[XgZY^i]djgheZg
XdjghZkVgn!hdndj
]VkZidjhZVlZ^\]iZY
bZVc#6c6^cV("XgZY^i"
]djgXdjghZ^hldgi]
aZhhi]VcVc6^cV
)"XgZY^i"]djgXdjghZ#
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Course

Credit Hours

Final Grade

Math

3

A

English

3

C

Chemistry

4

A

Business

4

B

Multiply the grade point equivalent of each letter grade (4, 3, or 2) by the
number of credit hours for that course. The student’s grade point average is the
mean of those three products.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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The student’s grade point average is 3.29.

Mean of a Frequency Distribution

6kZgV\^c\Y^hXgZiZYViV
2.38 The table below records the results of a survey that asked respondents how

many cats lived in their households. Calculate the average number of cats per
household.
Number of Cats

Number of Households

0

58

1

22

2

15

3

8

4

2

The number of cats in each household varies, so you should apply the weighted
mean formula. Unlike the weighted mean problems in the preceding section,
the problems in this section are weighted according to the frequencies of each
category. Here, survey responses of zero through four cats are multiplied by
the frequency with which each number was reported, and the products are
averaged.


I]^h^h
VbZVc!hd^i
YdZhcÉicZZYidWZ
Vl]daZcjbWZg#

The average number of cats per household is 0.80.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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2.39 A six-year-old company surveyed its employees to determine how long each
person had worked there; the results are reported in the following table.
Calculate the average length of time the employees have worked for the
company.


I]ZYZcdb^cVidg
d[i]ZlZ^\]iZYbZVc
[dgbjaV^hi]Zhjbd[i]Z
lZ^\]ih#>ci]^hegdWaZb!i]Z
lZ^\]ihVgZ]dld[iZcWn
ZbeadnZZZVX]Xdjci
nZVghldg`ZYdXXjgh#

Years of Service

Number of Employees

1

5

2

7

3

10

4

8

5

12

6

3

Apply the weighted mean formula, weighting each year of service value by the
corresponding frequency.

The mean length of employment is approximately 3.53 years.

2.40 An airline recorded the number of no-shows (people who fail to arrive at the
gate on time to board the plane) for its last 120 flights. The frequencies are
listed in the following table. Calculate the average number of no-shows per
flight.
Number of No-Shows

Number of Flights

0

37

1

31

2

20

3

16

4

12

5

4

Calculate the mean number of no-shows, weighting each value (zero through
five) by the corresponding frequency.
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no-shows per flight

Mean of a Grouped Frequency Distribution

8VaXjaVi^c\i]ZbZVcd[\gdjeZYYViV
2.41 The table below lists the frequencies of the grouped scores for the 2008

Masters Golf Tournament. Use a weighted average to approximate the mean
golf score shot during the tournament.
Final Score

Frequency

280–283

2

284–287

8

288–291

14

292–295

14

296–299

5

300–303

2

Identify the midpoint of each range of scores.
Final Score

Midpoint

Frequency

280–283

281.5

2

284–287

285.5

8

288–291

289.5

14

292–295

293.5

14

296–299

297.5

5

300–303

301.5

2


8VaXjaViZi]ZbZ
Vc
d[i]ZZcYed^cih
/

Calculate the weighted mean by multiplying the midpoints calculated above by
the corresponding frequencies and then averaging those products.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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The approximate mean score for the 2008 Masters was approximately 291.1.

2.42 The following table divides the employees at a company into categories
according to their ages. Approximate the mean employee age.
Age Range

Number of Employees

20–24

8

25–29

37

30–34

25

35–39

48

40–44

27

45–49

10

Identify the midpoint of each age range.
Age Range

Midpoint

Number of Employees

20–24

22

8

25–29

27

37

30–34

32

25

35–39

37

48

40–44

42

27

45–49

47

10

Multiply the midpoints of each range by the corresponding frequencies and
then calculate the mean of the products.

The approximate mean employee age is approximately 34.5 years.

48
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2.43 The NFL has played a 16-game schedule every year from 1978 to 2007,

excluding the strike-shortened 1982 season. The table below summarizes
the number of games won by the Green Bay Packers during this time period.
Approximate the mean number of games the Packers won per year.
Wins per Season

Frequency

3–4

4

5–6

4

7–8

7

9–10

7

11–12

4

13–14

3

Identify the midpoint of each range in the table.
Wins per Season

Midpoint

Frequency

3–4

3.5

4

5–6

5.5

4

7–8

7.5

7

9–10

9.5

7

11–12

11.5

4

13–14

13.5

3

Calculate the weighted mean.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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2.44 The following table summarizes the grade point averages (GPAs) of graduate
students in a statistics class. Approximate the mean GPA of the class.
GPA

Frequency

3.0–under 3.2

5

3.2–under 3.4

9

3.4–under 3.6

6

3.6–under 3.8

16

3.8–4.0

2

Calculate the midpoint of each range of GPAs.
GPA

Midpoint

Frequency

3.0–under 3.2

3.1

5

3.2–under 3.4

3.3

9

3.4–under 3.6

3.5

6

3.6–under 3.8

3.7

16

3.8–4.0

3.9

2

To calculate the mean GPA, apply the weighted mean formula.

The approximate mean GPA of the graduate students is approximately 3.51.
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CALCULATING DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: MEASURES OF VARIATION

9ZiZgb^c^c\i]ZY^heZgh^dcd[i]ZYViV
Chapter 2 investigated the central tendency, a descriptive statistic used to
characterize a collection of data based upon a value (the mean, median, or
mode) that was representative of the data set as a whole. In this chapter, you
will explore a different category of descriptive statistic, called the variance,
that describes how closely spaced—or spread out—the data values are.

L]ZcndjhjbbVg^oZYViVjh^c\Vh^c\
aZcjbWZg!ndjadhZ^bedgiVci
^c[dgbVi^dcVWdjii]ViYViV#I]Z
gZÉhcdaVli]VihVnhndjXVcdcanjhZ

dcZ`^cYd[YZhXg^ei^kZhiVi^hi^XidX
]VgVXiZg^oZVYViVhZi!VcY^ci]^h
X]VeiZgndjÉaaaZVgcV[ZlbdgZ^c
XajY^c\gVc\Z!hiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dc
!VcY
kVg^VcXZ#
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Range

=dll^YZ^hndjgYViV4
3.1

The following table lists the balance due on a credit card over a five-month
period. Calculate the range of the data set.
Credit Card Balance


I]ZgVc\Z^hValVnh
Vedh^i^kZcjbWZg#

$485

$610

$1,075

$737

$519

To calculate the range of a data set, subtract its lowest value from its highest.
range = $1,075 – $485 = $590


I]ZgVc\Z
XVcWZ]ZVk^an
^cÓjZcXZYWndcZ
ZmigZbZkVajZ#>c
i]^hXVhZ!i]ZgVc\Z
h`ngdX`ZiZY[gdb
*.%^cEgdWaZb(#&id
+!*.%!ZkZci]dj\]
dcandcZYViVkVajZ
lVhX]Vc\ZY#

3.2

The following table lists the balance due on a credit card over a five-month
period. Calculate the range of the data set.
Credit Card Balance
$485

$610

$7,075

$737

$519

These data values match the data values in Problem 3.1, with one exception. The
third value has been increased from $1,075 (in Problem 3.1) to $7,075.
range = $7,075 – $485 = $6,590

3.3

The following table lists the number of minutes eight randomly selected airline
flights were either early (negative values) or late (positive values) arriving at
their destinations. Calculate the range of this sample.
Number of Minutes Early or Late
12

–10

32

–4

0

16

5

18

The highest value in this data set is 32 minutes and the lowest value is –10
minutes.
range = 32 – (–10) = 32 + 10 = 42

3.4

The following table lists daily high temperatures (in degrees Celsius) for Pevek,
Russia. Determine the range of these temperatures.
Daily High Temperature
–15

–6

–2

–8

–18

–21

–24

–25

–24

–25

The highest temperature is –2˚C and the lowest temperature is –25˚C.
range = –2 – (–25) = –2 + 25 = 23˚C
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3.5

The following table lists the total points scored per season by the Chicago
Bears and the Dallas Cowboys over a five-year span. Compare the ranges of the
data sets to determine which team scored more consistently.
Year

Dallas

Chicago

2007

455

334

2006

425

427

2005

325

260

2004

293

231

2003

289

283

Dallas: range = 455 – 289 = 166 points
Chicago: range = 427 – 231 = 196 points
The Dallas Cowboys scored more consistently season-to-season because their
range is smaller than the range for the Chicago Bears.

3.6
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The following table lists the weight loss (negative values) or weight gain
(positive values) in pounds for nine individuals who participated in a weight
loss program. Calculate the range of final weight loss results.
Daily High Temperature
–3

–6

–3

–5

0

–7

4

–1

–4

range = 4 – (–7) = 4 + 7 = 11 pounds

3.7

The following table lists recent golf scores for three friends. Identify the most
and least consistent golfers of the group, according to the ranges of their
scores.
Golfer

Golf Scores

Sam

102

98

105

105

100

103

100

Debbie

79

85

86

80

96

91

87

Jeff

86

94

81

90

95

82

88

99

Sam is the most consistent golfer because he has the smallest range of the three
friends. Debbie is the least consistent golfer because her range is the widest.
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Interquartile Range

;^cY^c\i]Zb^YYaZ*%eZgXZcid[i]ZYViV
Note: Problems 3.8–3.12 refer to the data set below, the number of patient visits per week at
a chiropractor’s office over a ten-week period.
Number of Patients per Week
75

3.8
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86

87

90

94

102

105

109

110

120

Calculate the first quartile of the data using the index method.
The first quartile, known as Q 1, is the twenty-fifth percentile of the data set.

Because i is not an integer, the next integer greater than i corresponds to the
position of the first quartile. Thus, Q 1 is in the third position for this data set:
Q 1 = 87 patient visits.
Note: Problems 3.8–3.12 refer to the data set in Problem 3.8, the number of patient visits per
week at a chiropractor’s office over a ten-week period.

3.9

Calculate the second quartile of the data.
The second quartile, known as Q 2, is the median of the data.

Because i is an integer, the median is the average of the values in position i = 5
and position i + 1 = 6.

Note: Problems 3.8–3.12 refer to the data set in Problem 3.8, the number of patient visits per
week at a chiropractor’s office over a ten-week period.

3.10 Calculate the third quartile of the data.

Ndj\Zi^2,#*!
VYZX^bVakVajZ!hd
gdjcY^ijeidi]Z
cZmi^ciZ\Zg/^2-#

The third quartile, known as Q 3, is the seventy-fifth percentile of the data set.

The third quartile is the data value in the eighth position: Q 3 = 109 patient visits.
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Note: Problems 3.8–3.12 refer to the data set in Problem 3.8, the number of patient visits per
week at a chiropractor’s office over a ten-week period.

3.11 Calculate the interquartile range (IQR) of the data.
The interquartile range represents the middle 50 percent of the data, and is
equal to the difference between the third and first quartiles. Recall that Q 1 = 87
and Q 3 = 109 (according to Problems 3.8 and 3.10, respectively).
IQR = Q3 – Q1 = 109 – 87 = 22 patient visits
Note: Problems 3.8–3.12 refer to the data set in Problem 3.8, the number of patient visits per
week at a chiropractor’s office over a ten-week period.

3.12 Calculate the interquartile range using the median method and compare it to
the IQR computed in Problem 3.11.

The median method allows you to identify the quartiles of the data given only
the median, and it does not require you to use the index point
. According to Problem 3.9, the median of the data is 98.

formula

To find the first quartile Q 1, list the sorted data less than the median value of 98.
75

86

87

90

94
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The first quartile is the median of this data subset. There are an even number
of values (5), so the median of the data (and hence the first quartile of the
complete data set) is the middle number: Q 1 = 87.
Similarly, the third quartile is the middle number when the data values greater
than the median are listed.


;dgi]^hYViV
102
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109
110
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Thus, Q 3 = 109. The interquartile range is the difference between the third and
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dl
IQR = Q3 – Q1 = 109 – 87 = 22 patient visits
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The index and median methods result in the same IQR value, 22.
ÉaahZ
^cEgdWaZbh(#&( Ä Z
(#&)#
Note: Problems 3.13–3.14 refer to the data set below, the number of pages per book from a
random sample of nine paperback novels.

Number of Pages per Paperback Novel
322

340

351

365

402

460

498

525

567

3.13 Calculate the interquartile range using the index method.
Calculate the index point of Q 1.
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Round i up to the nearest integer: i = 3. Hence, Q 1 = 351. Now calculate the
index point of Q 3.

The third quartile is in the seventh position of the sorted data set: Q 3 = 498.
Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q1 = 498 – 351 = 147 pages
According to the index method, the IQR of the data is 147 pages.
Note: Problems 3.13–3.14 refer to the data set in Problem 3.13, the number of pages per book
from a random sample of nine paperback novels.

3.14 Calculate the interquartile range using the median method, and compare it to
the IQR computed in Problem 3.13.

There is an odd number of data points (9), so the median is the middle value,
in the fifth position: Q 2 = 402 pages. List the sorted data values that are less than
the median.
322

340

351

365

The first quartile is the median of these four values. Because the number of
data points is even, the median is the average of the two middle numbers.

Now list the sorted data values that are greater than the median.
460

498

525

567

Again, the median is the average of the two middle numbers.

Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q3 – Q1 = 511.5 – 345.5 = 166 pages
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The IQR is 147 pages according to the index method and 166 pages according
to the median method. Be aware that different textbooks use different methods
to calculate quartiles.
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3.15 The following table lists the average monthly crude oil price per barrel for the
first seven months of 2007 and 2008. Use the median method of calculating
the interquartile range to determine the year in which prices were more
consistent.
2007

2008

$46.53

$84.70

$51.36

$86.64

$52.64

$96.87

$55.43

$104.31

$58.08

$117.40

$59.25

$126.16

$65.96

$126.33

Determine the median for 2007. There are seven data points for each year, so
the median is the value in the fourth position: Q 2 = $55.43. The first quartile
for 2007 is the median of the prices less than the median price of $55.43:
Q 1 = $51.36. The third quartile for 2007 is the median of the prices greater
than the median price of $55.43: Q 3 = $59.25. Calculate the IQR of the 2007 oil
prices.
2007 IQR = Q 3 – Q1 = $59.25 – $51.36 = $7.89
The median of the 2008 oil prices is $104.31. Identify the first and third
quartiles of the 2008 data: Q 1 = $86.64 and Q 3 = 126.16. Calculate the
corresponding IQR.
2008 IQR = Q 3 – Q1 = $126.16 – $86.64 = $39.52
The oil prices in 2007 were more consistent than the oil prices in 2008.


6hbVaaZg^ciZg"
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3.16 A cereal producer uses a filling process designed to add 16 ounces of cereal to
each box. In order to meet quality control standards, the interquartile range
must be less than 0.40 ounces, centered around the target weight of 16.00
ounces.
The following table lists the weights of 24 cereal boxes. Use the index method
of calculating the IQR to determine whether this sample meets the quality
control standard.
Sorted Weight of Cereal per Box
15.70

15.70

15.72

15.73

15.75

15.76

15.78

15.84

15.90

15.95

15.98

16.02

16.05

16.06

16.10

16.15

16.15

16.22

16.30

16.32

16.32

16.35

16.36

16.36
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Identify the index point of Q 1, the first quartile.

The first quartile is the average of the values in positions six and seven of the
sorted data set.

Identify the index point of Q 3, the third quartile.

The third quartile is the average of the values in positions 18 and 19 of the
sorted data set.

Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q 1 = 16.26 – 15.77 = 0.49
This sample does not meet the quality standard, because the interquartile range
is greater than the standard of 0.40 ounces.
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Outliers

HZeVgVi^c\i]Z\ddYYViV[gdbi]ZWVY
3.17 The following table lists the number of days that 15 houses in a particular area
were on the market waiting to be sold. Use the index method of calculating
the IQR to determine whether the data set contains any outliers.
Sorted Days on the Market per House
9

10

21

36

37

40

46

53

59

61

64

75

94

115

Determine the position of Q 1 in the sorted data set.
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The first quartile is the fourth data value: Q 1 = 36. Determine the position of Q 3
using the index equation.

The third quartile is in position 12: Q 3 = 64. Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q 1 = 64 – 36 = 28 days
Calculate the lower limit for outliers using the formula Q 1 – 1.5(IQR).

A house cannot be on the market for a negative number of days, so the lower
limit for outliers is zero days. Calculate the upper limit for outliers using a
similar formula: Q 3 + 1.5(IQR).
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Any data value less than the lower limit or greater than the upper limit is
considered an outlier. There are no data points less than the lower limit.
However, the value 115 is greater than the upper limit, and therefore is
considered an outlier.

3.18 The following table lists the Monday Night Football TV ratings from Nielsen

Media Research for 13 games during the 2007 season. Use the median method
of calculating the IQR to determine whether the data set contains any outliers.
Sorted MNF Nielsen Ratings for 2007 Season
8.5

8.5

9.0

9.6

9.9

10.8

11.6

11.8

12.5

13.0

13.1

14.0

11.1

The 13 data values are listed in order, from least to greatest. The median is in
position seven: Q 2 = 11.1. The first quartile is the median of the values less
than 11.1.

The third quartile is the median of the values greater than 11.1.

Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q 1 = 12.75 – 9.3 = 3.45
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Calculate the lower and upper limits for outliers.

There are no outliers in the ratings because none of the ratings are less than
4.125 or greater than 17.925.

3.19 The following table lists the number of minutes 18 randomly selected airline

flights were either early (negative values) or late (positive values) arriving at
their destinations. Use the index method of calculating the IQR to determine
whether the data set contains outliers.
Sorted Number of Minutes Early or Late
–42

–25

–17

–10

–4

0

6

8

12

17

–4
18

18

20

33

52

61

64

Calculate the index point for the first quartile.

The first quartile is in the fifth position: Q 1 = –4. Calculate the index point for
the third quartile.

The third quartile is in position 14: Q 3 = 20. Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q1 = 20 – (–4) = 20 + 4 = 24 minutes
Calculate the lower and upper limits for outliers.
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The value –42 is an outlier because it is less than the lower limit of –40 minutes.
Similarly, the values 61 and 64 are outliers because they exceed the upper limit
of 56 minutes.
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3.20 The following table lists the amount an individual is under (negative values) or
over (positive values) budget each month for a year. Use the index method of
calculating the IQR to identify outliers, then eliminate them to calculate the
mean of the data.
Sorted Over/Under Monthly Budget
–$825

–$675

–$212

–$136

–$86

$24

$157

$180

$237

$247

$519

$882

Determine the index position of the first quartile.

The first quartile is the average of the third and fourth values of the sorted data.

Calculate the index point for the third quartile.

The third quartile is the average of the ninth and tenth values.

Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q 1 = 242 – (–174) = 416
Calculate the lower and upper limits for outliers.

There are two outliers that might be excluded from the data before the mean
is calculated. The value –$825 is less than the lower limit of –$798, and $882 is
greater than the upper limit of $866. Calculate the mean of the data excluding
the outliers.
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The mean (excluding the outliers) is $25.50 per month over budget.

Visualizing Distributions

I]ZhZXdcYfjVgi^aZ
^hbdgZXdbbdcanXVaaZY
i]ZbZY^Vc#

7dm"VcY"l]^h`ZgeadihVcYY^hig^Wji^dcY^V\gVbh
3.21 Describe the five-number summary for a box-and-whisker plot.
The five-number summary for a box-and-whisker plot consists of five data
points: the smallest data value; the first, second, and third quartiles; and the
largest data value.

3.22 The following table lists the number of children who attend an after-school

program over an 11-day period. Construct a box-and-whisker plot for the data
using the index method.
Sorted Number of Children per Day
20

22

29

37

49

56

64

70

70

87

92

The median of the data is the sixth number of the eleven sorted data values:
Q 2 = 56. Determine the positions of the first and third quartiles.

The first and third quartiles are in positions three and nine of the sorted data,
respectively: Q 1 = 29 and Q 3 = 70. Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q1 = 70 – 29 = 41
Calculate the lower and upper limits for outliers.
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There are no outliers in this data set. Thus, the five-number summary is 20, 29,
56, 70, and 92. The box of a box-and-whisker plot is a rectangle bounded on the
left by Q 1 = 29 and on the right by Q 3 = 70. Divide the rectangle at the median
Q 2 = 56. The whiskers of a box-and-whisker plot are horizontal lines that extend
from the rectangle to the extreme values 20 and 92, as illustrated below.

3.23 Describe and sketch a right-skewed distribution, identifying the relative
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positions of the mean and median.

In a right-skewed distribution, most of the data is concentrated on the left side
of the distribution. Therefore, the right tail of the distribution is longer than
the left tail and the mean is greater than the median.
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3.24 Describe and sketch a symmetrical bell-shaped distribution, identifying the
relative positions of the mean and median.

In a symmetrical bell-shaped distribution, the data values are evenly distributed
on both sides of the center. Most of the data values are relatively close to the
mean and median, which are approximately equal and near the center of the
distribution.
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3.25 Describe and sketch a left-skewed distribution, identifying the relative
positions of the mean and median.

In a left-skewed distribution, most of the data is concentrated on the right side
of the distribution. The left tail of the distribution is longer than the right tail,
and the median is greater than the mean.

Note: Problems 3.26–3.27 refer to the data set below, the number of days it takes an author
to write each chapter of a 15-chapter book.
Sorted Number of Days per Chapter
9

13

13

13

14

15

15

25

25

25

26

36

36

49

15

3.26 Construct a box-and-whisker plot for the data using the index method.
The median of the data is the eighth of the fifteen sorted data values: Q 2 = 15.
Determine the positions of the first and third quartiles.

The first and third quartiles are in positions four and twelve of the data,
respectively: Q 1 = 13 and Q 3 = 26. Calculate the interquartile range.
IQR = Q 3 – Q 1 = 26 – 13 = 13
Calculate the lower and upper limits for outliers.
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Note that you should consider zero the lower limit for outliers, because –6.5 is
not a valid length of time. The data contains one outlier: 49. Hence, the fivenumber summary is 9, 13, 15, 26, and 49.

Note: Problems 3.26–3.27 refer to the data set in Problem 3.26, the number of days it takes
an author to write each chapter of a 15-chapter book.

3.27 Describe the shape of the distribution.
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According to Problem 3.26, the median of the data set is Q 2 = 15. Calculate the
mean of the data, excluding the outlier 49 identified in Problem 3.26. As an
aside, note that there may be circumstances in which the outlier is a legitimate
data value that should be included in the mean calculation. Whether to
include an outlier is a judgment call best made by a person familiar with the
circumstances under which the data is analyzed.

Because the mean (20) is greater than the median (15), the distribution is most
likely right-skewed.

HZZ
EgdWaZb(#'(#

Note: Problems 3.28–3.29 refer to the following data set, the distances a car drives (in miles)
on a full tank of gas after 15 fill-ups at a gas station.
Sorted Distance per Tank of Gas
215

229

236

239

240

244

247

262

264

271

279

280

282

285

255

3.28 Construct a box-and-whisker plot for the data, using a five-number summary.
The median of the data is the number in the eighth position: Q 2 = 255.
Calculate the index points for the first and third quartiles.
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The first and third quartiles are in positions four and twelve, respectively:
Q 1 = 239 and Q 3 = 279.
The five-number summary is 215, 239, 255, 279, and 285.

Note: Problems 3.28–3.29 refer to the data set in Problem 3.28, the distances a car drives (in
miles) on a full tank of gas after 15 fill-ups at a gas station.

3.29 Describe the shape of the distribution.
According to Problem 3.28, the median of the data is Q 2 = 255. Calculate the
mean.

Because the median (255) is approximately equal to the mean (255.2), the
distribution is most likely symmetrical.

Stem-and-Leaf Plot

I]ZÓdlZgedlZgd[YViV
3.30 Describe the structure of a stem-and-leaf diagram.
A stem-and-leaf diagram displays the distribution of a data set by separating
each value into a stem and a leaf. The stem is the first digit (or digits) of the
number and the leaf is the last digit. Leaves with a common stem are grouped
together in ascending order. For example, the numbers 28, 34, 42, 47, and 49
would be displayed in the following manner.
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Some textbooks require you to include a key for stem-and-leaf plots so that you
can correctly interpret them. The key for this plot would be “2 | 8 = 28.”

3.31 The following table lists the total annual snowfall (in inches) for 30 cities.
Construct a stem-and-leaf plot for the data.


I]ZaZ[i
Xdajbc^hi]ZhiZb
VcYi]Zg^\]iXdajbc
XdciV^chi]ZaZVkZh#
I]ZaVhigdl]Vhi]gZZ
aZVkZh!hdi]ZYViV]Vh
i]gZZkVajZhl^i]V
hiZbd[)Åi]gZZ
kVajZh^ci]Z
[dgi^Zh#

Sorted Inches of Snowfall
11

12

14

17

20

20

22

25

25

26

26

28

30

32

32

34

35

35

38

39

39

41

41

43

45

46

48

49

50

56

The stem of each data value is its tens digit, and the leaf is the ones digit.


;dgZmVbeaZ!
i]ZiZchY^\^id[
'*^h'VcYi]Z
dcZhY^\^i^h*#

3.32 Identify the data values represented by the following stem-and-leaf plot, which
lists the number of new cars sold at a local dealership over the last 20 months.
Assume that 2 | 9 = 29.

The stem of each data value represents its tens digit, and the leaf of each data
value represents its ones digit.

:kZci]dj\]i]ZgZ
VgZcÉiVcnYViVed^cih
l^i]VhiZbd[dcZ!^i
h]djaYhi^aaWZ^cXajYZY
VhVhiZb^ci]Z
hiZb"VcY"aZV[
eadi#

Sorted Number of Cars Sold per Month
8

9

9

20

21

23

23

24

24

25

27

28

29

30

32

33

33

35

41

43
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I]ZYViV^h
hdgiZY[gdb]^\]Zhi
idadlZhiWZXVjhZbdgZ
hig^`Zdjih^hWZiiZgi]Vc
[ZlZgl]ZcndjÉgZV
e^iX]Zg!Wjii]ZhiZb"
VcY"aZV[Y^V\gVb^hhi^aa
dg\Vc^oZY[gdbadlZhi
id]^\]ZhicjbWZgd[
hig^`Zdjih#

IdÒcYi]Z
bdYZ!add`[dg
i]ZbdhiZfjVa
Y^\^ih^cVgdl#I]ZgZ
VgZi]gZZ(Éh^ci]Z
i]^gYgdl!Wjii]ZgZ
VgZbdgZ+Éh^ci]Z
Ò[i]gdlÅ[djgd[
i]ZbidWZZmVXi#
I]ZgZ[dgZ!i]Z
YViVhZiXdciV^ch
[djg'% +Éh#

3.33 The following table lists the number of strikeouts posted by the top 30

strikeout pitchers in the 2008 Major League Baseball season. Construct a stemand-leaf plot for the data and identify the mode.
Sorted Number of Strikeouts
265

251

231

214

206

206

206

206

201

200

196

187

186

186

184

183

183

183

181

180

175

173

172

172

170

166

166

165

163

163

A leaf consists of a single digit, so the stems for these data values consist of the
hundreds and tens digits. Thus, 16 | 3 = 163.

Notice that stem 20 contains four equal leaves. Thus, the mode of the data
is 206.
Note: Problems 3.34–3.35 refer to the following data set, the top 30 NFL quarterback ratings
during the 2007 season.
Sorted Quarterback Ratings
117.2

104.1

102.2

98.0

97.4

94.6

91.4

89.9

89.8

89.4

95.7
88.1

87.2

86.7

86.1

84.8

82.5

82.4

80.9

77.6

77.2

76.8

75.6

75.2

73.9

71.1

71.0

70.8

70.4

70.3

3.34 Construct a stem-and-leaf plot for the data, such that each stem represents 10
(+^hi]Z
W^\\ZhiYViV
kVajZi]ViÉhcdi
Vcdjia^Zg#
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possible unique data values.

The leaf is usually the rightmost digit in the data value, which in this case would
be the number in the tenths place. However, this results in stems ranging from
70 to 117, including many stems that would not correspond to leaves. Thus it is
better to round the data to the nearest integer values.
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Sorted Quarterback Ratings Rounded
117

104

102

98

97

96

95

91

90

90

89

88
82

87

87

86

85

83

81

78

77

77

76

75

74

71

71

71

70

70

The hundreds and the tens values of each rounded data point make up the
stem; the ones value is the leaf. Note that each stem represents 10 possible
unique data values. For instance, the stem 7 could contain data values 70, 71, 72,
73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, and 79.

Note: Problems 3.34–3.35 refer to the data set in Problem 3.34, the top 30 NFL quarterback
ratings during the 2007 season.

3.35 Construct a stem-and-leaf plot for the data such that each stem represents five
possible unique data values.

Each of the following stems contains a parenthetical number, either (0) or
(5). This number represents the smallest possible leaf value for that stem. For
instance, stem 7(0) could contain data values 70, 71, 72, 73, and 74; stem 7(5)
could contain data values 75, 76, 77, 78, and 79.


Hea^ii^c\i]Z
hiZbh^c]Va[^h
V\ddY^YZVl]Z
c
hdbZhiZbh]VkZ
V
adid[aZVkZhVcY 

di]ZghYdcÉi]VkZ
Vh
bVcn#NdjÉgZign^c
\i
hZZ]dlhegZVYdj d
ii
YViV^h!VcYhdbZ ]Z
i^b
ndjcZZYidhegZVY Zh

djii]ZhiZbhid
Ydi]Vi#
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6WVX`"
id"WVX`hiZb"
VcY"aZV[Y^V\gVb

^h]VcYnl]Zc
ndjÉgZXdbeVg^c\
il
h^b^aVgYViVhZih d
#
EaVXZVXdbbdc
hiZbYdlci]Z
XZciZg#DcZ
Y^hig^Wji^dc]Vh
aZVkZhdci]ZaZ[i
!
VcYi]Zdi]Zg
]VhaZVkZhdc
i]Zg^\]i#

3.36 The following two tables list the numbers of home runs hit by the leaders

in this category in the National League and the American League for the
2008 Major League Baseball season. Construct a back-to-back stem-and-leaf
diagram comparing the two leagues. What conclusions can you draw based
on this diagram?
Sorted National League Home Run Leaders
48

40

38

37

37

37

36

34

33

33

33

32

32

29

29

29

28

28

33
27

27

27

26

26

25

25

25

25

25

25

Sorted American League Home Run Leaders
37

36

35

34

34

33

33

32

32

32

31

29

27

27

25

25

24

23

23

23

23

23

23

22

22

22

21

21

21

21

More than half of the home run leaders in each league hit between 21 and 29
home runs. Thus, a stem of 2 would have a disproportionately large number of
leaves. Split the stems as instructed in Problem 3.35, so that each represents five
possible values.


I]ZcjbWZgh
dci]^hh^YZVgZ
lg^iiZc^cgZkZghZ
dgYZg!hdi]Vii] 
Z
aZVkZh\gdlÆdji"
lVgYÇ[gdbi]Zh
iZb
dcWdi]h^YZh#
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The majority of the National League’s batters hit between 25 and 29 home runs.
Most of the American League leaders hit between 20 and 24 home runs, and
none of them hit 40 or more.
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Variance and Standard Deviation of a Population

I]ZbdhiXdbbdclVnhidbZVhjgZY^heZgh^dc
Note: Problems 3.37–3.40 refer to the data set below, the number of hurricanes that struck
the continental United States each decade during the twentieth century.
Decade

Number of Hurricanes

1901–1910

18

1911–1920

21

1921–1930

13

1931–1940

19

1941–1950

24

1951–1960

17

1961–1970

14

1971–1980

12

1981–1990

15

1991–2000

14

3.37 Calculate the variance of the data using the standard method.
This data set is considered a population because all of the hurricanes for each
decade of the twentieth century are included—not just a sample. The standard
method of computing population variance X 2 is the following equation, in
which x represents each data value, R represents the population mean, and N
represents the number of data values.

Calculate the mean.


HjWigVXii]Z
bZVc[gdbZkZgnh^c\aZ
YViVkVajZ!VcYi]Zc
hfjVgZZVX]Y^[[ZgZcXZ#
6YYjei]dhZhfjVgZhVcY

Y^k^YZi]ZhjbWnC#

Subtract the mean from each data value and calculate the squares of the
differences (x – R)2, as demonstrated in the following table. Then, calculate the
sum of squares.
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6aai]ZcjbWZgh^c
i]^hXdajbcVgZedh^i^kZ!
WZXVjhZi]ZnÉkZVaa
WZZchfjVgZY#

x

x–R

18

18 – 16.7 = 1.3

1.69

21

21 – 16.7 = 4.3

18.49

13

13 – 16.7 = –3.7

13.69

19

19 – 16.7 = 2.3

5.29

24

24 – 16.7 = 7.3

53.29

17

17 – 16.7 = 0.3

0.09

14

14 – 16.7 = –2.7

7.29

12

12 – 16.7 = –4.7

22.09

15

15 – 16.7 = –1.7

2.89

14

14 – 16.7 = –2.7

7.29

Total

(x – R)2

132.1

The variance X2 is the sum of the squares calculated above (132.1) divided by
the population size.


6cYi]ZbdgZYVi
V
ed^cihndj]VkZ!
i]Z
aZhhldg`i]Zh]dg
iXji
bZi]dY^h#



IdXVaXjaViZ
i]Zhjb
d[i]ZhfjVgZh!
hfjVgZZVX]YViV
kVajZVcYi]ZcVYY
jei]ZhfjVgZh#Id

XVaXjaViZ
Z
d[i]
i]ZhfjVgZ
hjb!VYYjeVaai]Z
YViVkVajZhÒghi
VcYi]ZchfjVgZ
i]Vihjb#
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The general rule for rounding is to use one more decimal place in your calculations than the raw data contained. However, judgment also comes into
play when making these decisions. When calculations are performed manually,
rounding needs to occur and the final result may be affected by the number of
decimal places used.
Note: Problems 3.37–3.40 refer to the data set in Problem 3.37, the number of hurricanes that
struck the continental United States each decade during the twentieth century.

3.38 Calculate the variance of the data using the shortcut method.
The shortcut version of the variance formula provides the same result as the
standard method but requires fewer computations.

The following table contains the square of each data value.
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x

x2

18

324

21

441

13

169

19

361

24

576

17

289

14

196

12

144

15

225

14

196
167

Substitute

2,921
and

into the variance shortcut formula.

The standard method and the shortcut method for calculating the population
variance provide the same result for this data set: X2 = 13.21 hurricanes.
Note: Problems 3.37–3.40 refer to the data set in Problem 3.37, the number of hurricanes that
struck the continental United States each decade during the twentieth century.

3.39 Calculate the standard deviation of the data.
The standard deviation X is the square root of the population variance:
According to Problem 3.37, that variance was X2 = 13.21.

.
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I]Z8K^h
jhZ[jal]Zc
ndjÉgZXdbeVg^c\
ildYViVhZihi]Vi
VgZcÉiZmVXianVa^`Z!
ZheZX^Vaan^[i]Z
Y^[[ZgZciYViVhZih
VgZcÉibZVhjgZY
jh^c\i]ZhVbZ
jc^ih#

I]ZXdZ[ÒX^Zci
d[kVg^Vi^dcZfj
Vahi]Z
hiVcYVgYYZk^V
i^dc
Y^k^YZYWni]ZbZ
Vc
i^bZh&% %#

Note: Problems 3.37–3.40 refer to the data set in Problem 3.37, the number of hurricanes that
struck the continental United States each decade during the twentieth century.

3.40 Calculate the coefficient of variation (CV) for the data.
The coefficient of variation measures the percentage of variation in the data
relative to the mean of the data. Use the formula below to calculate the CV for a
population.

Recall that X = 3.63 (according to Problem 3.39) and R = 16.7 (according to
Problem 3.37).

Note: Problems 3.41–3.44 refer to the data set below, the number of students enrolled in all
five of a college’s statistics classes.
Number of Students
18

Ndj]VkZidjhZ
VY^[[ZgZci[dgbjaV
idXVaXjaViZi]Z
kVg^VcXZd[VhVbeaZ#
HZZEgdWaZb(#)*#

22

25

26

15

3.41 Calculate the variance of the data using the standard method.
This data set is considered a population because it represents all of the statistics
classes at the college.

Calculate the mean.

Subtract the mean from each data value, square the difference, and calculate
the sum of the squares.
x

x–R

(x – R)2

18

18 – 21.2 = –3.2

10.24

22

22 – 21.2 = 0.8

0.64

25

25 – 21.2 = 3.8

14.44

26

26 – 21.2 = 4.8

23.04

15

15 – 21.2 = –6.2

38.44

Total

74
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Calculate the variance.

Note: Problems 3.41–3.44 refer to the data set in Problem 3.41, the number of students
enrolled in all five of a college’s statistics classes.

3.42 Calculate the variance of the data using the shortcut method.
To apply the shortcut method, you must first compute the sum of the squares of
the data values and the square of the sum of the data values.
x

x2

18

324

22

484

25

625

26

676

15

225
106

2,334

Both the standard and shortcut methods produce the same value for the
variance: X2 = 17.36.
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Note: Problems 3.41–3.44 refer to the data set in Problem 3.41, the number of students
enrolled in all five of a college’s statistics classes.

3.43 Calculate the standard deviation of the data.
The population standard deviation X is the square root of the population
. According to Problem 3.42, the variance of the data is 17.36.

variance:

Note: Problems 3.41–3.44 refer to the data set in Problem 3.41, the number of students
enrolled in all five of a college’s statistics classes.

3.44 Calculate the coefficient of variation (CV) for the data.
The coefficient of variation is equal to 100 times the quotient of the standard
deviation and the mean. Recall that X = 4.17 (according to Problem 3.43) and
R = 21.2 (according to Problem 3.41).


7ZXVgZ[ja
I]ZkVg^VcXZ
[dgbjaV[dgVhVbeaZ
^hha^\]ianY^[[ZgZci
[gdbi]ZkVg^VcXZ
[dgbjaV[dgVedejaVi^dc#
9djWaZ"X]ZX`ndjg
YZcdb^cVidgh#

Note: Problems 3.45–3.48 refer to the following data set, the number of students absent from
a school each day last week.
15

8

6

22

5

3.45 Calculate the variance of the sample using the standard method.
This data set is considered a sample because only five school days from the
entire school year are included. Calculate the mean of the sample.

Subtract the mean from each value and square each difference.
x

76

15

15 – 11.2 = 3.8

14.44

8

8 – 11.2 = –3.2

10.24
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x
6

6 – 11.2 = –5.2

22

22 – 11.2 = 10.8

27.04
116.64

5

5 – 11.2 = –6.2

38.44

Total

206.8

Apply the sample variance formula.

Note: Problems 3.45–3.48 refer to the data set in Problem 3.45, the number of students who
were absent from school each day last week.


L]ZcXVaXjaVi^c\
i]ZkVg^VcXZd[V
hVbeaZ!ndjY^k^YZWn
cÄ&!l]^X]^hdcZaZhhi]Vc
i]ZcjbWZgd[YViVed^cih#
I]ViÉhY^[[ZgZcii]Vci]Z
kVg^VcXZd[VedejaVi^dc!
l]ZgZndjY^k^YZWnC !
i]ZVXijVacjbWZgd[
YViVed^cih#

3.46 Use the shortcut method to verify the variance calculated in Problem 3.45.
Calculate the sum of the data values and the sum of the squares of the data
values.
x

x2

15

225

8

64

6

36

22

484

5

25
56

834

Apply the shortcut formula to calculate the variance of the sample.

HfjVgZ
Òghi!
i]ZcY^k^YZWnc!
i]ZchjWigVXil]Vi
ndj\Zi[gdb
#
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Note: Problems 3.45–3.48 refer to the data set in Problem 3.45, the number of students who
were absent from school each day last week.

3.47 Calculate the standard deviation of the sample.
I]ZkVg^VcXZVcY
hiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dcVgZ
ValVnhedh^i^kZ#

The standard deviation s is the square root of the variance s 2. According to
Problems 3.45 and 3.46, s 2 = 51.7.

Note: Problems 3.45–3.48 refer to the data set in Problem 3.45, the number of students who
were absent from school each day last week.

3.48 Calculate the coefficient of variation (CV) for the number of absent students.
Divide the standard deviation of the sample (s = 7.19, according to Problem
3.47) by the sample mean (
, according to Problem 3.45).

3.49 A certain cell phone plan includes a fixed number of calling minutes per
customer. The following table lists the number of minutes a particular
customer was over (positive values) or under (negative values) that quota
during the first seven months of his cell phone agreement. Calculate the
sample standard deviation of the data.
–15.5

25

0

–10.5

–17.5

10

–23

Though both the standard and shortcut methods will produce the same
variance, the shortcut method requires fewer computations. Calculate the sum
of the data values, as well as the sum of the squares of the data values.
x

Total

x2

–15.5

240.25

25

625

0

0

–10.5

110.25

–17.5

306.25

10

100

–23

529

–31.5

1,910.75

Apply the shortcut formula for the variance of a sample.
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NdjÉgZVh`ZYid
ÒcYi]ZhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dch!l]^X]^h
i]ZhfjVgZgddid[i]Z
kVg^VcXZh'#I]ViÉhl]n
i]ZkVg^VcXZ[dgbjaV
]VhVhfjVgZgddi
hnbWdadkZg^i#

Note: Problems 3.50–3.51 refer to the data set below, the number of home runs hit by New
York Yankees players Derek Jeter and Alex Rodriguez for eight consecutive Major League
Baseball seasons.
Year

Jeter

2001

21

Rodriguez
52

2002

18

57

2003

10

47

2004

23

36

2005

19

48

2006

14

35

2007

12

54

2008

11

35

3.50 Calculate the standard deviations for home runs hit by each player.
Calculate the sums and the sums of the squares of the data values for each
player independently.
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Jeter

x

Total

Rodriguez

x2

x

x2

21

441

52

2,704

18

324

57

3,249

10

100

47

2,209

23

529

36

1,296

19

361

48

2,304
1,225

14

196

35

12

144

54

2,916

11

121

35

1,225

128

2,216

364

17,128

Apply the shortcut method to calculate the standard deviations of Jeter’s and
Rodriguez’s annual home run totals: sJ and s R, respectively.


I]ZbdgZ
Xdch^hiZciV
eaVnZg!i]ZaZhh]^h
]dbZgjccjbWZg
kVg^ZhnZVgidnZVg#
I]ZadlZgi]Z8K!
i]ZadlZgi]Z
kVg^VcXZ!VcYi]jh
i]Z\gZViZgi]Z
Xdch^hiZcXn#
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Note: Problems 3.50-3.51 refer to the data set in Problem 3.50, the number of home runs hit
each season by Derek Jeter and Alex Rodriguez between 2001–2008.

3.51 Use the standard deviations calculated in Problem 3.50 to determine which
player was a more consistent home run hitter. Justify your answer.
Calculate the average number of home runs hit by Jeter

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Calculate the coefficients of variation for the home run totals of Jeter (CV J) and
Rodriguez (CV R).

Alex Rodriguez’s home run record has a higher standard deviation but is more
consistent, because it has a lower coefficient of variation (19.8%) than Derek
Jeter’s record (30.6%) over this time period. Standard deviation is affected
by the relative size of the numbers. Because Rodriguez averages nearly three
times as many home runs as Jeter, the resulting larger standard deviation is
unsurprising.

Variance and Standard Deviation for Grouped Data

8VaXjaVi^c\Y^heZgh^dch[dg[gZfjZcXnY^hig^Wji^dch


JhZi]Z
XdZ[ÒX^Zcid[
kVg^Vi^dcid
XdbeVgZhiVcYVg
Y
YZk^Vi^dch!WZXV
jhZ^i
iV`ZhY^[[ZgZcXZ
h^c
i]ZbZVch^cid
VXXdjci#

Note: Problems 3.52–3.53 refer to the data set below, the frequencies of the grouped scores for
the 2008 Masters Golf Tournament.
Final Score

Frequency

280–283

2

284–287

8

288–291

14

292–295

14

296–299

5

300–303

2

3.52 Calculate the sample variance for the golf scores shot during the tournament,
using the shortcut method.

The given grouped data table does not provide the actual scores shot by the
golfers at the Masters—only ranges of scores and the number of scores in
each range. It is possible to calculate the variance of the data, though more
accuracy would be guaranteed if the actual scores (rather than the ranges) were
provided.
Calculate the midpoint xm of each range.


=ZgZÉhi]Z[dgbjaV[dgi]Z
kVg^VcXZd[
V\gdjeZYYViVhVbeaZ/

I]Zb^Yed^cihVgZm VcY[
hiVcYh[dg[gZfjZcXnÅ
b
i]ZcjbWZgd[\da[Zghi]ViWZ
adc\idZVX]gVc\Z#
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IdXVaXjaViZi]Z
b^Yed^cid[i]ZgVc\Z
'-%"'-(!VYYi]ZZcY"
ed^cihVcYY^k^YZWn'/
'-% '-(Ê'
2*+(Ê'
2'-&#*

Final Score

Midpoint xm

280–283

281.5

284–287

285.5

288–291

289.5

292–295

293.5

296–299

297.5

300–303

301.5

In the table below, column A lists the midpoints calculated above and column B
lists the frequencies f of the ranges with the corresponding midpoints. Column
C contains the products of columns A and B. Column D contains the squares
of the values in column A, and column E is the product of column D and the
frequency f from column B. The sums of columns B, C, and E appear at the
bottoms of the columns.
A

B

C

D

E

xm

f

f  xm

xm 2

f  xm 2

281.5

2

563

79,242.25

158,484.5

285.5

8

2,284

81,510.25

652,082

289.5

14

4,053

83,810.25

1,173,343.5

293.5

14

4,109

86,142.25

1,205,991.5

297.5

5

1,487.5

88,506.25

442,531.25

301.5

2

603

90,902.25

45

13,099.5

Total
Substitute

,

variance formula for grouped data.

The variance of the 2008 Masters scores is s2 = 22.11.
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181,804.5
3,814,237.25

.25, and n = 45 into the

Chapter Three — Calculating Descriptive Statistics: Measures of Variation
Note: Problems 3.52–3.53 refer to the data set in Problem 3.52, the frequencies of the
grouped scores for the 2008 Masters Golf Tournament.

3.53 Calculate the sample standard deviation for the golf scores shot during the
tournament.

The sample standard deviation s for grouped data is the square root of the
variance s2. According to Problem 3.52, s2 = 22.11.

Note: Problems 3.54–3.55 refer to the data set below, the number of employees of a particular
organization in different age ranges.
Age Range

Number of Employees

20–24

8

25–29

37

30–34

25

35–39

48

40–44

27

45–49

10

3.54 Calculate the sample standard deviation for this grouped data, using the
shortcut method.

Identify the midpoint xm of each age range.
Age Range

Midpoint xm

20–24

22

25–29

27

30–34

32

35–39

37

40–44

42

45–49

47

In order to apply the shortcut method for the variance of a sample, you need to
calculate the products of the midpoints and their corresponding frequencies
(column C in the table that follows), the products of the squares of the
midpoints and their corresponding frequencies (column E), and the sums of
each.


>[ndj]VkZ
i]Zdei^dcidjhZ
Z^i]Zgi]ZhiVcYVgY
dgi]Zh]dgiXji
bZi]dYidXVaXjaViZ
VhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dc!jhZi]Z
h]dgiXjibZi]dY#
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A

B

C

D

E

xm

f

f  xm

xm 2

f  xm 2

22

8

176

484

3,872

27

37

999

729

26,973

32

25

800

1,024

25,600

37

48

1,776

1,369

65,712

42

27

1,134

1,764

47,628

47

10

470

2,209

22,090

155

5,355

Total

Substitute the sums at the bottoms of columns B, C, and E for n,
and

191,875
,

, respectively, into the formula for the standard deviation of a

grouped sample.


I]Zjc^ih[dg
kVg^VcXZVgZi]Z
hfjVgZd[i]Zjc^ih
d[i]ZYViV#>ci]^h
XVhZ!i]Zjc^ihldjaY
WZnZVgh' !l]^X]YdZhcÉi
bV`ZVadid[hZchZ#
I]ViÉhl]njc^ihVgZ
jhjVaandb^iiZYl]Zc
ndjÉgZYZVa^c\l^i]
kVg^VcXZ#
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Note: Problems 3.54–3.55 refer to the data set in Problem 3.54, the number of employees in
each age group in a particular organization.

3.55 Use the standard deviation calculated in Problem 3.54 to calculate the sample
variance for employee age in the organization.

The sample variance is the square of the sample standard deviation. According
to Problem 3.54, s = 6.68.
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s2 = (6.68)2 = 44.62
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Chebyshev’s Theorem

Ejii^c\i]ZhiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dcidldg`
3.56 Define Chebyshev’s Theorem.
Regardless of how the data are distributed, at least

of the

values will fall within k standard deviations of the mean, where k is a number
greater than one. To illustrate the theorem, substitute k = 2 into the expression
and simplify.

Therefore, 75% of the values lie within k = 2 standard deviations of the mean.

3.57 Using Chebyshev’s Theorem, determine the minimum percentage of

observations from a distribution that would be expected to fall within 3, 3.5,
and 4 standard deviations of the mean.
Substitute k = 3 into Chebyshev’s Theorem.

8]ZWnh]Zk
Vahd`cdlcVh
IX]ZWnh]Z[[lVhV
Gjhh^VcbVi]ZbVi^X^Vc
l]da^kZY[gdb&-'&
id&-.)

8]ZWnh]Zkh
I]ZdgZbVeea^Zhi
Y^hig^Wji^dch!l]Z dVaa
i]ZnVgZhnbbZi i]Zg
g^XVa!
aZ[i"h`ZlZY!dgg^\ 
]i"
h`ZlZY#
`YdZhcdi]VkZid
WZVc^ciZ\Zg

At least 88.9% of the observations from a distribution will lie within 3 standard
deviations of the mean. Repeat the process, substituting k = 3.5 and k = 4 into
Chebyshev’s Theorem.

At least 91.8% of the observations will lie within 3.5 standard deviations of
the mean, and at least 93.8% of the observations will lie within 4 standard
deviations of the mean.
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Note: Problems 3.58–3.60 refer to a distribution of home sales prices with a mean of
$300,000 and a standard deviation of $50,000.

3.58 Determine the price range in which at least 75% of the houses sold.
As demonstrated in Problem 3.56, at least 75%of the observations for a
distribution will fall within k = 2 standard deviations of the mean. Add two
standard deviations to the mean to identify the upper bound of the price range
(R + k X) and subtract two standard deviations from the mean to identify the
lower bound of the price range (R – k X).

The prices of at least 75% of the houses are between $200,000 and $400,000.


I]Z^ciZgkVa^c
fjZhi^dcbjhiWZ
hnbbZig^XVaVgdj
cY
i]ZbZVcÅi]ZbZ 
cZZYhidWZ^ci] Vc
Z
b^YYaZd[i]ZgV
c\Z#

Note: Problems 3.58–3.60 refer to a distribution of home sales prices with a mean of
$300,000 and a standard deviation of $50,000.

3.59 Determine the minimum percentage of the houses that should sell for prices
between $150,000 and $450,000.

According to Problem 3.58, the upper boundary of Chebyshev’s Theorem
is equal to R + k X. Set this expression equal to upper boundary given by the
problem, substitute the mean and standard deviation of the home sales prices
into the equation, and solve for k.

According to Problem 3.57, at least 88.9% of the observations from a
distribution will lie within three standard deviations of the mean. Therefore,
the minimum percentage of the houses that should sell for prices between
$150,000 and $450,000 is 88.9%.
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Note: Problems 3.58–3.60 refer to a distribution of home sales prices with a mean of
$300,000 and a standard deviation of $50,000.

3.60 Determine the minimum percentage of the houses that should sell for prices
between $170,000 and $430,000.

Use the procedure outlined in Problem 3.59 to calculate k: substitute the mean
and standard deviation of the home sales prices into the equation for the upper
boundary and solve for k.

Apply Chebyshev’s Theorem.

At least 85.2% of the selling prices should fall within the range of $170,000 to
$430,000.
Note: Problems 3.61–3.62 refer to the following table, the number of home runs hit by the
leaders in this category for the National League during the 2001 Major League Baseball
season. The mean of the data is 37.9 and the standard deviation is 11.
Sorted National League Home Run Leaders
73

64

57

49

49

45

41

39

38

38

37

37

37

36

36

34

34

34

34

34

33

31

31

30

30

29

27

27

27

25

3.61 Verify that Chebyshev’s Theorem holds true for two standard deviations
around the mean.

Calculate the lower and upper boundaries of the range.
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;dgndjWVhZ"
WVaa]^hidg^Vch!i]dhZ
eaVnZghVgZ7Vggn7dcYh
VcYHVbbnHdhV#


6XXdgY^c\id
EgdWaZb(#*+

All but the 2 most proficient home run hitters, of the 30 in the data table, are
included in this interval. Calculate this percentage.

Chebyshev’s Theorem states that at least 75% of the players’ records will fall
within two standard deviations of the mean. Therefore, Chebyshev’s Theorem
holds true in this example.
Note: Problems 3.61–3.62 refer to the table in Problem 3.61. The mean of the data is 37.9 and
the standard deviation is 11.

3.62 Verify that Chebyshev’s Theorem holds true for three standard deviations
around the mean.

Calculate the lower and upper boundaries of the range.


I]ZcjbWZg
--#.XdbZh[gdb

EgdWaZb(#* ,#

Of the 30 players whose home run totals are listed, all but the top player
belong to the interval bounded below by 4.9 and above by 70.9. Calculate the
percentage of players within three standard deviations of the mean.

Chebyshev’s Theorem holds true for this data with k = 3, because at least 88.9%
of the players’ records are within three standard deviations of the mean.
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Chapter 4

INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY

L]ViVgZi]ZX]VcXZh4
This chapter explores the foundational concepts of probability, the measurement of uncertainty reached through statistical analysis. Probability
and statistics are inexorably tied together mathematically, as many of the
theorems in subsequent chapters are based at least in part in probability.

I]^hX]VeiZghiVgihl^i]i]ZWVh^Xh
d[egdWVW^a^in!YZÒc^c\hVbeaZheVX
Z!
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^dcgjaZ[dgegdWVW^a^in!VhlZaaVhXdc
"
Y^i^dcVaegdWVW^a^inVcY7VnZhÉI]ZdgZ
b#>[ndjÉkZZkZgldcYZgZYl]Vi
i]ZdYYhlZgZd[ejaa^c\VXZgiV^cX
VgY[gdbVhiVcYVgYYZX`!i]^h^hi]Z

X]VeiZg[dgndj#
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Types of Probability

HiVgi^c\l^i]i]ZWVh^Xh

>iÉhedhh^WaZid
\ZiZkZgncjbWZg
WZilZZc'VcY&'
l]Zcgdaa^c\VeV^gd[
Y^XZ#Cdi^XZi]Vii]Z
hVbeaZheVXZ^h
lg^iiZc^ch^YZVeV^g
d[WgVXZh#

4.1

Define each of the following probability terms, using the example of rolling a
pair of standard six-sided dice and adding the numbers that result: experiment,
outcome, sample space, and event.
An experiment is the process of measuring or observing an activity for the
purpose of collecting data. Rolling a pair of dice would be considered an
experiment. An outcome is a particular result of an experiment. For example, if
you were to roll a pair of threes, then the outcome would be 3 + 3 = 6.
A sample space consists of all the possible outcomes of the experiment. In the
example of two standard dice, the smallest possible outcome would be rolling a
pair of ones (1 + 1 = 2); the largest outcome would be a pair of sixes (6 + 6 = 12).
Thus, the sample space for the experiment would be {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 12}.
An event is a subset of the sample space that is of particular interest to the
experiment. For instance, one event could be rolling a total of two, three,
four, or five with a pair of dice. Usually, your task in a probability problem is to
determine the likelihood that a particular event will occur with respect to the
sample space (for example, identifying how often you will roll a total of two,
three, four, or five given two standard dice).

4.2
E62i]Z
egdWVW^a^ini]Vi
:kZci6l^aadXXjg#

Define classical probability and provide an example.
Classical probability is computed by dividing the number of ways a particular
event may occur by the total number of outcomes the experiment may produce.

Classical probability requires an understanding of the underlying process so
that the number of outcomes associated with an event can be counted. For
instance, a standard deck contains 52 cards. Of those 52 cards, 13 are diamonds.
To determine the probability of drawing a diamond from a shuffled deck of
cards, divide the number of diamond cards by the total number of cards in the
deck.

4.3

Define empirical probability and provide an example.
Empirical probability relies on relative frequency distributions to determine the
probability of events. It is often used when there is little understanding of the
underlying process, so data is gathered about the events of interest instead. For
example, consider the following grade distribution for a statistics class.
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Grade

Relative Frequency

A

0.15

B

0.40

C

0.25

D

0.15

F

0.05

Total

1.00

The probability that a randomly selected student received a B grade is 40
percent.

4.4

Define subjective probability and provide an example.
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Subjective probability is used when classical and empirical probabilities are
not available. Under these circumstances, you rely on experience and intuition
to estimate probabilities. Subjective probability would be used to answer the
question, “What is the probability that the New York Jets will make the NFL
playoffs next year?” The response may be based in part on data from past
seasons, but because information about the upcoming season is not known, the
assessment will be subjective.

4.5

Of the numbers below, which could be valid measures of probability?
(a) 0.16
(b) –0.7


>cXajh^kZbZVch
Æ^cXajYZhi]ZWdjcY"
Vg^Zh!ÇhdoZgdVcY&
VgZkVa^YegdWVW^a^in
kVajZhVhVgZ%
VcY&%%#

(c) 0
(d) 54%
(e) 1.06
(f) 118%
(g)
(h) 1
(i)
Probabilities can be represented numerically as real numbers between zero
and one, inclusive. Therefore, (a), (c), (g), and (h) are valid representations of
a probability. Probabilities are neither negative, so (b) and (i) are invalid, nor
greater than one, so (e) is invalid.
Probabilities can also be expressed as percentages between 0% and 100%,
inclusive. Therefore, (d) is valid. However, (f) is invalid because 112 # 100.
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4.6

Classify each of the following as an example of classical, empirical, or
subjective probability.
(a)

The probability that the baseball player Ryan Howard will get a hit
during his next at bat.

(b)

The probability of drawing an ace from a deck of cards.

(c)

The probability that a friend of yours will shoot lower than 100 during
her next round of golf.

(d)

The probability of winning the next state lottery drawing.

(e)

The probability that the price of gasoline will exceed a certain price per
gallon in six months.

(a) Empirical probability. Howard’s batting average for this season provides
historical data upon which you can base your conclusion. If his batting
average is .251, then there is a 25.1% chance that his next at bat will result in
a hit.


>[h]Z]Vh
`ZeiXVgZ[ja
gZXdgYhd[]Zg
hXdgZh!ndjXdjaY
Vg\jZi]Vii]^h^h
Zbe^g^XVaegdWVW^a^in
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eVgiV#

(b) Classical probability. Standard decks of cards are constructed in a uniform,
predictable way. Therefore, you can be certain about the outcomes and the
sample space.
(c) Subjective probability. Unless your friend has kept careful and extensive
records of her past golf scores, assessing this probability will be subjective.
(d) Classical probability. The probability of winning the next state lottery
drawing can be calculated by dividing the chances your numbers will be
drawn by the number of possible lottery ticket outcomes.


HZZEgdWaZb)#)#

(e) Subjective probability. Much like when you predict the future success of a
football franchise, historic data here does not necessarily reflect the trends
and patterns of future data. Too many immeasurable and dynamic factors
affect the price of gas to predict what it will be in a week, let alone in six
months.

4.7


I]ZXdbeaZbZci
d[ZkZci6^hÆl]Zc
Vcni]^c\ZahZ]VeeZch
ZmXZei[dg6#ÇI]Z
XdbeaZbZcid[e^X`^c\V
[ZbVaZhijYZcildjaYWZ
e^X`^c\VbVaZ
hijYZci#

Given the probability that a randomly selected student in a class is a female is
56%, determine the probability that the selected student is a male.
The sum of probabilities for all possible events must equal one. In this experiment, there are only two possible outcomes, choosing a male student or
choosing a female student. (Note that percentages are converted to decimals
before substituting the probabilities into the equation below.)

This is known as the complement rule in probability. The probability of the
complement of an event is one minus the probability of the event.
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4.8

A customer survey asked respondents to indicate their highest level of
education. The only three choices in the survey are high school, college, and
other. If 31% indicated high school and 49% indicated college, determine the
percentage of respondents who chose the “other” category.
The sum of the probabilities of all three possible outcomes must equal one.

The percentage of respondents who indicated “other” as their education
category is 20%.

4.9

Define mutually exclusive events. Provide an example of two events that are
mutually exclusive and two events that are not.
Two events, A and B, are considered mutually exclusive if the occurrence of one
event prevents the occurrence of the other. Consider the two events below when
rolling a pair of dice.

These two events cannot occur at the same time and are therefore mutually
exclusive. Consider the two events below that are not mutually exclusive.


I]ZgZÉhcdeV^g
d[cjbWZghi]Vi
VYYhjeid&&#I]
Z
cjbWZghldjaY]
VkZ
idWZ*#*VcY*#*#

Rolling a pair of sixes results in a total of 12. Because both events can occur at
the same time, they are not mutually exclusive.

4.10 Define independent events. Provide an example of two events that are
independent and two events that are not.

Two events, A and B, are considered independent if the occurrence of A has no
effect on the probability of B occurring. Consider the events below, given an
experiment in which you flip a coin and roll one six-sided die.

Because the probability of rolling a two has no effect on the outcome of a coin
flip, events A and B are independent. The two events below, however, are not
independent.
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>[i]ZXaVhh
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Commuting students may not be able to arrive on time for class if the roads are
treacherous. Because event C can be influenced by event D, the events are not
independent.

4.11 A card is chosen randomly from a standard deck, recorded, and then replaced.
A second card is then drawn and recorded. Consider the events below.

Are these events independent? Are they mutually exclusive?
Because the card is replaced after the first drawing, both events can occur.
Therefore, the events are not mutually exclusive. The probability of drawing the
ace of spades (or any single card in the deck, for that matter) is the same each
time a card is drawn. Thus, the events are independent.

4.12 A card is chosen randomly from a standard deck, recorded, and not replaced.
A second card is then drawn and recorded. Consider the events below.


>cdi]ZgldgYh!
^[i]ZÒghiXVgYndj
YgVl^hhdbZi]^c\
di]Zgi]Vci]ZVXZ
d[heVYZh#
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Are these events independent? Are they mutually exclusive?
Events A and B are mutually exclusive. If the first card you draw is the ace of
spades and the card is not returned to the deck, then event B cannot occur.
The events are not independent. If event A occurs, then event B cannot occur.
However, if event A does not occur, then the probability of event B is
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Note: Problems 4.13–4.16 refer to the data set below, the results of a survey asking families
how many cats they own.
Number of Cats

Relative Frequency of Households

0

0.30

1

0.36

2

0.25

3

0.07

4

0.02

Total

1.00

I]Zhjbd[
i]ZegdWVW^a^i^Zh[dg
Vaaedhh^WaZdjiXdbZh
bjhiZfjVadcZ#

4.13 Determine the probability that a randomly selected household in the survey
had fewer than two cats.

Households with fewer than two cats have either one or zero cats. Add the
probabilities of both outcomes.

There is a 66% chance that a randomly selected household from the survey had
less than two cats.
Note: Problems 4.13–4.16 refer to the data set in Problem 4.13, the results of a survey asking
families how many cats they own.

4.14 Determine the probability that a household in the survey had two or fewer cats.
Households with two or fewer cats have two, one, or zero cats. Add the
probabilities of all three outcomes, based on the survey data.

There is a 91% chance that a randomly selected household from the survey had
two or fewer cats.
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Note: Problems 4.13–4.16 refer to the data set in Problem 4.13, the results of a survey asking
families how many cats they own.

4.15 Determine the probability that a randomly selected household from the survey
had more than one cat.

Add the probabilities of a house having two, three, or four cats.

There is a 34% chance that a randomly selected household from the survey had
more than one cat.
Note: Problems 4.13–4.16 refer to the data set in Problem 4.13, the results of a survey asking
families how many cats they own.

4.16 Determine the probability that a randomly selected household from the survey
had one or more cats.

I]ZXdbeaZbZci
d[dlc^c\dcZdgbdgZ
XVih^hdlc^c\oZgdXVih
%#(%#I]VibZVchi]ZgZÉh
V&Ä%#(%2%#,%
egdWVW^a^ind[dlc^c\
dcZdgbdgZXVih#

According to Problem 4.15, the probability of the household owning more than
one cat was 0.34. To compute the probability of owning one or more cats, add the
probability of owning one cat.

There is a 70% chance that a randomly selected household from the survey had
one or more cats.
Note: Problems 4.17–4.19 refer to the data set below, the relative frequency of executive
salaries at a particular organization.
Event

Salary Range

Relative Frequency

A

Under $60,000

0.09

B

$60,000–under $70,000

0.21

C

$70,000–under $80,000

0.28

D

$80,000–under $90,000

0.15

E

$90,000–under $100,000

0.23

F

$100,000 or more

0.04

Total

1.00

4.17 Determine the probability that a randomly selected executive has a salary
greater than or equal to $70,000 but less than $100,000.
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Salaries between $70,000 and $100,000 comprise events C, D, and E.
P(C) + P(D) + P(E) = 0.28 + 0.15 + 0.23 = 0.66
There is a 66% probability that a randomly selected executive will have a salary
greater than or equal to $70,000 but less than $100,000.
Note: Problems 4.17–4.19 refer to the data set in Problem 4.17, the relative frequency of
executive salaries at a particular organization.

4.18 Determine the probability that a randomly selected executive has a salary that
is either less than $60,000 or greater than or equal to $90,000.

Events A, E, and F describe salaries less than $60,000 or greater than or equal to
$90,000.
P(A) + P(E) + P(F) = 0.09 + 0.23 + 0.04 = 0.36
There is a 36% probability that a randomly selected executive will have a salary
that is either less than $60,000 or greater than or equal to $90,000.
Note: Problems 4.17–4.19 refer to the data set in Problem 4.17, the relative frequency of
executive salaries at a particular organization.

4.19 Are events A through F mutually exclusive?
Yes, events A through F are mutually exclusive. Every positive real number belongs to exactly one of the categories, so no matter what salary an executive
may have, it will correspond to exactly one event.


I]ZXViZ\dg^Zh
YdcÉidkZgaVe!
WZXVjhZi]ZjeeZg
WdjcYVg^Zhd[ZkZcih
6!7!8!9!VcY:VgZ
ÆjcYZgÇi]ZadlZg
WdjcYVgnd[i]Z
cZmiZkZci#

Note: Problems 4.20–4.22 refer to the following data, the relative frequency for the daily
demand for computers at a local electronics store.
Daily Demand

Relative Frequency

0

0.16

1

0.12

2

0.24

3

0.14

4

0.17

5

0.06

6

0.09

7

0.02

Total

1.00


NdjÉgZXVaXjaVi^c\
Zbe^g^XVaegdWVW^a^in
WVhZYdc]^hidg^XVa
YViV#

4.20 Predict the probability that tomorrow’s demand will be at least four computers.
A demand for “at least four computers” means, in this instance, selling four, five,
six, or seven computers.
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There is a 34% chance that at least four computers will be sold tomorrow.
Note: Problems 4.20–4.22 refer to the data in Problem 4.20, the relative frequency for the
daily demand for computers at a local electronics store.

4.21 Determine the probability that tomorrow’s demand will be no more than two
computers.

The phrase “no more than two” equates to selling zero, one, or two computers.

The probability of selling no more than two computers tomorrow is 52%.
Note: Problems 4.20–4.22 refer to the data in Problem 4.20, the relative frequency for the
daily demand for computers at a local electronics store.

4.22 Are the eight events in this problem mutually exclusive?
Yes, these events are mutually exclusive. For any particular day, only one level of
demand can occur—only one number can represent each day’s computer sales.
Because the events do not overlap, each demand can belong to only one range.

Addition Rules for Probability

E6VcY7
^hi]ZegdWVW^a^in
i]ViZkZcih6VcY
7dXXjgVii]ZhVbZ
i^bZ#Ndj]VkZid
hjWigVXi^iidVkd^Y
Xdjci^c\i]ZhVbZ
]djhZ]daYh
bjai^eaZi^bZh#

8dbW^c^c\egdWVW^a^i^Zhjh^c\ÆdgÇ
4.23 A recent survey found that 62% of the households surveyed had Internet

access, 68% had cable TV, and 43% had both. Determine the probability that a
randomly selected household in the survey had either Internet access or cable.
The addition rule for probability determines the probability that either event A
or event B will occur.
P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) – P(A or B)

Consider events A and B, defined below.

Apply the addition rule for probability.
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The probability that a randomly selected household had either Internet access
or cable is 87%.
Note: Problems 4.24–4.25 refer to a local university, at which 62% of the students are
undergraduates, 55% of the students are male, and 48% of the undergraduate students are
male.

4.24 Determine the probability that a randomly selected student is either male or
an undergraduate.

Consider events A and B, as defined below.

Apply the addition rule for probability.


NdjY^YcÉi
]VkZidhjWigVXi
E6dg7^cEgdWaZbh
)#&(Ä)#''WZXVjhZi]Z
ZkZcih^ci]dhZegdWaZbh
lZgZbjijVaanZmXajh^kZ#
L]Zci]ZZkZcihXVc
dkZgaVe!ndjcZZYid
hjWigVXii]Vi
dkZgaVe#

I]Z]djhZ]daY
bVn]VkZWdi]
>ciZgcZiVcYXVWaZÅ
i]ViÉhd`Vn#I]ZgZÉhdcan
V&(X]VcXZi]Vi^i
l^aa]VkZcZ^i]Zg#

The probability that a randomly selected student is either male or an undergraduate is 69%.
Note: Problems 4.24–4.25 refer to a local university, at which 62% of the students are
undergraduates, 55% of the students are male, and 48% of the undergraduate students are
male.

4.25 Illustrate the probabilities using a Venn diagram.
The left circle represents the undergraduate students and the right circle
represents male students in the diagram below. The intersection of the two
circles, the shaded region of the diagram, represents the male undergraduate
students.
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Note: Problems 4.26–4.29 refer to the data set below, the number of cars of various types at a
local dealership.
Sedan

SUV

New

24

15

Used

9

12

4.26 Determine the probability that a randomly selected car is new.
HdbZiZmiWdd`h
gZ[Zgidi]^hVhVh^beaZdg
VbVg\^cVaegdWVW^a^in#

Calculate the total number of cars at the dealership.
24 + 15 + 9 + 12 = 60
Of the 60 cars, 24 + 15 = 39 are new. Divide the number of new cars by the total
number of cars to calculate the probability of randomly selecting a new car.

There is a 65% chance of randomly selecting a new car.
Note: Problems 4.26–4.29 refer to the data set in Problem 4.26, the number of cars of various
types at a local dealership.

4.27 Determine the probability that a randomly selected car is a sedan.
According to Problem 4.26, there are 60 cars at the dealership, of which
24 + 9 = 33 are sedans. Divide the number of sedans by the number of available
vehicles.

There is a 55% chance of randomly selecting a sedan.
Note: Problems 4.26–4.29 refer to the data set in Problem 4.26, the number of cars of various
types at a local dealership.

4.28 Determine the probability that a randomly selected car is a new sedan.
Of the 60 cars at the dealership, 24 are new sedans. Divide the 24 possible
outcomes by the sample space of 60 cars.

There is a 40% chance of randomly selecting a new sedan.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Note: Problems 4.26–4.29 refer to the data set in Problem 4.26, the number of cars of various
types at a local dealership.

4.29 Determine the probability that a randomly selected car is either used or
an SUV.

Apply the addition rule for probability.
P(used or SUV) = P(used) + P(SUV) – P(used SUV)
Of the 60 cars at the dealership, 21 are used, 27 are SUVs, and 12 are used
SUVs. Calculate the probability of randomly selecting a car from each category.

HdbZiZmiWdd`h
jhZÆjc^dccdiVi^dcÇ
idgZegZhZcii]Z
egdWVW^a^ind[Z^i]Zg
ZkZci6dgZkZci7
dXXjgg^c\#>ci]^hegdW"
aZb!ndjldjaYlg^iZ
#


>idcanbV`Zh
hZchZidVeeani]^h
gjaZl]Zci]ZZk 
Zc
VgZcdibjijVaan ih

ZmXajh^kZ#Di]Zgl
^hZ
E6VcY7ldjaY !
WZ
oZgd!VcYhjWigV
Xi^c\
oZgdldjaYcÉiWZ
kZgn
jhZ[ja#

Substitute these values into the addition rule equation.

The probability that the selected car is either used or an SUV is 60%.
Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the following table, which lists the number of medals won
by countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.
Gold

Silver

Bronze

Total

China

51

21

28

100

United States

36

38

36

110

Russia

23

21

28

72

Other

192

223

261

676

Total

302

303

353

958

4.30 Determine the probability that a randomly selected medal was won by Russia.
Russian won 72 of the 958 total medals.

There is a 7.5% probability that a randomly selected medal was won by Russia.
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Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the data set in Problem 4.30, the number of medals won by
countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

4.31 Determine the probability that a randomly selected medal was silver.
The silver medals accounted for 303 of the 958 total medals.


9dcÉijhZi]Z
VYY^i^dcgjaZ[dg
egdWVW^a^in]ZgZ#
NdjÉgZcdiWZ^c\Vh`ZY
]dlbVcnbZYVah
lZgZZ^i]Zgh^akZgdg
VlVgYZYidGjhh^V#

There is a 31.6% probability that a randomly selected medal was silver.
Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the data set in Problem 4.30, the number of medals won by
countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

4.32 Determine the probability that a randomly selected medal was a silver medal
awarded to Russia.

I]ZegdWVW^a^in
d[ildZkZcihWdi]
dXXjgg^c\^hXVaaZYi]Z
_d^ciegdWVW^a^in!dgi]Z
^ciZghZXi^dcd[ild
ZkZcih#>iÉhlg^iiZc
#

Of the 958 medals awarded, 21 silver medals were earned by Russia.

There is a 2.2% chance that a randomly selected medal was a silver medal
awarded to Russia.
Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the data set in Problem 4.30, the number of medals won by
countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

4.33 Use the probabilities calculated in Problems 4.30–4.32 to determine the
probability that a randomly selected medal was either a silver medal or
awarded to Russia.

According to Problems 4.30–4.32, P(Russia) = 0.075, P(silver) = 0.316, and
P(Russia and silver) = 0.022. Apply the addition rule for probability.

There is a 36.9% chance that a randomly selected medal was either awarded to
Russia or was silver.
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Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the data set in Problem 4.30, the number of medals won by
countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

4.34 Are the events “silver medal” and “Russia” mutually exclusive?
No, they are not mutually exclusive. It is possible for both events to occur
simultaneously. A medal can be both silver and awarded to Russia. If events
A and B are mutually exclusive, then P(A and B) = 0. However, according to
Problem 4.32, P(Russia and silver) = 0.022.
Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the data set in Problem 4.30, the number of medals won by
countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

4.35 Determine the probability that a randomly selected medal was either a gold
medal or awarded to the United States.

In order to calculate P(United States or gold), you must first calculate
P(United States), P(gold), and P(United States and gold).

Apply the addition rule for probability.

The probability that a randomly selected medal was awarded to the United
States or was gold is 39.2%.
Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the data set in Problem 4.30, the number of medals won by
countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

4.36 Are the events “gold medal” and “silver medal” mutually exclusive?
Yes, they are mutually exclusive. A medal cannot be both gold and silver.
The probability of randomly selecting such a medal would be zero:
P(gold and silver) = 0.


>ci]^hZmeZg^bZc
i!
ndjX]ddhZVh^c\ 
aZ
bZYVaVigVcYd
b#
6h^c\aZbZYVaX
dj
\daY!XdjaYWZh^a aYWZ
kZ
XdjaYWZcZ^i]Zg g!dg
Y
[dg\ZiWgdcoZ#= dcÉi
dlZkZg!
Vh^c\aZbZYVaX
VcÉiWZ
\daYVcYh^akZg#
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Note: Problems 4.30–4.37 refer to the data set in Problem 4.30, the number of medals won by
countries during the 2008 Beijing Summer Olympics.

4.37 Determine the probability that a randomly selected medal is either gold or
silver.

NdjXVchi^aa
Veeani]ZVYY^i^dc
gjaZ[dgegdWVW^a^in#
NdjÉaa_jhiWZ
hjWigVXi^c\
E\daYVcYh^akZg2%#

Calculate the probabilities that a randomly selected medal is gold or is silver.

Recall that P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) when A and B are mutually exclusive.

There is a 63.1% chance that a randomly selected medal is gold or silver.
Note: In Problems 4.38–4.41, a single card is drawn from a standard 52-card deck.

4.38 Determine the probability that the card drawn is an ace, a two, or a three.
I]VibZVch
ndjYdcÉi]VkZid
hjWigVXiE6VcY7
l]ZcndjVeeani]Z
VYY^i^dcgjaZ[dg
egdWVW^a^in#

6hiVcYVgY
YZX`XdciV^ch[djg
hj^ih]ZVgih!XajWh!
heVYZh!VcY
Y^VbdcYh#I]ZgZ
VgZ&(XVgYhd[
ZVX]hj^i^c
i]ZYZX`#

There are four cards of every rank in the deck. Therefore, the probability of
selecting a specific rank from the deck is

. Drawing an ace, a two, and

a three are mutually exclusive events.

There is a 23.1% chance that the single card will be an ace, a two, or a three.
Note: In Problems 4.38–4.41, a single card is drawn from a standard 52-card deck.

4.39 Determine the probability that the card drawn is a diamond, spade, or club.
The complement of drawing a diamond, spade, or club is drawing the only
remaining suit from the deck, a heart. Calculate the probability of drawing a
heart.
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Recall that the probability of an event is equal to one minus the probability of
its complement.

There is a 75% chance that the single card will be a diamond, spade, or club.
Note: In Problems 4.38–4.41, a single card is drawn from a standard 52-card deck.

4.40 Determine the probability that the single card drawn is a four, a five, or a
spade.

Calculate the probabilities of selecting a four, a five, or a spade.

These three events are not mutually exclusive—it is possible to draw a four or a
five that is also a spade. Calculate the probabilities of selecting the four or five
of spades.

Apply the addition rule for probability, accounting for the cards that are
outcomes of both events.


6hiVcYVgYYZX`
XdciV^chdcZd[ZVX]
XVgY#

I]ZgZVgZ&.
XVgYhi]VildjaY
fjVa^[nH!=!9!VcY
8VgZi]Zhj^ih/'H!
(H!)H!*H!+H!,H!-H!
.H!&%H !?H !FH !@H !
6H!)= !)9!)8!*= !
*9!*8#

There is a 36.5% chance that the card selected will be a four, a five, or a spade.
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Note: In Problems 4.38–4.41, a single card is drawn from a standard 52-card deck.

4.41 Determine the probability that the single card drawn is a seven, an eight, a
diamond, or a heart.

Four cards in the deck are sevens, four cards are eights, 13 cards are diamonds,
and 13 cards are hearts. In the equation below, let D represent diamonds and H
represent hearts.

There is a 57.7% chance that the card selected will be a seven, an eight, a
diamond, or a heart.

Conditional Probability

EgdWVW^a^i^Zhi]ViYZeZcYdcdi]ZgZkZcih
Note: Problems 4.42–4.47 refer to the following data, the total number of wins recorded by
two friends playing tennis against each other, based on the length of time they warmed up
before the match.
Warm-up Time

L]ViÉhi]Z
egdWVW^a^ind[6!
Vhhjb^c\7
]VeeZcZY4

Deb Wins

Bob Wins

Total

Short

4

6

10

Long

16

24

40

Total

20

30

50

4.42 Determine the probability that Deb wins the next match if she only has a short
time to warm up.

Conditional probability describes how likely some event A is to occur if you
assume that some event B has already happened: P(A | B). The formula below is
used to calculate conditional probability.

9^k^YZWn
i]ZegdWVW^a^in
d[i]ZZkZcii]Vi
^h\^kZc#
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In this problem, you assume that the warm-up time was short, so given a short
warm-up time, you are asked to calculate the probability of Deb winning the
match.

Of the 50 games played, 10 were preceded by a short warm-up period. Assuming
a short warm-up, Deb won only four games.

Substitute these values into the above conditional probability formula.

The probability that Deb will win the next match given a short warm-up period
is 40%.
Note: Problems 4.42–4.47 refer to the data set in Problem 4.42, the total number of wins
recorded by two friends playing tennis against each other, based on the length of time they
warmed up before the match.

NdjÉgZY^k^Y^c\
i]ZegdWVW^a^in
i]ViVgVcYdbbViX]
]VYVh]dgilVgb"je
Apply the formula for conditional probability using the following events: A = the
warm-up was short; B = Deb won the match.
VcYlVhldcWn9ZWWn
i]ZegdWVW^a^ini]ViV
gVcYdbbViX]lVhldc
Wn9ZW#

4.43 Assuming Deb won the last match, determine the likelihood that the warm-up
period before the match was short.

Of the 50 matches played, 20 had a short warm-up. Only four of the
matches with short warm-ups were won by Deb. Calculate the corresponding
probabilities.

Substitute these values into the conditional probability formula above.
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>c\ZcZgVa!
E6 q7 E7q6#
Assuming Deb won the last match, there is a 20% chance that the preceding
warm-up period was short. Compare the answers to Problems 4.42 and 4.43 to
verify that P(Deb | short) | P(short | Deb).
Note: Problems 4.42–4.47 refer to the data set in Problem 4.42, the total number of wins
recorded by two friends playing tennis against each other, based on the length of time they
warmed up before the match.

4.44 Given that the warm-up time was short, determine the probability that Bob
wins the next match.

According to the historical data, there is a


>[ndjÉgZ
XVaXjaVi^c\E6 q7
!
6^hi]ZZkZcindj
ÉgZ
ign^c\idXVaXjaV
iZ
i]ZegdWVW^a^ind[ 
!
VcY7^hi]ZZkZc
i
ndjÉgZVhhjb^c\^h

igjZ#I]ZdgYZg^
h
kZgn^bedgiVci#

warm-up will precede a match; there is a

probability that a short
probability that the match

will be short and Bob will win. Calculate P(Bob | short).

The probability that Bob will win the next match given the warm-up is short is
60%.
Note: Problems 4.42–4.47 refer to the data set in Problem 4.42, the total number of wins
recorded by two friends playing tennis against each other, based on the length of time they
warmed up before the match.

4.45 Assuming the warm-up time is long, determine the probability that Bob wins
the next match.
There is a
warm-up; there is a

probability that a random match will be preceded by a long
probability that a random match will be long and

Bob will win. Calculate P(Bob | long).
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The probability that Bob will win the next match, assuming the warm-up is
long, is 60%.
Note: Problems 4.42–4.47 refer to the data set in Problem 4.42, the total number of wins
recorded by two friends playing tennis against each other, based on the length of time they
warmed up before the match.

4.46 Deb claims she has a better chance of winning the match if the warm-up is
long. Is there any validity to her claim?

If Deb’s claim is true, then the statement below must be true.
P(Deb | long) # P(Deb)
Calculate the probability of Deb winning regardless of the warm-up time.

Calculate the conditional probability of Deb winning given the warm-up is long.

I]ZegdWVW^a^in
d[9ZWl^cc^c\l]Zc
i]ZlVgb"je^hadc\
^h\gZViZgi]Vci]Z
egdWVW^a^ind[9ZW
l^cc^c\^c\ZcZgVa#


I]^hbV`Zh
hZchZ^[ndjadd`Vi
EgdWaZb)#)*#L]Zc
i]ZlVgb"jelVhadc\!
7dWldc+% d[i]Z
i^bZ#7dWVcY9ZWVgZ
eaVn^c\V\V^chiZVX]
di]Zg!l]^X]bZVch
9ZW]Vhidl^c)%
d[i]dhZbViX]Zh#

Because P(Deb | long) = P(Deb), Deb’s claim is invalid.
Note: Problems 4.42–4.47 refer to the data set in Problem 4.42, the total number of wins
recorded by two friends playing tennis against each other, based on the length of time they
warmed up before the match.

4.47 Are the events “Deb” and “long” independent?
Events “Deb” and “long” are independent of each other because the probability
of Deb winning is not affected by the long warm-up (according to Problem
4.46).
Events A and B are independent of each other if P(A | B) = P(A) and
P(B | A) = P(B) are true statements.

E9ZWqadc\
]VhidWZ
\gZViZgi]Vc
E9ZW!cdiZfjVa
id^i#H]Zl^chi]Z
hVbZeZgXZciV\Zd[
bViX]Zh!gZ\VgYaZhh
d[i]ZaZc\i]d[i]Z
lVgb"jeeZg^dY#
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Note: Problems 4.48–4.50 refer to the data set below, the number of customers who have
overdue accounts, according to credit card type and the number of days d the account is
overdue.
Card Type

8dcY^i^dcVa
egdWVW^a^inE6q7!
l^i]ZkZcih62ÆXVgY
^h\daYÇVcY72ÆXVgY
^h(&Ä+%YVnh
dkZgYjZ#Ç

Days Overdue

Standard

Gold

Platinum

Total

d ! 30

154

117

56

327

31 f d f 60

87

101

10

198

61 f d f 90

33

49

12

94

d # 90

10

15

17

42

Total

284

282

95

661

4.48 What is the probability that a randomly selected account 31–60 days overdue is
a gold card?

Calculate the probability of selecting a gold account at random if you choose
from accounts that are between 31 and 60 days overdue.

Assuming the account is 31–60 days overdue, there is a 51.0% chance that the
card is gold.
Note: Problems 4.48–4.50 refer to the data in Problem 4.48, the number of customers who
have overdue accounts, according to credit card type and the number of days d the account is
overdue.

4.49 What is the probability that a randomly selected gold card account is 61–90
days overdue?

Calculate the probability of selecting an account between 61 and 90 days
overdue if you choose randomly from gold card accounts.
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Note: Problems 4.48–4.50 refer to the data in Problem 4.48, the number of customers who
have overdue accounts, according to credit card type and the number of days d the account is
overdue.

4.50 Determine whether the events “31 f d f 60” and “platinum” are independent.
If the events are independent, then the probability of each occurring should
be equal to the conditional probability of each, assuming the other. Calculate
the probability of selecting an account that is 31–60 days overdue assuming the
account is platinum.

Calculate the probability that a randomly selected account is between 31 and 60
days overdue.

Because P(31 f d f 60 | platinum) | P(31 f d f 60), the events are not
independent.


>cdi]Zg
ldgYh!E62E6q7
VcYE72E7q6#
I]ZegdWVW^a^ind[
6dXXjgg^c\h]djaYcÉi
X]Vc\Z^[ndjVhhjbZ
7!VcYk^XZkZghV#


NdjXdjaYVahd
XdbeVgZEeaVi^cjb
q(& Y +%id
EeaVi^cjbidh]dl
i]ZZkZcihVgZcdi
^cYZeZcYZci#

4.51 At a local restaurant, 20% of the customers order take-out. If 7% of all

customers order take-out and choose a hamburger, determine the probability
that a customer who orders take-out will order a hamburger.
The probabilities below are given in the problem.

You are asked to compute the conditional probability P(hamburger | take-out).


Ndj`cdli]Z
XjhidbZg]Vh
dgYZgZYiV`Z"dji#
NdjYdcÉi`cdl^[h]Z
dgYZgZYV]VbWjg\Zg
dgcdi#I]^hegdWaZb^h
bV`^c\bZ]jc\gn#

There is a 35% chance that a customer who orders take-out will order a
hamburger.
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4.52 Thirty-four percent of customers who purchased from an e-commerce site had
orders exceeding $100. Given 22% of the customers have orders exceeding
$100 and also use the site’s sponsored credit card for payment, determine the
probability that a customer whose order exceeds $100 will use the sponsored
credit card for the payment.
The probabilities below can be gleaned from the problem.

You are asked to compute the conditional probability
P(credit card used | order # $100).

There is a 64.7% chance that a customer who places an order greater than $100
will use the sponsored credit card for payment.
Note: Problems 4.53–4.54 refer to an electronics store. According to the store’s historical
records, 65% of its digital camera customers are male, 18% of its digital camera customers
purchase the extended warranty, and 10% of its digital camera customers are female and
purchase the extended warranty.

4.53 Determine the probability that a male digital camera customer will purchase
the extended warranty.

The probabilities below are provided by the problem.


I]^hldg`h
Vadia^`Zi]Z
iZcc^hk^Xidgn
iVWaZ^cEgdWaZb
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You are asked to calculate the conditional probability P(warranty | male). However, you are not given the value P(warranty and male). In order to identify this
value, set up a table that contains the given information.
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Gender

Warranty

No Warranty

Male

Total
0.65

Female

0.10

Total

0.18

The complement of a male customer is a female customer. Therefore,
P(female) = 1 – P(male) = 1 – 0.65 = 0.35. Similarly, the complement of a
customer who purchases a warranty is a customer who does not.

Insert these probabilities into the table.
Gender

Warranty

No Warranty

Male

Total
0.65

Female

0.10

Total

0.18

0.35
0.82

1.00

Complete the table, noting that each row and column must have the indicated
totals.
Gender

Warranty

No Warranty

Total

Male
Female

0.08

0.57

0.65

0.10

0.25

Total

0.35

0.18

0.82

1.00

%#&-Ä%#&%2%# %%#+*Ä%# %-2%#*,
%#-'Ä%#*,2%# '*

Now that you can determine the value of P(warranty and male), calculate
P(warranty | male).

There is a 12.3% chance that a male customer will purchase the extended
warranty.
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Note: Problems 4.53–4.54 refer to an electronics store. According to the store’s historical
records, 65% of its digital camera customers are male, 18% of its digital camera customers
purchase the extended warranty, and 10% of its digital camera customers are female and
purchase the extended warranty.

4.54 Are female customers more or less likely to purchase the extended warranty?
Justify your answer.

Use the completed chart in Problem 4.53 to calculate P(warranty | female).

I]^hbZVch
i]Vii]ZZkZcih
ÆlVggVcinÇVcY
ÆbVaZÇVgZcdi
^cYZeZcYZci#
CZ^i]ZgVgZi]Z
ZkZcihÆlVggVcinÇ
VcYÆ[ZbVaZ#Ç

A female customer will purchase the extended warranty approximately 28.6%
of the time, which is considerably higher than the 12.3% chance that a male will
purchase the warranty (as computed in Problem 4.53).
Note: Problems 4.55–4.57 refer to the following data, collected by a major airline that
tracked the on-time status of 500 flights originating in Los Angeles and New York.
Ê UÊ xäÊy} ÌÃÊÜiÀiÊi>ÀÞÊ
Ê UÊ ÓÇxÊy} ÌÃÊÜiÀiÊÊÌiÊ
Ê
Ê
Ê

UÊ ÓnxÊy} ÌÃÊÀ}>Ìi`ÊÊÃÊ}iiÃÊ
UÊ £xäÊy} ÌÃÊÀ}>Ìi`ÊÊÃÊ}iiÃÊ>`ÊÜiÀiÊÊÌi
UÊ ÈäÊy} ÌÃÊÀ}>Ìi`ÊÊ iÜÊ9ÀÊ>`ÊÜiÀiÊ>Ìi

4.55 Calculate the probability that a late-arriving flight originated in New York.
Construct a table that organizes the given information, listing the number of
flights originating from each airport that arrived early, on time, and late.
Status

NY

LA

Early

50

On time
Late
Total

Total

150

275

285

500

60

Complete the table by ensuring that the sum of each row is the number in the
rightmost column and the sum of each column is the corresponding number in
the last row.
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Status

NY

LA

Total

Early

30

20

50

On time

125

150

275

Late

60

115

175

Total

215

285

500

The problem indicates that the flight is late; calculate the conditional probability that the flight originated from New York.

A randomly selected late flight has a 34.3% chance of having originated in New
York.
Note: Problems 4.55–4.57 refer to the data in Problem 4.55, collected by a major airline that
tracked the on-time status of 500 flights originating in Los Angeles and New York.

4.56 Calculate the probability that a flight originating in Los Angeles arrived at its
destination on time.

Consider the table below, completed in Problem 4.55.
Status

NY

LA

Total

Early

30

20

50

On time

125

150

275

Late

60

115

175

Total

215

285

500

Calculate the conditional probability of the flight arriving on time, assuming it
originated in Los Angeles.

A flight originating in Los Angeles has a 52.6% chance of arriving on time.
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Note: Problems 4.55–4.57 refer to the data in Problem 4.55, collected by a major airline that
tracked the on-time status of 500 flights originating in Los Angeles and New York.

4.57 Are the events “Early” and “LA” independent?
Consider the table below, completed in Problem 4.55.


I]ZhiViZbZci
EAdh6c\ZaZhqZVg
an
EAdh6c\ZaZh^hcÉi 2
igjZ
Z^i]Zg#

Status

NY

LA

Total

Early

30

20

50

On time

125

150

275

Late

60

115

175

Total

215

285

500

The events “early” and “LA” are independent if P(early | Los Angeles) = P(early)
and P(Los Angeles | early) = P(Los Angeles). According to the calculations that
follow, the first of those statements is not true.

Because these probabilities are not equal, the events are not independent.


>[i]Z
The Multiplication Rule for Probability
ÒghiXVgYlVh
VXajW!i]ZgZÉhV
IlddgbdgZZkZcihdXXjgg^c\Vii]ZhVbZi^bZ
&'$*&2'(#*X]VcXZ
d[YgVl^c\VXajWVhi]Z 4.58 A card is drawn from a standard deck and not replaced. A second card is then
hZXdcYXVgY#>[i]ZÒghi
drawn. What is the probability that both cards are clubs?
XVgYlVhcdiVXajW!
Define the events below.
i]ZgZÉhV&($*&2'*#*
X]VcXZd[YgVl^c\
VXajWVhi]Z
hZXdcYXVgY#
A and B are not independent, because the first card is not replaced.
Apply the multiplication rule for events that are not independent:
P(A and B) = P(A)P(B | A).

NdjXdjaY
lg^iZE6VcY
7Vh
#
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The probability of drawing two clubs from the deck (without replacing the first
card) is 5.9%.

4.59 A card is drawn from a standard deck and replaced. A second card is then
drawn. What is the probability that both cards are hearts?
Define the events.

The events are independent because the first card is replaced. Apply the
multiplication rule for independent events.

The probability of drawing two hearts from the deck with replacement is 6.25%.

4.60 Voter records for a large county indicate that 46% of registered voters are

Republicans. If three voters are selected randomly, determine the probability
that all three are Republican.
Define the events.


I]ZgZÉhV
&($* 'X]VcXZd[

YgVl^c\V]ZVgi

Vhi]ZÒghiXVgY#

>[ndjejii]ZÒghi

XVgYWVX`!i]Z
YZX`
gZijgchid* 'XVg 
Yh!
VcYi]ZgZÉhV&(
$* '
X]VcXZV\V^cid

YgVlVcdi]Zg
]ZVgi#

L]Zcild
ZkZcihVgZ
^cYZeZcYZci!
XVaXjaViZi]Z
egdWVW^a^ind[Wdi]
dXXjgg^c\Wnbjai^ean^c\
i]ZegdWVW^a^i^Zh
d[ZVX]dXXjgg^c\
hZeVgViZan#
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Ejaa^c\dcZkdiZgd
ji
d[VW^\XgdlYld 
cÉi
Ygdei]ZdkZgVaa 
eZgXZciV\Zd[
GZejWa^XVchkZgn
bjX]!
^[ViVaa#


I]ZdcZl^i]dji
XdcY^i^dcVaegdWVW^a^in
^c^i#
DcZd[
i]Z'%hijYZcih
^hhZaZXiZYVcY
cdigZeaVXZY#

I]ZVchlZg^hcdi

It is acceptable to assume that the events are independent. Apply the correct
multiplication rule.

The probability of selecting three Republicans at random is 9.7%.
Note: Problems 4.61–4.63 refer to the semester grades of 20 students in an M.B.A. class:
seven students earned an A, ten students earned a B, and three students earned a C.

4.61 If three students are selected (without replacement), determine the probability
that all three students earned an A.

Because of the small population size, the events are not independent. Each time
you select a student, the population size decreases by 5 percent, which affects
the probability of selecting subsequent A students. Thus, you cannot calculate
the probability of selecting three students using the multiplication rule for
independent events.
The probability that the first student selected is an A student is

. That leaves

20 – 1 = 19 students in the class and 7 – 1 = 6 students who earned an A. Thus,
the probability of selecting a second A student is

. Similarly, there is a

probability of selecting a third A student. To determine the probability of
selecting three A students, multiply each of the probabilities.

Note: Problems 4.61–4.63 refer to the semester grades of 20 students in an M.B.A. class:
seven students earned an A, ten students earned a B, and three students earned a C.


HZkZchijYZcih
ZVgcZYVc6 !hd
'%Ä,2&(hijYZc
ih
Y^YcÉi#

4.62 If three students are selected (without replacement), determine the probability
that none of the students earned an A.

The probability that the first student selected did not earn an A is
probability of selecting a second B or C student is
selecting a third is

. The

, and the probability of

. Multiply the three probabilities to determine how likely it

is that you will randomly select three students who did not earn an A.
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Note: Problems 4.61–4.63 refer to the semester grades of 20 students in an M.B.A. class:
seven students earned an A, ten students earned a B, and three students earned a C.

4.63 If three students are selected (without replacement), determine the probability
that at least one of the students earned an A.

Consider the complement of the event described here. The complement of
selecting at least one A student is selecting zero A students. According to
Problem 4.62, the probability that three randomly selected students have not
earned an A is 0.251.


NdjXdjaY
hZaZXidcZ!ild!
dgi]gZZhijYZcih
l^i]Vc6idhVi^h[n
i]^hegdWaZb#

Thus, according to the complement rule, the probability of selecting at least one
A student is 1 – 0.251 = 0.749.
Note: Problems 4.64–4.66 refer to a statistic reporting that 68 percent of adult males in
China smoke.

4.64 Calculate the probability that five randomly selected adult males from China
are smokers.

Because of the large population from which you are drawing, selecting the five
individuals can be considered independent events. Thus, each time a male adult
is chosen, there is a 0.68 probability that he smokes.

Note: Problems 4.64–4.66 refer to a statistic reporting that 68 percent of adult males in
China smoke.

4.65 Calculate the probability that five randomly selected adult males from China
are nonsmokers.

As in Problem 4.64, you can assume that selecting each individual is an
independent event. If the probability of selecting a smoker is 0.68, then the
complement (the probability of selecting a nonsmoker) is 1 – 0.68 = 0.32.
Calculate the probability that all five randomly selected males are nonsmokers.
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Note: Problems 4.64–4.66 refer to a statistic reporting that 68 percent of adult males in
China smoke.

4.66 If five adult males from China are randomly selected, determine the probability that at least one of the five is a smoker.

I]dbVh
7VnZh&,%&Ä&,+&
lVhVbVi]ZbVi^"
X^VcVcYVejWa^h]ZY
EgZhWniZg^Vcb^c^hiZg
l]djhZYbVi]ZbVi^Xh
idhijYngZa^\^dc#=dan
i]ZdgZb

The complement of randomly selecting at least one smoker is randomly
selecting zero smokers. According to Problem 4.65, the probability of selecting
five nonsmokers at random is 0.0033. Apply the complement rule to calculate
the probability of selecting at least one smoker.
P(at least one smoker) = 1 – 0.0033 = 0.9967

Bayes’ Theorem

6cdi]ZglVnidXVaXjaViZXdcY^i^dcVaegdWVW^a^i^Zh
Note: Problems 4.67–4.68 refer to the data set below, the number of cars of various types at a
local dealership.
Sedan

SUV

Total

New

24

15

39

Used

9

12

21

Total

33

27

60

4.67 Use Bayes’ Theorem to calculate the probability that a randomly selected car
is new, given that it is a sedan. Verify the result by computing the conditional
probability directly.

I]ZgZÉhVahdV
bjX]adc\ZgkZgh^
dc
7VnZhÉI]ZdgZb/ d[

Bayes’ Theorem provides an alternative method of calculating conditional
probability, according to the formula below.

HZZEgdWaZb)#+.#

I]ZhZVgZ_jhindjg
WVh^X!cdcXdcY^i^dcVa
egdWVW^a^i^Zh#HdbZWdd`h
XVaai]Zbeg^dgegdWVW^a^i^Zh
^ci]ZXdciZmid[7VnZhÉ
I]ZdgZb#

Apply Bayes’ Theorem using the events A = new and B = sedan.

Calculate the marginal probabilities P(new) and P(sedan), as well as the
conditional probability P(sedan | new).

HdbZ
Wdd`hXVaai]^h
VgZk^hZYedhiZg^dg
egdWVW^a^in#
h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Substitute these values into Bayes’ Theorem.

To verify the result, notice that there are a total of 33 sedans at the dealership,
of which 24 are new. Thus, the probability of randomly selecting a new car from
the collection of sedans is

.

Note: Problems 4.67–4.68 refer to the data set in Problem 4.67, the number of cars of various
types at a local dealership.

4.68 Use Bayes’ Theorem to calculate the probability that a randomly selected new
car is a sedan.

Apply Bayes’ Theorem using the events A = sedan and B = new.

4.69 A college graduate believes he has a 60% chance of getting a particular job.

Historically, 75% of the candidates who got a similar job had two interviews;
45% of the unsuccessful candidates had two interviews. Apply Bayes’ Theorem
to calculate the probability that this candidate will be hired, assuming he had
two interviews.
Define the events below.

You are asked to calculate the probability of the candidate getting the job,
assuming he has two interviews: P(H | SI). You cannot apply the short version of
Bayes’ Theorem, because you do not know the value of P(SI). Instead, you must
apply the long version of the formula.
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Notice that the formula contains H', the complement of H. If event
H = “the candidate is hired,” then H' = “the candidate is not hired.” Recall
that the candidate believes P(H) = 0.60. According to the complement rule,
P(H') = 1 – 0.60 = 0.40.

The probability of being hired, given a second interview, is 71.4%.
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COUNTING PRINCIPLES AND PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

DYYhndjXVcXdjcidc
This chapter will build on the fundamental concepts of probability
explored in Chapter 4, with an ultimate goal of analyzing probability
distributions, a collection of discrete probabilities for an event. As a means
to that end, the chapter introduces three additional probability concepts:
the Fundamental Counting Principle, permutations, and combinations.

>[ndjÉkZldg`ZYi]gdj\]8]VeiZg)
VcY^[ndj]VkZcÉi!ndjh]djaYYd
i]ViWZ[dgZhiVgi^c\i]^hX]VeiZg!ndj
XVcÒcYi]ZegdWVW^a^ind[
X]ddh^c\XZgiV^cXVgYh[gdbVhiVcY
VgYYZX`VY^VbdcY!VfjZZc!dg
VgZYXVgY![dgZmVbeaZ#>ci]^hX]
VeiZg!ndjÉaaYZVal^i]ha^\]ianbdgZ
Xdbea^XViZYZmeZg^bZcihi]VigZfj
^gZndjidjcYZghiVcYeZgbjiVi^dch
VcYXdbW^cVi^dch#I]ZX]VeiZgZcY
hl^i]egdWVW^a^inY^hig^Wji^dch!l]^X]
VgZZhhZci^VaanXdaaZXi^dchd[egdWVW^
a^i^Zh#

Chapter Five — Counting Principles and Probability Distributions

Fundamental Counting Principle

=dlegdWVWaZ^h^ii]ViildhZeVgViZZkZcihdXXjg4
5.1

Define the Fundamental Counting Principle and provide an example.
According to the Fundamental Counting Principle (FCP), if event A can
occur m possible ways and event B can occur n possible ways, there are mn
different ways both events can occur. For example, if an ice-cream store offers
nine different flavors and three different sizes, there are 9(3) = 27 possible
combinations of flavors and sizes.

I]Z;jcYVbZciVa
8djci^c\Eg^cX^eaZ
XVcWZjhZYl^i]
bdgZi]Vc_jhiild
ZkZciha^`Zi]ZbVcY
cZmVbeaZ^cEgdWaZb
*#&#>ci]^hegdWaZb!
i]ZgZVgZ[djg
ZkZcihndjZcY
jebjai^ean^c\
id\Zi]Zg#

5.2

Multiply the ways each component of the meal can be ordered to calculate the
number of possible meal combinations.

5.3

I]ZgZVgZ'+
aZiiZghd[i]Z
Vae]VWZiVcY&%

Y^\^ih%Ä.!Wjid
cZ
aZiiZgVcYdcZcjb
WZ
VgZcdiZa^\^WaZid g

VeeZVg#

The menu of a particular restaurant lists three appetizers, eight entrées, four
desserts, and three drinks. Assuming a meal consists of one appetizer, one
entrée, one dessert, and one drink, how many different meals can be ordered?

A particular state license plate contains three letters (A–Z) followed by four
digits (1–9). To avoid the possibility of mistaking one for the other, the
number zero and the letter O are not used. How many unique license plates
can be created?
A license plate contains seven characters. There are 25 choices for the first three
characters and nine choices for the last four characters. In the diagram below,
each character of the license plate is accompanied by the possible ways that
character can be chosen.

According to the Fundamental Counting Principle, the number of possible
license plates is equal to the product of the possible ways each character can be
chosen.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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5.4

If a specific area code has eight three-digit exchanges, how many seven-digit
phone numbers are available in that area code?
Each phone number contains one exchange and four digits. There are eight
possible exchanges and ten choices (0–9) for each digit.

There are (8)(10)(10)(10)(10) = 80,000 possible phone numbers.

5.5

The starting five players of a basketball team are announced one by one at the
beginning of a game. Calculate the total number of different ways the order of
players can be announced.
In Problems 5.3 and 5.4, it was acceptable to repeat a choice. For instance, a
letter can repeat in a license plate and a phone number can contain two of the
same digit. However, in this problem, repetition is not allowed.
There are five different positions in which the starters’ names are announced
(the first player introduced would be assigned to position one). Once a player
has been introduced, that player cannot be assigned another position in that
particular sequence. This is known as selection without replacement.
Therefore, there are five players to choose from for the first position, four
players for the second position, three for the third position, two for the fourth
position, and only one for the final position.

There are 5! = (5)(4)(3)(2)(1) = 120 different ways to announce the five starting
players’ names.

5.6


6ine^XVa
e]dcZcjbWZg
^h666 ":::"M MMM!
l]ZgZ666^hi]Z
i]gZZ"Y^\^iVgZV
XdYZ!:::^hi]Z
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VcYMMMMVgZi]Z
cjbWZghVhh^\cZY
idi]dhZ
ZmX]Vc\Zh#

NdjYdcÉilVci
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ZVX]d[i]ZÒkZ
eaVnZghÉcVbZhdcXZ#
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Calculate the total number of ways eight people can be seated at a table that
has eight seats.
If an event fills n positions with n different choices without replacement, then
the total number of ways the event can be completed is n!. In this problem, eight
people are placed into eight seats without repetition, so there are 8! possible
seating arrangements.
8! = (8)(7)(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)(1) = 40,320

6eZghdc
XVcWZ^cdcan
dcZhZViViV
i^bZ#
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AZiÉhhVn
i]Z[djgX]d^XZh
[dgZVX]fjZhi^d
c
VgZ6!7!8!VcY
9#>[
ndje^X`6[dgfjZ 
hi
dcZ!i]ViYdZhcÉib ^dc
ndjÉgZcdiVaadlZ ZVc
Y
ide^X`6V\V^c#
Di]Zgl^hZ!ndjÉY
gjc
djid[X]d^XZhW
n
i]ZÒ[i]
fjZhi^dc#

5.7

A multiple-choice test consists of ten questions, each with four choices.
Calculate the probability that a student who randomly guesses the answer to
each question will get all of the questions correct.
There are four ways to choose the answer for each of the ten questions. Note
that the factorial method described in Problems 5.5 and 5.6 is not used, because
this is an example of selection with replacement. Apply the Fundamental
Counting Principle to calculate the total number of ways the student could
complete the test.
(4)(4)(4)(4)(4)(4)(4)(4)(4)(4) = 410 = 1,048,576
There is only one correct sequence of answers; divide that one correct sequence
by the number of possible sequences.

There is a 0.000095% chance that the student will randomly choose the correct
answer for all ten questions.


6igZZY^V\gVb
[dgVediZci^Va
[Vb^anigZZ

5.8

A couple wishes to have three children and wants to determine how the
children could potentially be born in terms of gender and birth order.
Calculate the number of possible ways the children could be born and
illustrate your answer using a tree diagram.
The couple wishes to have three children. There are two possible genders for
each child in the birth order. Apply the Fundamental Counting Principle.

I]VibVn
hdjcYhZm^hi!Wji
YdcÉigZVYVcni]^c\
^cid^i#I]^h^h_jhiV
h^aanX]Vgi!cdiV
egdXaVbVi^dci]Vi
]Vk^c\i]gZZ\^gahldjaY
WZi]Zldghiedhh^WaZ
djiXdbZWZXVjhZ
^iÉhVii]ZWdiidb
d[i]Za^hi#

There are (2)(2)(2) = 23 = 8 ways in which the children could be born. In the
diagram below, each branch represents one possible outcome. Beginning at the
left, the path divides at the birth of each child, branching upward for a boy and
downward for a girl.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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There are eight possible ways the children could be born (BBB, BBG, BGB,
BGG, GBB, GBG, GGB, and GGG)

Permutations

=dlbVcnlVnhXVcndjVggVc\ZVXdaaZXi^dcd[i]^c\h4
5.9

Define a permutation and provide an example.
Combinatorics defines a permutation as a sequence of objects in which is order
is a defining factor. For instance, if you are given the set {A, B, C} and are asked
to identify unique permutations, choosing two elements at a time, AB and BA
are considered unique permutations. Although both contain the same two
elements, the order in which the elements appear distinguishes them.
You are commonly asked to calculate the number of permutations that
exist for a set containing n elements if you choose r of them at a time. In the
example above, you choose r = 2 of the n = 3 letters. The number of possible
permutations is defined as nPr or P(n,r) and is calculated using the formula
below.


6i]ZdgZi^XVa
bVi]ZbVi^Xh
Y^hX^ea^cZi]Vi[dg
i]ZejgedhZhd[
egdWVW^a^inVcY
hiVi^hi^XhhijY^Zhi]Z
lVnhVhZid[dW_ZXih
XVcWZ\gdjeZY

To calculate the total number of ways A, B, and C can be arranged in order, two
at a time, evaluate 3P 2.
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The six possible permutations are AB, AC, BA, BC, CA, and CB.


I]ZdgYZg
^h^bedgiVci!
Vhi]ZdgYZgh]Z
hZaZXihi]ZhidgZh
Y^XiViZhi]Z
dgYZg^cl]^X]
h]ZÉaak^h^ii]Zb#


Lg^iZ.Vh
.-,+*) #
>ihi^aa]Vhi]Z
hVbZkVajZÅV[i
Zg
Vaa!ndjXdjaYlg^i 
Z
)Vh)('&Å 

Wjii]^hlVnndj
XVcXVcXZadji)

^ci]ZcjbZgVid
g
VcYYZcdb^cVid
g#

5.10 If a salesperson is responsible for nine stores, how many different ways can she
schedule visits with five stores this week?

You are asked to calculate the number of ways you can permute nine objects,
choosing five of them at a time. Calculate 9P 5.

To reduce the fraction, expand the factorial in the numerator in order to
eliminate the denominator.

There are 15,120 different ways in which the salesperson can schedule visits to
five of the nine stores this week.

5.11 Calculate the number of ways eight swimmers can place first, second, or third
in a race.

LdcYZg^c\
l]nndjh]djaY
XVgZi]Vii]Z
dgYZgd[i]Z
hl^bbZghbViiZgh4
>[i]ZdgYZgY^YcÉi
bViiZg!ndjÉYjhZ
i]ZXdbW^cVi^dc
-8 (^chiZVY#HZZ
EgdWaZbh*#&)Ä
*#',#

A result in which swimmers A, B, and C take first, second, and third place,
respectively, is considered different from a result in which the same swimmers
finish in a different order. Hence, a permutation should be calculated.

There are 336 different ways in which eight swimmers can finish first, second, or
third.
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5.12 A combination lock has a total of 40 numbers on its face and will unlock given
the proper three-number sequence. How many unique combinations are
possible if no numbers are repeated?

Even though this problem uses the term “combination,” it refers to the number
sequence used to gain access to the lock, not a mathematical combination.
The order of the three numbers in the unlocking sequence are important, so
calculate 3P40.

There are 59,280 unique combinations.

5.13 Calculate the number of ways a poker player can arrange her five-card hand.
Note that you are not asked to calculate the number of possible poker hands
(which is equal to the combination 52C 5). Instead, the problem asks you to
calculate the number of ways all five of the cards can be permuted. Calculate
n Pr given n = r = 5.


EgdWaZbh*#&)Ä
*#',YZVal^i]
XdbW^cVi^dchÅcdi
i]ZadX``^cY!i]Z
bVi]ZbVi^XVa
`^cY#

6adX`l^i]i]Z
XdbW^cVi^dc&%"'%"(%
l^aacdideZc^[ndjjhZ
i]ZXdbW^cVi^dc(%"'%"
&%#Ndj]VkZid`cdl
i]ZXdggZXicjbWZgh
VcYejii]Zb^ci]Z
XdggZXidgYZg#


%2&

When all of the objects in a set are permuted (when n = r), the number of
possible permutations is n!

This problem is very similar to Problem 5.6, in which you are asked to calculate
the number of ways eight people can be seated at an eight-person table. In both
problems, each time an item (a card or dinner guest) is assigned a position, the
number of possibilities for the next position is reduced by one.

Combinations

L]Zci]ZdgYZgd[dW_ZXih^hcdi^bedgiVci
5.14 Contrast combinations and permutations and give an example of the former.
Combinations are similar to permutations, in terms of their role in combinatorics and their notation. Both calculate the number of ways elements from
a group can be selected, but combinations do not differentiate between
sequences that contain the same elements.
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NdjXVcgZVY
i]^hÆcX]ddhZg#Ç
NdjXVcVahdjhZ
i]ZcdiVi^dc

For instance, if you are asked to calculate the number of ways you can select two
letters from the set {A, B, and C}, sequences BC and CB are considered the same
combination. They contain the same letters, and the order of the letters in the
sequence does not matter.
A combination of n elements, choosing r at a time, is written nCr and is
calculated according to the formula below.



^chiZVYd[c8g#

To calculate the number of ways you can choose two letters from the set
{A, B, C}, evaluate 3C 2.

The three combinations are AB, AC, and BC.

5.15 A young woman bought seven books to read on vacation but only has time to

read three of them. How many ways can she choose three of the seven books to
bring with her?

8]ddh^c\Wdd`h
&!(!VcY,^hcd
Y^[[ZgZci[gdbX
]d
Wdd`h,!(!VcY&# dh^c\

8VaXjaViZ 8 ^chiZ
, (
VY
d[,E(!WZXVjhZdg 
YZg
YdZhcÉibViiZg#

You are asked to identify unique combinations of books; the order in which you
choose them is irrelevant. Evaluate 7C 3.

There are 35 unique ways to choose three out of seven books.
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5.16 Calculate the number of unique four-person groups that can be formed by
selecting from eight eligible candidates.

The order in which people are selected is not important. Evaluate 8C 4.


>[ndjjhZY
VeZgbjiVi^dc!
ild\gdjehl^i]
i]ZhVbZbZbWZgh
ldjaYWZXdch^YZgZY
Y^[[ZgZci!VcYi]Z
egdWaZbVh`h[dg
jc^fjZ\gdjeh#

5.17 How many ways can you organize a class of 25 students into groups of five?
There is no indication that the order in which students are selected has any
bearing on their role in the group, so evaluate 25C 5.

5.18 An executive needs to select 3 stores from a total of 11 to participate in a

customer service program. How many ways are there to select 3 of the 11
stores?
Evaluate 11C 3.


7ni]ZlVn!
ndjXVcÉibjai^ean
i]Zild[VXidg^Vah
mnVcY\ZimnI]Z
egdYjXi-(YdZhcdi
ZfjVa&&#

5.19 In a 6/49 state lottery, a participant picks 6 numbers from a field of 49 choices.
Calculate the odds of selecting the correct combination of numbers.

The order in which the numbers are selected is not important in a 6/49 lottery.
There are 49C 6 unique six-number combinations.

Only one of the 13,983,816 combinations wins the lottery, so the probability of
winning is

.

5.20 Determine the number of ways a jury of 6 men and 6 women can be chosen
from an eligible pool of 12 men and 14 women.

First, calculate the number of unique ways 6 men can be selected from a group
of 12.
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Second, calculate the number of unique ways 6 women can be selected from a
group of 14.

Multiply the probabilities of each event occurring separately to calculate the
probability of both events occurring together.
(12C6)(14C6) = (924)(3,003) = 2,774,772
There are 2,774,772 ways the jury can be chosen.


I]ZnVgZ
gZeaVXZYVii]Z
ZcYd[i]ZegdWaZb!
i]dj\]#L]Zcndj
hiVgiEgdWaZb*#''!ndj
XVcVhhjbZi]ViVaa
iZcbVgWaZhVgZWVX`
^ci]Z_Vg[dgndjg
bVgWaZ"hZaZXi^c\
eaZVhjgZ#

Note: Problems 5.21–5.22 refer to a jar that contains four blue marbles and six yellow
marbles. In each problem, three marbles are randomly selected.

5.21 Calculate the probability of selecting exactly two blue marbles (without
replacement).

If exactly two marbles are blue, then one marble must be yellow. Calculate the
number of ways you can choose two of the four blue marbles in the jar.

Calculate the number of ways you can choose one of six yellow marbles.

Apply the Fundamental Counting Principle to calculate the number of ways to
draw two blue marbles and one yellow marble.
(4C 2)(6C 1) = (6)(6) = 36

I]ZgZVgZ(+
lVnhidYgVli]Z
bVgWaZhi]ZlVni]Z
egdWaZbYZhXg^WZhVcY
&'%lVnhidgVcYdban
YgVl(djid[&%
bVgWaZh#
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The jar contains a total of ten marbles. Calculate the number of ways three
marbles can be chosen (regardless of color).

There are 120 ways to choose three marbles. The probability of choosing exactly
two blue marbles is
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Note: Problems 5.21–5.22 refer to a jar that contains four blue marbles and six yellow
marbles. In each problem, three marbles are randomly selected.

5.22 Calculate the probability that at least two marbles are blue.
If three marbles are selected and at least two of them are blue, then either two
or three blue marbles were drawn. According to Problem 5.21, the probability
that exactly two blue marbles are drawn is 0.30.
Calculate the number of ways to choose three of four blue marbles.

Calculate the number of ways you can select zero of six yellow marbles.

Apply the Fundamental Counting Principle to calculate the number of ways to
select three blue and zero yellow marbles.
(4C3)(6C0) = (4)(1) = 4
Recall that there are 120 ways to select three of ten marbles. Thus, the
probability of selecting three blue marbles is

. To calculate the

probability that at least two marbles are blue, add the probabilities that exactly
two are blue and exactly three are blue.

There is a 33.3 percent chance of selecting at least two blue marbles (without
replacement).
Note: In Problems 5.23–5.27, five cards are randomly selected from a standard 52-card deck.

5.23 Calculate the number of unique five-card poker hands.
The value of a poker hand is based on the suits and ranks of the cards, not the
order in which the cards are received. Thus, the total number of possible hands
is 52C 5.
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Note: In Problems 5.23–5.27, five cards are randomly selected from a standard 52-card deck.

5.24 Calculate the probability that a player is dealt a royal flush.

IZX]c^XVaan!
VgdnVaÓjh]^hV
higV^\]i!VÓjh]!VcY
VhigV^\]iÓjh]#I]^h
egdWaZblVcihid[dXjh
dchigV^\]iÓjh]Zhi]Vi
VgZcÉiVXijVaanWZiiZg
]VcYh^cY^h\j^hZ#


6"'"( ") "*
^hVaZ\^i^bViZ
higV^\]i!XVaaZY
i]Zl]ZZadgW^Xn
XaZ
higV^\]i#>iÉhhdgi 
d[dYY!WZXVjhZ

ndjÉgZigZVi^c\i
]Z
VXZVhVdcZ!i]
Z
adlZhi"gVc`^c\X
VgY
^chiZVYd[i]Z
]^\]Zhi"gVc`^c\
XVgY#

A royal flush is the highest-ranking poker hand, consisting of the 10, jack,
queen, king, and ace of one suit. There are only four ways to receive a royal
flush, one from each suit in the deck. Recall that there are 2,598,960
possible poker hands. Thus, the probability of being dealt a royal flush is
.
Note: In Problems 5.23–5.27, five cards are randomly selected from a standard 52-card deck.

5.25 Determine the probability that a player is dealt a straight flush, but not a royal
flush.

A straight flush consists of five cards of the same suit with consecutive ranks. For
instance, the 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of spades constitute a straight flush. The highest
card of a straight could be a 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, jack, queen, or king. (The highest
value could not be 4 or lower because K-A-2-3-4, termed by some a wrap-around
straight, is not a straight according to the rules of poker.)
Notice that the ace is omitted as a possible straight flush high card. This is
because an ace-high straight flush is a royal flush (as defined in Problem 5.24)
and is disregarded in this problem. Therefore, there are a total of nine card
combinations in a single suit that are straight flushes.
If each suit can form nine straight flushes, then a total of 4(9) = 36 straight
flushes can be made from all four suits. Recall that there are 2,598,960
possible poker hands. Thus, the probability of being dealt a straight flush is
.
Note: In Problems 5.23–5.27, five cards are randomly selected from a standard 52-card deck.

5.26 Calculate the probability that a player is dealt three of a kind.
If a hand contains three poker cards of the same rank (and the remaining two
cards are not a pair), the hand is classified as a three of a kind. There are 13
different ranks in a standard deck, so there are 13 ways to choose the rank that
will appear three times in the hand. For the sake of illustration, assume the
hand is 4-7-K-K-K.


>[i]ZnlZgZ
i]ZhVbZgVc`!
ndjÉY]VkZVeV^g
id\dVadc\l^i]ndjg
i]gZZd[V`^cY!
l]^X]^hV[jaa
]djhZ#HZZ
EgdWaZb*#',#

A standard deck contains four cards of every rank. The poker hand 4-7-K-K-K
contains three of the four kings. Calculate the number of ways three of the
kings can be chosen.

The two remaining cards cannot be kings. Neither can they be the same rank.
Thus, they must consist of two of the remaining twelve ranks. In the hand
4-7-K-K-K, the ranks are 4 and 7. Calculate the number of ways you can choose
the two remaining ranks.
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There are four ways to choose the suits of the two additional cards, one for each
suit. For instance, there are four 4s and four 7s in the deck to complete the hand
4-7-K-K-K. Thus, these cards can be drawn (4)(4) = 16 different ways.
In order to form three of a kind, there are 13 possible ranks from which to pick
the recurring card, four ways to select three of those cards, 66 ways to select
the ranks of the two remaining cards, and 16 ways to select from among them.
Thus, there are (13)(4)(66)(16) = 54,912 unique ways to accomplish the task.

Note: In Problems 5.23–5.27, five cards are randomly selected from a standard 52-card deck.

5.27 Determine the probability that a player is dealt a full house.
A full house contains a pair and three of a kind. There are 13 ways to choose
the card rank for the three of a kind and 4C 3 = 4 ways to select three of the four
cards from that rank to place in the hand. There are 12 ways to select the card
rank for the pair and 4C 2 = 6 ways to select two cards of that rank.
Therefore, there are (13)(4)(12)(6) = 3,744 ways to create a full house from
a standard deck, and the probability of being dealt a full house is
.


I]ZgZVgZ
&(gVc`hd[
XVgYhVcYndj
VagZVYnjhZYdcZ
[dgi]Zi]gZZ
d[V`^cY#

Probability Distributions

EgdWVW^a^injh^c\Y^hXgZiZYViV
5.28 Define the term random variable. Discuss the types of random variables that are
used in statistics.

A random variable is an outcome that takes on a numerical value as a result of
an experiment. The value is not known with certainty before the experiment.
An example of a random variable would be tomorrow’s high temperature. The
experiment would be to measure and record the temperatures throughout the
day and identify the maximum value.
There are two types of random variables. Continuous random variables are
measured on a continuous number scale. Weight, for instance, is a continuous
random variable, because it can be measured very precisely. An individual’s
weight may be 180 pounds one day and then 180.5 pounds the next.
Discrete random variables tally outcomes rather than measure them. Thus,
their values are usually integers. A golf score, for instance, counts a golfer’s total
number of strokes and is therefore a discrete random variable. A golf score is an
integer, because there are no fractional or partial strokes.
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Note: Problems 5.29–5.31 refer to the following data set, the probability distribution for the
number of students absent from a statistics class.


I]ZcjbWZg
d[hijYZcih
VWhZci^hV
Y^hXgZiZgVcYdb
kVg^VWaZWZXVjhZ
^i^hXdjciZY!dg
iVaa^ZY!VcY^h
i]ZgZ[dgZVc
^ciZ\Zg#

Students, x

Probability, P(x)

1

0.12

2

0.15

3

0.18

4

0.15

5

0.26

6

0.14

Total

1.00

5.29 Calculate the mean for this probability distribution.
To compute the mean of a discrete probability distribution, multiply each event
by its probability and then add the products.

An average of 3.7 students are absent per day.
Note: Problems 5.29–5.31 refer to the data set in Problem 5.29, the probability distribution
for the number of students absent from a statistics class.

8]ZX`djiEgdWaZbh
(#*'Ä(#* *!XVaXjaVi^c\
i]ZkVg^VcXZd[\gdjeZY
YViV#>iÉhVkZgnh^b^aVg
egdXZhh#

5.30 Calculate the variance and standard deviation of the data using the standard
method.

The variance of a discrete probability distribution, according to the standard
. Consider the table below. Columns A and
method, is
B represent the probability distribution from the problem. Column C is the
difference of column A and the mean R = 3.7, calculated in Problem 5.29. Column
D is the square of column C. Column E is the product of columns B and D.
A

B

x

P(x)

1

0.12

1 – 3.7 = –2.7

7.29

0.8748

2

0.15

2 – 3.7 = 1.7

2.89

0.4335

3

0.18

3 – 3.7 = –0.7

0.49

0.0882
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4

0.15

4 – 3.7 = 0.3

0.09

0.0135

5

0.26

5 – 3.7 = 1.3

1.69

0.4394

6

0.14

6 – 3.7 = 2.3

5.29

0.7406

Total

2.59

The standard deviation is the square root of the variance:


I]ZkVg^VcXZd[
i]ZY^hig^Wji^dc^hi]Z
hjbd[8dajbc:#
.

Note: Problems 5.29–5.31 refer to the data set in Problem 5.29, the probability distribution
for the number of students absent from a statistics class.

5.31 Verify the variance and standard deviation computed in Problem 5.30, using
the shortcut method.

The shortcut method to calculate the variance of a discrete probability dis. Use the table below to compute the
tribution is
bracketed expression in the formula.
A

B

C

D

x

P(x)

x2

x 2  P(x)

1

0.12

1

0.12

2

0.15

4

0.60

3

0.18

9

1.62

4

0.15

16

2.40

5

0.26

25

6.50

6

0.14

36

5.04

Total


>[ndj]VkZi]Z
dei^dc!X]ddhZi]Z
h]dgiXjibZi]dY#

16.28

The standard deviation of this discrete probability distribution is the square
. The variance and standard deviation
root of the variance:
values echo the values calculated using the standard method in Problem 5.30.


6cYi]ZgZlVh
dcZaZhhXdajbcd[
XVaXjaVi^dchjh^c\i]Z
h]dgiXjibZi]dY#
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Note: Problems 5.32–5.34 refer to the data set below, the probability distribution for a survey
conducted to determine the number of bedrooms in the respondent’s household.
Number of Bedrooms

Probability

3

0.25

4

0.55

5

0.15

6

0.05

Total

1.00

5.32 Calculate the mean of this probability distribution.
Multiply each event by its probability and add the resulting products.

Note: Problems 5.32–5.34 refer to the data set in Problem 5.32, the probability distribution
for a survey conducted to determine the number of bedrooms in the respondent’s household.

5.33 Calculate the variance and standard deviation for this probability distribution,
using the standard method.
Consider the table below.
x

P(x)

3

0.25

3 – 4 = –1.0

1.0

0.25

4

0.55

4–4=0

0

0

5

0.15

5 – 4 = 1.0

1.0

0.15

6

0.05

6 – 4 = 2.0

4.0

Total

0.20
0.60

Compute the variance.

The standard deviation of the probability distribution is the square root of the
variance:
.
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Note: Problems 5.32–5.34 refer to the data set in Problem 5.32, the probability distribution
for a survey conducted to determine the number of bedrooms in the respondent’s household.

5.34 Verify the variance and standard deviation computed in Problem 5.33 using
the shortcut method.

Recall that the shortcut method to calculate the variance of a discrete
probability distribution is
. Use the table below to
compute the bracketed expression.
x

P(x)

x2

x 2  P(x)

3

0.25

9

2.25

4

0.55

16

8.80

5

0.15

25

3.75

6

0.05

36

1.80

Total

16.6

According to Problem 5.32, R = 4.0.

The variance is 0.60, the same value calculated in Problem 5.33, so the standard
deviation will be the same as well: X = 0.775.
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DISCRETE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

7^cdb^Va!Ed^hhdc!VcY]neZg\ZdbZig^X
Chapter 5 introduced probability distributions of discrete random variables,
which list the probabilities of discrete integer values, usually based on a
tally. This chapter further investigates theoretical probability distributions,
including binomial, Poisson, and hypergeometric distributions.

6ii]ZZcYd[8]VeiZg*!\ZcZgVaegdW
VW^a^inY^hig^Wji^dchlZgZ
^cigdYjXZY!VcYVhhjb^c\ndjXdb
eaZiZY8]VeiZg*VagZVYnndj
XVaXjaViZYi]ZbZVc!kVg^VcXZ!VcY
hiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dcd[i]dhZ
Y^hig^Wji^dch#>ci]^hX]VeiZg!ndjÉaaWZ
\ZcZgVi^c\i]ZegdWVW^a^in
kVajZhd[i]ZY^hig^Wji^dcndjghZa[#

Chapter Six — Discrete Probability Distributions

Binomial Probability Distribution

Jh^c\XdZ[ÒX^Zcihi]ViVgZXdbW^cVi^dch
HjXXZhh
YdZhcdi
cZXZhhVg^an^beanV
edh^i^kZdjiXdbZ!cdg
YdZh[V^ajgZ^beanV
cZ\Vi^kZdjiXdbZ#
HjXXZhh_jhibZVch
ndjbZii]ZYZÒcZY
dW_ZXi^kZ#>ci]ZXd^c"
Ó^ee^c\ZmVbeaZWZadl!
hjXXZhh2]ZVYh#


>iÉhWVhZYdc
i]ZW^cdb^Vai]ZdgZb!
VcVa\ZWgV^X[dgbjaV
i]ViXVaXjaViZhi]Z
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I]ZgZVgZ
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YZX^bVa[dgb#

6.1

Define the characteristics of a binomial experiment and provide an example.
A binomial experiment has the following characteristics:
Ê

UÊ / iÊiÝ«iÀiÌÊVÃÃÌÃÊvÊ>ÊwÝi`ÊÕLiÀÊvÊÌÀ>Ã]Ên.

Ê

UÊ >V ÊÌÀ>Ê >ÃÊÞÊÌÜÊ«ÃÃLiÊÕÌViÃÊvÀÊiÝ>«i]ÊÊÃÕVViÃÃÊÀÊ
failure).

Ê

UÊ / iÊ«ÀL>LÌiÃÊvÊLÌ ÊÕÌViÃÊ>ÀiÊVÃÌ>ÌÊÌ ÀÕ} ÕÌÊÌ iÊ
experiment.

Ê

UÊ >V ÊÌÀ>ÊÊÌ iÊiÝ«iÀiÌÊÃÊ`i«i`iÌ°

Flipping a coin five times and recording the number of heads is one example of
a binomial experiment. The number of trials is fixed (n = 5), the result of each
coin flip is either heads or tails, the coin is just as likely to land heads on every
toss, and each flip of the coin is unaffected by the other coin tosses.
Note: In Problems 6.2–6.5, a fair coin is flipped six times and the number of heads is
counted.

6.2

Calculate the probability of exactly two heads.
Given n = the number of trials, r = the number of successes, p = the probability
of a success, and q = the probability of a failure, the binomial probability
distribution states that the probability of r successes in n trials is
. Note that the notation

is used to represent nCr,

the combination of n things, choosing r at a time.
In this problem, the coin is tossed n = 6 times, and you are asked to determine
the probability of r = 2 heads. A fair coin is just as likely to land heads as it is to
land tails, so p = q = 0.5. Apply the binomial probability formula.

There is a 23.4% probability that the coin will land heads exactly twice.


I]^h^hZfjVaid 8 #I]ZWdd`
'
VhhjbZhndjÉkZldg`ZYi]g
EgdWaZbh*#&)Ä*#',!l]^X]+Zme
dj\]
aV^c]dlidXVaXjaViZXdbW
^cVi^dch#BV`ZhjgZndj
`cdl]dlidijgc ^cid&*
#
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Note: In Problems 6.2–6.5, a fair coin is flipped six times and the number of heads is
counted.

6.3

Calculate the probability that the coin will land heads fewer than three times.
The probability of fewer than three heads can be expressed as
P(0 or 1 or 2 heads). Apply the addition rule for mutually exclusive events.
P(0 or 1 or 2 heads) = P(0) + P(1) + P(2)
Substitute n = 6, r = 0, p = 0.5, and q = 0.5 into the binomial probability formula
to calculate P(0).


BjijVaan
ZmXajh^kZZkZcih
XVccdidXXjgVii]Z
hVbZi^bZ#6[iZg
Ó^ee^c\VXd^ch^mi^bZh!
ndjXVcÉi]VkZZmVXian
dcZ]ZVYVcY
ZmVXianild
]ZVYh#

6cncdcoZgdkVajZ

gV^hZYidi]ZoZ
gd
edlZg^hZfjVaid
dc
I]ZgZ[dgZ!%#* % Z#
2&#

Use the same method to determine the probabilities of r = 1 and r = 2.


>[ndjjhZbdgZ
YZX^bVaeaVXZh!ndj
b^\]i\ZiVha^\]ian
Y^[[ZgZciVchlZg#
The probability of landing heads fewer than three times is the sum of the
probabilities of landing zero, one, or two heads.
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NdjÓ^ei]ZXd^c
h^mi^bZh!hdh^m
]ZVYh^hi]Zbdhi

ndjXVc\Zi#

Note: In Problems 6.2–6.5, a fair coin is flipped six times and the number of heads is
counted.

6.4

Calculate the probability that the coin will land heads more than four times.
The probability of more than four heads can be expressed as P(5 or 6 heads).
The events are mutually exclusive, so P(5 or 6 heads) = P(5) + P(6). Calculate
each of the probabilities individually.

Evaluate P(5 or 6 heads) given P(5) = 0.0938 and P(6) = 0.0156.

Note: In Problems 6.2–6.5, a fair coin is flipped six times and the number of heads is
counted.

6.5
I]^hbV`Zh
hZchZ#I]Z
Xd^ch]djaYaVcY
]ZVYh]Va[d[i]Z
i^bZ!VcY]Va[
d[+^h(#

I]ZgZVgZdcan
ilddjiXdbZh!]ZVYh
dgiV^ah#>cVaaW^cdb^Va
Y^hig^Wji^dch!eVcYf
bjhi]VkZVhjbd[
dcZ#

Calculate the mean, variance, and standard deviation of the binomial
distribution.
The mean of a binomial distribution is equal to R = np, where n is the number of
trials and p is the probability that the coin will land heads.

R = np = (6)(0.5) = 3.0
The coin will land heads an average of 3 times. The variance of a binomial
distribution is equal to X2 = npq, where n is the number of trials, p is the
probability that the coin lands heads, and q is the probability that the coin lands
tails.

X2 = npq = (6)(0.5)(0.5) = 1.5
The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.

Note: Problems 6.6–6.9 refer to a particular college at which 60% of the student population
is female.

6.6

Calculate the probability that a class of 10 students will have exactly four
females.
This is a binomial experiment, because it has exactly two possible outcomes
(male and female) and consists of a finite number of trials. The probability of
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choosing a female student is p = 0.6, and the probability of choosing a male
student is q = 1 – 0.6 = 0.4.
Calculate the probability that a class of n = 10 students will contain exactly four
females.

Note: Problems 6.6–6.9 refer to a particular college at which 60% of the student population
is female.

6.7

Calculate the probability that a class of 10 students will contain five, six, or
seven females.
The probability that a class contains five, six, or seven females is expressed
as P(5 or 6 or 7). Each of the three events is mutually exclusive, so
P(5 or 6 or 7) = P(5) + P(6) + P(7). Calculate each probability individually.

The probability that the class contains five, six, or seven female students is the
sum of the probabilities calculated above.

Note: Problems 6.6–6.9 refer to a particular college at which 60% of the student population
is female.

6.8

Calculate the probability that at least five students in a class of 10 will be
female.
Because the events are mutually exclusive, P(five or more females) =
P(5) + P(6) + P(7) + P(8) + P(9) + P(10). According to Problem 6.7,
P(5 or 6 or 7 females) = 0.667.
P(five or more females) = 0.667 + P(8) + P(9) + P(10)


Æ6iaZVhi
ÒkZÇ[ZbVaZh
^cXajYZhi]Z
edhh^W^a^ind[ÒkZ
[ZbVaZh!E*!gVi]Zg
i]VcÆbdgZi]VcÒkZ
[ZbVaZh!Çl]^X]
ZmXajYZhE*#
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Calculate the remaining probabilities that comprise the sum.

Calculate the probability that at least five students will be female.

Note: Problems 6.6–6.9 refer to a particular college at which 60% of the student population
is female.

6.9

Assume classes of 10 students are assigned randomly and the number of female
students in each class is counted. Calculate the mean, variance, and standard
deviation for this distribution.
The mean of a binomial distribution is R = np, where n = 10 is the number of
students in each class and p = 0.60 is the probability that each student is female.

R = np = (10)(0.6) = 6.0
The variance of the binomial distribution is X2 = npq, where q = 1 – 0.6 = 0.4 is
the probability that a randomly selected student is male.

X2 = npq = (10)(0.6)(0.4) = 2.4
The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.

Note: In Problems 6.10–6.13, assume that NBA athlete LeBron James makes 73% of his free
throw attempts.

6.10 Calculate the probability that LeBron James will make exactly six of his next
eight free throw attempts.

Shooting a free throw has exactly two outcomes: a successful or an unsuccessful
shot. Each player will take a finite number of throws in a game, so counting the
number of free throws made by each player is a binomial experiment.

Cdi^XZi]Vi
i]ZhZZmedcZcih
ValVnhVYYjeidc#

In this problem, James makes r = 6 of his n = 8 attempts; historically, the probability of James making a free throw is p = 0.73 and the probability of James
missing a free throw is q = 1 – 0.73 = 0.27.
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Note: In Problems 6.10–6.13, assume that NBA athlete LeBron James makes 73% of his free
throw attempts.

6.11 Calculate the probability that LeBron James will make at least six of his next
eight free throw attempts.

P(6 or 7 or 8) represents the probability that James will make at least six of his
next eight free throw attempts. The three events are mutually exclusive, so
P(6 or 7 or 8) = P(6) + P(7) + P(8). According to Problem 6.10, the probability
of James making six out of eight free throws is P(6) = 0.309. Calculate P(7) and
P(8).


>[i]^h
egdWaZbVh`ZY
i]ZegdWVW^a^in
d[bV`^c\+dji
d[.[gZZi]gdlh!
ndjXdjaYcÉijhZ
E+[gdbEgdWaZb
+#&%!WZXVjhZi]Vi
kVajZ^hWVhZYdc-
[gZZi]gdl
ViiZbeih#

Evaluate P(6 or 7 or 8).

Note: In Problems 6.10–6.13, assume that NBA athlete LeBron James makes 73% of his free
throw attempts.

6.12 Use the complement rule to calculate the probability that LeBron James will
make at least two of his next eight free throw attempts.

Rather than calculate P(2) + P(3) + P(4) + P(5) + P(6) + P(7) + P(8), it is more
expedient to calculate P(0) + P(1), the complement of making at least two
successful free throws. Calculate P(0) and P(1).

The probability that James will make one or fewer of his next eight free
throws is P(0) + P(1) = 0.0000282 + 0.000611 = 0.0006392. Therefore, the
probability that James will make at least two of his next eight free throws is
1 – 0.0006392 = 0.999.

I]ZXdbeaZbZci
d[VcZkZci^hÆVcni]^c\
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Note: In Problems 6.10–6.13, assume that NBA athlete LeBron James makes 73% of his free
throw attempts.

6.13 Assume LeBron James shoots eight free throws per game for the first 20 games
of the season, and the number of successful free throws per game is counted.
Calculate the mean, variance, and standard deviation for this distribution.
Calculate the mean and variance of the binomial distribution.

The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.

Note: Problems 6.14–6.16 refer to a 10-question multiple choice test in which each question
has four choices.

I]^h^hVW^cdb^V
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ZmeZg^bZciWZXVj
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dj
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i]ZgZVgZVÒc^iZ \!
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fjZhi^dch!VcY\j
Zh
ZVX]VchlZg^hV h^c\
c
^cYZeZcYZciZkZ
ci#

6.14 Calculate the probability that a student who guesses randomly will answer
exactly two questions correctly.

Each of the n = 10 questions has four possible choices, so the probability of
randomly selecting the correct answer among those choices is

.

Thus, the probability of randomly selecting an incorrect answer on each
question is q = 1 – 0.25 = 0.75. Calculate the probability that a student who
guesses randomly will answer exactly r = 2 questions correctly.

Note: Problems 6.14–6.16 refer to a 10-question multiple choice test where each question has
four choices.

6.15 Calculate the probability that a student who guesses randomly will answer
fewer than three questions correctly.

To calculate P(0 or 1 or 2), calculate the probability of each mutually exclusive
event individually. Recall that P(2) = 0.2816, according to Problem 6.14.
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Calculate the probability of answering two or fewer questions correctly.

Note: Problems 6.14–6.16 refer to a 10-question multiple choice test where each question has
four choices.

6.16 Assume each student in the class guesses randomly on each question of the
test and the number of correct answers per student is tallied. Calculate the
mean, variance, and standard deviation for this distribution.
Calculate the mean and variance of the binomial distribution.

The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.

Poisson Probability Distribution

9ZiZgb^c^c\egdWVW^a^i^ZhdkZgheZX^ÒX^ciZgkVah
6.17 Define the characteristics of a Poisson process and provide an example.
A Poisson process has the following characteristics:
Ê

UÊ / iÊiÝ«iÀiÌÊVÕÌÃÊÌ iÊÕLiÀÊvÊÌiÃÊ>ÊiÛiÌÊVVÕÀÃÊÛiÀÊ>Ê
specific period of measurement (such as time, area, or distance).

Ê

UÊ / iÊi>ÊvÊÌ iÊ*ÃÃÊ`ÃÌÀLÕÌÊÃÊÌ iÊÃ>iÊvÀÊi>V ÊÌiÀÛ>ÊvÊ
measurement.

Ê

UÊ / iÊÕLiÀÊvÊVVÕÀÀiViÃÊÊi>V ÊÌiÀÛ>ÊÃÊ`i«i`iÌ°

CVbZY
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egdXZhhZhYjg^c\i]Z
ZVgan&-%%h#

An example of a Poisson process would be the number of cars that pass through
a tollbooth during one hour.
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Note: Problems 6.18–6.21 refer to a particular ice-cream stand, where the number
of customers who arrive per hour averages seven and follows the Poisson probability
distribution.

6.18 Calculate the probability that exactly four customers will arrive during the
next hour.

If x = the number of occurrences per interval, Q = the average number of
occurrences per interval, and e is Euler’s number, then the probability of x
occurrences per interval is

.

In this problem, x = 4 and Q = 7. Calculate the probability that exactly four
customers will arrive during the next hour.


6bVi]ZbVi^XVa
XdchiVcia^`Z 
i]ViÉhVcdcgZeZVi
cdciZgb^cVi^c\Y ^c\!
ZX^bVa/
'#,&-'-½#
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There is a 9.12% chance that the ice-cream stand will have four visitors in the
next hour.
Note: Problems 6.18–6.21 refer to a particular ice-cream stand, where the number
of customers who arrive per hour averages seven and follows the Poisson probability
distribution.

6.19 Calculate the probability that fewer than two customers will arrive during the
next hour.


>[i]ZZkZcihlZgZcÉi
bjijVaanZmXajh^kZ!ndjÉY
]VkZidhjWigVXi
E%VcY&#

The probability of fewer than two customers arriving can be expressed either as
. The events are mutually exclusive (you can either
P(x ! 2), P(0 or 1), or
have zero customers or one customer in an hour, but not both zero and one total
customers), so P(0 or 1) = P(0) + P(1).
Calculate the probabilities of x = 0 and x = 1 customers, assuming there are an
average of Q = 7 customers per hour.

Calculate P(0 or 1) by adding the probabilities calculated above.
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The probability of fewer than two customers arriving during the next hour is
0.73%.
Note: Problems 6.18–6.21 refer to a particular ice-cream stand, where the number
of customers who arrive per hour averages seven and follows the Poisson probability
distribution.

6.20 Calculate the probability that six, seven, or eight customers will arrive during
the next hour.

The probability that six, seven, or eight customers will arrive during the
next hour is equal to the sum of the mutually exclusive probabilities:
P(6) + P(7) + P(8). Let Q = 7 and calculate the values individually.

Calculate the sum of the above probabilities.

The probability that six, seven, or eight customers will arrive during the next
hour is 42.8%.
Note: Problems 6.18–6.21 refer to a particular ice-cream stand, where the number
of customers who arrive per hour averages seven and follows the Poisson probability
distribution.

6.21 Calculate the mean, variance, and standard deviation for this distribution.
Data that conforms to a Poisson distribution has a mean that is approximately
equal to its variance. The problem states that the mean is Q = 7 customers per
hour, so the variance is X2 = 7. The standard deviation is the square root of the
.
variance:
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bZVcVcY
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Note: Problems 6.22–6.24 refer to a particular intersection equipped with video surveillance
cameras. The average number of tickets issued per month conforms to a Poisson distribution
with an average of 3.7.

6.22 Calculate the probability that exactly five traffic tickets will be issued next
month.

Substitute Q = 3.7 and x = 5 into the Poisson distribution formula.


ÆCdbdgZ
i]VcildÇbZVch
ndj^cXajYZildVh
Vedhh^W^a^in#

Note: Problems 6.22–6.24 refer to a particular intersection equipped with video surveillance
cameras. The average number of tickets issued per month conforms to a Poisson distribution
with an average of 3.7.

6.23 Calculate the probability that no more than two traffic tickets will be issued
next month.

If no more than two traffic tickets are issued next month, then one of three
mutually exclusive events will occur: one ticket will be issued, two tickets will be
issued, or zero tickets will be issued. Calculate the probability of each.

Add P(0), P(1), and P(2) to calculate the probability that one of the three events
will occur.

There is a 28.5% chance that no more than two tickets will be issued next
month.
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Note: Problems 6.22–6.24 refer to a particular intersection equipped with video surveillance
cameras. The average number of tickets issued per month conforms to a Poisson distribution
with an average of 3.7.

6.24 Calculate the mean, variance, and standard deviation for this distribution.
The mean and variance of a Poisson distribution are approximately equal,
so Q = X = 3.7. The standard deviation is the square root of the variance:

Note: Problems 6.25–6.28 refer to an automated phone system that can answer three calls in
a five-minute period. Assume that calls occur at an average rate of 1.2 every five minutes and
follow the Poisson probability distribution.

6.25 Calculate the probability that no calls will occur during the next five minutes.
Substitute Q = 1.2 and x = 0 into the Poisson distribution formula.

There is a 30.1% chance that no calls will occur during the next five minutes.
Note: Problems 6.25–6.28 refer to an automated phone system that can answer three calls in
a five-minute period. Assume that calls occur at an average rate of 1.2 every five minutes and
follow the Poisson probability distribution.

6.26 Calculate the probability that more calls will occur during the next five minutes than the system can handle.

The system can answer three calls during a five-minute span, so you are asked to
calculate P(x v 4). It is not possible to calculate infinitely many probabilities and
add them, so compute the probability of the complement instead.
The complement of four or more calls per minute is three or fewer calls
occurring. Hence, P(x v 4) = 1 – P(0 or 1 or 2 or 3). According to Problem 6.25,
P(0) = 0.3012. Calculate P(1), P(2), and P(3).
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Calculate P(0 or 1 or 2 or 3).

Subtract this value from one to calculate the probability that more calls will be
received than can be answered.

Note: Problems 6.25–6.28 refer to an automated phone system that can answer three calls in
a five-minute period. Assume that calls occur at an average rate of 1.2 every five minutes and
follow the Poisson probability distribution.

6.27 Calculate the probability that exactly seven calls will occur during the next 15
minutes.

NdjXVcVahdjhZ

If an average of Q = 1.2 calls occur over a five-minute interval, then an average of
3Q = 3.6 calls occur over a 15-minute interval.

Vegdedgi^dc/

Substitute Q = 3.6 and x = 7 into the Poisson distribution formula.

>ci]^hXVhZ!ndjÉY
hd
WZadlid\Zii]Z akZi]Zegdedgi^dc
ÆcZlVkZgV\ZÇ/

The probability that exactly seven calls will occur during the next
15 minutes is 4.25%.
Note: Problems 6.25–6.28 refer to an automated phone system that can answer three calls in
a five-minute period. Assume that calls occur at an average rate of 1.2 every five minutes and
follow the Poisson probability distribution.

6.28 Calculate the probability that exactly five calls will occur during the next 25
minutes.

If an average of 1.2 calls occur over a five-minute period, then solve the proportion below to determine the average number of calls during a 25-minute
period.
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NdjÉgZVchlZg^c\
i]ZfjZhi^dc!Æ&#'^h
id*Vhl]Vi^hid
'*4Ç

Calculate the probability that exactly five calls will arrive during the next 25
minutes.

The probability that five calls will arrive during the next 25 minutes is 16.1%.
Note: Problems 6.29–6.31 refer to a service center that receives an average of 0.6 customer
complaints per hour. Management’s goal is to receive fewer than three complaints each hour.
Assume the number of complaints follows the Poisson distribution.

6.29 Determine the probability that management’s goal will be achieved during the
next hour.

The probability that fewer than three complaints will be received is the
sum of the probabilities that zero, one, or two complaints will be received:
P(x ! 3) = P(0) + P(1) + P(2). Calculate each probability independently and add
the results.


I]^hcjbWZg^h
%#*)-- %#('.(
%# %.--#
The probability that the goal will be met is P(x ! 3) = 0.977.
Note: Problems 6.29–6.31 refer to a service center that receives an average of 0.6 customer
complaints per hour. Management’s goal is to receive fewer than three complaints each hour.
Assume the number of complaints follows the Poisson distribution.

6.30 Determine the probability that this goal will be achieved each hour for the
next four hours.

According to Problem 6.29, the probability that the goal will be met during
the next hour is approximately 0.977. In a Poisson distribution, the number of
occurrences during each interval is independent, so the number of complaints
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DgZkZgn
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]djgh#I]ZnYdcÉi
]VkZidWZ
XdchZXji^kZ#

received during one hour has no impact on the number of complaints received
during any other hour.
Therefore, there is a 0.977 probability that the goal will be met during any hour.
Raise 0.977 to the fourth power to determine the probability that the goal will
be met every hour for the next four hours.
(0.977)4 = 0.911
There is a 91.1% chance that management’s goal will be met each hour for the
next four hours.
Note: Problems 6.29–6.31 refer to a service center that receives an average of 0.6 customer
complaints per hour. Management’s goal is to receive fewer than three complaints each hour.
Assume the number of complaints follows the Poisson distribution.

6.31 Determine the probability that exactly four complaints will be received during
the next eight hours.

If an average of 0.6 complaints are received every hour, then an average of
8(0.6) = 4.8 complaints are received every eight hours. Substitute x = 4 and
Q = 4.8 into the Poisson distribution formula.

GZbZbWZg!
W^cdb^VaZmeZg^bZcih
The probability that four complaints will arrive during the next eight hours is
]VkZdcanilddjiXdbZh#
18.2%.
>ci]ZcZmiegdWaZb!ndjÉgZ
YZiZgb^c^c\]dlbVcn
igV[ÒXa^\]ihVgZWgd`Zc#
>ci]ViXVhZ!ÒcY^c\
The Poisson Distribution as an Approximation to the
Binomial Distribution
VWgd`ZcdcZ^hV
ÆhjXXZhh#Ç
6W^cdb^Vah]dgiXji
6.32 Describe the conditions under which the Poisson distribution can be used as
an approximation to the binomial distribution.


>ci]^h
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The Poisson distribution can be used as an approximation to the binomial
distribution when the number of trials n is greater than or equal to 20 and the
probability of success p is less than or equal to 0.05. If these conditions are met,
the probability is

.

Note: Problems 6.33–6.34 refer to a town with 20 traffic lights. Each light has a 1%
probability of not working properly on any given day.

6.33 Use the binomial distribution to calculate the probability that exactly 1 of the
20 lights will not work properly today.

Each of the n = 20 traffic lights has a p = 0.01 probability of malfunctioning
and a q = 1 – p = 0.99 probability of functioning correctly. Apply the binomial
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distribution formula to determine the probability that exactly r = 1 of the traffic
lights will malfunction.

Note: Problems 6.33–6.34 refer to a town with 20 traffic lights. Each light has a 1%
probability of not working properly on any given day.

6.34 Verify the solution to Problem 6.33 using the Poisson approximation to the
binomial distribution.

Apply the formula stated in Problem 6.32.

The probability that exactly 1 of the 20 lights will not work properly today is
16.4%. This very closely approximates the probability of 16.5% calculated in
Problem 6.33.


;dgVcVeegdm^bVi
^dc
i]ZVchlZglVheg !
Ziin
VXXjgViZ#

Note: Problems 6.35–6.36 refer to a particular website whose visitors have a 4% probability
of making a purchase.

6.35 Use the binomial distribution to calculate the probability that exactly 2 of the
next 25 people to visit the website will make a purchase.

Substitute n = 25, r = 2, p = 0.04, and q = 1 – 0.04 = 0.96 into the binomial
distribution formula.
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Note: Problems 6.35–6.36 refer to a particular website whose visitors have a 4% probability
of making a purchase.


I]ZZÄ&^ci]Z
cjbZgVidgXVc
WZbdkZYidi]Z
YZcdb^cVidgVcY
WZXdbZhZ&!dgZ#L]Zc
ndjbdkZVcjbWZgl^i]
VcZ\Vi^kZZmedcZciid
i]Zdi]Zgh^YZd[i]Z
[gVXi^dc!i]ZZmedcZci
WZXdbZhedh^i^kZ#

6.36 Verify the solution to Problem 6.35 using the Poisson approximation to the
binomial distribution.

If n = 25 and p = 0.04, then np = (25)(0.04) = 1.

According to the Poisson distribution, the probability that exactly 2 of the next
25 people will make a purchase is 18.4%.


Cdi^XZi]Vi
e2%# )%!l]^X]^h
cdiaZhhi]Vc%#%
*#
I]VibZVchndj
h]djaYcÉijhZi]Z

Ed^hhdcVeegdm^bVi
^dc#
AZiÉhhZZl]Vi
]VeeZch^[ndjYd

VcnlVn#

Note: Problems 6.37–6.38 refer to a particular college that accepts 40% of the applications
submitted.

6.37 Use the binomial distribution to determine the probability that exactly 2 of the
next 10 applications will be accepted.

Calculate the probability that r = 2 of n = 10 applications will be accepted when
p = 0.4 and q = 0.6.

Note: Problems 6.37–6.38 refer to a particular college that accepts 40% of the applications
submitted.

6.38 Use the Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution to determine the

probability that exactly 2 of the next 10 people will be accepted. Compare your
answer to the result generated by Problem 6.37.
If n = 10 and p = 0.4, then np = (10)(0.4) = 4.
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Because p > 0.5, the Poisson distribution produces a probability that is significantly different than the binomial distribution: 14.7% rather than 12.1%.

Hypergeometric Probability Distribution

9ZiZgb^c^c\egdWVW^a^i^Zhl]ZcZkZcihVgZcdi^cYZeZcYZci
6.39 Define the characteristics of a hypergeometric probability distribution.
Unlike the binomial and Poisson distributions, the hypergeometric distribution
does not require that events be independent of one another. Thus, the distribution is useful when samples are taken from small populations without
replacement.
Consider an event that has only two possible outcomes, success or failure.
Let N equal the population size and X equal the number of successes in the
population; let n equal the sample size and x equal the number of successes
in the sample. The formula below calculates the probability of x successes in a
hypergeometric distribution.

I]ZW^\
eVgZci]ZhZh
h^\c^[nXdbW^cVi^dch#
;dgZmVbeaZ!i]Z
YZcdb^cVidg^hC8c#

Note: Problems 6.40–6.42 refer to an experiment in which four balls are randomly selected
from an urn containing five red balls and seven blue balls without replacement.

6.40 Four balls are randomly selected without replacement. Determine the probability that exactly one of them is red.

The phrase “without replacement” means that once the first ball is selected from
the urn, it is not returned to the urn until the experiment is over. Choosing
each ball affects the probability that the following ball will be a certain color,
because the sample space has changed. Thus, the selection of each ball is not an
independent event.
Hypergeometric distributions are useful in such cases. In this example, there
are a total of N = 12 balls, of which n = 4 are selected at random. Drawing one
of the X = 5 red balls counts as a success, and you are asked to calculate the
probability of drawing exactly x = 1 red ball.

There is a 35.4% probability that exactly one of the four balls selected is red.
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Note: Problems 6.40–6.42 refer to an experiment in which four balls are randomly selected
from an urn containing five red balls and seven blue balls without replacement.

6.41 Calculate the probability that exactly three of the balls are blue.

I]ZhZVgZi]Z
hVbZXdbW^cVi^dchVh^c
EgdWaZb+#)%Åi]ZnÉgZ
_jhigZkZghZY#

Apply the hypergeometric distribution formula to calculate the probability of
drawing n = 4 balls from a possible N = 12 and randomly selecting x = 3 of the
X = 7 blue balls.

There is a 35.4% probability that exactly three of the balls selected are blue, the
same probability (according to Problem 6.40) that exactly one of the balls is
red. The results are equal because selecting exactly one red ball means you also
selected exactly three blue balls (and vice versa).
Note: Problems 6.40–6.42 refer to an experiment in which four balls are randomly selected
from an urn containing five red balls and seven blue balls without replacement.

6.42 Calculate the probability that fewer than two of the balls are red.
The probability of selecting fewer than two red balls is equal to the sum of the
probabilities of selecting zero red balls and exactly one red ball.
P(0 or 1 red ball) = P(0 red balls) + P(1 red ball)

According to Problem 6.41, the probability of selecting one red ball is 0.354.
Thus, the probability of selecting fewer than two red balls is
0.071 + 0.354 = 42.5%.
Note: Problems 6.43–6.45 refer to a process that just produced 20 laptop computers, 3 of
which have a defect. A school orders 5 of these laptops.

6.43 Determine the probability that none of the computers in the school’s order
have a defect.

Apply the hypergeometric distribution formula to calculate the probability of
selecting n = 5 of the N = 20 computers and receiving x = 0 of the X = 3 defective
laptops.
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There is a 39.9% probability that none of the computers has a defect.
Note: Problems 6.43–6.45 refer to a process that just produced 20 laptop computers, 3 of
which have a defect. A school orders 5 of these laptops.

6.44 Determine the probability that exactly two of the school’s computers have a
defect.

Apply the formula used in Problem 6.43, this time substituting x = 2 into it.

There is a 13.2% probability that exactly two of the school’s laptops have a
defect.
Note: Problems 6.43–6.45 refer to a process that just produced 20 laptop computers, 3 of
which have a defect. A school orders 5 of these laptops.

6.45 Determine the probability that at least two of the computers in the school’s
order have a defect.

If at least two computers have a defect, then either two of them are defective or
three of them are defective.
P(x v 2) = P(2) + P(3)
According to Problem 6.44, the probability of two defective computers in
the order is 0.132. Calculate the probability that x = 3 of the X = 3 defective
computers are among the n = 5 laptops ordered of the N = 20 manufactured.


Dcan(d[i]Z
'%XdbejiZgh
VgZYZ[ZXi^kZ!hd
ndjXVcÉi]VkZ)dg*
YZ[ZXi^kZXdbejiZgh
^ci]ZdgYZgÅ(^hi]Z
bVm#

The probability that at least two defective computers are in the school’s order is
0.132 + 0.009 = 0.141.
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I]^hegdWaZbjhZh
i]Z]neZg\ZdbZig^X
Y^hig^Wji^dcWZXVjhZ
ndjVgZhZaZXi^c\[gdbV
hbVaaedejaVi^dcl^i]dji
gZeaVXZbZci#

Note: White boxers are dogs with a genetic predisposition for deafness within the first year
of life. In Problems 6.46–6.48, assume 3 puppies from a litter of 10 will experience deafness
before age one. A family has randomly selected two puppies from the litter to take home as pets.

6.46 A family randomly selected two puppies from the litter. Calculate the probability that neither of the puppies will be deaf by age one.

Calculate the probability of selecting x = 0 of the X = 3 puppies that will
experience deafness if n = 2 of the N = 10 puppies are chosen.

Note: White boxers are dogs with a genetic predisposition for deafness within the first year
of life. In Problems 6.46–6.48, assume 3 puppies from a litter of 10 will experience deafness
before age one. A family has randomly selected two puppies from the litter to take home as pets.

6.47 Determine the probability that exactly one of the selected puppies will
experience deafness before age one.

Calculate the probability of selecting x = 1 of the X = 3 puppies that will
experience deafness if n = 2 of the N = 10 puppies are chosen.


6YYi]Z
gZhjaih[dg
EgdWaZbh+#)+!
+#),!VcY+#)-/

Note: White boxers are dogs with a genetic predisposition for deafness within the first year
of life. In Problems 6.46–6.48, assume 3 puppies from a litter of 10 will experience deafness
before age one. A family has randomly selected two puppies from the litter to take home as pets.

6.48 Determine the probability that both of the selected pets will experience
deafness before age one.

I]ZgZVgZdcani]gZZ
edhh^WaZkVajZhd[mÅ
Z^i]ZgoZgd!dcZ!dgild
d[i]Zejee^Zhl^aa
ZmeZg^ZcXZYZV[cZhh!
hdVaai]gZZ
egdWVW^a^i^Zh
VYYjeid
dcZ#
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Calculate the probability of selecting x = 2 of the X = 3 puppies that will
experience deafness if n = 2 of the N = 10 puppies are chosen.
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Note: Problems 6.49–6.50 refer to a political committee that consists of seven Democrats,
five Republicans, and two Independents. A randomly selected subcommittee of six people is
formed from this group.

6.49 Determine the probability that the subcommittee will consist of two
Democrats, three Republicans, and one Independent.

This problem is an extension of the hypergeometric distribution of events
limited to two outcomes. Let N represent the population size and n represent
the sample size, just as they did when only two outcomes were possible. In
this case, there are N = 14 politicians on the committee and n = 6 on the
subcommittee.


>ci]^hXVhZ
i]ZgZVgZi]gZZ
djiXdbZh!WZXVj
hZ
i]ZgZVgZi]gZZ
eda^i^XVaeVgi^Zhi
d
X]ddhZ[gdb#

Let X 1 represent the population size of a subset and x1 represent the sample size
of that subset. For instance, there are X 1 = 7 Democrats on the committee and
x 1 = 2 Democrats are selected for the subcommittee.
Similarly, X 2 and X 3 are other subsets of N (such that X 1 + X 2 + X 3 = N) and x 2
and x 3 are the sample sizes of those subsets. In this problem, there are X 2 = 5
Republicans and X 3 = 2 Independents on the committee, of which x 2 = 3 and
x 3 = 1 are selected for the subcommittee. The probability of selecting x1, x 2,
and x 3 from groups of size X 1, X 2, and X 3 is calculated using the extended
hypergeometric distribution formula below.

Substitute the values of N, n, X 1, X 2, X 3, x1, x 2, and x 3 stated above into the
formula.

The probability that the subcommittee of six will consist of two Democrats,
three Republicans, and one Independent is 14.0%.

E' !(!&^h
i]ZegdWVW^a^in
d['9ZbdXgVih!
(GZejWa^XVch!VcY

&>cYZeZcYZci#
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Note: Problems 6.49–6.50 refer to a political committee that consists of seven Democrats,
five Republicans, and two Independents. A randomly selected subcommittee of six people is
formed from this group.

6.50 Determine the probability that the subcommittee will consist of three
Democrats and three Republicans.

Use the extended hypergeometric distribution formula to calculate the probability that n = 6 of N = 14 committee members will be chosen such that x 1 = 3 of
the X 1 = 7 Democrats are selected, x 2 = 3 of the X 2 = 5 Republicans are selected,
and x 3 = 0 of the X 3 = 2 Independents are selected.

6.51 A statistics class consisting of 16 students has the following grade distribution.

HZii]Z
XVe^iVaMÉhZfjVa
idi]ZidiVacjbWZg
d[hijYZcihl^i]ZVX]
\gVYZM&2)!M '2+!
M (2)!VcYM )2'VcY
i]ZadlZgXVhZmÉhZfjVa
idi]ZcjbWZgd[
hZaZXiZYhijYZcihl^i]
ZVX]\gVYZm&2(!
m'2'!m(2'!VcY
m )2&#

Grade

Number of Students

A

4

B

6

C

4

D

2

Total

16

Eight students are randomly selected from the class. Determine the probability
that three students had an A, two students had a B, two students had a C, and
one student had a D.
Use the extended hypergeometric probability formula to determine the probability that the n = 8 selected students from the population of N = 14 have the
indicated grades.
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CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

d
GVcYdbkVg^VWaZhi]ViVgZcÉil] aZcjbWZgh
The normal probability distribution is the most widely used distribution
in statistics and is the major focus of this chapter. After the normal
distribution is introduced, the empirical rule is explored, which establishes
the amount of data that lies within one, two, or three standard deviations of
the mean. The chapter concludes by exploring two additional continuous
distributions: uniform and exponential.

8]VeiZg+YZVail^i]Y^hXgZiZegdWVW
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Chapter Seven — Continuous Probability Distributions

Normal Probability Distribution

7ZaaXjgkZhVcYo"hXdgZh

6Xdci^cjdjh
gVcYdbkVg^VWaZ
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jhjVaanVbZVhj
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7.1

Identify the three defining characteristics of the normal probability
distribution.
The normal probability distribution is a bell-shaped continuous distribution
that fulfills the following conditions:
Ê

UÊ / iÊ`ÃÌÀLÕÌÊÃÊÃÞiÌÀV>Ê>ÀÕ`ÊÌ iÊi>°

Ê

UÊ / iÊi>]Êi`>]Ê>`Ê`iÊ>ÀiÊÌ iÊÃ>iÊÛ>Õi°

Ê

UÊ / iÊÌÌ>Ê>Ài>ÊÕ`iÀÊÌ iÊVÕÀÛiÊÃÊiµÕ>ÊÌÊi°

The shape of the normal probability distribution is shown below.

Because the normal distribution is continuous, it represents infinitely many
possible values, depending on the level of precision. Because there are an
infinite number of possible values, the probability that a continuous random
variable is equal to a specific single value is zero.
Instead of determining the probability of a single value occurring, when
exploring normal distributions, you define two endpoints and calculate the
probability that a chosen value will occur within the specified interval.

7.2

Describe the role that the mean, standard deviation, and z-score play in the
normal probability distribution.
The mean R is the center of a normal distribution. A higher mean shifts the
position of the probability distribution to the right while a lower mean shifts its
position to the left.
The standard deviation X is a measure of dispersion—the higher the standard
deviation, the wider the distribution. A smaller standard deviation results in a
narrower bell-shaped curve.
The z-score measures the number of standard deviations between the mean and
a specific value of x, according to the formula below.
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Note: Problems 7.3–7.6 refer to the speeds at which cars pass through a checkpoint. Assume
the speeds are normally distributed such that R = 61 miles per hour and X = 4 miles per
hour.

7.3

Calculate the probability that the next car that passes through the checkpoint
will be traveling slower than 65 miles per hour.
Calculate the z-score for x = 65 by substituting R = 61 and X = 4 into the z-score
formula.

Use the standard normal table in Reference Table 1 (at the end of this book) to
determine the area under the normal curve between the z-score of 1.00 and the
mean. To better understand how to use the table, consider the excerpt below.


I]ZkVajZ
m2+*^hdcZ
hiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dc
[gdbi]ZbZVc
WZXVjhZ+*^h[djg
bdgZi]Vc+&VcY
i]ZhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dc^h
[djg#

6ii]ZbZVcd[i]
Z
Y^hig^Wji^dc!o2%#


Second digit of z
z

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.08

0.09

0.0

0.0000

0.0040

0.0080

0.0120

0.0160

0.0199

0.0239 0.0279

0.07

0.0319

0.0359

0.1

0.0398

0.0438

0.0478

0.0517

0.0557

0.0596

0.0636 0.0675

0.0714

0.0753

0.2

0.0793

0.0832

0.0871

0.0910

0.0948

0.0987

0.1026

0.1064

0.1103

0.1141

0.3

0.1179

0.1217

0.1255

0.1293

0.1331

0.1368

0.1406 0.1443

0.1480

0.1517

0.4

0.1554

0.1591

0.1628

0.1664

0.1700

0.1736

0.1772

0.1808

0.1844

0.1879

0.5

0.1915

0.1950

0.1985

0.2019

0.2054

0.2088

0.2123 0.2157

0.2190

0.2224

0.6

0.2257

0.2291

0.2324

0.2357

0.2389

0.2422

0.2454 0.2486

0.2517

0.2549

0.7

0.2580

0.2611

0.2642

0.2673

0.2704

0.2734

0.2764 0.2794

0.2823

0.2852

0.8

0.2881

0.2910

0.2939

0.2967

0.2995

0.3023

0.3051 0.3078

0.3106

0.3133

0.9

0.3159

0.3186

0.3212

0.3238

0.3264

0.3289

0.3315 0.3340

0.3365

0.3389

1.0

0.3413

0.3438

0.3461

0.3485

0.3508

0.3531

0.3554 0.3577

0.3599

0.3621

Because z = 1.00, go to the 1.0 row and the 0.00 column; they intersect at the
value 0.3413. Thus, the area under the normal curve between the mean and
1.00 standard deviations away from the mean is 0.3413.
The shaded area in the following figure represents the area to the left of z = 1.0,
the portion of the distribution that traveled slower than 65 miles per hour, one
standard deviation above the mean. Recall that the area beneath the curve is
exactly one, so the shaded portion left of the mean has an area exactly half as
large: 0.5.


>[i]Zo"
hXdgZlVh&#%(!
i]ZVgZVldjaY
WZ%#()-*#


I]ZcdgbVa
Y^hig^Wji^dc^h
hnbbZig^XVa!hd
i]ZbZVchea^ihi]Z
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Add the shaded area left of the mean to the shaded area between the mean and
z = 1 to calculate the probability that the car will be traveling less than 65 miles
per hour.
P(x ! 65) = P(z ! 1) = 0.5 + 0.3413 = 0.8413


I]^c`d[
Note: Problems 7.3–7.6 refer to the speeds at which cars pass through a checkpoint. Assume
i]Zo"hXdgZ
the speeds are normally distributed such that R = 61 miles per hour and X = 4 miles per
VcYmVhi]Z
hour.
^c
hVbZkVajZ
Y^[[ZgZcijc^ih!
7.4 Calculate the probability that the next car passing will be traveling more than
a^`Z;V]gZc]Z^i
66 miles per hour.

>[m^h
Zah^jh#
VcY8

VgVlYViVkVajZ
Calculate the z-score for x = 66.
^ci]^hXVhZheZZY!
ogZegZhZcih]dl
Y^[[ZgZcii]ViheZZY
^hl]ZcXdbeVgZYid
i]ZbZVc!
bZVhjgZY^c
hiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dch#
According to Reference Table 1, the area corresponding to a z-score of 1.25 is
0.3944. This value represents the area between the mean (which has a z-score
of 0) and 1.25 deviations either above or below the mean (in this case above,
because 66 # 61).
The probability that the next car will be traveling more than 66 miles per hour
is the shaded area beneath the following normal curve.
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The area beneath the curve and right of the mean is 0.5. Recall that the area
between the mean and z = 1.25 standard deviations above the mean is 0.3944.
Thus the shaded area is 0.5 – 0.3944 = 0.1056.


NdjXdjaY
lg^iZi]^hVh
Em ++dgEm ++#
I]ZcdiVi^dcYdZhcÉi
bViiZg#GZbZbWZg!
i]ZegdWVW^a^ini]Vi
ndj\ZiVh^c\aZkVajZ
dcVXdci^cjdjh
Y^hig^Wji^dc^h
cdiYZÒcZY!hd
E++2%#

Note: Problems 7.3–7.6 refer to the speeds at which cars pass through a checkpoint. Assume
the speeds are normally distributed such that R = 61 miles per hour and X = 4 miles per
hour.

7.5

Calculate the probability that the next car will be traveling less than 59 miles
per hour.

6o"hXdgZ
^hcZ\Vi^kZl]Zc
m^haZhhi]Vci]Z
bZVc#

Calculate the z-score for x = 59.

Reference Table 1 can be used for negative z-scores as well as positive z-scores
because the normal distribution is symmetrical. According to the table, the area
corresponding to a z-score of 0.50 is 0.1915. This is the area between z-scores of
0 and 0.50 as well as the area between z-scores of –0.50 and 0.
The shaded region in the figure below represents the area of interest, the area
beneath the curve left of the mean, excluding the area between z = –0.50 and
z = 0.
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Calculate the probability that the next car to pass will be traveling less than 59
miles per hour.
P(x ! 59) = P(z ! 0.50) = 0.5 – 0.1915 = 0.3085
Note: Problems 7.3–7.6 refer to the speeds at which cars pass through a checkpoint. Assume
the speeds are normally distributed such that R = 61 miles per hour and X = 4 miles per
hour.

7.6

Calculate the probability that the next car to pass will be traveling more than
58 miles per hour.
Calculate the z-score for x = 58.

If a car travels more than 58 miles per hour, then its speed is either greater than
the mean (x # 61 and z # 0) or between the mean and 0.75 standard deviations
below the mean (–0.75 ! z ! 0 and 58 ! x ! 61). This probability corresponds to
the area of the shaded region below.

Add the areas of the regions right and left of the mean to compute the
probability that the next car will be traveling more than 58 miles per hour.
P(x # 58) = P(z # –0.75) = 0.2734 + 0.5 = 0.7734


I]^hXdbZh[gdb
i]ZGZ[ZgZcXZ
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Note: Problems 7.7–7.10 refer to the selling prices of various homes in a community that
follow the normal distribution with R = $276,000 and X = $32,000.

7.7

Calculate the probability that the next house in the community will sell for
more than $206,000.

GdjcYo
idildYZX^bVa
eaVXZhWZXVjhZ
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Calculate the z-score for x = 206,000.

The probability that the next house in the community will sell for more than
$206,000 corresponds to the area of the shaded region below.

The shaded area right of the mean is 0.5, and according to Reference Table 1,
the area between z = 0 and z = –2.19 is 0.4857.
P(x # 206,000) = P(z # –2.19) = 0.4857 + 0.5 = 0.9857
Note: Problems 7.7–7.10 refer to the selling prices of various homes in a community that
follow the normal distribution with R = $276,000 and X = $32,000.

7.8

Calculate the probability that the next house in the community will sell for less
than $220,000.
Calculate the z-score for x = 220,000.
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The probability that the next house in the community will sell for less than
$220,000 corresponds to the area of the shaded region below. According to
Reference Table 1, the area between x = 220,000 and x = 276,000 is 0.4599.

P(x ! 220,000) = P(z ! –1.75) = 0.5 – 0.4599 = 0.041
Note: Problems 7.7–7.10 refer to the selling prices of various homes in a community that
follow the normal distribution with R = $276,000 and X = $32,000.

7.9

Calculate the probability that the next house in the community will sell for
more than $250,000 but less than $350,000.
Calculate the z-scores for x = 250,000 and x = 350,000.

The probability that the selling price of the next house will be between
$250,000 and $350,000 corresponds to the area of the shaded region below.
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Note: Problems 7.7–7.10 refer to the selling prices of various homes in a community that
follow the normal distribution with R = $276,000 and X = $32,000.

7.10 Calculate the probability that the selling price of the next house in the
community will be between $276,000 and $325,000.
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Notice that $276,000 is the mean of the normal distribution, so z 276,000 = 0.
Calculate the z-score for x = 325,000.

According to Reference Table 1, the area beneath the normal distribution curve
between the mean and 1.53 standard deviations above the mean is 0.4370.
P(276,000 ! x ! 325,000) = P(0 ! z ! 1.53) = 0.4370
Note: In Problems 7.11–7.14, assume that a retail store has customers whose ages are
normally distributed such that R = 37.5 years and X = 7.6 years.

7.11

Calculate the probability that a randomly chosen customer is more than 48
years old.
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Calculate the z-score for x = 48.

Note that P(0 ! z ! 1.38) = 0.4162. Calculate the probability of randomly
selecting a customer older than 48.
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Note: In Problems 7.11–7.14, assume that a retail store has customers whose ages are
normally distributed such that R = 37.5 years and X = 7.6 years.
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7.12 Calculate the probability that a randomly chosen customer is younger than 44
years old.

Calculate the z-score for x = 44.

There is a 0.5 probability that a randomly selected customer is younger than
the mean age of 37.5. According to Reference Table 1, there is a 0.3051
probability that a customer is between 37.5 and 44 years of age. Thus, there is a
0.5 + 0.3051 = 0.8051 probability that a customer is younger than 44 years of age.
Note: In Problems 7.11–7.14, assume that a retail store has customers whose ages are
normally distributed such that R = 37.5 years and X = 7.6 years.

7.13 Calculate the probability that a randomly chosen customer is between 46 and
54 years old.

Calculate the z-scores for x = 46 and x = 52.

The area between z = 0 and 2.17 is 0.4850, according to Reference Table 1. The
area between z = 0 and 1.12 is 0.3686. Therefore, the area between z = 1.12 and
2.17 is 0.4850 – 0.3686 = 0.1164, as illustrated below, and P(46 ! x ! 54) = 0.1164.
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Note: In Problems 7.11–7.14, assume that a retail store has customers whose ages are
normally distributed such that R = 37.5 years and X = 7.6 years.

7.14 Calculate the probability that a randomly chosen customer is between 25 and
37.5 years old.

The upper age boundary is the mean, x = 37.5, for which z = 0. Calculate the
z-score for x = 25.

According to Reference Table 1, P(–1.64 ! z ! 0) = 0.4495. Therefore, there is
a 45.0% chance that a randomly chosen customer is between 25 and 37.5 years
old.
Note: In Problems 7.15–7.18, assume that an individual’s golf scores are normally distributed
with a mean of 90.4 and a standard deviation of 5.3.

7.15 Calculate the probability that the golfer will shoot lower than a 76 during his
next round.

Calculate the z-score for x = 76.

There is a 0.5 probability that the golfer will shoot below R = 90.4, his
mean score. According to Reference Table 1, there is a 0.4967 probability
that the golfer will shoot between x = 76 and x = 90.4. Therefore,
P(x ! 76) = 0.5 – 0.4967 = 0.0033. There is a 0.33% chance that the
golfer will shoot lower than a 76 during his next round of golf.
Note: In Problems 7.15–7.18, assume that an individual’s golf scores are normally distributed
with a mean of 90.4 and a standard deviation of 5.3.
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7.16 Calculate the probability that the golfer will shoot between 87 and 95 during
his next round.

Calculate the z-scores for x = 87 and x = 95.

Note that P(–0.64 ! z ! 0) = 0.2389 and P(0 ! z ! 0.87) = 0.3078.
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Note: In Problems 7.15–7.18, assume that an individual’s golf scores are normally distributed
with a mean of 90.4 and a standard deviation of 5.3.

7.17 Calculate the probability that the golfer will shoot between 94 and 100 during
his next round.

Calculate the z-scores for x = 94 and x = 100.

Note that P(0 ! z ! 0.68) = 0.2517 and P(0 ! z ! 1.81) = 0.4649.

Note: In Problems 7.15–7.18, assume that an individual’s golf scores are normally distributed
with a mean of 90.4 and a standard deviation of 5.3.

7.18 Calculate the probability that the golfer will shoot between 80 and 85 during
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his next round.

Calculate the z-scores for x = 80 and x = 85.

Note that P(–1.96 ! z ! 0) = 0.4750 and P(–1.02 ! z ! 0) = 0.3461.
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Note: In Problems 7.19–7.22, assume that the number of days it takes a homebuilder to
complete a house is normally distributed with an average completion time of 176.7 days and
a standard deviation of 24.8 days.

7.19 Calculate the probability that it will take between 185 and 225 days to
complete the next home.

Calculate the z-scores for x = 185 and x = 225.

Note that P(0 ! z ! 0.33) = 0.1293 and P(0 ! z ! 1.95) = 0.4744.

Note: In Problems 7.19–7.22, assume that the number of days it takes a homebuilder to
complete a house is normally distributed with an average completion time of 176.7 days and
a standard deviation of 24.8 days.

7.20 Calculate the probability that the next home built will be completed in 150 to
170 days.

Calculate the z-scores for x = 150 and x = 170.

According to Reference Table 1, P(–1.08 ! z ! 0) = 0.3599 and
P(–0.27 ! z ! 0) = 0.1064. Therefore, the probability that it will take between
x = 150 and x = 170 days to complete the house is 0.3599 – 0.1064 = 0.2535.
Note: In Problems 7.19–7.22, assume that the number of days it takes a homebuilder to
complete a house is normally distributed with an average completion time of 176.7 days and
a standard deviation of 24.8 days.

7.21 Determine the completion time that the builder has a 95% probability of
achieving.

Your goal is to find the value of x greater than the mean with a z-score zx such
that P(0 ! z ! zx) = 0.45, as illustrated in the following figure.
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Search Reference Table 1 for the value closest to 0.4500. The closest approximations correspond to z = 1.64 and z = 1.65. Use either of these z-scores and
calculate the corresponding x value.

Cross-multiply and solve for x.

There is a 95% probability that the builder can complete the home before 217.6
days have elapsed.
Note: In Problems 7.19–7.22, assume that the number of days it takes a homebuilder to
complete a house is normally distributed with an average completion time of 176.7 days and
a standard deviation of 24.8 days.

7.22 Determine the completion time that the builder has a 40% probability of
achieving.

Your goal is to identify the value of x with a z-score zx approximately equal to
0.1000. Therefore, P(zx ! z ! 0) = 0.10. Subtracting this region from the area
under the normal curve left of the mean results in the shaded region in the
following figure.
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=
=

The closest approximation to 0.1000 in Reference Table 1 is 0.0987, which
corresponds to z = –0.25. Calculate the corresponding value of x.
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There is a 40% probability that the builder can complete a home within 170.5
days.

The Empirical Rule

DcZ!ild!VcYi]gZZhiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dch[gdbi]ZbZVc
7.23 According to the empirical rule, how much of a normally distributed data set
lies within one, two, and three standard deviations of the mean?

According to the empirical rule, 68% of the data lies within one standard
deviation of the mean, 95% of the data lies within two standard deviations,
and 99.7% of the data lies within three standard deviations.

7.24 Demonstrate that one standard deviation around the mean includes 68% of
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the area under the normal distribution curve.

According to Reference Table 1, the area between the mean and z = 1.0 standard
deviation is 0.3413. The normal curve is symmetrical, so P(–1 ! z ! 0) and
P(0 ! z ! 1) both equal 0.3413.
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7.25 Grades for a statistics exam in a particular class follow the normal distribution
with a mean of 84 and a standard deviation of 4. Using the empirical rule,
identify the range of grades around the mean that includes 68% of the class.
The empirical rule states that 68% of the observations from a normal
distribution fall within one standard deviation of the mean. One standard
deviation is 4 in this example, so one standard deviation above the mean
is R + X = 84 + 4 = 88 and one standard deviation below the mean is
R – X = 84 – 4 = 80. Thus, 68% of the exam grades fall between 80 and 88.

7.26 The number of hot dogs sold by a street vendor each day during the same
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hour-long period is normally distributed, with a mean of 31.6 hot dogs and a
standard deviation of 7.5. Using the empirical rule, identify the range of values
around the mean that includes 95% of sales numbers.
The empirical rule states that 95% of the observations from a normal
distribution fall within two standard deviations of the mean. Calculate the
corresponding sales numbers.

The expected range for 95% of the hot dog demand d is 16.6 ! d ! 46.6.
Note: Problems 7.27–7.29 refer to the data set below, the double occupancy room rates (in
euros) at 30 three-star Paris hotels. Assume the data is normally distributed, with a mean of
152.8 euros and a standard deviation of 20.5 euros.
Sorted Room Rates in Paris
113

120

123

126

128

129

136

139

142

143

145

146

147

152

153

153

159

161

163

165

166

166

167

169

169

170

172

180

183

199

7.27 Verify that the empirical rule holds true for one standard deviation around the
mean.

Identify the interval representing one standard deviation around the mean.
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Of the 30 rates listed in the table, 21 are between 132.3 and 173.3 euros. Thus,
, or 70%, of the rates lie within one standard deviation of the mean.
According to the empirical rule, approximately 68% of the observations should
fall within that interval.
Note: Problems 7.27–7.29 refer to the data set in Problem 7.27, the double occupancy room
rates (in euros) at 30 three-star Paris hotels. Assume the data is normally distributed, with a
mean of 152.8 euros and a standard deviation of 20.5 euros.
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7.28 Verify that the empirical rule holds true for two standard deviations around
the mean.

Identify the interval representing two standard deviations around the mean.

Of the 30 rates listed in the table, 29 are between 193.8 and 111.8 euros. Thus,
, or 96.7%, of the rates lie within two standard deviations of the mean.
According to the empirical rule, approximately 95% of the observations should
fall within that interval.
Note: Problems 7.27–7.29 refer to the data set in Problem 7.27, the double occupancy room
rates (in euros) at 30 three-star Paris hotels. Assume the data is normally distributed, with a
mean of 152.8 euros and a standard deviation of 20.5 euros.

7.29 Verify that the empirical rule holds true for three standard deviations around
the mean.

Identify the interval representing three standard deviations around the mean.

All 30 rates listed in the table fall between 214.3 and 91.3 euros. The empirical
rule states that approximately 99.7% of the observations should fall within that
interval; in this case, 100% of the observations do.
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Using the Normal Distribution to Approximate the
Binomial Distribution

6cdi]ZgW^cdb^VaegdWVW^a^inh]dgiXji
7.30 Describe the conditions under which the normal distribution can be used to
approximate the binomial distribution.

If n represents the number of trials in which only outcomes p and q may occur,
the normal distribution can be used to approximate the binomial distribution
as long as np v 5 and nq v 5.

7.31 Describe the continuity correction that is applied when the normal distribution approximates the binomial distribution.

Continuity correction is used when a continuous distribution (such as the
normal distribution) is used to approximate a discrete distribution (such as the
binomial distribution). To correct for continuity, add 0.5 to a boundary of x or
subtract 0.5 from a boundary of x as directed below:
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UÊ -ÕLÌÀ>VÌÊä°xÊvÀÊÌ iÊx-value representing the left boundary under the
normal curve.

Ê

UÊ ``Êä°xÊÌÊÌ iÊx-value representing the right boundary under the normal
curve.

Note that continuity correction is unnecessary when n # 100.
Note: Problems 7.32–7.33 refer to a statistics class in which 60% of the students are female;
15 students from the class are randomly selected.

7.32 Use the normal approximation to the binomial distribution to calculate the

probability that this randomly selected group will contain either seven or eight
female students.
Determine whether conditions have been met to use the normal distribution to
approximate the binomial distribution.

Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the binomial distribution.
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The problem asks you to calculate P(7 f x f 8). Apply the continuity correction
to adjust the boundaries: P(6.5 f x f 8.5).
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Calculate the z-scores for endpoints x = 6.5 and 8.5.

According to Reference Table 1, P(–1.32 ! z ! 0) = 0.4066 and
P(–0.26 ! z ! 0) = 0.1026.

There is a 30.4% chance that the group of 15 students will contain either seven
or eight females.
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Note: Problems 7.32–7.33 refer to a statistics class in which 60% of the students are female;
15 students from the class are randomly selected.

7.33 Use the binomial distribution to calculate the probability that this randomly

selected group will contain either seven or eight female students and compare
this to the result in Problem 7.32.
You are selecting n = 15 students; there is a p = 0.6 probability of a success
(selecting a female student) and a q = 1 – p = 0.4 probability of a failure
(selecting a male student). Calculate the probability of exactly seven or exactly
eight female students in the group.
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The probability of selecting mutually exclusive events is equal to the sum of the
probabilities of the individual events.

According to the binomial distribution, there is a 29.5% probability that the
group will contain either seven or eight female students. This is very close to the
30.4% probability calculated in Problem 7.32.
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Note: Problems 7.34–7.35 refer to a 2008 report that states that 35% of U.S. households have
at least one high-definition television.

7.34 Use the normal approximation to the binomial distribution to calculate the

probability that exactly 3 of 16 randomly selected households have at least one
high-definition television.
Ensure that you can use the normal distribution to approximate the binomial
distribution by verifying that np and nq are greater than or equal to five. In this
problem, selecting a house with a high-definition television is a success: p = 0.35.
Choosing a house without a high-definition television is a failure: q = 0.65.
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Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the binomial distribution.

The problem asks you to calculate P(3). Apply the continuity correction to get
P(2.5 f x f 3.5). Calculate the z-scores for x = 2.5 and x = 3.5.

According to Reference Table 1, P(–1.62 f z f 0) = 0.4474 and
P(–1.10 f z f 0) = 0.3643.

Note: Problems 7.34–7.35 refer to a 2008 report that states that 35% of U.S. households have
at least one high-definition television.

7.35 Use the binomial distribution to calculate the probability that exactly 3 of 16
randomly selected households have at least one high-definition television.

Recall that p = 0.35 and q = 1 – 0.35 = 0.65. Apply the binomial distribution
formula to determine the probability that r = 3 households out of n = 16 have at
least one high-definition television.
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The binomial distribution reports an 8.9% probability; recall that Problem 7.34
estimated the probability at 8.3%.
Note: Problems 7.36–7.37 refer to a process that produces strings of holiday lights. Assume
96% of the strings produced are free of defects and a customer places an order for 20 strings
of lights.

7.36 Use the normal approximation to the binomial distribution to calculate

the probability that exactly one or exactly two of the ordered strings will be
defective.

In this problem, you are calculating the probability that a faulty string will be
received. Thus, receiving a functioning string of lights is defined as a failure
(q = 0.96) and receiving faulty lights is a success (p = 1 – q = 0.04). Calculate the
mean and standard deviation of the distribution.
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You are asked to calculate P(1 f x f 2); apply the continuity correction to get
P(0.5 f x f 2.5). Calculate the z-scores for the boundaries of the corrected
interval.

Calculate P(–0.34 f z f 1.94) by adding the values in Reference Table 1 that
correspond to z 0.5 and z2.5.
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Note: Problems 7.36–7.37 refer to a process that produces strings of holiday lights. Assume
96% of the strings produced are free of defects and a customer places an order for 20 strings
of lights.

7.37 Use the binomial distribution to determine how closely the normal distri-

bution approximates the probability that either one or two of the strings of
lights in the order will be defective.

Apply the binomial distribution to calculate the probability that exactly r = 1 or
exactly r = 2 of the n = 20 strings of lights are defective.

Calculate the probability that either one or two of the strings of lights ordered
will be defective.

The 60.7% probability calculated in Problem 7.36 does not accurately
approximate the actual probability of 51.4%.

Continuous Uniform Distribution

<d^c\[gdbVWZaa"h]VeZYidVWdm"h]VeZYY^hig^Wji^dc
7.38 Identify the defining characteristics of the continuous uniform distribution.
The continuous probability distribution is defined by two values, a and b, that
represent the minimum and maximum values respectively. All intervals of the
same length between a and b are equally probable.
To calculate the probability that a random variable will lie between x 1 and x 2 in
the distribution, apply the following equation.
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Note: In Problems 7.39–7.41, assume that a vending machine dispenses coffee in amounts
that vary uniformly between 7.4 and 8.2 ounces per cup.

7.39 Calculate the probability that the next cup of coffee purchased will contain
between 7.5 and 7.8 ounces.

The vending machine produces a minimum of a = 7.4 ounces and a maximum
of b = 8.2 ounces. Let x1 = 7.5 and x 2 = 7.8 represent boundaries of the interval
specified by the problem, and apply the uniform probability equation.


BV`ZhjgZ
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There is a 37.5% probability that the next cup will contain between 7.5 and 7.8
ounces of coffee.
Note: In Problems 7.39–7.41, assume that a vending machine dispenses coffee in amounts
that vary uniformly between 7.4 and 8.2 ounces per cup.

7.40 Calculate the probability that the next cup of coffee purchased will contain
between 7.6 and 8.0 ounces.

Substitute a = 7.4, b = 8.2, x 1 = 7.6, and x 2 = 8.0 into the uniform probability
equation.

The interval bounded by the maximum and minimum volumes of coffee
dispensed has a length of 8.2 – 7.4 = 0.8. This problem specifies a subinterval
that is half as long: 8.0 – 7.6 = 0.4.
Intervals of equal length are equally probable, so if the subinterval is half the
length of the total interval, then the probability that a randomly selected value
will fall on the subinterval is 0.5, as illustrated in the following figure.
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Note: In Problems 7.39–7.41, assume that a vending machine dispenses coffee in amounts
that vary uniformly between 7.4 and 8.2 ounces per cup.

7.41 Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the distribution.
The mean of a continuous uniform distribution is the average of the minimum
value a and the maximum value b.
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The standard deviation of the distribution is

.

Note: In Problems 7.42–7.44, assume that the time it takes the housekeeping crew of a local
hotel to clean a room varies uniformly between 28 and 45 minutes.

7.42 Calculate the probability that the next room will require more than 35


)*b^cjiZh^h
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minutes to clean.

It takes between a = 28 and b = 45 minutes to clean the room. Apply the uniform
probability equation, setting x 1 = 35 and x 2 = 45.
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Note: In Problems 7.42–7.44, assume that the time it takes the housekeeping crew of a local
hotel to clean a room varies uniformly between 28 and 45 minutes.

7.43 Calculate the probability that the next room will require less than 32 minutes
to clean.

If it takes housekeeping less than 32 minutes to clean a room, then it took them
between 28 and 32 minutes.
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Note: In Problems 7.42–7.44, assume that the time it takes the housekeeping crew of a local
hotel to clean a room varies uniformly between 28 and 45 minutes.

7.44 Calculate the mean and standard deviation for the distribution.
Substitute a = 28 and b = 45 into the formulas presented in Problem 7.41.

Exponential Distribution

A^`Zi]ZEd^hhdcY^hig^Wji^dc!WjiXdci^cjdjh
7.45 Identify the defining characteristics of the exponential distribution.
The exponential probability distribution is a continuous distribution commonly
used to measure the time between events of interest, such as the time between
customer arrivals at a retail store or the time between failures in a process.
In Chapter 6, the variable Q was used to represent the mean of the Poisson distribution, a discrete distribution that counted the number of times an event
occurred during a specific time period. The mean and the standard deviation


IdgZk^Zli]Z
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of the exponential distribution are both .
The exponential distribution is the continuous counterpart of the discrete
Poisson distribution. For example, if a random variable follows the Poisson
distribution with an average occurrence of two times per minute (Q = 2), then
the same random variable also follows the exponential distribution with a
mean and standard deviation of

.
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If x is a random variable that follows the exponential distribution, then the
probability that x v t is
.

Note: In Problems 7.46–7.48, assume that the average elapsed time between customers
entering a retail store is exponentially distributed and averages 12 minutes.

7.46 Calculate the probability that the elapsed time between two customers will be
10 minutes or more.
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The mean of the exponential distribution is
Thus, there are

minutes per customer.

customers per minute over a t = 10 minute

period. Apply the exponential probability formula.

There is a 43.6% probability the elapsed time between two customers will be 10
minutes or more.
Note: In Problems 7.46–7.48, assume that the average elapsed time between customers
entering a retail store is exponentially distributed and averages 12 minutes.

7.47 Calculate the probability that the next customer will arrive less than four
minutes after the previous customer.

Substituting t = 4 into the exponential probability formula calculates the
complement, the probability of the next customer arriving more than four
minutes after the previous customer. Subtract that probability from 1 to
determine the probability that the next customer will arrive less than four
minutes later.
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Note: In Problems 7.46–7.48, assume that the average elapsed time between customers
entering a retail store is exponentially distributed and averages 12 minutes.

7.48 Calculate the standard deviation of the distribution.
The standard deviation of an exponential distribution is equal to the mean:
X = 12.
Note: In Problems 7.49–7.51, assume that the tread life of a particular brand of tire is
exponentially distributed and averages 32,000 miles.

7.49 Calculate the probability that a set of these tires will have a tread life of at least
38,000 miles.

The mean of the distribution is
so

miles per set of tires (in thousands),

sets of tires per thousand miles. Substitute t = 38 into the

exponential probability formula to calculate the probability that a particular set
of tires will have a tread life of more than 38,000 miles.

Note: In Problems 7.49–7.51, assume that the tread life of a particular brand of tire is
exponentially distributed and averages 32,000 miles.

7.50 Calculate the probability that a set of these tires has a tread life of less than
22,000 miles.

In order to calculate the probability that a randomly selected value from an
exponentially distributed population is less than t = 22,000 miles, apply the
complement of the exponential probability formula.
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Note: In Problems 7.49–7.51, assume that the tread life of a particular brand of tire is
exponentially distributed and averages 32,000 miles.

7.51 Calculate the probability that a set of these tires will have a tread life of
between 33,000 and 40,000 miles.

In order to calculate P(33 ! x ! 40), determine the probability that the tires will
last less than 40,000 miles and subtract the probability that the tires will last less
than 33,000 miles.
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Distribute the negative sign through the second quantity.

There is a 7.0% probability that a set of these tires will have a tread life of
between 33,000 and 40,000 miles.
Note: In Problems 7.52–7.54, assume that an average of 3.5 trucks per hour arrive at a
loading dock and that the elapsed time between arrivals is exponentially distributed.

7.52 Calculate the probability that the next truck will arrive at least 30 minutes
after the previous truck.

NdjXdjaY
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Note that Q is 3.5 trucks per hour but t is expressed in minutes. Convert Q into
trucks per minute so that the units are consistent.

Apply the exponential probability formula.
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Note: In Problems 7.52–7.54, assume that an average of 3.5 trucks per hour arrive at a
loading dock and that the elapsed time between arrivals is exponentially distributed.

7.53 Calculate the probability that the next truck will arrive no more than six
minutes after the previous truck.

Calculate the complement of the exponential probability P(x v 6).

Note: In Problems 7.52–7.54, assume that an average of 3.5 trucks per hour arrive at a
loading dock and that the elapsed time between arrivals is exponentially distributed.

7.54 Calculate the probability that the next truck will arrive between three and ten
minutes after the previous truck.

The probability that a truck will arrive between three and ten minutes after the
previous truck is equal to the difference of those exponential probabilities.
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Chapter 8

SAMPLING AND SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS

Ldg`^c\l^i]VhjWhZid[VedejaVi^dc
A population is defined as all possible outcomes or measurements of
interest, whereas a sample is a subset of a population. Many populations
are infinitely large; thus, virtually all statistical analyses are conducted
on samples drawn from a population. In order to interpret the results of
these analyses correctly, you must first understand the behavior of samples.
In this chapter, you will do just that through the exploration of sampling
distributions.
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Probability Sampling

HdbVcnlVnhid\Vi]ZgVhVbeaZ
8.1

Describe how to select a simple random sample from a population.
A simple random sample is a sample that is randomly selected so that every
combination has an equal chance of being chosen. If an urn contains six balls of
different colors, selecting three of the balls without looking inside the urn is an
example of a simple random sample.

8.2

Describe how to select a systematic sample from a population.
Systematic sampling includes every kth member of the population in the sample;
the value of k will depend on the size of the population and the size of the
sample that is desired. For instance, if a sample size of 50 is needed from a
population of 1,000, then

. Systematically, every twentieth person

from the population is selected and included in the sample.
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8.3

Describe how to select a cluster sample from a population.
Cluster sampling first divides the population into groups (or clusters) and then
randomly selects clusters to include in the sample. The entire cluster or just a
randomly selected portion of it may be selected. For example, if a researcher
wishes to poll a sample of shoppers at a shopping mall, she might choose a few
stores randomly, and then interview the customers inside those stores only. In
this example, the stores are the clusters.
In order for cluster sampling to be effective, each cluster selected for the sample
needs to be representative of the population at large.

8.4

Describe how to select a stratified sample from a population.
Stratified sampling first divides the population into mutually exclusive groups
(or strata) and then selects a random sample from each of those groups. It
differs from cluster sampling in that strata are defined in terms of specific
characteristics of the population, whereas clusters produce less homogeneous
samples.
Consider the example presented in Problem 8.3, in which clusters are assigned
based upon the stores in a mall. A stratified sample would be chosen in terms
of a specific customer characteristic, such as gender. Stratified sampling is
helpful when it is important that the sample have certain characteristics of the
overall population. Usually the sample sizes are proportional to their known
relationship in the population.
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Sampling Distribution of the Mean

EgZY^Xi^c\i]ZWZ]Vk^dgd[hVbeaZbZVch
8.5

Identify the implications of the central limit theorem on the sampling
distribution of the mean.
According to the central limit theorem, as a sample size n gets larger, the
distribution of the sample means more closely approximates a normal
distribution, regardless of the distribution of the population from which the
sample was drawn. As a general rule of thumb, the assertions of the central limit
theorem are valid when n v 30. If the population itself is normally distributed,
the sampling distribution of the mean is normal for any sample size.
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As the sample size increases, the distribution of sample means converges toward
the center of the distribution. Thus, as the sample size increases, the standard
deviation of the sample means decreases. According to the central limit
theorem, the standard deviation of the sample means

is equal to

,

where X is the standard deviation of the population and n is the sample size.
The standard deviation of the sample mean is formally known as the standard
error of the mean. The z–score for sample means is calculated based on the
formula below.
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Note: In Problems 8.6–8.8, assume that the systolic blood pressure of 30-year-old males is
normally distributed, with an average of 122 mmHg and a standard deviation of 10 mmHg.

8.6

A random sample of 16 men from this age group is selected. Calculate the
probability that the average blood pressure of the sample will be greater than
125 mmHg.
The population is normally distributed, so sample means are also normally
distributed for any sample size. Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for the sample mean,
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According to Reference Table 1, the normal probability associated with z = 1.20
is 0.3849. The probability that the sample mean will be greater than 125 is the
area of the shaded region beneath the normal curve in the figure below. The
area below the curve on each side of the mean is 0.5, and the area between
the mean and the z-score 1.20 is 0.3849.

Calculate the probability that the average blood pressure of the sample will be
greater than 125 mmHg.

Note: In Problems 8.6–8.8, assume that the systolic blood pressure of 30-year-old males is
normally distributed, with an average of 122 mmHg and a standard deviation of 10 mmHg.

8.7

A random sample of 16 men from this age group had their blood pressure
measured. Calculate the probability that the average blood pressure of this
sample will be between 118 and 124 mmHg.
According to Problem 8.6, the standard error of the mean for a sample con. Calculate the z-scores
sisting of n = 16 members of the population is
and
.
for
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Identify the probabilities associated with these z-scores in Reference Table 1
and calculate the probability that the average blood pressure of the sample is
between 118 and 124 mmHg.
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Note: In Problems 8.6–8.8, assume that the systolic blood pressure of 30-year-old males is
normally distributed, with an average of 122 mmHg and a standard deviation of 10 mmHg.

8.8

Calculate the probability that the blood pressure of an individual male from
this population will be between 118 and 124 mmHg.
Calculate the z-scores for x = 118 and x = 124.

According to Reference Table 1, P(–0.40 ! z ! 0) = 0.1554 and
P(0 ! z ! 0.20) = 0.0793.

This probability that a single value x lies in the interval 118 ! x ! 124 is lower
than the probability that a sample of n = 16 individuals has a mean that lies in
the same interval (23.5% ! 73.3%). Sample means more closely approximate
the population mean than individual observations.
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Note: In Problems 8.9–8.12, assume that the average weight of an NFL player is 245.7
pounds with a standard deviation of 34.5 pounds, but the probability distribution of the
population is unknown.

8.9

If a random sample of 32 NFL players is selected, what is the probability that
the average weight of the sample will be less than 234 pounds?
Because the probability distribution is unknown, you need a sample size of 30
or more to apply the central limit theorem’s assertion that the sample means are
normally distributed. In this problem, n = 32 # 30. Calculate the standard error
of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for the sample mean,
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.

Because the sample means are normally distributed, there is a 0.5 probability
that the sample mean is less than the mean of the population, 245.7
pounds. According to Reference Table 1, there is a 0.4726 probability that
the sample mean will be between 234 and 245.7 pounds. Thus, there is a
0.5 – 0.4726 = 0.0274 probability that the sample mean will be less than 234
pounds.
Note: In Problems 8.9–8.12, assume that the average weight of an NFL player is 245.7
pounds with a standard deviation of 34.5 pounds, but the probability distribution of the
population is unknown.

8.10 If a random sample of 32 NFL players is selected, what is the probability that
the average weight of the sample is between 248 and 254 pounds?

According to Problem 8.9, the standard error of a sample consisting of n = 32
NFL players is
. Calculate the z-scores for
and
.
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Calculate
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Note: In Problems 8.9–8.12, assume that the average weight of an NFL player is 245.7
pounds with a standard deviation of 34.5 pounds, but the probability distribution of the
population is unknown.

8.11 If a random sample of 32 NFL players is selected, what is the probability that
the average weight of the sample is between 242 and 251 pounds?
Recall that

. Calculate the z-scores for

Calculate

and

.
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Note: In Problems 8.9–8.12, assume that the average weight of an NFL player is 245.7
pounds with a standard deviation of 34.5 pounds, but the probability distribution of the
population is unknown.

8.12 Calculate the probability that the average weight of a sample is between 242
and 251 pounds if the sample consists of n = 120 players.

Calculate the standard error of the mean, given X = 34.5 and n = 120.

Increasing the sample size from 32 to 120 has reduced the standard error of the
mean from 6.099 to 3.149. The larger the sample, the more closely its mean will
approximate the mean of the population.
and

Calculate the z-scores for

Calculate
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Larger samples have less variability, so it is more probable that the sample mean
of a larger population will occur in an interval containing the population mean.
Note: Problems 8.13–8.16 refer to a 2001 report that claimed the average annual
consumption of milk in the United States was 23.4 gallons per person with a standard
deviation of 7.1 gallons per person.

8.13 If a random sample of 40 American citizens is selected, what is the probability
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that their average milk consumption is less than 25 gallons per person
annually?
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for

.

There is a 0.5 probability that the sample mean is less than the population
mean of 23.4. According to Reference Table 1, there is a 0.4222 probability that
the sample mean is between the population mean of 23.4 gallons and 25 gallons
(which has a z-score of 1.42).

Note: Problems 8.13–8.16 refer to a 2001 report that claimed the average annual
consumption of milk in the United States was 23.4 gallons per person with a standard
deviation of 7.1 gallons per person.

8.14 If a random sample of 40 American citizens is selected, what is the probability
that their average milk consumption is between 21 and 22 gallons of milk per
person annually?
According to Problem 8.13,
.
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Calculate

.

Note: Problems 8.13–8.16 refer to a 2001 report that claimed the average annual
consumption of milk in the United States was 23.4 gallons per person with a standard
deviation of 7.1 gallons per person.

8.15 If a random sample of 60 American citizens is selected, what is the probability
that their average milk consumption is more than 23 gallons of milk per
person annually?
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for
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There is a 0.5 probability that the sample mean is greater than the population
mean of 23.4. According to Reference Table 1, there is a 0.1700 probability that
the sample mean is between 23 and 23.4.
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Note: Problems 8.13–8.16 refer to a 2001 report that claimed the average annual
consumption of milk in the United States was 23.4 gallons per person with a standard
deviation of 7.1 gallons per person.

8.16 If a recent random sample of 60 American citizens is selected and the sample

mean is 20.6 gallons per person, how likely is it that the true population mean
is still 23.4 gallons per person?
Recall that

. Calculate the z-score for

.

Calculate the probability that the average annual consumption of milk from
this sample is 20.6 gallons or less per person.

If the true population mean is 23.4 gallons per person, then there is only a
0.11% chance that a sample of size n = 60 will have a sample mean of 20.6
gallons or less. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the actual average annual
consumption of milk in the United States is still 23.4 gallons per person,
assuming the sample is representative of the population.

8.17 Quality control programs often establish control limits that are three standard
deviations from the target mean of a process. If the mean of a sample
taken from the process is within the control limits, the process is deemed
satisfactory.


I]^h^hi]Z
hiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dc
d[i]ZhVbeaZbZVc#
>cdgYZg[dgi]ZegdXZhh
idWZhVi^h[VXidgn!^iÉh
\diidWZl^i]^ci]gZZ
d[i]ZhZhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dchVWdkZdg
WZadli]ZbZVc#

A process is designed to fill bottles with 16 ounces of soda with a standard
deviation of 0.5 ounces. Determine the control limits above and below the
mean for this process using a sample size of n = 30.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

The lower control limit is three standard errors below the mean, whereas the
upper control limit is three standard errors above the mean.

If a 30-bottle sample is collected, the process is considered satisfactory if the
sample mean is between 15.727 ounces and 16.273 ounces.
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Finite Population Correction Factor

HVbea^c\Y^hig^Wji^dcd[i]ZbZVcl^i]VhbVaaedejaVi^dc
8.18 Describe the finite population correction factor for the sampling distribution
for the mean and the conditions under which it should be applied.

When a population is very large, selecting something as part of a sample has
a negligible impact on the population. For instance, if you randomly chose
individuals from the continent of Europe and recorded the gender of the
individuals you chose, selecting a finite number of men would not significantly
change the probability that the next individual you chose would also be male.
However, when the sample size n is more than 5 percent of the population size
N, the finite population correction factor below should be applied. Under this
condition, the population size is small enough that the sampling events are
no longer independent of one another. The selection of one item from the
population impacts the probability of future items being selected.


>cdi]ZgldgYh!
#
l]Zc
HdbZiZmiWdd`h
hVn&%^chiZVY
d[*#

Note: Problems 8.19–8.20 refer to a process that fills boxes with a mean of 340 grams of
cereal, with a standard deviation of 20 grams. Assume the probability distribution for this
population is unknown.

8.19 If a store purchases 600 boxes of cereal, what is the probability that a sample of
50 boxes from the order will average less than 336 grams?

Note that the sample is more than 5% of the total population:
. Thus, you must apply the finite population correction
factor when calculating the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for


L^i]djii]Z
XdggZXi^dc!i]Z
hiVcYVgYZggdgd[

i]ZbZVc^h' #-(
#

.

There is a 0.5 probability that the sample mean will be less than the population
mean of 340. According to Reference Table 1, there is a 0.4306 probability that
the sample mean will be between 336 and 340.
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Note: Problems 8.19–8.20 refer to a process that fills boxes with a mean of 340 grams of
cereal, with a standard deviation of 20 grams. Assume the probability distribution for this
population is unknown.

8.20 If a store purchases 600 boxes of cereal, what is the probability that a sample of
100 boxes from the order will average between 342 and 345 grams?


6hi]ZhVbeaZ
h^oZ\ZihXadhZgid
i]ZedejaVi^dch^oZ 
!
i]ZÒc^iZedejaV
i^dc
XdggZXi^dc[VXidg

]VhVW^\\ZgZ[[
ZXi
dci]ZhiVcYVgY
Zggdg#

The n = 100 box sample is more than 5 percent of the N = 600 box order
, so apply the finite population correction factor to
calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-scores for

and

.

There is a 0.4969 probability that the sample mean is between 340 and 345;
there is a 0.3631 probability that the sample mean is between 340 and 342.
Thus, there is a 0.4969 – 0.3631 = 0.1338 probability that the sample mean is
between 342 and 345 grams.
Note: In Problems 8.21–8.22, assume that a teacher needs to grade 155 exams and the
amount of time it takes to grade each of those exams is a normally distributed population,
with an average of 12 minutes per exam and a standard deviation of 4 minutes per exam.

8.21 Calculate the probability that it will take an average of more than 10 minutes
per exam to grade a random sample of 20 exams.

A sample of n = 20 exams constitutes nearly 13% of the N = 155 exam
population, so apply the finite population correction factor to calculate the
standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for

.

There is a 0.4916 probability that the sample mean will be between 10 and 12
minutes per exam; there is a 0.5 probability that the sample mean is greater
than the population mean of 12 minutes per exam. Thus, the probability that
the sample mean is 10 minutes per exam or greater is 0.4916 + 0.5 = 0.9916.
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Note: In Problems 8.21–8.22, assume that a teacher needs to grade 155 exams and the
amount of time it takes to grade each of those exams is a normally distributed population,
with an average of 12 minutes per exam and a standard deviation of 4 minutes per exam.

8.22 A sample of 16 exams requires an average of 11 minutes each to grade. How
likely is it that the teacher actually grades each exam in 11 minutes or less?

A sample of n = 16 exams constitutes more than 10% of the N = 155 exam
population, so apply the finite population correction factor to calculate the
standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for


I]ZiZVX]Zg
\gVYZYi]ZhZ&+
ZmVbhVa^iiaZ[VhiZg
i]Vc]ZVci^X^eViZY#
>hi]ZiZVX]ZgVXijVaan
dkZgZhi^bVi^c\i]Z
VkZgV\Zi^bZ^iiV`Zh
]^bid\gVYZVc
ZmVb4

.

If the population average truly is 12, then there is a 0.50 probability that the
sample mean is less than 12; there is a 0.3531 probability that the sample mean
is between 11 and 12. Thus, there is a 0.50 – 0.3531 = 0.1469 probability that the
teacher could grade 16 exams in an average of 11 minutes or less each.
Although a 14.7% probability is low, it is not low enough to assert that the
population mean is inaccurate. Conventionally, a probability of less than 5%
is required to reject a hypothesis. Therefore, it is reasonable for the teacher to
claim that each exam takes an average of 12 minutes to grade.


BdgZdci]^h
^c8]VeiZg&%#

Sampling Distribution of the Proportion

EgZY^Xi^c\i]ZWZ]Vk^dgd[Y^hXgZiZgVcYdbkVg^VWaZh
8.23 Describe the sampling distribution of the proportion and the circumstances
under which it is used.

BV`ZhjgZ
i]Vie^hWZilZZc
The sampling distribution of the proportion is applied when the random
oZgdVcYdcZ#>[e^h
variable is binomially distributed. Divide the number of successes s by the
\gZViZgi]VcdcZ!&Äe
sample size n to calculate ps , the proportion of successes in the sample.
l^aaWZcZ\Vi^kZVcYndjg
XVaXjaVidgl^aaZmeadYZ
l]ZcndjignidiV`Z
i]ZhfjVgZgddid[V
Calculate the standard error of the proportion by substituting the population cZ\Vi^kZcjbWZg#
proportion p (not the sample proportion ps) into the formula below.
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The z–score for the sampling distribution of the proportion is equal to the
difference of the sample proportion ps and the population proportion p divided
by the standard error of the proportion .


:kZc^[V
edejaVi^dc]Vh
VkZgnegZX^hZ
egdedgi^dcd[hjXXZhh
e!i]ViYdZhcÉibZVc
ZVX]hVbeaZl^aa]VkZ
i]ZZmVXiegdedgi^dc
d[hjXXZhhehVhlZaa!
ZheZX^Vaan^[i]Z
hVbeaZ^hhbVaa#

One final word of caution: you can only use the normal distribution to approximate the binomial distribution if two specific requirements are met. As explained in Problems 7.30–7.37, two products must be greater than or equal
to five: np v 5 and n(1 – p) v 5.
Note: Problems 8.24–8.27 refer to a report that claims 15% of men are left-handed.

8.24 Calculate the probability that more than 12% of a random sample of 100 men
is left-handed.

AZ[i"]VcYZYcZhh
^hW^cdb^Vaan
Y^hig^WjiZY!WZXVjhZ
i]ZgZVgZdcanilddjiXdbZh
idi]ZZmeZg^bZci/Z^i]Zgndj
VgZaZ[i"]VcYZYdgndjÉgZcdi#
HjgZ!i]ZgZVgZVbW^YZmigdjh
eZdeaZ!WjiaZiÉhhVnlZbVYZ
i]ZbX]ddhZl]^X]]VcY
i]Zn[djcYbdgZ
Ydb^cVci#

The probability of success for the population is p = 0.15. Given a sample size
of n = 100, both np and n(1 – p) are greater than or equal to 5. Thus, it is
appropriate to use the normal distribution to approximate the binomial
distribution.

Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.12.

There is a 0.2995 probability that the proportion of left-handed men in the
sample is between 12% and 15%; there is a 0.5 probability that the proportion
in the sample is greater than the population proportion of 15%. Thus, there
is a 0.2995 + 0.5 = 0.7995 probability that more than 12% of the sample is lefthanded.
Note: Problems 8.24–8.27 refer to a report that claims 15% of men are left-handed.

8.25 Calculate the probability that more than 16% of a random sample of 150 men
is left-handed.

Because np and n(1 – p) are both greater than or equal to 5, you can approximate the binomial distribution using the normal distribution. Calculate the
standard error of the proportion.
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Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.16.

There is a 0.5 probability that the sample proportion is greater than the population
proportion of 15%. There is a 0.1331 probability that the sample proportion lies
between 15% and 16%. Thus, there is a 0.5 – 0.1331 = 0.3669 probability that more
than 16% of the sample is left-handed.
Note: Problems 8.24–8.27 refer to a report that claims 15% of men are left-handed.

8.26 Calculate the probability that 11% to 16% of a 60-man random sample is
left-handed.

Note that np = 9 and n(1 – p) = 51. Both products are greater than 5, so the
normal approximation to the binomial distribution can be used. Calculate the
standard error of the proportion.

:kZci]dj\]
EgdWaZb-#'*Vahd
jhZYVhVbeaZ
egdedgi^dcd[%#&+!ndj
]VkZidgZXVaXjaViZo%#&+
WZXVjhZi]ZhVbeaZ
h^oZ^h+%i]^hi^bZ!
cdi&*%#

Calculate the z-scores for ps = 0.11 and ps = 0.16.

There is a 0.3078 probability that the proportion of left-handers in the sample
is between 11% and 15%; there is a 0.0871 probability that the proportion is
between 15% and 16%. Thus, there is a 0.3078 + 0.0871 = 0.3949 probability
that 11% to 16% of the sample is left-handed.
Note: Problems 8.24–8.27 refer to a report that claims 15% of men are left-handed.

8.27 If a random sample of 125 men contains only 10 who are left-handed, is it
reasonable to assert that 15% of all males are left-handed?

Note that the products np and n(1 – p) are sufficiently large to proceed using
the normal approximation to the binomial distribution. Calculate the standard
error of the proportion.
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EgdWaZbh
-#')Ä-#'+lVciZY
ndjidXVaXjaViZ
egdWVW^a^i^ZhWVhZY
dcedhh^WaZkVajZh
d[eh#I]^hegdWaZb
bV`Zhndj
XVaXjaViZeh
ndjghZa[#

Calculate the sample proportion ps.

Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.08.

If 15% of all men are truly left-handed, then there is a 0.5 probability that the
proportion of left-handed men in a sample is less than 15%; there is a 0.4857
probability that the proportion of the sample is between 8% and 15%. Thus,
there is only a 0.5 – 0.4857 = 0.0143 probability that 8% or less of the sample is
left-handed.
The proportion of left-handers in the sample (ps = 0.08) is significantly lower
than the assumed population proportion (p = 0.15). In fact, if 15% of men truly
are left-handed, then there is only a 1.43% chance of selecting a random sample
of 125 men and finding that 10 are left-handed. Because 1.43% ! 5%, this is a
statistically significant result, and the sample provides little, if any, support that
the reported proportion of 15% is correct.
Note: Problems 8.28–8.30 refer to a poll that reported 42% of voters favor the Republican
candidate in an upcoming election.

8.28 Calculate the probability that less than 45% of a sample of 40 voters will vote
for the Republican candidate.

Calculate the standard error of the proportion.


:kZci]dj\]
i]^hWdd`YdZhcÉi
ValVnhhiVgii]Z
hZ
egdWaZbhWnZchjg^c 
ce *VcYc&Äe \
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^cVXXjgViZ#
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Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.45.

There is a 0.5 probability that less than 42% of the sample will vote Republican;
there is a 0.1480 probability that between 42% and 45% of the sample will vote
Republican. Thus, there is a 0.5 + 0.1480 = 0.6480 probability that less than 45%
percent of the sample will vote Republican.
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Note: Problems 8.28–8.30 refer to a poll that reported 42% of voters favor the Republican
candidate in an upcoming election.

8.29 If a random sample of 60 voters is selected, what is the probability that
between 28 and 32 of them favor the Republican candidate?
Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the two proposed sample proportions.

Calculate the z-scores for p 28 = 0.4667 and p 32 = 0.5333.

Calculate (0.0467 ! ps ! 0.5333).

Note: Problems 8.28–8.30 refer to a poll that reported 42% of voters favor the Republican
candidate in an upcoming election.

8.30 If a random sample of 120 people contains only 47 that favor the Republican
candidate, does the sample support the results of the poll?
Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the sample proportion ps.
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Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.3917.


I]^h^hVgdjcYZY

eZgXZciV\ZkZgh^
dcd[
eh2%#(.&,#

Assuming 42% of the voters prefer the Republican candidate, there is a 0.5
probability that less than 42% of the sample will vote Republican; there is
a 0.2357 probability that between 39.2% and 42% of the sample will vote
Republican. Thus, there is a 0.5 – 0.2357 = 0.2643 probability that 39.2% of the
sample or less will vote Republican.
If 42% of the population will actually vote for the Republican candidate, then
the probability of selecting a sample containing 39.2% Republican voters
is 0.2643. Because this probability is greater than 0.05, it is large enough to
support the validity of the poll.
Note: Problems 8.31–8.35 refer to a study conducted in 2000 that reported 71.3% of men
between the ages of 45 and 54 are considered overweight.

8.31 If a random sample of 90 men in this age group is selected, what is the
probability that more than 70% of them will be overweight?
Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.70.

There is a 0.1064 probability that between 70% and 71.3% of the sample will be
overweight; there is a 0.5 probability that more than 71.3% of the sample will
be overweight. Thus, there is a 0.1064 + 0.5 = 0.6064 probability that more than
70% of the sample will be overweight.


>[i]ZegdWaZb
\^kZhndjeZgXZciV\Zh!
ndjYdcÉi]VkZid
XVaXjaViZi]ZhVbeaZ
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Note: Problems 8.31–8.35 refer to a study conducted in 2000 that reported 71.3% of men
between the ages of 45 and 54 are considered overweight.

8.32 If a random sample of 60 men in this age group is selected, what is the
probability that between 66% and 75% of them are overweight?
Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the z-scores for ps = 0.66 and ps = 0.75.
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Calculate P(0.66 ! ps ! 0.75).

Note: Problems 8.31–8.35 refer to a study conducted in 2000 that reported 71.3% of men
between the ages of 45 and 54 are considered overweight.

8.33 If a random sample of 150 men in this age group is selected, what is the
probability that between 66% and 75% of them are overweight?
Calculate the standard error of the proportion.


CZlhVbeaZh^oZ!
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Calculate the z-scores for ps = 0.66 and ps = 0.75.


>i_jbeh
[gdbV**
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Calculate P(0.66 ! ps ! 0.75).

Compare P(0.66 ! ps ! 0.75) with sample size 60 in Problem 8.32 and sample
size 150 in this problem. The larger the sample size, the more likely it is that the
sample proportion will better approximate the population proportion.
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Note: Problems 8.31–8.35 refer to a study conducted in 2000 that reported 71.3% of men
between the ages of 45 and 54 are considered overweight.

8.34 A recent sample of 22 men from this age group included 18 who were

considered overweight. Is this sufficient evidence to conclude that the
proportion of overweight men from this age group is still 71.3%?
Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the sample proportion ps.

Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.8182.

Assuming the population proportion truly is 71.3%, determine the probability
that 81.82% or more of the sample could be overweight, as found in the recent
sample.


>[i]ZhVbeaZ
h^oZ]VYWZZcaVg\Zg
i]Vc'' !i]ZgZhjaih
b^\]i]VkZWZZcbdgZ
Xdck^cX^c\#8]ZX`dji
i]ZcZmiegdWaZb#

Although there is only a 13.79% probability that 81.82% of the men in the
sample were overweight given a population proportion of 71.3%, the probability
would have to be less than 5% to reject the hypothesis that the population
proportion is false.
Note: Problems 8.31–8.35 refer to a study conducted in 2000 that reported 71.3% of men
between the ages of 45 and 54 are considered overweight.

8.35 A recent sample of 154 men from this age group included 126 who were


?jhiVl^aY
]jcX]!Wji>Vb
\jZhh^c\i]Vii]^h
i^bZi]ZgZ^h#

considered overweight. Is there sufficient evidence to conclude that the
proportion of overweight men from this age group is still 71.3%?
Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the sample proportion ps.
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Calculate the z-score for ps = 0.8182.

Assuming the population proportion truly is 71.3 percent, determine the
probability that 81.82 percent or more of the sample could be overweight, as
found in the recent sample.

There is only a 0.20% chance that 81.82% of the men in the sample would be
overweight given a population proportion of 71.3%. Because 0.20% ! 5%,
this sample lends no support to the claim that the population proportion
is still 71.3%.

Finite Population Correction Factor for the Sampling
Distribution of the Proportion

EgZY^Xi^c\egdedgi^dch[gdbVhbVaaedejaVi^dc
8.36 Describe the finite population correction factor for the sampling distribution
for the proportion and the conditions under which it should be applied.

As explained in Problem 8.18, when a population is very large, selecting
something as part of a sample has a negligible impact on the population.
However, when the population N is small relative to the sample size n, a finite
population correction factor is applied when calculating the standard error of
the proportion.

As with the sampling distribution for the mean, the finite population correction
factor for the proportion should be applied when the sample size is more than
5% of the population size, when
.
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Note: Problems 8.37–8.40 refer to a 2001 study that reported 27.7% of high school students
smoke. Random samples are selected from a high school that has 632 students.

8.37 If a random sample of 60 students is selected, what is the probability that fewer
than 19 of the students smoke?

Verify that you can use the normal approximation to the binomial distribution.

Notice that the sample size n = 60 is more than 5% of the population size:
. Thus, you should calculate the standard error of the
proportion using the finite population correction factor.

Calculate the sample proportion ps and the corresponding z-score.

There is a 0.5 probability that the sample proportion is less than the population
proportion of 27.7%; there is a 0.2642 probability that the sample proportion
is between 27.7% and 31.67%. Thus, there is a 0.5 + 0.2642 = 0.7642 probability
that fewer than 19 of the high school students in the sample (31.67% of the 60
students) were smokers.
Note: Problems 8.37–8.40 refer to a 2001 study that reported 27.7% of high school students
smoke. Random samples are selected from a high school that has 632 students.

8.38 If a random sample of 75 students is selected, what is the probability that more
than 17 of the students smoke?

A random sample of n = 75 students constitutes 11.9% of the N = 632
population. Calculate the standard error of the proportion using the finite
population correction factor.
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Calculate the sample proportion ps and the corresponding z-score.

There is a 0.3485 probability that the sample proportion is between 22.67%
and 27.7%; there is a 0.5 probability that the sample proportion is greater than
the population proportion of 27.7%. Thus, there is a 0.3485 + 0.5 = 0.8485
probability that more than 17 of the students in the sample are smokers.
Note: Problems 8.37–8.40 refer to a 2001 study that reported 27.7% of high school students
smoke. Random samples are selected from a high school that has 632 students.

8.39 If a random sample of 90 students is selected, what is the probability that
between 31 and 37 of the students smoke?

Because a sample of n = 90 students constitutes 14.2% of the N = 632 student
population, calculate the standard error of the proportion using the finite
population correction factor.

Calculate the proposed sample proportions.

Identify the z-scores for ps = 0.3 and ps = 0.3444.

Calculate P(0.3 ! ps ! 0.3444).
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Note: Problems 8.37–8.40 refer to a 2001 study that reported 27.7% of high school students
smoke. Random samples are selected from a high school that has 632 students.

8.40 If a random sample of 110 students contains 20 smokers, does this result
support the 2001 study?

Because a sample of n = 110 students is 17.4% of the total student population,
you should calculate the standard error of the proportion using the finite
population correction factor.

Calculate the sample proportion ps and the corresponding z-score.

Assuming the population proportion truly is 0.277, calculate the probability
that the sample proportion is less than or equal to ps = 0.1818.

If the actual proportion of high school smokers is 27.7%, then there is only a
0.71% chance that a sample of 110 students will include 20 or fewer smokers.
These results do not support the 2001 study.
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CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Ejii^c\hVbeaZhidldg`
One of the most important roles of statistics is to draw conclusions
about a population based on information garnered from a sample of
that population. Thus, it is important to contextualize the calculations
performed on the samples, and confidence intervals play a key role by
quantifying the accuracy of population estimates.
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Introduction to Confidence Intervals for the Mean

=dljcgZegZhZciVi^kZXdjaYVhVbeaZWZ4
9.1

Define sampling error.
A population is often too large or too inaccessible for every element to be
measured. In these situations, a sample from the population is randomly
selected and the sample mean is used to estimate the population mean.
Sampling error accounts for the difference between the sample mean and
the population mean. Whenever populations are sampled to estimate the
population mean, sampling error will most likely be present.

Note: Problems 9.2–9.3 refer to the data set below, the ages of 10 customers in a retail store.
Customer Age
36

9.2

29

55

22

34

67

30

41

35

21

If the first three customers in the table are chosen to estimate the average age
of all 10 customers, what is the sampling error?
Calculate the population mean.

Now calculate the sample mean, the average age of the first three ages in the
table.


I]ZVkZgV\Z
V\Zd[i]ZÒghi
i]gZZXjhidbZgh^h
i]gZZnZVgh\gZViZg
i]Vci]ZVkZgV\ZV\Z
d[Vaa&%XjhidbZgh#

Calculate the difference between the sample mean and the population mean.

The sampling error is 3 years.
Note: Problems 9.2–9.3 refer to the data set in Problem 9.2, giving the ages of 10 customers
in a retail store.

9.3

If the first seven customers in the table are chosen to estimate the average age
of all 10 customers, what is the sampling error?
According to Problem 9.2, R = 37. Calculate the mean of the seven-person
sample.
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The sampling error is the difference between the sample mean and the
population mean:
. Notice that the sampling error
decreases (from three to two years) when the sample size increases from three
to seven.

9.4

Describe the difference between a point estimate and a confidence interval for
the mean.
A point estimate for the mean is a sample mean used to estimate the population
mean. A confidence interval represents a range of values around the point
estimate within which the true population mean most likely lies.

9.5

Describe the role that confidence levels play in the confidence interval.
Confidence intervals are stated in terms of confidence levels. Typical confidence
levels range from, but are not limited to, 90% to 98%. For example, a 95%
confidence interval represents a range of values around the sample mean that
is 95% certain to contain the true population mean. Given two 95% confidence
intervals of different sizes, the smaller confidence interval is a more precise
estimate of the true population mean.

Confidence Intervals for the Mean with Large Samples and
Sigma Known

8ZcigVaa^b^ii]ZdgZbidi]ZgZhXjZ
Note: Problems 9.6–9.9 refer to a random sample of customer order totals with an average of
$78.25 and a population standard deviation of $22.50.

9.6

Calculate a 90% confidence interval for the mean, given a sample size of 40
orders.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

The sample mean is the center of a confidence interval, so half of the interval
(in this case, 45%) is directly to the right of the sample mean and half is directly
to the left. Refer to the standard normal table in Reference Table 1, locate the
area that most closely approximates 0.45, and set zc equal to the corresponding
z-score: zc = 1.64.
,
, and zc = 1.64 into the confidence interval
Substitute
boundary formulas below. Note that the term
is commonly called the
margin of error, E. In this problem, E = (1.64)(3.558) = 5.835.
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Based on the sample, you can be 90% confident that the true population mean
of the order totals lies on the interval bounded below by $72.41 and above by
$84.09.
Note: Problems 9.6–9.9 refer to a random sample of customer order totals with an average of
$78.25 and a population standard deviation of $22.50.


NdjYdcÉi]VkZ
idgZXVaXjaViZ
i]^hZkZgni^bZ#L]Zc
ndjÉgZYZVa^c\l^i]V
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9.7

Calculate a 90% confidence interval for the mean, given a sample of 75 orders.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

The sample mean and confidence level are the same as in Problem 9.6:
and zc = 1.64. Apply the confidence interval boundary formulas.

Based on the sample, you can be 90% confident that the true population mean
for the order totals is between $73.99 and $82.51.
Note: Problems 9.6–9.9 refer to a random sample of customer order totals with an average of
$78.25 and a population standard deviation of $22.50.

9.8

Explain the difference in the 90% confidence intervals calculated in Problems
9.6 and 9.7.
Although both problems developed a 90% confidence interval from the same
population, the size of the intervals differed due to the different sample sizes.
The larger sample size in Problem 9.7 resulted in a smaller confidence interval
than in Problem 9.6. Specifically, increasing the sample size from n = 40 to
n = 75 reduced the margin of error from $5.84 to $4.26. If two intervals of the
same confidence level are different sizes, then the smaller interval provides a
more precise estimate of the population mean.

Note: Problems 9.6–9.9 refer to a random sample of customer order totals with an average of
$78.25 and a population standard deviation of $22.50.

9.9

Calculate the minimum sample size needed to identify a 90% confidence
interval for the mean, assuming a $5.00 margin of error.
Recall that the margin of error E is the product of the z-score representing the
correct confidence level and the standard error of the mean:
. Substitute
the standard error of the mean formula
equation.
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Cross multiply and solve for n.

Evaluate the expression for n given zc = 1.64, X = 22.50, and E = 5.00.

Sample size needs to be an integer value, so 54.4644 is rounded up to 55,
as rounding it down produces a sample size that is not sufficiently large:
54 ! 54.4644.
Note: Problems 9.10–9.14 refer to a random sample of 35 teenagers who averaged 7.3 hours
of sleep per night. Assume the population standard deviation is 1.8 hours.

9.10 Calculate a 95% confidence interval for the mean.
Use the z-score zc = 1.96 when calculating 95% confidence intervals,
because Reference Table 1 states that its area is equal to

. Calculate

the standard error of the mean.

Recall that the sample mean is
formulas.

; apply the confidence interval boundary
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Note: Problems 9.10–9.14 refer to a random sample of 35 teenagers who averaged 7.3 hours
of sleep per night. Assume the population standard deviation is 1.8 hours.

9.11

Calculate a 98% confidence interval for the mean.
To identify the appropriate value of zc, divide the decimal form of the
confidence level by two and locate the z-score in Reference Table 1 whose area
most closely approximates that quotient.
Apply the confidence interval boundary formulas. This problem has the same
sample size as Problem 9.10, so the standard error of the mean is unchanged:
.

Increasing the confidence level from 95% to 98% increases the margin of error
from 0.60 to 0.71 hours.
Note: Problems 9.10–9.14 refer to a random sample of 35 teenagers who averaged 7.3 hours
of sleep per night. Assume the population standard deviation is 1.8 hours.

9.12 A recent report claims that teenagers sleep an average of 7.8 hours per night.

Discuss the validity of the claim using the 98% confidence interval calculated
in Problem 9.11.


>[ndjlVci
idWZbdgZ
XZgiV^ci]Vindj
XgZViZVc^ciZgkVa
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According to Problem 9.11, you can be 98% confident that the actual average is
between 6.59 and 8.01 hours of sleep. The study’s reported average of 7.3 hours
falls within this confidence interval, so the sample in Problem 9.11 supports the
validity of this claim.
Note: Problems 9.10–9.14 refer to a random sample of 35 teenagers who averaged 7.3 hours
of sleep per night. Assume the population standard deviation is 1.8 hours.

9.13 Explain the difference in the confidence intervals calculated in Problems 9.10
and 9.11.

Both problems selected a sample size of n = 35 from the same population, but the
confidence levels were different. In order to be more confident that the interval
includes the true population mean, the interval itself needs to be wider. Thus,
the larger confidence level (98%) required a wider confidence interval.
Note: Problems 9.10–9.14 refer to a random sample of teenagers who averaged 7.3 hours of
sleep per night. Assume the population standard deviation is 1.8 hours.

9.14 Calculate the minimum sample size needed to identify a 95% confidence
interval for the mean, assuming a 0.40 hour margin of error.

Apply the formula for the minimum sample size generated in Problem 9.9.
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A minimum sample size of 78 teenagers is required to provide a 95% confidence
interval with a margin of error of 0.40 hours.

Confidence Intervals for the Mean with Small Samples and
Sigma Known

A^[Zl^i]djii]ZXZcigVaa^b^ii]ZdgZb
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Note: Problems 9.15–9.20 refer to a random sample of 15 cars of the same model. Assume
that the gas mileage for the population is normally distributed with a standard deviation of
5.2 miles per gallon.

9.15 Identify the bounds for a 90% confidence interval for the mean, given a
sample mean of 26.7 miles per gallon.

Because the sample size is less than 30, you cannot rely on the central limit
theorem to ensure that the sample means will also be normally distributed.
However, the problem states that the population is normally distributed, so you
can assume that samples of any size are normally distributed as well.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Substitute
, zc = 1.64, and
boundary formulas.

into the confidence interval

Note: Problems 9.15–9.20 refer to a random sample of 15 cars of the same model. Assume
that the gas mileage for the population is normally distributed with a standard deviation of
5.2 miles per gallon.

9.16 Identify the bounds for a 90% confidence interval for the mean, given a
sample mean of 22.8 miles per gallon.

Substitute
, as well as the standard error for the mean and the
appropriate value of zc identified in Problem 9.15, into the confidence interval
boundary formulas.
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Note: Problems 9.15–9.20 refer to a random sample of 15 cars of the same model. Assume
that the gas mileage for the population is normally distributed with a standard deviation of
5.2 miles per gallon.

9.17 The car manufacturer of this particular model claims that the average gas

mileage is 26 miles per gallon. Discuss the validity of this claim using the 90%
confidence interval calculated in Problem 9.16.
Because the manufacturer’s claim of 26 miles per gallon is greater than the
upper boundary of the confidence interval (25.00), this sample does not validate
the claim of the manufacturer.

:kZc^[
i]ZXdcÒYZcXZ
aZkZa^hjcX]Vc\ZY#

Note: Problems 9.15–9.20 refer to a random sample of 15 cars of the same model. Assume
that the gas mileage for the population is normally distributed with a standard deviation of
5.2 miles per gallon.

9.18 Explain the difference in the confidence intervals calculated in Problems 9.15
and 9.16.

Both problems select a sample of the same size (15) from the same population
and use the same confidence level (90%). However, the sample means were
different. Because confidence intervals are built around sample means,
changing the sample mean changes the corresponding confidence interval as
well.
As long as the sample size and confidence level remain constant, the width of
the confidence interval will remain constant as well. The interval will merely
shift right or left, depending on the location of the sample mean. Because the
width remains constant under these conditions, the level of precision for the
approximate population mean also remains constant from sample to sample.
Note: Problems 9.15–9.20 refer to a random sample of 15 cars of the same model. Assume
that the gas mileage for the population is normally distributed with a standard deviation of
5.2 miles per gallon.

9.19 Let a and b represent the lower and upper boundaries of the 90% confidence

interval for the mean of the population. Is it correct to conclude that there is a
90% probability the true population mean lies between a and b? Explain your
answer.
A confidence interval does not describe the probability that any particular
interval constructed around the mean of a single sample will contain the actual
population mean. In this problem, it would be inaccurate to state that there is
a 90% probability the interval bounded below by a and above by b contains the
population mean.
If you were to collect 10 different samples from the population, calculate the
sample mean for each, and then construct the 10 corresponding confidence
intervals, a 90% confidence level implies that 9 of the 10 intervals will include
the true population mean. Consider the illustration below, which represents
10 different confidence intervals calculated around the sample means of 10
different samples.
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Because 9 of the 10 samples have confidence intervals that include the
population mean, the samples exhibit a 90% confidence level.
Note: Problems 9.15–9.20 refer to a random sample of 15 cars of the same model. Assume
that the gas mileage for the population is normally distributed with a standard deviation of
5.2 miles per gallon.

9.20 Calculate the minimum sample size needed to identify a 95% confidence
interval for the mean, assuming a 2.0 miles per gallon margin of error.

Substitute E = 2, X = 5.2, and zc = 1.96 into the formula generated in Problem 9.9.

A minimum sample size of 26 cars is required.
Note: Problems 9.21–9.23 refer to a random sample of 20 paperback novels that average
425.1 pages in length. Assume that the page count for all paperback novels is normally
distributed with a standard deviation of 92.8 pages.

9.21 Identify the bounds of a 95% confidence interval for the mean.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.
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Substitute
, zc = 1.96, and
boundary formulas.

into the confidence interval

Based on this sample, you can be 95% confident that the true population mean
for the page count of paperback novels is between 384.43 and 465.77.
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Note: Problems 9.21–9.23 refer to a random sample of 20 paperback novels that average
425.1 pages in length. Assume that the page count for all paperback novels is normally
distributed with a standard deviation of 92.8 pages.

9.22 Identify the bounds of a 99% confidence interval for the mean.
A 99% confidence interval has a corresponding zc value of 2.57. The sample
size is n = 20, as it was in Problem 9.21, so there is no need to recalculate the
standard error of the mean:
.

Based on the sample, you can be 99% confident that the true population mean
is between 371.8 and 478.5.
Note: Problems 9.21–9.23 refer to a random sample of 20 paperback novels that average
425.1 pages in length. Assume that the page count for all paperback novels is normally
distributed with a standard deviation of 92.8 pages.

9.23 Calculate the minimum sample size needed to identify a 98% confidence
interval for the mean assuming a margin of error of 52 pages.

Substitute E = 52, X = 92.8, and zc = 2.33 into the formula generated in Problem
9.9 to calculate the minimum sample size n.

:kZci]dj\]
&,#(^hXadhZgid&,
i]Vc&-!ValVnhgdjcY
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A minimum sample size of 18 books is required to provide a 98% confidence
interval with a margin of error of 52 pages.
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Confidence Intervals for the Mean with Small Samples and
Sigma Unknown

>cigdYjX^c\i]ZHijYZciÉhi"Y^hig^Wji^dc
9.24 Describe how to construct confidence intervals when the population standard
deviation X is unknown.

When the population standard deviation X is unknown, the sample standard
deviation s is used in its place as an approximation. When you substitute s for X,
the Student’s t-distribution (or, more simply, the t-distribution) is used in lieu of
the normal distribution.
When the sample size is less than 30, the population needs to be normally
distributed when using the t-distribution. When the sample size is 30 or more,
the normal distribution can be used as an approximation to the t-distribution,
even if the population is not normally distributed.
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Note: Problems 9.25–9.27 refer to the data set below, the amount of trash generated by ten
households (in pounds per day). Assume that the population is normally distributed.
Pounds of Trash
3.9

4.6

15.6

10.5

16.0

6.7

12.0

9.2

13.8

16.8

9.25 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean based on the sample.
Calculate the sample mean.


HZZEgdWaZb
(#).^[ndjcZZYid

gZk^Zli]^h#

The standard deviation of the population is not known. In order to calculate
the sample standard deviation s using the shortcut formula below, you need to
calculate the sum of the squares of the data values and the square of the sum of
the data values.

The table that follows lists each data value and its square. Compute the sums of
both columns.
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x

x2
3.9

Total
Substitute

15.21

4.6

21.16

15.6

243.36

10.5

110.25

16.0

256.00

6.7

44.89

12.0

144.00

9.2

84.64

13.8

190.44

16.8

282.24

109.1

1,392.19

and

into the sample standard deviation

shortcut formula.

Use s to calculate the approximate standard error of the mean. (Note that
used in place of because s is used in place of X.)

is

Rather than use z-scores from Reference Table 1 to calculate the boundaries of
the confidence interval, you will use critical t-scores from Reference Table 2. To
identify the appropriate t-score, first locate the column for the confidence level
indicated by the problem (in this case, 95%).
To locate the appropriate row within that column, calculate the degrees of
freedom (df) according to the following formula: df = n – 1. In this problem,
df = 10 – 1 = 9. Consider the following excerpt of Reference Table 2. The correct
value of tc is underlined: tc = 2.262.
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Probabilities Under the t-Distribution Curve
1 Tail

0.2000 0.1500 0.1000 0.0500 0.0250 0.0100

0.0050

0.0010

2 Tail

0.4000 0.3000 0.2000 0.1000 0.0500 0.0200 0.0100

0.0020

0.0005
0.0010

Conf Lev 0.6000 0.7000 0.8000 0.9000 0.9500 0.9800 0.9900 0.9980

0.9990

df ---------------------------––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––-------------------------------------------------------1

1.376

1.963

3.078

6.314 12.706 31.821 63.657 318.31

2

1.061

1.386

1.886

2.920

4.303

6.965

9.925

22.327

636.62
31.599

3

0.978

1.250

1.638

2.353

3.182

4.541

5.841

10.215

12.924

4

0.941

1.190

1.533

2.132

2.776

3.747

4.604

7.173

8.610

5

0.920

1.156

1.476

2.015

2.571

3.365

4.032

5.893

6.869

6

0.906

1.134

1.440

1.943

2.447

3.143

3.707

5.208

5.959

7

0.896

1.119

1.415

1.895

2.365

2.998

3.499

4.785

5.408

8

0.889

1.108

1.397

1.860

2.306

2.896

3.355

4.501

5.041

9

0.883

1.100

1.383

1.833

2.262

2.821

3.250

4.297

4.781

10

0.879

1.093

1.372

1.812

2.228

2.764

3.169

4.144

4.587

Use the modified versions of the confidence interval boundary formulas below
to construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean.

Based on this sample, you are 95% confident that the true population mean is
between 7.52 and 14.30 pounds per household.
Note: Problems 9.25–9.27 refer to the data set in Problem 9.25, the amount of trash
generated by ten households (in pounds per day). Assume that the population is normally
distributed.

9.26 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the mean.
Given a sample size of 10, there are 10 – 1 = 9 degrees of freedom. The critical
t-score in the 90% confidence level column and the df = 9 row of Reference
Table 2 is tc = 1.833. According to Problem 9.25,
. Compute the
boundaries of the confidence interval.


I]Z^ciZgkVa^h
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Based on this sample, you are 90% confident that the true population mean for
the amount of trash generated per household is between 8.16 and 13.66 pounds.
Decreasing the confidence level from 95% (in Problem 9.25) to 90% results in a
narrower confidence interval.
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Note: Problems 9.25–9.27 refer to the data set in Problem 9.25, the amount of trash
generated by ten households (in pounds per day). Assume that the population is normally
distributed.


CZZYidXVaXjaViZ
i]ZbVg\^cd[Zggdg:4

9.27 Construct an 80% confidence interval for the mean.
,
, and df = 9; according to Reference Table 2,
Once again,
tc = 1.383. Calculate the bounds of the confidence interval.

Note: Problems 9.28–9.30 refer to the data below, the current ages of eight randomly selected
aircraft passengers (in years). Assume that the population is normally distributed.
Age in Years
7.0

3.5

8.6

15.8

14.7

7.8

0.5

4.2

9.28 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean based on the sample.
Calculate the sample mean.

In order to determine the sample standard deviation s using the shortcut
method, you need to calculate the sum of the squares of the data values and the
square of the sum. The table below contains each data value and its square.
x

Total
Substitute
shortcut formula.
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and

x2

7.0

49.00

3.5

12.25

8.6

73.96

15.8

249.64

14.7

216.09

7.8

60.84

0.5

0.25

4.2

17.64

62.1

679.67
into the sample standard deviation

Chapter Nine — Confidence Intervals

Use s = 5.313 to calculate the approximate standard error of the mean.

The sample size is n = 8, so df = 8 – 1 = 7. According to Reference Table 2,
tc = 2.365. Calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.

Based on this sample, you can be 95% confident that the average age of an
aircraft passenger is between 3.31 and 12.21 years. This interval is fairly wide
for two reasons: the small sample size and the comparatively high standard
deviation.


LZgZi]ZgZ
cdVYjaihdc
i]^heaVcZ4

Note: Problems 9.28–9.30 refer to the data set in Problem 9.28, the current ages of eight
randomly selected aircraft passengers (in years). Assume that the population is normally
distributed.

9.29 Construct a 98% confidence interval for the mean.
According to Reference Table 2, tc = 2.998. Recall that

and

.

Note: Problems 9.28–9.30 refer to the data set in Problem 9.28, the current ages of eight
randomly selected aircraft passengers (in years). Assume that the population is normally
distributed.

9.30 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the mean.
According to Reference Table 2, tc = 1.895. Recall that

and

.
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Note: Problems 9.31–9.33 refer to a sample of 22 households that used an average of 346.2
gallons of water per day, with a standard deviation of 50.5 gallons. Assume the population
of household water usage is normally distributed.

9.31 Construct an 80% confidence interval for the mean.
A sample size of n = 22 has 22 – 1 = 21 degrees of freedom. The value at
which 80% confidence and df = 21 intersects in Reference Table 2 is tc = 1.323.
Calculate the approximate standard error of the mean, given s = 50.5.

Identify the bounds of the confidence interval.

Note: Problems 9.31–9.33 refer to a sample of 22 households that used an average of 346.2
gallons of water per day, with a standard deviation of 50.5 gallons. Assume the population
of household water usage is normally distributed.

9.32 Construct a 99% confidence interval for the mean.
According to Reference Table 2, tc = 2.831. Recall that

and

.

Note: Problems 9.31–9.33 refer to a sample of 22 households that used an average of 346.2
gallons of water per day, with a standard deviation of 50.5 gallons. Assume the population
of household water usage is normally distributed.

9.33 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean.
According to Reference Table 2, tc = 2.080. Recall that
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Confidence Intervals for the Mean with Large Samples and
Sigma Unknown

LZaXdbZWVX`!XZcigVaa^b^ii]ZdgZb
9.34 Describe the impact of a large sample size on the construction of a confidence
interval when the population standard deviation is unknown.

The t-distribution should be used whenever the sample standard deviation s is
used in place of the population standard deviation X. However, when the sample
size reaches 30 or more, the t-score values become very close to the z-score
values from the normal distribution. Thus, the normal distribution becomes a
good approximation to the t-distribution when n v 30.
Most published tables for the t-distribution only show probabilities up to a
sample size of 30 and then only in increments beyond this value. Because the
normal distribution table does not depend on sample size, it is more convenient
to substitute the z-score for the t-score when n v 30.


I]ZedejaVi^dc
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9.35 How do you identify the minimum sample size needed to construct a

confidence interval for the mean with a specific margin of error when the
population standard deviation is unknown?
Consider the minimum sample size formula generated in Problem 9.9.

This equation requires you to know the population standard deviation X. If X
is unknown, estimate it using the range R of the population, according to the
formula below.

This estimate is based on the empirical rule, which states that 99.7% of a
population’s values lie within three standard deviations of the mean—three
standard deviations less than the mean and three standard deviations greater
than the mean, for a total of six.


I]ZgVc\Z^h
i]Z]^\]ZhiYViV
kVajZb^cjhi]Z
adlZhiYViVkVajZ#
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Note: Problems 9.36–9.37 refer to a sample of 36 mechanical engineers averaging 41.7 years
of age, with a sample standard deviation of 6.9 years.

9.36 Construct a 95% confidence interval to estimate the average age of a
mechanical engineer.

Approximate the standard error of the mean.
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According to Reference Table 1, zc = 1.96 for a 95% confidence interval. Apply
the confidence interval boundary formulas.

Note: Problems 9.36–9.37 refer to a sample of 36 mechanical engineers averaging 41.7 years
of age, with a sample standard deviation of 6.9 years.

9.37 Construct a 99% confidence interval to estimate the average age of a
mechanical engineer.

The critical z-score that corresponds to a 99% confidence interval is zc = 2.58.
.
Recall that

9.38 A formal wear store determines that its customer population has a minimum

age of 27 years and a maximum age of 62 years. What is the minimum sample
size needed to construct a 90% confidence interval for the mean age of its
customers, assuming a margin of error of one year?
The range R of the sample is the difference between the maximum and
minimum values: R = 62 – 27 = 35. Estimate the standard deviation of the
population.

Calculate the minimum sample size using .


%#.'Ê'2%#)+%%!
VcYi]ZXadhZhikVajZ
^cGZ[ZgZcXZIVWaZ
&^h%#)*..!l]^X]^h
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A minimum sample size of 92 customers is required for a 90% confidence level.
Note: Problems 9.39–9.40 refer to a sample of 60 high school teachers with an average
annual salary of $52,113 and a sample standard deviation of $7,804.

9.39 Construct a 92% confidence interval to estimate the mean salary of a high
school teacher.

The critical z-score that corresponds to a 92% confidence interval is zc = 1.75.
Approximate the standard error of the mean.
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Calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.

Note: Problems 9.39–9.40 refer to a sample of 60 high school teachers with an average
annual salary of $52,113 and a sample standard deviation of $7,804.

9.40 Construct a 97% confidence interval to estimate the mean salary of a high
school teacher.

The critical z-score that corresponds to a 97% confidence interval is zc = 2.17.
.
Recall that


I]^ho"hXdgZ]VhV
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9.41 A nationwide organization examines the salaries of its administrative assistants
and determines that the minimum and maximum annual salaries are $29,500
and $68,300, respectively. What is the minimum sample size needed to
construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean salary, assuming a $1,500
margin of error?

The critical z-score that corresponds to a 95% confidence interval is zc = 1.96.
Estimate the population standard deviation.

Calculate the minimum sample size using .


.% /oX2&#+)
.&/oX2&#,%
.'/oX2&#,*
.(/oX2&# -&
.)/oX2&# -.* /oX2&#.+
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A minimum sample size of 72 administrative assistant salaries is required.
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Note: Problems 9.42–9.43 refer to a sample of 45 golfers at a particular golf course with an
average golf score of 94.5 and a sample standard deviation of 9.3.

9.42 Construct a 90% confidence interval to estimate the mean score at the golf
course.

Approximate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.

Note: Problems 9.42–9.43 refer to a sample of 45 golfers at a particular golf course with an
average golf score of 94.5 and a sample standard deviation of 9.3.

9.43 Construct a 96% confidence interval to estimate the mean score at the golf
course.

According to Problem 9.42, if a 45-golfer sample has a standard deviation of 9.3,
. Apply the confidence interval boundary formulas.
then

9.44 A local country club has a population of golfers that shoot a minimum score of
76 and a maximum score of 117. What is the minimum sample size needed to
construct a 98% confidence interval for the mean score, assuming a margin of
error of two strokes?
Estimate the population standard deviation.

Calculate the minimum sample size using .

A minimum sample size of 64 golfers is required.
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Confidence Intervals for the Proportion

:hi^bVi^c\eZgXZciV\Zh[gdbVedejaVi^dc
9.45 Describe the procedure used to construct a confidence interval for a
proportion.

The confidence interval for the proportion is used when the random variable
is binomially distributed. This interval identifies boundaries around a sample
proportion within which the true population proportion lies.
You may need to calculate the sample proportion ps by dividing the number
of successes in the sample by the sample size:

. The standard error of

the proportion is calculated using the formula below, in which p is the
population proportion.


>[ndj`cdl
i]ZedejaVi^dc
egdedgi^dc!l]nign
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Vc^ciZgkVa4

When the population proportion is not known, the standard error of the
proportion is approximated using the formula below, in which the sample
proportion ps replaces the population proportion.

Once the standard error of the proportion is estimated, the limits of the
confidence interval are calculated by adding the margin of error to and
subtracting it from the sample proportion.

9.46 Explain how to identify the minimum sample size needed to construct a

confidence interval for the proportion with a specific margin of error when
the population proportion is unknown.
The minimum sample size n needed to construct a confidence interval for
population proportion p with margin of error E is calculated using the formula
below.

The formula requires you to know the population proportion p. There are,
however, two common ways to address a missing p value. One option is to use
a sample proportion ps to approximate p. The second option is to choose a
conservative value for p.


I]ViÉhWZXVjhZ
e&ÄegZVX]Zh^ih
bVm^bjbkVajZl]Zc
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The closer p is to 0.5, the larger the required sample size. Setting p = 0.5
guarantees a sample size large enough to provide the desired margin of error.
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9.47 A random sample of 175 registered voters revealed that 54% of them voted

in the last election. Construct a 95% confidence interval to estimate the true
proportion of voter turnout.

Of the n = 175 registered voters, ps = 0.54 voted. You are constructing a 95%
confidence interval; the corresponding critical z-score is zc = 1.96. Approximate
the standard error of the proportion using the sample proportion ps.

Calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.

Based on this sample, you can be 95% confident that the true proportion of
voter turnout was between 46.6% and 61.4%.

9.48 A pilot sample of 50 voters found that 30 of them voted in the last election.


NdjYdcÉi`cdl
i]ZedejaVi^dc
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How many more voters must be sampled to construct a 95% interval with a
margin of error equal to 0.04?
Calculate the sample proportion for the pilot sample.

Substitute ps = 0.60, zc = 1.96, and E = 0.04 into the minimum sample size formula
presented in Problem 9.46.

A sample size of 577 voters is required. So far, 50 voters have been polled, so an
additional 577 – 50 = 527 voters need to be sampled.

9.49 In a random sample of 220 men (18 or older), 139 are married. Construct a

98% confidence interval to estimate the true proportion of married men (18
or older).
Calculate the sample proportion.

Approximate the standard error of the proportion.
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Calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.

Based on this sample, you are 98% confident that the true proportion of
married men (18 or older) is between 55.6% and 70.8%.

9.50 Determine the minimum sample size of men (21 or older) required to

construct a 90% confidence interval to estimate the proportion of married
men (21 or older), assuming a 0.05 margin of error.
Because there is no information available to estimate the population
proportion, use ps = 0.5 to provide a conservative estimate of the sample size.

A sample size of 269 men is required.


:VX]d[i]ZhZ
[VXidgh^hhfjVgZY!
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9.51 A random sample of 500 American citizens (who were at least five years old)

contains 96 people who speak a language other than English at home. Construct
a 90% confidence interval to estimate the true proportion of people (five years
old or older) who speak a language other than English at home.
Calculate the sample proportion.

Approximate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.
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9.52 A pilot sample of 75 American citizens (who were at least five years old) found

that 11 of the people spoke a language other than English at home. Determine
the additional number of people that need to be sampled to construct a 90%
confidence interval for the proportion, assuming a margin of error of 0.02.
Calculate the sample proportion for the pilot sample.

Determine the minimum required sample size.

An additional 842 – 75 = 767 people need to be sampled.

9.53 A random sample of 415 women between the ages of 40 and 45 contains 330

mothers. Construct a 92% confidence interval to estimate the true proportion
of women in that age range who are mothers.
Calculate the sample proportion.

Approximate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.

9.54 Determine the minimum sample size required to construct a 92% confidence
interval to estimate the proportion of women between the ages of 35 and 45
who are mothers, assuming a margin of error equal to 0.03.
Because there is no information available to estimate the population
proportion, use ps = 0.50 to provide a conservative estimate of sample size.
Calculate the minimum sample size.

A sample size of 851 women between the ages of 40 and 45 will provide a 92%
confidence interval with a margin of error equal to 0.03.
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HYPOTHESIS TESTING FOR A SINGLE POPULATION

I^bZidgZ _ZXihdbZcjaa]nedi]ZhZh
Hypothesis testing is the cornerstone of inferential statistics. At its heart,
it involves making a statement about a population parameter, such as the
mean or proportion, and then using a sample from the population to
conclude whether that statement is true.
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Chapter Ten — Hypothesis Testing for a Single Population

Introduction to Hypothesis Testing for the Mean
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L]ViVgZcjaaVcYVaiZgcVi^kZ]nedi]ZhZh4
10.1 Describe the null and alternative hypotheses used in hypothesis testing.
A hypothesis is a statement about a population that may or may not be true.
The purpose of hypothesis testing is to make a statistical conclusion about
whether or not to accept such a statement. Every hypothesis test has both a null
hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis.
The null hypothesis, denoted H0, represents the status quo, comparing the
mean of a population to a specific value. The null hypothesis is believed to be
true unless there is overwhelming evidence to the contrary. The alternative
hypothesis, denoted H1, represents the opposite of the null hypothesis; it is true
if the null hypothesis is false. (Some texts denote the alternative hypothesis H A.)
The alternative hypothesis always states that the mean of the population is
less than, greater than, or not equal to a specific value. It is also known as the
research hypothesis because it states the position a researcher is attempting to
establish.

10.2 A lightbulb manufacturer has developed a new lightbulb that it claims has
an average life of more than 1,000 hours. State the null and alternative
hypotheses that would be used to verify this claim.

The alternative, or research, hypothesis represents the claim the company is
attempting to establish: R # 1,000 hours. The null hypothesis is the opposite of
the research hypothesis: R f 1,000 hours. Given an alternative hypothesis that
contains an inequality, convention states that the null hypothesis will include
the possibility of equality.

10.3 A pizza delivery company claims that its average delivery time is less than 45

minutes. State the null and alternative hypotheses that would be used to prove
this claim.


HdbZiZmiWdd`h
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The alternative hypothesis H1 represents the claim the company is attempting
to verify (in this case, that the population mean of the delivery time is less
than 45 minutes). The null hypothesis H 0 is the opposite of H1 and includes the
possibility of equality.

10.4 A cereal manufacturer uses a filling process designed to add 18 ounces of

cereal to each box. State the null and alternative hypotheses the manufacturer
would use to verify the accuracy of this process.
The alternative hypothesis states the goal of the process: to fill each box with 18
ounces of cereal. The null hypothesis is the opposite: a population mean that is
not equal to 18 ounces.
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10.5 Describe Type I and Type II errors in hypothesis testing.
The purpose of a hypothesis test is to verify the validity of a claim about
a population based on a single sample. However, a sample may not be
representative of the population as a whole, which would invalidate the claims
made based on the sample.
Consider Problem 10.4, in which a process is used to fill cereal boxes. If the
sample mean was 16 ounces, the hypothesis test might reject the null hypothesis,
which states that the population mean equals 18 ounces. If the population mean
actually is 18 ounces, the conclusion is wrong. This is known as a Type I error.
The probability of making a Type I error is known as F , the level of significance.
The value for F is determined before the population is sampled; typical values
of F range from 0.01 to 0.10.
If a sample from the filling process had a mean of 18 ounces, the hypothesis
test would fail to reject the null hypothesis. If the filling process is actually not
operating accurately and the population mean is 16 ounces, a Type II error
has occurred. The probability of making a Type II error is known as G, and the
power of the hypothesis test is 1– G.

10.6 Explain how to perform a two-tailed hypothesis test.
A two-tailed hypothesis test is used when the alternative hypothesis is expressed
as “not equal to” a specific value. The cereal box problem (Problem 10.4) is one
such example, because the alternative hypothesis is R | 18. To better understand
the two-tailed hypothesis test, consider the normal distribution curve below.
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The bell curve in the figure represents the sampling distribution for the average
weight of a box of cereal. The mean of the population, R = 18 ounces, according
to the null hypothesis, is the mean of the sampling distribution. The area of the
shaded regions is F , the level of significance.
To conduct a two-tailed hypothesis test, complete the following steps:
Ê

UÊ

iVÌÊ>ÊÃ>«iÊvÊÃâiÊn and calculate the test statistic: in this case, the
sample mean.

Ê

UÊ *ÌÊÌ iÊÃ>«iÊi>ÊÊÌ iÊx-axis of the sampling distribution curve.
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Ê

UÊ vÊÌ iÊÃ>«iÊi>ÊiÃÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊÕÃ >`i`ÊÀi}]Ê`ÊÌÊÀiiVÌÊH 0; you
do not have enough evidence to support H1, the alternative hypothesis.

Ê

UÊ vÊÌ iÊÃ>«iÊi>ÊiÃÊÜÌ ÊiÌ iÀÊvÊÌ iÊÃ >`i`ÊÀi}ÃÊÜÊ
as the rejection region), reject H 0; you have sufficient evidence to
support H1.

Because there are two rejection regions in the preceding figure, this procedure
is called a two-tailed hypothesis test.

10.7 Explain how to perform a one-tailed hypothesis test.
A one-tailed hypothesis test is used when the alternative hypothesis is expressed
as “greater than” or “less than” a specific value. The pizza delivery problem
(Problem 10.3) is one such example, because the alternative hypothesis is
R < 45. Consider the figure below.

A one-tailed test has only one rejection region: in this case, the shaded area
on the left side the distribution. The area of this shaded region is based on F .
Follow the same procedure you used for the two-tailed test (outlined in Problem
10.6) and plot the sample mean. (In Problem 10.3, the mean is 45 minutes.) Two
possible outcomes may occur:
Ê

UÊ vÊÌ iÊÃ>«iÊi>ÊiÃÊÊÌ iÊÕÃ >`i`ÊÀi}]Ê`ÊÌÊÀiiVÌÊH0; you do
not have enough evidence to support the alternative hypothesis.

Ê

UÊ vÊÌ iÊÃ>«iÊi>ÊiÃÊÊÌ iÊÃ >`i`ÊÀiiVÌÊÀi}]ÊÀiiVÌÊH0; you have
enough evidence to support H1.

In the pizza delivery time example, the company can only reject the null
hypothesis (the delivery time is 45 minutes or longer) if the sample mean is low
enough to fall within the shaded region.
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Hypothesis Testing for the Mean with n v 30 and Sigma
Known

8Vaa^c\dci]ZXZcigVaa^b^ii]ZdgZbdcXZV\V^c
Note: Problems 10.8–10.10 refer to a company that claims the average time a customer waits
on hold is less than 5 minutes. A sample of 35 customers has an average wait time of 4.78
minutes. Assume the population standard deviation for wait time is 1.8 minutes.

10.8 Test the company’s claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

The hypotheses are written in terms of “less than” or “greater than,” so a onetailed test is used. You are attempting to verify that the population mean is
less than 5 minutes, so the rejection region is 5% of the total area beneath the
normal curve less than the sample mean.


I]^hVgZV^h
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If the shaded rejection region has an area of F = 0.5, the area between the mean
of the distribution and the rejection region is 0.50 – 0.05 = 0.45. According to
Reference Table 1, the corresponding critical z-score is zc = –1.64. Note that zc is
negative because it is on the left side of the mean.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Now calculate , the z-score of the sample mean, if the population mean is
R = 5 minutes.
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Plot both z-scores, as illustrated below.
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Because does not lie in the shaded rejection region (–0.72 is not less than
–1.64), there is not enough evidence to support the alternative hypothesis. Thus,
you cannot conclude, based on this sample, that the average wait time is less
than 5 minutes.
Note: Problems 10.8–10.10 refer to a company that claims the average time a customer waits
on hold is less than 5 minutes. A sample of 35 customers has an average wait time of 4.78
minutes. Assume the population standard deviation for wait time is 1.8 minutes.
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10.9 Verify your answer to Problem 10.8 by comparing the sample mean
the critical sample mean .

to

The critical sample mean is the sum of the population mean R = 5 and the
product of the critical z-score zc and the standard error of the mean .

In order to reject the null hypothesis that the population mean is less than
5 minutes, the sample mean needs to be less than 4.5 minutes. However, the
sample mean is 4.78 minutes; there is insufficient evidence to support the
alternative hypothesis.
Note: Problems 10.8–10.10 refer to a company that claims the average time a customer waits
on hold is less than 5 minutes. A sample of 35 customers has an average wait time of 4.78
minutes. Assume the population standard deviation for wait time is 1.8 minutes.

10.10 Verify your answer to Problem 10.8 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

The p-value is the observed level of significance, the smallest level of significance
at which the null hypothesis can be rejected. When the p-value is less than the
level of significance F, you reject the null hypothesis; otherwise, you fail to reject
the null hypothesis.
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Recall that the z-score of the sample mean is z 4.78 = –0.72. Calculate the
probability that the sample mean lies in the shaded region of the distribution
illustrated in Problem 10.8.


I]^hXdbZh[gdb
GZ[ZgZcXZIVWaZ&#
Because the p-value is greater than F = 0.05, you fail to reject the null hypothesis
and must conclude that there is not enough evidence to support the company’s
claim.
Note: Problems 10.11–10.14 refer to a computer company that claims its laptop batteries
average more than 3.5 hours of use per charge. A sample of 45 batteries last an average of
3.72 hours. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.7 hours.

10.11 Test the company’s claim at the F = 0.10 significance level by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

Use a one-tailed test to identify the rejection region, which is—like the sample
mean—greater than the proposed population mean R = 3.5 hours. If the
shaded rejection region has an area of F = 0.10, the area between the mean
of the distribution and the rejection region is 0.50 – 0.10 = 0.40. According to
Reference Table 1, the corresponding critical z-score is zc = 1.28.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

>ci]^h
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Calculate the z-score for the sample mean.
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Consider the figure below, which illustrates both z-scores.
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Because 2.11 # 1.28, there is sufficient evidence to support the company’s claim
that its laptop batteries will average more than 3.5 hours of use per charge.
Note: Problems 10.11–10.14 refer to a computer company that claims its laptop batteries
average more than 3.5 hours of use per charge. A sample of 45 batteries last an average of
3.72 hours. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.7 hours.

10.12 Test the company’s claim at the F = 0.01 significance level by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score.

If the shaded rejection region has an area of F = 0.01, the area between the
mean of the distribution and the rejection region is 0.50 – 0.01 = 0.49. The
corresponding critical z-score is zc = 2.33.
The values of the sample mean, the population mean, and the standard error
of the mean are unaffected by the change in the significance level. According
. In Problem 10.11, you rejected the null hypothesis
to Problem 10.11,
because was greater than the critical z-score zc = 1.28.

'#&&1'#((

In this problem, however, the critical z-score is higher, because of the change
, so you fail to reject the null hypothesis and
in the level of significance:
cannot support the company’s claim. Lowering F from 0.10 to 0.01 makes
rejecting the null hypothesis a more formidable challenge.
Note: Problems 10.11–10.14 refer to a computer company that claims its laptop batteries
average more than 3.5 hours of use per charge. A sample of 45 batteries last an average of
3.72 hours. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.7 hours.

10.13 Verify your answer to Problem 10.11 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean

at an F = 0.10 level of significance.

According to Problem 10.11, zc = 1.28 and
sample mean .
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You can reject the null hypothesis if the batteries in the sample have an average
charge of at least 3.634 hours. The sample mean is
, so there is enough
evidence to reject H0 and support the company’s claim.
Note: Problems 10.11–10.14 refer to a computer company that claims its laptop batteries
average more than 3.5 hours of use per charge. A sample of 45 batteries last an average of
3.72 hours. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.7 hours.

10.14 Verify your answer to Problem 10.11 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.10.

According to Problem 10.11, if you assume that 3.5 is the population mean, then
the z-score of the sample mean is z 3.72 = 2.11. The p-value is the probability that a
randomly selected sample could have a mean greater than 2.11.

Because the p-value 0.0174 is less than the level of significance F = 0.10, you
reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is enough evidence to support
the company’s claim.
Note: In Problems 10.15–10.18, a researcher is testing the claim that the average adult
consumes 1.7 cups of coffee per day. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.5 cups
per day.

10.15 A sample of 30 adults averaged 1.85 cups of coffee per day. Test the

researcher’s claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score.
Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.
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The hypotheses are written in terms of “equal to” and “not equal to,” so a twotailed test is used. Half of F = 0.05 is placed on the left side of the distribution
and half is placed on the right, as illustrated in the figure below.
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Each shaded region has an area of 0.025 (half of 0.05), so the areas between the
mean and each shaded region are 0.50 – 0.025 = 0.475. According to Reference
Table 1, the corresponding critical z-scores are zc = –1.96 and zc = 1.96. In order
to reject the null hypothesis, the z-score of the sample mean must be less than
–1.96 or greater than 1.96.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate , the z-score of the sample mean.
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Because z1.85 is neither less than –1.96 nor greater than 1.96, the amount of
coffee consumed by the average adult is not significantly greater or less than 1.7
cups per day. The claim appears to be valid.
Note: In Problems 10.15–10.18, a researcher is testing the claim that the average adult
consumes 1.7 cups of coffee per day. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.5 cups
per day.
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10.16 A sample of 60 adults averaged 1.85 cups of coffee per day. Test the

researcher’s claim at the F = 0.05 level of significance by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score.
The null and alternative hypotheses are the same as in Problem 10.15, as are the
critical z-scores zc = t1.96. However, the standard error of the mean is different
because of the change in sample size.

Calculate z-score of the sample mean
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Because 2.33 # 1.96, the z-score of the mean lies within the rejection region,
and there is sufficient evidence to support the researcher’s claim. There is a
statistically significant difference between 1.7 and 1.85 daily cups of coffee at the
F = 0.05 level of significance, when n = 60.
Note: In Problems 10.15–10.18, a researcher is testing the claim that the average adult
consumes 1.7 cups of coffee per day. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.5 cups
per day.
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10.17 Verify your answer to Problem 10.15 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.15, the critical z-scores at the F = 0.05 significance
level are zc = t1.96 and
. Because you are applying a two-tailed test,
to the population mean and
calculate two critical sample means by adding
subtracting it from the population mean.

In order to reject the null hypothesis, the sample mean must be less than 1.52 or
greater than 1.88. The sample in Problem 10.15 had a mean of 1.85, which is not
large enough to reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.15–10.18, a researcher is testing the claim that the average adult
consumes 1.7 cups of coffee per day. Assume the population standard deviation is 0.5 cups
per day.

10.18 Verify your answer to Problem 10.15 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance.

You are applying a two-tailed test, so multiply the p-value you would calculate
with a one-tailed test by two. According to Problem 10.15, the z-score of the
sample mean is z1.85 = 1.64.

Because the p-value is greater than F = 0.05, you fail to reject the null
hypothesis.
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Note: Problems 10.19–10.21 refer to a claim that the average SAT math score for graduating
high school students in the state of Virginia has recently exceeded 500. A sample of 70
students from Virginia had an average SAT math score of 530. Assume the population
standard deviation for Virginia students’ math SAT scores is 125.

10.19 Test the claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

The hypotheses are stated in terms of “greater than” and “less than,” so a
one-tailed test is used. The alternative hypothesis contains “greater than,” so
the rejection region has a critical z-score boundary that is greater than the
population mean of 500.
Recall that zc = 1.64. In order to reject the null hypothesis, the z-score of the
sample mean will need to be more than 1.64 standard deviations above the
mean.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score of the sample mean.

Because z 530 = 2.01 is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H0 and conclude that there
is sufficient evidence to support the claim that the average SAT math score of
Virginia students has recently exceeded 500.
Note: Problems 10.19–10.21 refer to a claim that the average SAT math score for graduating
high school students in the state of Virginia has recently exceeded 500. A sample of 70
students from Virginia had an average SAT math score of 530. Assume the population
standard deviation for Virginia students’ math SAT scores is 125.

10.20 Verify your answer to Problem 10.19 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.19, zc = 1.64 and
sample mean.

. Calculate the critical

Because the sample mean
is greater than the critical sample mean
, you reject the null hypothesis.
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Note: Problems 10.19–10.21 refer to a claim that the average SAT math score for graduating
high school students in the state of Virginia has recently exceeded 500. A sample of 70
students from Virginia had an average SAT math score of 530. Assume the population
standard deviation for Virginia students’ math SAT scores is 125.

10.21 Verify your answer to Problem 10.19 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 10.19, z 530 = 2.01. Calculate the probability that a
random sample has a mean that is 2.01 standard deviations or more above the
population mean R = 500.

The null hypothesis is rejected when the level of significance is greater than or
equal to F = 0.0222. Here, 0.05 # 0.0222, so you reject the null hypothesis.

Hypothesis Testing for the Mean with n < 30 and Sigma
Known
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Note: Problems 10.22–10.24 refer to a random sample of 20 undergraduate students who
worked an average of 13.5 hours per week for a university. Assume the population is
normally distributed with a standard deviation of 5 hours per week.

10.22 Test the claim that the average student works less than 15 hours per week

at the F = 0.02 significance level by comparing the calculated z-score to the
critical z-score.
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Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

Apply a one-tailed test on the left side of the sampling distribution, to
determine whether the sample mean of 13.5 is significantly less than the
proposed population mean of 15. If the rejection region has an area of F = 0.02,
the area between the mean and the rejection region is 0.50 – 0.02 = 0.48, which
has a corresponding z-score of zc = –2.05. Note that zc is negative because the
rejection region is on the left side of the distribution.
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Calculate the standard error of the mean.
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Now calculate the z-score of the sample mean.

Because z13.5 = –1.34 is not less than the critical z-score zc = –2.05, the sample
mean does not lie within the rejection region and you fail to reject H 0. You
cannot conclude that the average student works less than 15 hours per week.
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Note: Problems 10.22–10.24 refer to a random sample of 20 undergraduate students who
worked an average of 13.5 hours per week for a university. Assume the population is
normally distributed with a standard deviation of 5 hours per week.

10.23 Verify your answer to Problem 10.22 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.22, zc = –2.05 and
sample mean.

. Calculate the critical

The sample mean is
, which is not low enough to reject the sample mean,
because it is not less than 12.71. Thus, you fail to reject the null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 10.22–10.24 refer to a random sample of 20 undergraduate students who
worked an average of 13.5 hours per week for a university. Assume the population is
normally distributed with a standard deviation of 5 hours per week.

10.24 Verify your answer to Problem 10.22 by comparing the p-value and the
significance level F = 0.02.

According to Problem 10.22, z13.5 = –1.34. Calculate the corresponding p-value.

The p-value is greater than F = 0.02, so you fail to reject the null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 10.25–10.27 refer to a random sample of 25 cars that passed a specific
interstate milepost at an average speed of 67.4 miles per hour. Assume the speed of cars
passing that milepost is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 6 miles per hour.
A researcher claims that the average speed of the population is not 65 miles per hour.

10.25 Test the claim at the F = 0.10 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.
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Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

Apply a two-tailed test, dividing F = 0.10 in half and defining rejection regions
of area 0.05 on the left and right sides of the distribution. The area between the
mean and each rejection region is 0.50 – 0.05 = 0.45; according to Reference
Table 1, the corresponding critical z-scores are zc = t1.64.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score of the sample mean.

Because z 67.4 = 2 is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H 0 and conclude that the
average speed is not 65 miles per hour.
Note: Problems 10.25–10.27 refer to a random sample of 25 cars that passed a specific
interstate milepost at an average speed of 67.4 miles per hour. Assume the speed of cars
passing that milepost is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 6 miles per hour.
A researcher claims that the average speed of the population is not 65 miles per hour.

10.26 Verify your answer to Problem 10.25 by comparing the sample mean to the
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critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.25, zc = t1.64 and
. Calculate the critical sample
means, both greater and less than the population mean R = 65.

A sample mean that is less than 63.03 or greater than 66.97 allows you to reject
the null hypothesis. In this problem,
is greater than 66.97, so you reject
the null hypothesis.
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Note: Problems 10.25–10.27 refer to a random sample of 25 cars that passed a specific
interstate milepost at an average speed of 67.4 miles per hour. Assume the speed of cars
passing that milepost is normally distributed with a standard deviation of 6 miles per hour.
A researcher claims that the average speed of the population is not 65 miles per hour.

10.27 Verify your answer to Problem 10.25 by comparing the p-value to the F = 0.10
significance level.

According to Problem 10.25, z 67.4 = 2. You are applying a two-tailed test, so
multiply the p-value for a one-tailed test by two.

You can reject the null hypothesis when the significance level is greater than or
equal to 0.0456. In this problem, the significance level is 0.10, so you reject the
null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.28–10.30, a professor claims the average class size at a university is
greater than 35 students because a random sample of 18 classes contained an average of 38.1
students. Assume the class size distribution is normal with a population standard deviation
of 7.6 students.

10.28 Test the claim at the F = 0.01 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.
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The critical z-score for a one-tailed test on the right side of the distribution is
zc = 2.33 when F = 0.01. Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for the sample mean.

Because z 38.1 = 1.73 is less than zc = 2.33, you fail to reject H0 and conclude there is
insufficient evidence to support the claim.
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Note: In Problems 10.28–10.30, a professor claims the average class size at a university is
greater than 35 students because a random sample of 18 classes contained an average of 38.1
students. Assume the class size distribution is normal with a population standard deviation
of 7.6 students.

10.29 Verify your answer to Problem 10.28 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.28, zc = 2.33 and
sample mean.

. Calculate the critical

The sample mean
is less than the critical sample mean
fail to reject the null hypothesis.

39.17, so you

Note: In Problems 10.28–10.30, a professor claims the average class size at a university is
greater than 35 students because a random sample of 18 classes contained an average of 38.1
students. Assume the class size distribution is normal with a population standard deviation
of 7.6 students.

10.30 Verify your answer to Problem 10.28 by comparing the p-value to the F = 0.01
significance level.

According to Problem 10.28, z 38.1 = 1.73. The p-value is the probability that the
sample mean could be greater than 38.1, assuming the population mean is
R = 35.

The p-value 0.0418 is greater than the significance level F = 0.01, so you fail to
reject H0.
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Hypothesis Testing for the Mean with n < 30 and Sigma
Unknown

7g^c\^c\WVX`i]Zi"Y^hig^Wji^dc
10.31 Describe the hypothesis testing procedure used when sample sizes are less
than 30 and the population standard deviation is unknown.

When the population standard deviation is unknown, use the sample standard
deviation to approximate it. Additionally, you should apply the t-distribution
in place of the normal distribution. When the sample size is less than 30, it is
important that the population be normally distributed, because you cannot
apply the central limit theorem.
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Recall that Reference Table 2 lists probabilities for the t-distribution. Note that
it is not possible to discern p-values using the table, as is possible for normally
distributed data and the corresponding z-scores. Statistical software, however,
can provide these p-values if absolutely required.
Note: Problems 10.32–10.33 refer to a claim that houses in a particular community average
less than 90 days on the market. A random sample of 9 homes averaged 77.4 days on the
market with a sample standard deviation of 29.6 days. Assume the population is normally
distributed.

10.32 Test the claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the calculated
t-score to the critical t-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.
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The sample size is n = 9; calculate the corresponding degrees of freedom.
df = n – 1 = 9 – 1 = 8
You are applying a one-tailed test with a significance level of F = 0.05 and
df = 8. Consider the excerpt from Reference Table 2 below. The critical t-value,
tc , is the intersection of row df = 8 and 1-Tailed significance level 0.0500,
underlined below.
Probabilities Under the t-Distribution Curve
1-Tailed 0.2000 0.1500 0.1000 0.0500 0.0250 0.0100 0.0050 0.0010 0.0005
2-Tailed 0.4000 0.3000 0.2000 0.1000 0.0500 0.0200 0.0100 0.0020 0.0010
Conf Lev 0.6000 0.7000 0.8000 0.9000 0.9500 0.9800 0.9900 0.9980 0.9990
df

------------------–------------------------–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

1

1.376

1.963

3.078

6.314

12.706 31.821 63.657 318.31 636.62

2

1.061

1.386

1.886

2.920

4.303

6.965

9.925

3

0.978

1.250

1.638

2.353

3.182

4.541

5.841

10.215 12.924

4

0.941

1.190

1.533

2.132

2.776

3.747

4.604

7.173

8.610

5

0.920

1.156

1.476

2.015

2.571

3.365

4.032

5.893

6.869

6

0.906

1.134

1.440

1.943

2.447

3.143

3.707

5.208

5.959

7

0.896

1.119

1.415

1.895

2.365

2.998

3.499

4.785

5.408

22.327 31.599

8

0.889

1.108

1.397

1.860

2.306

2.896

3.355

4.501

5.041

9

0.883

1.100

1.383

1.833

2.262

2.821

3.250

4.297

4.781

10

0.879

1.093

1.372

1.812

2.228

2.764

3.169

4.144

4.587

The alternative hypothesis contains “less than,” so the rejection region is left of
the mean and tc must be a negative number: tc = –1.860. In order to reject the
null hypothesis, the t-score of the sample mean will have to be less than –1.860,
farther than 1.860 standard deviations left of the population mean.
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Calculate the approximate standard error of the mean.

Calculate the t-score of the sample mean.

Because t77.4 = –1.28 is greater than tc = –1.860, you fail to reject H0 and conclude
that there is not sufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: Problems 10.32–10.33 refer to a claim that houses in a particular community average
less than 90 days on the market. A random sample of 9 homes averaged 77.4 days on the
market with a sample standard deviation of 29.6 days. Assume the population is normally
distributed.

10.33 Verify your answer to problem 10.32 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.32, tc = –1.860 and
sample mean.

. Calculate the critical

In order to lie in the rejection region, which is left of the population mean, the
sample mean must be less than 71.65. However, 77.4 # 71.65 so you fail to reject
the null hypothesis.


>[i]ZgZ_ZXi^dc
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Note: In Problems 10.34–10.35, an auditor claims that the average annual salary of a
project manager at a construction company exceeds $82,000. A random sample of 20 project
managers had an average salary of $89,600, with a sample standard deviation of $12,700.
Assume the salaries of the managers are normally distributed.

10.34 Test the claim at the F = 0.01 significance level by comparing the calculated
t-score to the critical t-score.

=&XdciV^ch
Æ\gZViZgi]Vc!Çhd
i]ZgZ_ZXi^dcgZ\^dc
^hg^\]id[i]ZbZVc
VcYiX^hedh^i^kZ#

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

A sample of 20 salaries has df = 20 – 1 = 19 degrees of freedom. According to
Reference Table 2, the corresponding critical t-score for a one-tailed test is
tc = 2.539.
Calculate the approximate standard error of the mean.
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Calculate the t-score of the sample mean.

Because t 89,600 = 2.68 is greater than tc = 2.539, you reject H 0 and conclude that
there is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: In Problems 10.34–10.35, an auditor claims that the average annual salary of a
project manager at a construction company exceeds $82,000. A random sample of 20 project
managers had an average salary of $89,600 with a sample standard deviation of $12,700.
Assume the salaries of the managers are normally distributed.

10.35 Verify your answer to Problem 10.34 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.34, tc = 2.539 and
sample mean.

. Calculate the critical

Because the sample mean
is more than the critical sample mean
, you reject the null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 10.36–10.37 refer to a claim that the average cost for a family of four to
attend a Major League Baseball game is not equal to $172. A random sample of 22 families
reported an average cost of $189.34, with a sample standard deviation of $33.65. Assume the
population is normally distributed.

10.36 Test the claim at the 0.10 level of significance by comparing the calculated
t-score to the critical t-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

This problem requires a two-tailed test with df = 22 – 1 = 21 and F = 0.10. The
corresponding critical t-score in Reference Table 2 is tc = 1.721. A two-tailed test
has two rejection regions—one on each side of the mean—so t c = t1.721.
In order to reject the null hypothesis, the sample mean must have a t-score of
less than –1.721 or more than 1.721. Calculate the approximate standard error
of the mean.

Calculate the t-score of the sample mean.
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Because t189.34 = 2.42 is greater than tc = 1.721, you reject H 0 and conclude that
there is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: Problems 10.36–10.37 refer to a claim that the average cost for a family of four to
attend a Major League Baseball game is not equal to $172. A random sample of 22 families
reported an average cost of $189.34, with a sample standard deviation of $33.65. Assume the
population is normally distributed.

10.37 Verify your answer to Problem 10.36 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.36, tc = t1.721 and
. Calculate the critical
sample means that bound the rejection regions left and right of the population
mean R = 172.


NdjXdjaY
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Because the sample mean
is more than
, you reject the
null hypothesis and conclude that there is sufficient evidence to support the
claim.
Note: In Problems 10.38–10.39, an insurance company claims that the average automobile
on the road today is less than 6 years old. A random sample of 15 cars had an average age of
5.4 years with a sample standard deviation of 1.1 years. Assume the population is normally
distributed.

10.38 Test the claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the calculated
t-score to the critical t-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.
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This problem uses a one-tailed test with df = 14 degrees of freedom and a
significance level of F = 0.05. The rejection region is left of the mean, so
tc = –1.761.
Calculate the approximate standard error of the mean. You can reject the null
hypothesis only if the t-score of the sample mean is less than –1.761.

Calculate the t-score of the sample mean.

Because t 5.4 = –2.11 is less than tc = –1.761, you reject H 0 and conclude that there
is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
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Note: In Problems 10.38–10.39, an insurance company claims that the average automobile
on the road today is less than 6 years old. A random sample of 15 cars had an average age of
5.4 years with a sample standard deviation of 1.1 years. Assume the population is normally
distributed.

10.39 Verify your answer to Problem 10.38 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.38, tc = –1.761 and
sample mean.

. Calculate the critical

The sample mean
is less than the critical sample mean
reject the null hypothesis.

, so you

Note: In Problems 10.40–10.41, a golfer claims that the average score at a particular
course is not equal to 96. A random sample of 18 golfers shot an average score of 93.7, with
a sample standard deviation of 22.8. Assume the population of golf scores is normally
distributed.

10.40 Test the claim at the F = 0.02 significance level by comparing the calculated
t-score to the critical t-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

Apply a two-tailed test with df = 18 – 1 = 17 and F = 0.02. According to Reference
Table 2, tc = t2.567. Calculate the approximate standard error of the mean.

Calculate the t-score of the sample mean.

Because t 93.7 = –0.43 is neither less than tc = –2.567 nor greater than tc = 2.567, you
fail to reject H0 and conclude that there is insufficient evidence to support the
claim.
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Note: In Problems 10.40–10.41, a golfer claims that the average score at a particular
course is not equal to 96. A random sample of 18 golfers shot an average score of 93.7, with
a sample standard deviation of 22.8. Assume the population of golf scores is normally
distributed.

10.41 Verify your answer to Problem 10.40 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.40, tc = t2.567 and
. Calculate the critical
sample means left and right of the population mean R = 96.

Because the sample mean
is neither less than 82.20 nor greater than
109.80, you fail to reject the null hypothesis.

Hypothesis Testing for the Mean with n # 30 and Sigma
Unknown

A^`Zi]ZaVhihZXi^dc!Wjil^i]o"hXdgZh
10.42 What impact does a large sample size have on hypothesis testing for the mean
when the population standard deviation is unknown?

The t-distribution should be used whenever the sample standard deviation s
is used in place of the population standard deviation X. However, when the
sample size reaches 30 or more, t-scores approximate z-scores from the normal
distribution. Thus, the normal distribution can be used to approximate the
t-distribution when n v 30.
Statistical software programs will continue to use t-values rather than
approximate them, because they are not limited to a finite number of values in
a table. Therefore, these programs will yield slightly different results.
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Note: In Problems 10.43–10.45, a wireless phone company claims that its customers’ cell
phone bills average less than $100 per month. A random sample of 75 customers reported an
average monthly bill of $94.25 with a sample standard deviation of $17.38.

10.43 Test the claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.
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Use the normal distribution to approximate the t-distribution, as n = 75 is
greater than 30. A one-tailed test on the left side of the distribution at the
F = 0.05 significance level has a critical z-score of zc = –1.64; the null hypothesis
is rejected only if the z-score of the sample mean is less than –1.64.
Approximate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score of the sample mean.

Because z 94.25 = –2.86 is less than zc = –1.64, you reject H0 and conclude that there
is sufficient evidence to support the claim that the average cell phone bill is less
than $100 per month.
Note: In Problems 10.43–10.45, a wireless phone company claims that its customers’ cell
phone bills average less than $100 per month. A random sample of 75 customers reported an
average monthly bill of $94.25 with a sample standard deviation of $17.38.

10.44 Verify your answer to Problem 10.43 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.43, zc = –1.64 and
sample mean.

Because the sample mean
hypothesis.
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is less than

. Calculate the critical

, you reject the null

Note: In Problems 10.43–10.45, a wireless phone company claims that its customers’ cell
phone bills average less than $100 per month. A random sample of 75 customers reported an
average monthly bill of $94.25 with a sample standard deviation of $17.38.

10.45 Verify your answer to Problem 10.43 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 10.43,
. The p-value is the probability that a
randomly chosen sample could have a mean more than 2.86 standard deviations
below the population mean of R = 100.

As long as F # 0.0021, you are able to reject the null hypothesis. In this problem,
F = 0.05, so you reject the null hypothesis.
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Note: In Problems 10.46–10.48, a researcher claims that the average college student spends
more than 16 hours on the Internet per month. A random sample of 60 college students spent
an average of 17.3 hours online per month, with a sample standard deviation of 5.3 hours.

10.46 Test the claim at the F = 0.02 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

A one-tailed test at the F = 0.02 significance level with a rejection region on the
right side of the distribution has a critical z-score of zc = 2.05. In order to reject
the null hypothesis, the z-score of the sample mean must be greater than or
equal to 2.05.

HZZ
EgdWaZb&%#''#

Approximate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score of the sample mean.

You fail to reject H0 because z17.3 < zc ; the sample does not provide sufficient
evidence to support the claim.
Note: In Problems 10.46–10.48, a researcher claims that the average college student spends
more than 16 hours on the Internet per month. A random sample of 60 college students spent
an average of 17.3 hours online per month, with a sample standard deviation of 5.3 hours.

10.47 Verify your answer to Problem 10.46 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.46, zc = 2.05 and
sample mean.

The sample mean
hypothesis.

is less than

. Calculate the critical

40, so you fail to reject the null
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Note: In Problems 10.46–10.48, a researcher claims that the average college student spends
more than 16 hours on the Internet per month. A random sample of 60 college students spent
an average of 17.3 hours online per month, with a sample standard deviation of 5.3 hours.

10.48 Verify your answer to Problem 10.46 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.02.

According to Problem 10.46, zc = 1.90. Calculate the probability that a random
sample will have a mean more than 1.90 standard deviations above the
population mean of R = 17.3.

The level of significance F = 0.02 does not exceed the p-value 0.0287, so you fail
to reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.49–10.51, a study claims that the average annual tuition for private
high schools is more than $7,000. A random sample of 55 private high schools had an
average annual tuition of $7,225 and a sample standard deviation of $1,206.

10.49 Test the claim at the F = 0.10 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.


HZZEgdWaZb&%#&&#

A one-tailed test at the F = 0.10 level of significance with a rejection region right
of the distribution has a critical z-score of zc = 1.28
Calculate the approximate standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score of the sample mean.

Because z 7,225 = 1.38 is greater than zc = 1.28, you reject H 0 and conclude there is
sufficient evidence to support the claim.
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Note: In Problems 10.49–10.51, a study claims that the average annual tuition for private
high schools is more than $7,000. A random sample of 55 private high schools had an
average annual tuition of $7,225 and a sample standard deviation of $1,206.

10.50 Verify your answer to Problem 10.49 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.49, zc = 1.28 and
sample mean.

. Calculate the critical

The sample mean
is greater than the critical sample mean
, so you reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.49–10.51, a study claims that the average annual tuition for private
high schools is more than $7,000. A random sample of 55 private high schools had an
average annual tuition of $7,225 and a sample standard deviation of $1,206.

10.51 Verify your answer to Problem 10.49 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.10.

According to Problem 10.49, z7,225 = 1.38. Calculate the probability that a
random sample has a mean 1.38 standard deviations above the population
mean R = 7,000.

The p-value 0.0838 is less than the significance level F = 0.10, so you reject the
null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.52–10.54, a breeder claims that the average weight of an adult male
Labrador retriever is not equal to 70 pounds. A random sample of 45 male Labradors
weighed an average of 72.6 pounds, with a sample standard deviation of 14.1 pounds.

10.52 Test the claim at the F = 0.01 confidence level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

Apply a two-tailed test, with rejection regions of area 0.01 ÷ 2 = 0.005 at both
ends of the distribution. The area beneath the normal curve between R = 70
and the rejection region is 0.5 – 0.005 = 0.495, which has corresponding critical
z-scores zc = t2.57. Thus, you can reject H 0 if the z-score of the sample mean is
either less than –2.57 or greater than 2.57.
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Calculate the approximate standard error of the mean.

Calculate the z-score for the sample mean.

Because z 72.6 = 1.24 is neither less than –2.57 nor greater than 2.57, you fail to
reject H 0 and conclude that there is insufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: In Problems 10.52–10.54, a breeder claims that the average weight of an adult male
Labrador retriever is not equal to 70 pounds. A random sample of 45 male Labradors
weighed an average of 72.6 pounds, with a sample standard deviation of 14.1 pounds.

10.53 Verify your answer to Problem 10.52 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.52, zc = t2.57 and
. Calculate the critical
sample means that define the boundaries of the rejection regions.

The sample mean
is neither less than 64.60 nor greater than 75.40, so
you fail to reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.52–10.54, a breeder claims that the average weight of an adult male
Labrador retriever is not equal to 70 pounds. A random sample of 45 male Labradors
weighed an average of 72.6 pounds, with a sample standard deviation of 14.1 pounds.

10.54 Verify your answer to Problem 10.52 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.01.

According to Problem 10.52, z72.6 = 1.24. Calculate the probability that the mean
of a random sample will be greater than 1.24 standard deviations above the
mean and double it because you are applying a two-tailed test.

The significance level F = 0.01 does not exceed the p-value 0.215, so you fail to
reject the null hypothesis.
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Hypothesis Testing for the Proportion

IZhi^c\eZgXZciV\Zh^chiZVYd[bZVch
10.55 Explain how to conduct a hypothesis test for a proportion.
Hypothesis testing for the proportion investigates claims about a population
proportion based on a sample proportion. Recall that ps, the proportion of
successes in a sample, is equal to the number of successes s divided by the
sample size n:

.

The standard error of the proportion , in which p is the population
proportion, and the calculated z-score zp for the sample proportion are
evaluated using the formulas below.

In order to reject the null hypothesis, zp will be compared to a critical z-score
zc , the value of which will depend on the level of significance F stated in the
problem.
Note: In Problems 10.56–10.58, a government bureau claims that more than 50% of U.S. tax
returns were filed electronically last year. A random sample of 150 tax returns for last year
contained 86 that were filed electronically.

10.56 Test the claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

The alternative hypothesis is stated in terms of “greater than,” so a one-tailed
test at a F = 0.05 significance level is applied; the corresponding critical z-score
is zc = 1.64. The z-score of the sample proportion will need to be greater than
1.64 to reject the null hypothesis.
Calculate the sample proportion.

Calculate the standard error of the proportion.
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Calculate zp , the z-score for the sample proportion.

Because z 0.50 = 1.79 is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H 0 and conclude that there
is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: In Problems 10.56–10.58, a government bureau claims that more than 50% of U.S. tax
returns were filed electronically last year. A random sample of 150 tax returns for last year
contained 86 that were filed electronically.

10.57 Verify your answer to Problem 10.56 by comparing the sample proportion to
the critical sample proportion.

According to Problem 10.56, zc = 1.64 and Xp = 0.0408. Calculate the critical
sample proportion pc .

The sample proportion ps = 0.57333 is greater than the critical sample
proportion pc = 0.567, so you reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.56–10.58, a government bureau claims that more than 50% of U.S. tax
returns were filed electronically last year. A random sample of 150 tax returns for last year
contained 86 that were filed electronically.

10.58 Verify your answer to Problem 10.56 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 10.56, z 0.573 = 1.79. Calculate the probability that the mean
of a random sample is more than 1.79 standard deviations above the population
mean.

Because F = 0.05 exceeds the p-value 0.0368, you reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.59–10.61, a nationwide poll claims that the president of the United
States has less than a 64% approval rating. In a random sample of 125 people, 74 people
gave the president a positive approval rating.

10.59 Test the claim at the F = 0.02 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.
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The alternative hypothesis claims that p < 0.64, so a one-tailed test is applied,
with a rejection region on the left side of the distribution with a critical z-score
of –2.05. In order to reject the null hypothesis, zp will have to be less than –2.05.
The sample proportion is
proportion.

HZZEgdWaZb&%#''#

. Calculate the standard error of the

Calculate the z-score of the sample proportion.

Because z 0.592 = –1.12 is not less than zc = –2.05, you fail to reject H 0 and conclude
that the sample provides insufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: In Problems 10.59–10.61, a nationwide poll claims that the president of the United
States has less than a 64% approval rating. In a random sample of 125 people, 74 people
gave the president a positive approval rating.

10.60 Verify your answer to Problem 10.59 by comparing the sample proportion to
the critical sample proportion.

According to Problem 10.59, zc = –2.05 and Xp = 0.04293. Calculate the critical
sample proportion pc .

The sample proportion ps = 0.592 is not less than the critical sample proportion
pc = 0.552, so you fail to reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.59–10.61, a nationwide poll claims that the president of the United
States has less than a 64% approval rating. In a random sample of 125 people, 74 people
gave the president a positive approval rating.
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10.61 Verify your answer to Problem 10.59 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.02.

According to Problem 10.59, z 0.592 = –1.12. Calculate the probability that the
proportion of a random sample is more than 1.12 standard deviations below the
population proportion p = 0.64.
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The significance level F = 0.02 does not exceed the p-value 0.1314, so you fail to
reject the null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 10.62–10.64 refer to a claim that the proportion of U.S. households that
watches the Super Bowl on television is not 40%. In a random sample, 72 of 140 households
had watched the most recent Super Bowl.

10.62 Test the claim at the F = 0.05 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.


HZZEgdWaZb&%#&*
#
A two-tailed test at the F = 0.05 significance level has critical z-scores zc = t1.96.
The sample proportion is
proportion.

. Calculate the standard error of the

Calculate the z-score for the sample proportion.

Because z 0.514 = 2.75 is greater than zc = 1.96, you reject H0 and conclude that
there is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: Problems 10.62–10.64 refer to a claim that the proportion of U.S. households that
watches the Super Bowl on television is not 40%. In a random sample, 72 of 140 households
had watched the most recent Super Bowl.

10.63 Verify your answer to Problem 10.62 by comparing the calculated sample
proportion to the critical sample proportion.

According to Problem 10.62, zc = t1.96 and
. Calculate the critical
sample proportions that bound the left and right rejection regions.
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Because the sample proportion ps = 0.514 is greater than pc = 0.481, you reject the
null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 10.62–10.64 refer to a claim that the proportion of U.S. households that
watches the Super Bowl on television is not 40%. In a random sample, 72 of 140 households
had watched the most recent Super Bowl.

10.64 Verify your answer to Problem 10.62 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 10.62, z 0.514 = 2.75. You are performing a two-tailed test, so
multiply the p-value from the one-tailed test by two.


%#% *#%# %% +
Because the significance level is greater than the confidence level, you reject the
null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.65–10.67, a union claims that less than 12% of the current U.S.
workforce are union members. A random sample of 160 workers included 12 union members.

10.65 Test the claim at the F = 0.10 significance level by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

A one-tailed test on the left side of the distribution at the F = 0.10 significance
level has a critical z-score of zc = –1.28. The sample proportion is

.


HZZEgdWaZb&%#&&#

Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the z-score for the sample proportion.

Because z 0.075 = –1.75 is less than zc = –1.28, you reject H0 and conclude that there
is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
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Note: In Problems 10.65–10.67, a union claims that less than 12% of the current U.S.
workforce are union members. A random sample of 160 workers included 12 union members.

10.66 Verify your answer to Problem 10.65 by comparing the calculated sample
proportion to the critical sample proportion.

According to Problem 10.65, zc = –1.28 and Xp = 0.0257. Calculate the critical
sample proportion.

The sample proportion ps = 0.075 is less than the critical sample proportion
pc = 0.087, so you reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.65–10.67, a union claims that less than 12% of the current U.S.
workforce are union members. A random sample of 160 workers included 12 union members.

10.67 Verify your answer to Problem 10.65 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.10.

According to Problem 10.65, z 0.075 = –1.75. You are applying a one-tailed test on
the left side of the distribution, so the p-value is the area beneath the normal
curve that is more than 1.75 standard deviations below the mean.

The p-value 0.0401 is less than the level of significance F = 0.10, so you reject the
null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.68–10.70, a researcher claims that the proportion of U.S. households
with at least one pet is not equal to 70%. A random sample of 120 households contained 90
that owned at least one pet.

10.68 Test the claim at the F = 0.10 level of significance by comparing the calculated
z-score to the critical z-score.

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses.

HZZEgdWaZb&%#'*
#

A two-tailed test at the F = 0.10 level of significance has critical z-scores
zc = t1.64.
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The sample proportion is
proportion.

. Calculate the standard error of the

Calculate the z-score of the sample proportion.

Because z 0.75 = 1.20 is neither less than zc = –1.64 nor greater than zc = 1.64, you fail
to reject H 0 and conclude that there is insufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: In Problems 10.68–10.70, a researcher claims that the proportion of U.S. households
with at least one pet is not equal to 70%. A random sample of 120 households contained 90
that owned at least one pet.

10.69 Verify your answer to Problem 10.68 by comparing the sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

According to Problem 10.68, zc = t1.64 and Xp = 0.0418. Calculate the critical
sample proportions that bound the left and right rejection regions.

Because the sample proportion ps is neither less than 0.631 nor greater than
0.769, you fail to reject the null hypothesis.
Note: In Problems 10.68–10.70, a researcher claims that the proportion of U.S. households
with at least one pet is not equal to 70%. A random sample of 120 households contained 90
that owned at least one pet.

10.70 Verify your answer to Problem 10.68 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.10.

According to Problem 10.68, zc = 1.20. Calculate the p-value for the two-tailed test.

The p-value 0.2302 exceeds the significance level F = 0.10, so you fail to reject the
null hypothesis.
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Chapter 11

HYPOTHESIS TESTING FOR TWO POPULATIONS

=nedi]Zh^o^c\
This chapter expands the hypothesis testing procedures outlined in
Chapter 10 from one population to two. Because each procedure
depends upon the sample size and whether or not the population
standard deviation is known, the structure of the chapter closely
mirrors the structure of Chapter 10. Additionally, the case of
dependent samples is investigated.
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Chapter Eleven — Hypothesis Testing for Two Populations

Hypothesis Testing for Two Means with n > 30 and
Sigma Known

8dbeVg^c\ildedejaVi^dcbZVch
11.1


6XXdgY^c\id=&!
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Explain the hypothesis testing procedure for two population means, including
examples of hypotheses and identifying the standard error and z-score formulas. Assume the sample sizes of both populations are greater than 30 and
the population standard deviation is known.
As Chapter 10 demonstrated, hypothesis testing requires the creation of a null
hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis. Given a population with mean R1 and
a population with mean R2, you can test claims that one mean is larger than the
other using either of the following pairs of hypotheses.

Instead of proving that one mean is larger than the other, you may wish to prove
that the means are simply not equal.

You may choose to be more specific. Rather than claim that the means are
unequal, you could prove that the difference of the means is larger than a fixed
value. For instance, the hypotheses below claim that R1 and R2 differ by more
than 100.

If X1 and X2 are the standard deviations of the populations and n1 and n 2 are
sample sizes, then the standard error for the difference between the means is
, as calculated below.

I]ZkVajZh
dWhZgkZY^chVbeaZ&
VgZcdiV[[ZXiZYWn
i]ZkVajZhdWhZgkZY^c
hVbeaZ'#AViZg^ci]^h
X]VeiZgndjÉaaYZVa
l^i]hVbeaZhi]Vi
VgZcÉi^cYZeZcYZci#

The calculated z-score
for the hypothesis test (assuming n > 30) with
population standard deviation X is
, which is calculated according to the
following formula. This test assumes that the two samples are independent of
each other.

The term (R1 – R2) is the hypothesized difference between the two population
means. If you are testing a claim that there is no difference between population
means, then R1 – R2 = 0. If you are testing a claim that the difference between
population means is greater than some value k, then the term R1 – R2 = k.
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Note: Problems 11.2–11.4 refer to the table below, salary data from two samples of high school
teachers from New Jersey and Delaware.
New Jersey

Delaware

Sample mean

$52,378

$48,773

Sample size

40

42

Population standard deviation

$6,812

$7,514

11.2 Test the hypothesis that the average teacher salary in New Jersey is more than the
average teacher salary in Delaware by comparing the calculated z-score to the
critical z-score at the F = 0.05 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using New Jersey as population 1 and
Delaware as population 2. If salaries in New Jersey are greater than salaries in
Delaware, then R1 – R2 > 0 is the alternative hypothesis. The null hypothesis is the
opposite statement: R1 – R2 f 0.

The critical z-score for a one-tailed test on the right side of the distribution with
F = 0.05 is zc = 1.64. If
is greater than 1.64, you will reject the null hypothesis.
Calculate the standard error for the difference between the means.

The difference between the sample means is 52,378 – 48,773 = 3,605. Calculate
the corresponding z-score.
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Because
is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H 0 and conclude that
there is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: Problems 11.2–11.4 refer to the table in Problem 11.2, salary data from two samples of
high school teachers from New Jersey and Delaware.


HZZEgdWaZb
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ZmeaVcVi^dcd[i]Z
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11.3 Verify your answer to Problem 11.2 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

. You are applying a one-tailed test on
According to Problem 11.2,
the right side of the distribution, so subtract the area between the population
(from Reference Table 1) from the area right of the mean (0.5).
mean and

Because the p-value 0.0113 is less than F = 0.05, you can reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.2–11.4 refer to the table in Problem 11.2, salary data from two samples of
high school teachers from New Jersey and Delaware.

11.4 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between average
salaries of New Jersey and Delaware teachers.

The following formulas are used to construct a confidence interval around the
difference between sample means.

HZZEgdWaZb
.#&%[dgbdgZ
YZiV^ahdc
oX2&#.+#

The critical z-score zc is determined using the same approach that was discussed
in Chapter 9. For a 95% confidence interval, zc = 1.96. According to Problem
11.2,
and
.

Based on this sample, you are 95% confident that New Jersey teacher salaries
average between $503 and $6,707 more than Delaware teacher salaries.
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Note: Problems 11.5–11.7 refer to the table below, average hotel room rates in Buffalo and
Cleveland based on two random samples.
Buffalo

Cleveland

Sample mean

$126.15

$135.60

Sample size

35

46

Population standard deviation

$42.00

$39.00

11.5 Test the hypothesis that the average hotel room rate in Buffalo is not equal to

the average room rate in Cleveland by comparing the calculated z-score to the
critical z-score with F = 0.05.
State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Buffalo as population 1 and
Cleveland as population 2.

The critical z-score for a two-tailed test with F = 0.05 is zc = ±1.96. In order to
reject the null hypothesis,
will need to be less than –1.96 or greater than
1.96. Calculate the standard error for the difference between the means.

Calculate the difference between the sample means.

Calculate the z-score for the difference between the means.

Because

HZZ
EgdWaZb
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is between zc = –1.96 and zc = 1.96, you fail to reject H 0 and

conclude that the evidence is insufficient to support the claim.
Note: Problems 11.5–11.7 refer to the table in Problem 11.5, showing average hotel room
rates in Buffalo and Cleveland based on two random samples.

11.6 Verify your answer to Problem 11.5 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.
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According to Problem 11.5,
. Because this is a two-tailed test, the
p-value from the one-tailed test is doubled.

Because the p-value 0.303 is greater than F = 0.05, you fail to reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.5–11.7 refer to the table in Problem 11.5, average hotel room rates in
Buffalo and Cleveland based on two random samples.

11.7 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the difference between average hotel
room rates in Buffalo and Cleveland.
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A 90% confidence interval has a corresponding critical z-score of zc = 1.64.
According to Problem 11.5,
and
. Construct a 90%
confidence interval around the difference in sample means.

Based on this sample, you are 90% confident that the difference between hotel
room rates in Buffalo and Cleveland is between –$24.44 and $5.54. Because this
confidence interval includes zero, you can support the hypothesis that there is
no difference between the average room rates in these two cities.
Note: Problems 11.8–11.10 refer to the table below, the average hourly wages at day-care
centers in the Northeast and Southeast, based on two random samples.
Northeast

Southeast

Sample mean

$9.60

$8.40

Sample size

52

38

Population standard deviation

$1.25

$1.30

11.8 Test the hypothesis that the average hourly wage in the Northeast is at least

$0.50 higher than the average hourly wage in the Southeast by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score at the F = 0.02 significance level.

HZZ
EgdWaZb
&%#'' #

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using the Northeast as population 1
and the Southeast as population 2.

The critical z-score for a one-tailed test with F = 0.02 is zc = 2.05.
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Calculate the standard error for the difference between the means.

The difference between the means is
corresponding z-score.

. Calculate the

NdjÉgZign^c\id
h]dli]ViedejaVi^dc
&^h%#*%W^\\Zgi]Vc
edejaVi^dc'!hd
#

Because
is greater than zc = 2.05, you reject H 0 and conclude that
there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that the average hourly wage
in the Northeast is at least $0.50 higher than the average hourly wage in the
Southeast.
Note: Problems 11.8–11.10 refer to the table in Problem 11.8, the average hourly wages at
day-care centers in the Northeast and Southeast, based on two random samples.

11.9

Verify your answer to Problem 11.8 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.02.
. Calculate the p-value for a one-tailed
According to Problem 11.8,
test on the right side of the distribution.

Because the significance level F = 0.02 exceeds the p-value 0.0052, you reject the
null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.8–11.10 refer to the table in Problem 11.8, the average hourly wages at
day-care centers in the Northeast and Southeast, based on two random samples.

11.10 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between hourly wages
in the Northeast and the Southeast.

A 95% confidence interval has a critical z-score of zc = 1.96. According to
Problem 11.8,
and
. Apply the upper and lower
boundary formulas to identify the confidence interval.

Based on this sample, you are 95% confident that the difference between hourly
wages in the Northeast and the Southeast is between $0.66 and $1.74.
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Hypothesis Testing for Two Means with n < 30 and Sigma
Known

L]ZcedejaVi^dchcZZYidWZcdgbVaanY^hig^WjiZY
Note: Problems 11.11–11.13 refer to the table below, the average bill per customer at a
restaurant when different types of background music were played. The managers would like
to determine the impact music has on the size of the bill. Assume the population is normally
distributed.
Fast Music

Slow Music

Sample mean

$39.65

$42.60

Sample size

18

23

Population standard deviation

$4.21

$5.67

11.11 Test the hypothesis that the average bill of customers exposed to fast music
is different from the average bill of customers exposed to slow music by
comparing the calculated z-score to the critical z-score at the F = 0.10
significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using fast music customers as
population 1 and slow music customers as population 2.

HZZEgdWaZb&%# '*#

The critical z-score for a two-tailed test with F = 0.10 is zc = ±1.64. Calculate the
standard error for the difference between the means.

Calculate the difference between the sample means.

Calculate the z-score for the difference between the means.

Because
is less than zc = –1.64, it lies within the left rejection
region. Thus, you reject H 0 and conclude that there is sufficient evidence to
support the claim.
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Note: Problems 11.11–11.13 refer to the table in Problem 11.11, the average bill per customer
at a restaurant when different types of background music were played. The managers would
like to determine the impact music has on the size of the bill. Assume the population is
normally distributed.

11.12 Verify your answer to Problem 11.11 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.10.

. Remember that the p-value of a twoAccording to Problem 11.10,
tailed test is twice the p-value of a one-tailed test.

The significance level F = 0.10 exceeds the p-value 0.0562, so you reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.11–11.13 refer to the table in Problem 11.11, the average bill per customer
at a restaurant when different types of background music were played. The managers would
like to determine the impact music has on the size of the bill. Assume the population is
normally distributed.

11.13 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the difference between the bills of
customers exposed to fast or slow music.

A 90% confidence interval has a corresponding critical z-score of zc = 1.64.
and
. Construct a 90% HZZEgdWaZb
According to Problem 11.11,
.#+#
confidence interval around the difference in sample means.

Based on this sample, you are 90% confident that the difference between bills
for customers exposed to fast or slow music is between – $5.48 and – $0.42.
Because this confidence interval does not include zero, you can support the
hypothesis that the average bills are different.
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Note: Problems 11.14–11.16 refer to the table below, customer satisfaction data for
two similar stores. The scores are averages of ratings on a scale of 1 to 10. Assume the
populations of satisfaction scores are normally distributed.
Store A

Store B

Sample mean

7.9

8.6

Sample size

25

27

Population standard deviation

1.4

1.9

11.14 Test the hypothesis that the average customer rating in Store A is lower than

the average rating in Store B by comparing the calculated z-score to the critical
z-score with F = 0.05.
State the null and alternative hypotheses using Store A as population 1 and
Store B as population 2.

The critical z-score for a one-tailed test with F = 0.05 is zc = 1.64. Calculate the
standard error for the difference between the means.

The difference in sample means is
corresponding z-score.

. Calculate the

Because
is not less than zc = –1.64, you fail to reject H 0 and
conclude that there is insufficient evidence to support the claim.
Note: Problems 11.14–11.16 refer to the table in Problem 11.14, customer satisfaction data
for two similar stores. The scores are averages of ratings on a scale of 1 to 10. Assume the
populations of satisfaction scores are normally distributed.

11.15 Verify your answer to Problem 11.14 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 11.14,
test on the left side of the distribution.

. Calculate the p-value for a one-tailed

The p-value 0.0643 is greater than F = 0.05, so you fail to reject the null
hypothesis.
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Note: Problems 11.14–11.16 refer to the table in Problem 11.14, customer satisfaction data
for two similar stores. The scores are averages of ratings on a scale of 1 to 10. Assume the
populations of satisfaction scores are normally distributed.

11.16 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between customer
satisfaction ratings for Stores A and B.

A 95% confidence interval has a corresponding critical z-score of zc = 1.96.
According to Problem 11.14,
and
. Construct a 95%
confidence interval around the difference in sample means.

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference between
the customer ratings at Stores A and B is between –1.6 and 0.2. Because this
confidence interval includes zero, the average ratings for Store A are most likely
not lower than those for Store B.

Hypothesis Testing for Two Means with n < 30 and Sigma
Unknown

Cdh^\bV hbVaahVbeaZh2i"Y^hig^Wji^dc
Note: In Problems 11.17–11.18, assume you are testing a claim about two populations for
which the standard deviations are unknown. A sample is selected from each population, and
both sample sizes are less than 30.

11.17 Explain how to calculate the t-score for the difference of two sample means.
When the population standard deviation is unknown, the sample standard
deviation is used as an approximation. When this substitution is made, Student’s
t-distribution is used in place of the normal distribution. Hence, t-scores are
substitutes for z-scores. Note that the population from which the samples are
selected must be normally distributed.
The formula for the t-score of the difference between the sample means is very
similar to the corresponding z-score formula, presented in Problem 11.1.
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Note: In Problems 11.17–11.18, assume you are testing a claim about two populations for
which the standard deviations are unknown. A sample is selected from each population, and
both sample sizes are less than 30.
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11.18 Identify the formulas for

(the approximated standard error for the
difference between the means) and df (the degrees of freedom), when
the variances of the populations are equal. What formulas are used
when the populations do not exhibit the same variance?

If the variances of two populations are equal, there are df = n1 + n 2 – 2 degrees
of freedom. In order to calculate
, you must first calculate sp, the pooled
variance, using the formula below.

Substitute sp into the approximated standard error for the difference between
the means.

If the variances of the two populations are not equal, you calculate the
approximated standard error for the difference between two means using a
different formula, one that does not include pooled variance.

The formula used to calculate the degrees of freedom is also vastly different
when the populations have different variances.
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Note: Problems 11.19–11.20 refer to the table below, the average number of chocolate chips
per cookie in two competing products. Assume the population of the number of chocolate
chips per cookie is normally distributed and the population variances are equal.
Brand A

Brand B

Sample mean

6.4

5.6

Sample size

10

11

Sample standard deviation

1.1

1.7

11.19 The makers of Brand A claim that their cookies average more chocolate chips
than Brand B. Test this hypothesis at the F = 0.05 level of significance.

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Brand A as population 1 and
Brand B as population 2.

There are n1 + n 2 – 2 = 10 + 11 – 2 = 19 degrees of freedom. A one-tailed test
with df = 19 and F = 0.05 has a critical t-score of tc = 1.729. Calculate the pooled
variance.
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Calculate the approximated standard error for the difference between the
means.

The difference between the sample means is 6.4 – 5.6 = 0.8. Calculate the
corresponding t-score.

Because
is less than tc = 1.729, you fail to reject H 0 and conclude that
the samples provide insufficient evidence to support the claim.
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Note: Problems 11.19–11.20 refer to the table in Problem 11.19, the average number of
chocolate chips per cookie in two competing products. Assume the population of the number
of chocolate chips per cookie is normally distributed and the population variances are
equal.

11.20 Verify your answer to Problem 11.19 by constructing a 95% confidence interval
for the difference between the chocolate chip count averages.

I]^hcjbWZg
XdbZh[gdb
GZ[ZgZcXZ
IVWaZ' #

According to Problem 11.19,
,
, and df = 19. A 95%
confidence interval has a corresponding critical t-score of tc = 2.093.

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference between the
average number of chocolate chips per cookie in Brands A and B is between
–0.52 and 2.12. Because this interval includes zero, there may be no difference
between the per-cookie chocolate chip average, so there is insufficient evidence
to support the claim that Brand A has more chips per cookie.
Note: Problems 11.21–11.22 refer to the table below, the average number of minutes of battery
life per charge for nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries and lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries,
based on two random samples. Assume the populations from which the samples are taken
have the same variance and are normally distributed.
Li-ion

NiMH

Sample mean

90.5

68.4

Sample size

15

12

Sample standard deviation

16.2

14.0

11.21 A manufacturer claims that an average lithium-ion battery charge lasts 10

minutes longer than an average nickel-metal hydride battery charge. Test the
claim at the F = 0.05 significance level.

>[i]Z
iZhilVhdc
i]ZaZ[ih^YZd[
i]ZY^hig^Wji^dc^[
=&lVh1^chiZVY
d[3!iXldjaYWZ
Ä&#,%-#

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Li-ion as population 1 and
NiMH as population 2.

There are n1 + n 2 – 2 = 15 + 12 – 2 = 25 degrees of freedom. A one-tailed test with
F = 0.05 and 25 degrees of freedom has a critical t-score of tc = 1.708. Calculate
the pooled variance.
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Calculate the approximated standard error for the difference between the
means.

The difference between the sample means is 90.5 – 68.4 = 22.1. Calculate the
corresponding t-score.

Because
is greater than tc = 1.708, you reject H 0; the samples provide
sufficient data to support the claim.
Note: Problems 11.21–11.22 refer to the table in Problem 11.21, the average number of
minutes of battery life per charge for nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries and lithium-ion
(Li-ion) batteries, based on two random samples. Assume the populations from which the
samples are taken have the same variance and are normally distributed.

11.22 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the difference between the average

number of minutes of battery life per charge of NiMH and Li-ion batteries to
verify your answer to Problem 11.21.
According to Problem 11.21, tc = 1.708 and

.

Based on these samples, you are 90% confident that the difference between
the average number of minutes of battery life per charge of NiMH and Li-ion
batteries is between 12.00 and 32.20 minutes. This entire interval exceeds 10
minutes, so there is sufficient evidence to support the claim.
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Note: Problems 11.23–11.24 refer to the table below, the average ages of men and women
at a retirement community based on two random samples. Assume that age is normally
distributed and population variances are equal.

Egdk^c\i]Vi
i]ZedejaVi^dch
]VkZY^[[ZgZci
VkZgV\ZV\ZhgZfj^gZh
VY^[[ZgZciiZX]c^fjZ
i]Vcegdk^c\i]VidcZ
edejaVi^dc^hdaYZgi]Vc
i]Zdi]Zg#I]ZÒghi
XVaah[dgVild"iV^aZY
iZhi#I]ZhZXdcY
XVaah[dgVdcZ"
iV^aZYiZhi#

Men

Women

Sample mean

84.6

87.1

Sample size

17

14

Sample standard deviation

6.0

7.3

11.23 An employee claims that the average ages of men and women in the

community are not equal. Test the claim at the F = 0.02 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses, such that population 1 represents the
men and population 2 represents the women.

A two-tailed test at the F = 0.02 significance level with df = n1 + n2 – 2 =
17 + 14 – 2 = 29 degrees of freedom has critical t-scores tc = ±2.462. Calculate the
pooled variance.

Calculate the approximated standard error for the difference between the
means.

The difference of the sample means is 84.6 – 87.1 = –2.5. Calculate the
corresponding t-score.

Because
is neither less than tc = –2.462 nor greater than tc = 2.462,
you fail to reject H0; there is insufficient evidence to support the claim that the
average ages are not equal.
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Note: Problems 11.23–11.24 refer to the table in Problem 11.23, the average ages of men
and women at a retirement community based on two random samples. Assume that age is
normally distributed and population variances are equal.

11.24 Construct a 99% confidence interval for the difference between the average
ages of men and women in the retirement community.

According to Problem 11.23,
. A 99% confidence interval with
29 degrees of freedom has a corresponding critical t-score of tc = 2.756.

Based on these samples, you are 99% confident that the difference between the
average ages of men and women is between –9.07 and 4.07 years.

L]ZcndjÉgZ
jh^c\GZ[ZgZcXZ
IVWaZ'[dgi]^h
egdWaZb!^\cdgZi]Z
dcZ"VcYild"iV^aZY
XdajbcaVWZah#I]Z
kVajZ' #,*+^hl]ZgZ
i]Z..XdcÒYZcXZ
XdajbcVcYY[2'.
gdl^ciZghZXi#

I]Z^ciZgkVa^cXajYZh
oZgd!hdi]ZgZXdjaYWZcd
Y^[[ZgZcXZ^ci]Z
VkZgV\ZV\Zh#

Note: Problems 11.25–11.26 refer to the table below, samples of golf scores for two friends.
Assume the golfers have normally distributed scores with the same variance.
Brian

John

Sample mean

82.6

85.3

Sample size

10

10

Sample standard deviation

8.1

9.5

11.25 Brian claims that he is the better golfer because his scores are lower. Test his
claim at the F = 0.10 level of significance.

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Brian’s scores as population 1
and John’s scores as population 2.

>c\da[!adlZg
hXdgZhWZVi
]^\]ZghXdgZh#

7nX]ddh^c\
VgZaVi^kZan]^\]

kVajZ[dgVae]V!7
g^V
]Vh^begdkZY]^h c
X]VcXZhd[ÒcY^c\

hjeedgi[dg]^h
XaV^b#

A one-tailed test on the left side of the distribution, with df = n1 + n 2 – 2 =
10 + 10 – 2 = 18 degrees of freedom and F = 0.10, has a critical t-score of
tc = –1.330. Calculate the pooled variance.

Calculate the approximated standard error for the difference between the
means.
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Ndj\ZiÄ%#+-
Vhi]Zi"hXdgZ[dg
i]ZY^[[ZgZcXZd[i]Z
bZVch#>icZZYZYidWZ
aZhhi]VciX2Ä&#((%
idgZ_ZXii]Zcjaa
]nedi]Zh^h#

The difference between the sample means is 82.6 – 85.3 = –2.7. Calculate the
corresponding t-score.

Because
is greater than tc = –1.330, you fail to reject H0 and
conclude that the evidence is insufficient to support the claim that Brian is the
better golfer.
Note: Problems 11.25–11.26 refer to the table in Problem 11.25, samples of golf scores for two
friends. Assume the golfers have normally distributed scores with the same variance.

11.26 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between Brian’s and
John’s golf scores.

According to Problem 11.29,
. A 95% confidence interval with 18
degrees of freedom has a critical t-score of tc = 2.101.

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference between
Brian’s and John’s average golf scores is between –10.99 and 5.59.

9dcÉib^hhi]^h
hZciZcXZI]ZhZ
edejaVi^dch]VkZ
jcZfjVakVg^VcXZh!hd
ndj]VkZidjhZi]Z
j\anY[[dgbjaV#

Note: Problems 11.27–11.28 refer to the table below, the average number of words a random
sample of five-year-old girls and boys were able to recognize. Assume the populations from
which the samples are taken are normally distributed but the variances of the populations
are unequal.
Girls

Boys

Sample mean

26.6

20.1

Sample size

11

12

Sample standard deviation

7.3

3.9

11.27 Is there a statistically significant difference between the average number of

words recognized by five-year-old girls and five-year-old boys when F = 0.05?

Egdk^c\ildedejaV
i^d
bZVchVgZY^[[Zg c
Zci
gZfj^gZhVild"i
V^aZYiZhi
VcYVcVaiZgcVi
^kZ
]nedi]Zh^hi]Vi^c 
XajYZh
ÆcdiZfjVaid#Ç

Construct the null and alternative hypotheses, defining girls as population 1
and boys as population 2.

The populations have different variances, so apply the formula defined in
Problem 11.18.
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A two-tailed test with F = 0.05 and 15 degrees of freedom has critical t-scores
of tc = ±2.131. Apply the approximated standard error formula given unequal
variances.

Ndj]VkZ
idgdjcY
Y[2&)#.-idi]Z
cZVgZhil]daZ
cjbWZg#

The difference between the sample means is 26.6 – 20.1 = 6.5. Calculate the
corresponding t-score.

Because
is greater than tc = 2.131, you reject the null hypothesis. The
difference between the number of words recognized by five-year-old girls and
five-year-old boys is statistically significant when F = 0.05.
Note: Problems 11.27–11.28 refer to the table in Problem 11.27, the average number of
words a random sample of five-year-old girls and boys were able to recognize. Assume the
populations from which the samples are taken are normally distributed but the variances of
the populations are unequal.

11.28 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the average
number of words recognized by five-year-old girls and five-year-old boys.

According to Problem 11.27,
and
. The t-score for a
95% confidence interval with 15 degrees of freedom is tc = 2.131.

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference between
the number of words recognized by five-year-old girls and five-year-old boys is
between 1.23 and 11.77.
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Note: Problems 11.29–11.30 refer to the table below, the average costs of seven-day cruises
to Alaska and the Caribbean based on a random sample of various cruise lines. Assume
the populations from which the samples are taken have equal variances and are normally
distributed.
Alaska

Caribbean

Sample mean

$884

$702

Sample size

8

7

Sample standard deviation

$135

$120

11.29 A travel agent claims the average seven-day cruise to Alaska is more expensive
than the average seven-day cruise to the Caribbean. Test this claim at the
F = 0.01 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Alaska cruise costs as population 1 and Caribbean cruise costs as population 2.

L]Zci]Z
edejaVi^dckVg^VcXZh
VgZZfjVa!Y[^hbjX]
ZVh^ZgidXVaXjaViZ#
=dlZkZg!ndjYd]VkZ
idXVaXjaViZeddaZY
kVg^VcXZ#

The critical t-score of a one-tailed test on the right side of the distribution with
df = 8 + 7 – 2 = 13 degrees of freedom and F = 0.01 is tc = 2.650. Calculate the
pooled variance.

Calculate the approximated standard error for the difference between the
means.

The sample means have a difference of 884 – 702 = 182. Calculate the corresponding t-score.

Because
is greater than tc = 2.650, there is sufficient evidence to
reject the null hypothesis.
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Note: Problems 11.29–11.30 refer to the table in Problem 11.29, the average costs of sevenday cruises to Alaska and the Caribbean based on a random sample of various cruise lines.
Assume the populations from which the samples are taken have equal variances and are
normally distributed.

11.30 Construct a 98% confidence interval for the difference between the average
cruise fares to Alaska and the Caribbean.

According to Problem 11.29,
and
. A 98% confidence
interval with 13 degrees of freedom has a critical t-score of tc = 2.650.

Based on these samples, you are 98% confident that the difference between the
average cruise fares to Alaska and the Caribbean is between $6.04 and $357.96.

Hypothesis Testing for Two Means with n >
– 30 and Sigma
Unknown
Oh^chiZVYd[Ih

11.31 What impact does a large sample size have on hypothesis testing for two means
when the population standard deviation is unknown?

The t-distribution should be used whenever the sample standard deviation s is
used in place of the population standard deviation X. However, when sample
sizes are greater than or equal to 30, the t-score values approximate z-score
values from the normal distribution.
Note: Problems 11.32–11.34 refer to the table below, the results of a taste test between
competing soda brands Cola A and Cola B. Two independent random samples were selected
and the respondents rated the colas on a scale of 1 to 10.
Cola A

Cola B

Sample mean

7.92

7.22

Sample size

38

45

Sample standard deviation

2.7

1.4

11.32 Test the hypothesis that Cola A is preferred over Cola B by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score at the F = 0.05 significance level.

L]Zcc§(%!
i]ZedejaVi^dch
YdcÉi]VkZidWZ
cdgbVaanY^hig^WjiZY#
6cdi]ZgWdcjh/ndj
YdcÉi]VkZidX]ZX`
l]Zi]Zgi]Z
edejaVi^dch]VkZi]Z
hVbZkVg^VcXZa^`Z
ndjY^Y^cEgdWaZbh
&&#&,Ä&&#(%#

Identify the null and alternative hypotheses, using Cola A ratings as population
1 and Cola B ratings as population 2.
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The critical z-score for a one-tailed test with F = 0.05 is zc = 1.64. Calculate the
approximated standard error for the difference between the means.

The sample means have a difference of 7.92 – 7.22 = 0.70. Calculate the
corresponding z-score.

Because

is less than zc = 1.64, you fail to reject the null hypothesis.

Note: Problems 11.32–11.34 refer to the table in Problem 11.32, the results of a taste test
between competing soda brands Cola A and Cola B. Two independent random samples were
selected and the respondents rated the colas on a scale of 1 to 10.

11.33 Verify your answer to Problem 11.32 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 11.32,
. Calculate the p-value for a one-tailed
test on the right side of the distribution.

The p-value 0.0749 is greater than the confidence level F = 0.05, so you fail to
reject the null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.32–11.34 refer to the table in Problem 11.32, the results of a taste test
between competing soda brands Cola A and Cola B. Two independent random samples were
selected and the respondents rated the colas on a scale of 1 to 10.

11.34 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the average
ratings for Cola A and Cola B.

A 95% confidence interval has a critical z-score of zc = 1.96. According to
Problem 11.32,
and
.

Based on this sample, you are 95% confident that the difference between
average customer ratings of Cola A and Cola B is between –0.25 and 1.65.
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Note: Problems 11.35–11.37 refer to the table below, the average systolic blood pressure (in
mmHg) of men ages 20–30 and 40–50, based on two random samples.
20–30

40–50

Sample mean

128.1

133.5

Sample size

60

52

Sample standard deviation

10.7

12.0

11.35 Test the claim that the age groups have a different average systolic blood

pressure by comparing the calculated z-score to the critical z-score at the
F= 0.05 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses, using the 20–30 age group as
population 1 and the 40–50 age group as population 2.

The critical z-scores for a two-tailed test with F = 0.05 are zc = ±1.96. Calculate
the approximated standard error for the difference between the means.

The difference between the sample means is 128.1 – 133.5 = –5.4. Calculate the
corresponding z-score.

Because
is less than zc = –1.96, there is sufficient evidence to reject
H 0 and support the claim that there is a difference in average systolic blood
pressure between the two age groups.
Note: Problems 11.35–11.37 refer to the table in Problem 11.35, the average systolic blood
pressure (in mmHg) of men ages 20–30 and 40–50, based on two random samples.

11.36 Verify your answer to Problem 11.35 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 11.35,
test.

. Calculate the p-value for a two-tailed

The significance level F = 0.05 exceeds the p-value 0.0124, so you reject the null
hypothesis.

I]^hWdd`
XVaXjaViZhi]Z
egdWVW^a^ini]Vi
i]ZhVbeaZbZVc
Y^[[ZgZcXZXdjaY
WZ'#*%hiVcYVgY
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Y^[[ZgZcXZ#9dcÉi
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Note: Problems 11.35–11.37 refer to the table in Problem 11.35, the average systolic blood
pressure (in mmHg) of men ages 20–30 and 40–50, based on two random samples.

11.37 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the difference between average
systolic blood pressures of the different age groups.

A 90% confidence interval has a critical z-score of zc = 1.64. According to
Problem 11.35,
and
. Apply the confidence interval
boundary formulas.

Based on this sample, you are 90% confident that the difference between the
average systolic blood pressures is between –8.95 mmHg and –1.85 mmHg.

Hypothesis Testing for Two Means with Dependent
Samples

L]Vi]VeeZchl]Zci]ZildhVbeaZhVgZgZaViZY4
11.38 Describe the procedure for testing the difference between two means with
dependent samples.

All of the preceding problems in this chapter assume their samples are
independent—observations from one sample have no impact on observations
in the other sample. Dependent samples, however, are related in some way,
affecting the values in each sample.

I]ViÉhl]nhdbZ
Wdd`hXVaai]^hegdXZYjgZ
VbViX]ZY"eV^g
iZhi#

Consider a weight-loss study in which each person is weighed at the beginning
(population 1) and end (population 2) of the program. The change in weight
of each person is calculated by subtracting the weights in population 2 from
the corresponding weights in population 1. Every observation in population 1 is
matched to an observation in population 2.
Dependent samples of two populations are tested differently than independent
samples. The difference between the two samples is treated as a one-sample
hypothesis test in which the variables are defined as follows:
Ê

UÊ d = difference between a single pair of observations

Ê

UÊ

= average difference of all the sample pairs

Ê

UÊ Rd = population mean paired difference stated in H0

Ê

UÊ sd = the standard deviation of the differences

Ê

UÊ td = the t-score of the average difference

The following four equations are used to perform the one-sample hypothesis
test using the t-distribution with df = n – 1 degrees of freedom. Note that sample
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sizes less than 30 require normally distributed populations in order to apply
this technique.

Note: Problems 11.39–11.40 refer to the table below, the before and after weights of nine
individuals who completed a weight-loss program.
Person

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Before

221

215

206

185

202

197

244

188

218

After

200

192

195

166

187

177

227

165

201

I]^h^h
i]Zh]dgiXji
hiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dc
[dgbjaV[gdbEgdWaZb
(#(-#HiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dc^hi]Z
hfjVgZgddid[
kVg^VcXZ#

11.39 The company offering the weight-loss program claims that the average

participant will have lost more than 15 pounds upon completion of the
program. Test the claim at the F = 0.05 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses using the before weights as
population 1 and the after weights as population 2.

The hypotheses can also be written in terms of the difference of the means.

Calculate the paired differences d = before – after and the square of the paired
differences d 2.
d2

Before

1

221

200

21

441

2

215

192

23

529

3

206

195

11

121

4

185

166

19

361

5

202

187

15

225

6

197

177

20

400

7

244

227

17

289

8

188

165

23

529

9

218

201

17

289

166

3,184

Total

After

d

Person
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Calculate the standard deviation of the differences sd of the n = 9 paired samples.

Calculate the average weight loss

and the corresponding t-score.

The critical t-score for a one-tailed test on the right side of the distribution
with F = 0.05 and df = n – 1 = 9 – 1 = 8 degrees of freedom is tc = 1.860. Because
is greater than tc , you reject H0 and support the claim that the average
weight loss is more than 15 pounds.
Note: Problems 11.39–11.40 refer to the table in Problem 11.39, the before and after weights
of nine individuals who completed a weight-loss program.

11.40 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the population mean paired
difference.

I]^hXdbZh
[gdbGZ[ZgZcXZ
IVWaZ' #

According to Problem 11.39,
and sd = 3.908. A 95% confidence
interval with 8 degrees of freedom has a critical t-score of tc = 2.306. Apply the
confidence interval boundary formulas for a matched-pair test below.

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the average weight loss of
the population is between 15.43 and 21.45 pounds. The entire interval is greater
than 15, so this interval supports the claim established in Problem 11.38.
Note: Problems 11.41–11.42 refer to the table below, the pretest and posttest scores of seven
students who participated in an experimental instruction program for a standardized test.
Student

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Pretest

85

72

79

75

84

89

90

Posttest

92

78

86

83

84

91

84

11.41 Test a claim that the experimental program increases student scores at the
F = 0.05 level of significance.

State the null and alternative hypotheses in terms of the population mean
paired difference.
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Calculate the paired differences d = posttest – pretest and the square of the
paired differences d 2.
Student

Posttest

Pretest

d

d2

1

92

85

7

49

2

78

72

6

36

3

86

79

7

49

4

83

75

8

64

5

84

84

0

0

6

91

89

2

4

7

84

90

–6

36

24

238

Total

Calculate the standard deviation of the differences sd .

Calculate the average increase in test scores and the corresponding t-score.

A one-tailed test with F = 0.05 and df = 7 – 1 = 6 degrees of freedom has a
critical t-score of tc = 1.943. Because td = 1.78 is less than tc , you fail to reject H 0
and conclude there is insufficient evidence to support the claim that the new
instructional program increases student scores.
Note: Problems 11.41–11.42 refer to the table in Problem 11.41, the pretest and posttest
scores of seven students who participated in an experimental instruction program for a
standardized test.

11.42 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the population mean paired
difference.

According to Problem 11.41,
and sd = 5.094. A 95% confidence interval
with df = 7 – 1 = 6 degrees of freedom has a critical t-score of tc = 2.447.
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Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the actual improvement in
student scores is between –1.28 and 8.14 points.
Note: Problems 11.43–11.44 refer to the table below, the number of sales per week for an
energy drink when the inventory was located in a middle aisle display and an end aisle
display at eight different stores.
Store

1

2

3

4

End display

64

Middle display

72

5

6

7

49

108

97

37

74

117

90

41

100

62

40

60

122

62

11.43 Test the claim that the location of the display affects weekly sales at the
F = 0.10 level of significance.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate the paired differences d = end – middle and the squares of the
differences.
Store

End

Middle

d

d2

1

64

72

–8

64

2

49

41

8

64

3

108

100

8

64

4

97

62

35

1,225

5

37

40

–3

9

6

74

60

14

196

7

117

122

–5

25

8

90

62

28

784

77

2,431

Total

Calculate the standard deviation of the differences sd .
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Calculate the difference in sales of the samples and the corresponding t-score.

A two-tailed test with F = 0.10 and 7 degrees of freedom has critical t-scores
tc = ±1.895. However,
is neither less than –1.895 nor greater than 1.895,
so you fail to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the evidence is
insufficient to support the claim.
Note: Problems 11.43–11.44 refer to the table in Problem 11.43, showing the number of sales
per week for an energy drink when the inventory was located in a middle aisle display and
an end aisle display at eight different stores.

11.44 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the population mean paired
difference.

According to Problem 11.43,
and
. A 90% confidence
interval with df = 7 degrees of freedom has a critical t-score of tc = 1.895.

Based on these samples, you are 90% confident that the true difference in sales
is between –0.78 and 20.03.
Note: Problems 11.45–11.46 refer to the table below, the golf scores of eight people before and
after a lesson with a golf professional.
Golfer

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Before lesson

96

88

94

86

102

90

100

91

After lesson

88

81

95

79

96

90

103

86

11.45 The instructor claims that the average golfer will lower his score by more than
3 strokes after a single lesson. Test this claim at the F = 0.05 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Calculate the paired differences d = before – after and their squares d 2.
Golfer

Before

After

d

d2

1

96

88

8

64

2

88

81

7

49

3

94

95

–1

1

4

86

79

7

49

5

102

96

6

36

6

90

90

0

0

7

100

103

–3

9

8

91

86

5

25

29

233

Total

Calculate the standard deviation of the differences.

Calculate the average paired difference

and the corresponding t-score.

The critical t-score of a one-tailed test on the right side of the distribution with
F = 0.05 and 7 degrees of freedom is tc = 1.895. Because
is less than
tc = 1.895, you fail to reject H0 because of insufficient evidence.
Note: Problems 11.45–11.46 refer to the table in Problem 11.45, the golf scores of eight people
before and after a lesson with a golf professional.

11.46 Construct a 98% confidence interval for the population mean paired
difference between the golf scores before and after the lesson.

According to Problem 11.45,
and sd = 4.274. A 98% confidence interval
with 7 degrees of freedom has a corresponding critical t-score of tc = 2.998.

Based on these samples, you are 99% confident that the average improvement in
golf scores is between –0.91 and 8.16 strokes.
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Hypothesis Testing for Two Proportions

8dbeVg^c\edejaVi^dceZgXZciV\Zh
11.47 Explain the hypothesis testing procedure for two proportions, identifying the
formulas for estimated standard error

and the calculated z-score

.

If they are not provided by the problem, calculate the proportions
the samples:

of

. In these formulas, x 1 and x 2 are the numbers of

successes in the samples and n1 and n 2 are the sample sizes. You also calculate
the overall proportion of both populations using the formulas below.

Substitute into the formula for the standard error of the difference between
two proportions
.

The calculated z-score can now be determined using the following formula, in
which p 1 – p 2 represents the hypothesized difference between the population
proportions.


>[ndjÉgZ
egZY^Xi^c\
dcZegdedgi^dc
^hW^\\ZgWnV
heZX^ÒXVbdjci!
e&Äe'^hi]Vi
cjbWZg#>[ndjÉgZ
_jhiegZY^Xi^c\
i]VidcZ^hW^\\Zg
dgi]Vii]ZnÉgZ
jcZfjVa!
e&Äe'2%#

Note: Problems 11.48–11.50 refer to a sample of 400 Florida residents, of which 272 were
home owners, and a sample of 600 Maryland residents, of which 390 were home owners.

11.48 A real estate agent claims that the proportion of home ownership in Florida
exceeds the proportion of home ownership in Maryland. Test this claim
by comparing the calculated z-score to the critical z-score at the F = 0.01
significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Florida home owners as
population 1 and Maryland home owners as population 2.

A one-tailed test on the right side of the distribution with F = 0.01 has a critical
z-score of zc = 2.33. In order to reject H 0,
will need to be greater than 2.33.

HZZEgdWaZb&%#&'
[dgbdgZYZiV^ahdc
YZiZgb^c^c\i]^ho #
X
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Calculate the sample proportions and the estimated overall proportion.

Determine the estimated standard error of the difference between the two
proportions.

The calculated z-score can now be determined using the following equation.

=&e&Äe'3%]Vh
VXdchiVcid[oZgd#
I]ViXdchiVci
\dZh]ZgZ#
Because
is less than zc = 2.33, you fail to reject H 0; the evidence is not
sufficient to support the claim that the proportion of home ownership in the
state of Florida exceeds the proportion in Maryland.
Note: Problems 11.48–11.50 refer to a sample of 400 Florida residents, of which 272 were
home owners, and a sample of 600 Maryland residents, of which 390 were home owners.

11.49 Verify your answer to Problem 11.48 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.01.

. Calculate the p-value of a one-tailed
According to Problem 11.59,
test on the right side of the distribution.

HZZEgdWaZb
.#&&#I]^h^hi]Z
hVbZo"hXdgZVh^c
EgdWaZbh&&#)-Ä&&#).!
Wji^ildjaYcÉi]VkZ
WZZc^[i]^hWdd`]VY
Vh`ZY[dg!aZiÉhhVn!
V..XdcÒYZcXZ
aZkZa#
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The p-value 0.1635 is greater than F = 0.01, so you fail to reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.48–11.50 refer to a sample of 400 Florida residents, of which 272 were
home owners, and a sample of 600 Maryland residents, of which 390 were home owners.

11.50 Construct a 98% confidence interval for the difference between the
proportion of home ownership in Florida and Maryland.

A 98% confidence interval has a critical z-score of zc = 2.33. According to
and
.
Problem 11.48,
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Based on these samples, you are 98% confident that the difference between the
proportions is between –0.0411 and 0.1011. This interval includes zero, so the
conclusion is consistent with Problems 11.48 and 11.49.
Note: Problems 11.51–11.53 refer to a sample of Pittsburgh residents 25 years of age or older,
in which 51 of 150 had at least a Bachelor’s degree. A sample of 160 Phoenix residents of the
same age contained 38 with at least a Bachelor’s degree.

11.51 Test the claim that there is a difference in the proportion of adults in

Pittsburgh and Phoenix who have at least a Bachelor’s degree by comparing
the calculated z-score to the critical z-score at the F = 0.05 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Pittsburgh as population 1 and
Phoenix as population 2.

The critical z-scores for a two-tailed test with F = 0.05 are zc = ±1.96.

I]ZÄ%# %)&&
a^b^igZegZhZcih
V]^\]ZgBVgnaVcY
edejaVi^dcegdedgi^dc0
i]Z%#&%&&a^b^i
gZegZhZcihV]^\]Zg
;adg^YVegdedgi^dc#
7ZXVjhZZ^i]ZgXdjaY
]VeeZc!ndjXVccdi
XdcXajYZi]Vi
;adg^YV]VhV]^\]Zg
egdedgi^dcd[]dbZ
dlcZgh]^e#

HZZEgdWaZb&%#&*#

Calculate the sample and overall proportions.

Determine the estimated standard error of the difference between the sample
proportions.

Now calculate the z-score of the difference of the sample proportions.

Because
is greater than zc = 1.96, you reject H 0 and support the claim
that there is a difference in the proportion of adults with degrees.
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Note: Problems 11.51–11.53 refer to a sample of Pittsburgh residents 25 years of age or older,
in which 51 of 150 had at least a Bachelor’s degree. A sample of 160 Phoenix residents of the
same age contained 38 with at least a Bachelor’s degree.

11.52 Verify your answer to Problem 11.51 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 11.51,
test.

. Calculate the p-value of the two-tailed

The significance level F = 0.05 exceeds the p-value 0.0466, so you reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.51–11.53 refer to a sample of Pittsburgh residents 25 years of age or older,
in which 51 of 150 had at least a Bachelor’s degree. A sample of 160 Phoenix residents of the
same age contained 38 with at least a Bachelor’s degree.

11.53 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the
population proportions.

A 95% confidence interval has a critical z-score of zc = 1.96. According to
and
.
Problem 11.51,

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference between the
proportions is between 0.0018 and 0.2032.
Note: Problems 11.54–11.56 refer to a pair of samples in which 85 of 210 adult men and 60
of 225 adult women were overweight.

11.54 Test the claim that the proportion of overweight adult men exceeds the

proportion of overweight adult women by more than 5% by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score at the F = 0.05 level of significance.
State the null and alternative hypotheses, defining adult men as population 1
and adult women as population 2.

The critical z-score for a one-tailed test with F = 0.05 is zc = 1.64. Calculate the
sample and overall proportions.
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Determine the estimated standard error of the difference between the
proportions.

Calculate the z-score of the difference between the proportions.

I]^hi^bZ!
ndjÉgZegdk^c\i]Vi
e&^hbdgZi]Vc*
aVg\Zgi]Vce' !hd
e&Äe'^ci]Zo"hXdgZ
[dgbjaV^hZfjVaid
%#% *#

Because
is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H0 and support the claim
that the proportion of overweight men exceeds the proportion of overweight
women by more than 5%.
Note: Problems 11.54–11.56 refer to a pair of samples in which 85 of 210 adult men and 60
of 225 adult women were overweight.

11.55 Verify your answer to Problem 11.54 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

. Calculate the p-value for the oneAccording to Problem 11.54,
tailed test on the right side of the distribution.

The significance level F = 0.05 exceeds the p-value 0.0256, so you reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.54–11.56 refer to a pair of samples in which 85 of 210 adult men and 60
of 225 adult women were overweight.

11.56 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the difference between the
population proportions.

A 90% confidence interval has a critical z-score of zc = 1.64. According to
; the difference between the sample proportions is
Problem 11.54,
.
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I]ZZci^gZ
^ciZgkVa^h\gZViZ
g
i]Vc%# %*!hdndj
ÉgZ
.* XdcÒYZcii] 
Vi
i]ZigjZedejaVi^d 
c
egdedgi^dchY^[[Zg

WnbdgZi]Vc*
#

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference between the
proportions is between 0.0639 and 0.2121.
Note: Problems 11.57–11.59 refer to a sample of 75 flights on Airline A, in which 17 arrived
late, and a sample of 85 flights on Airline B, in which 30 arrived late.

11.57 Test Airline B’s claim that, despite a higher proportion of late flights, the
difference between the proportions is not statistically significant when
F = 0.02.

NdjgZiZhi^c\
idhZZ^[i]Z
Y^[[ZgZcXZ>H
h^\c^ÒXVci#>[ndj
gZ_ZXi= %!i]Zc
6^ga^cZ7^hlgdc\#

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Airline A as population 1 and
Airline B as population 2.

A two-tailed test with F = 0.02 has critical z-scores of zc = ±2.33. Calculate the
sample and overall proportions.

Determine the estimated standard error of the difference between the
proportions.

Calculate the z-score of the difference between sample proportions.

Because
is neither less than zc = –2.33 nor greater than zc = 2.33, you
fail to reject H0. Airline B is correct in its assertion that the difference between
the proportions is statistically insignificant when F = 0.02.
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Note: Problems 11.57–11.59 refer to a sample of 75 flights on Airline A, in which 17 arrived
late, and a sample of 85 flights on Airline B, in which 30 arrived late.

11.58 Verify your answer to Problem 11.57 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.02.
According to Problem 11.57,
test.

. Calculate the p-value of the two-tailed

Because the p-value 0.0802 is greater than F = 0.02, you fail to reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 11.57–11.59 refer to a sample of 75 flights on Airline A, in which 17 arrived
late, and a sample of 85 flights on Airline B, in which 30 arrived late.

11.59 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the population
proportions.

A 95% confidence interval has a corresponding critical z-score of zc = 1.96.
According to Problem 11.58,
and
.

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference between the
proportions is between –0.2675 and 0.0155.
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Chapter 12

CHI-SQUARE AND VARIANCE TESTS

IZhi^c\XViZ\dg^XVaYViV[dgkVg^Vi^dc
Tests discussed in preceding chapters have sometimes required you
to assume that a population has a specific probability distribution,
such as the normal or binomial distribution. This chapter
introduces the chi-square distribution, a technique to test these
assumptions. This chapter also explores the chi-square distribution
as a means of performing one- and two-population hypothesis
testing.


I]Z\ddYcZhh"d["ÒiiZhiYZiZgb^cZh
l]Zi]ZgVedejaVi^dc[daadlhV
eVgi^XjaVgY^hig^Wji^dc#I]ZX]^"hfj
VgZiZhi[dg^cYZeZcYZcXZl^aaiZaand
j
^[ildXViZ\dg^XVakVg^VWaZhVgZgZaVi
ZY#I]^hX]VeiZgVahd^cXajYZhild
ineZhd[kVg^VcXZiZhih/Vh^c\aZede
jaVi^dciZhii]VijhZhi]ZX]^"hfjVg
Z
Y^hig^Wji^dcVcYV]nedi]Zh^hiZhii
]ViXdbeVgZhildkVg^VcXZhjh^c\i
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Chapter Twelve — Chi-Square and Variance Tests

Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test

>hi]ZYViVY^hig^WjiZYi]ZlVnndji]dj\]i^ildjaYWZ4
12.1 Explain how to perform the chi-square goodness-of-fit test.
The goodness-of-fit test is a hypothesis test that uses the chi-square distribution
to test whether a frequency distribution fits a predicted distribution. The null
hypothesis states that the sample of observed frequencies supports the claim
about the expected frequencies. As usual, the alternative hypothesis states the
opposite, that there is no support for the claim.
The chi-square test compares observed (O) and expected (E) frequencies
to determine whether there is a statistically significant difference. Apply the
following formula to calculate the H 2 statistic.

The value of H 2 is then compared to the critical chi-square score obtained from
Reference Table 3 to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis.


I]ZhZVgZi]Z
dWhZgkZYkVajZh#
I]ZZmeZXiZYkVajZh
VgZi]ZcjbWZgh
i]Vindji]^c`
WZadc\]ZgZ#

Note: Problems 12.2–12.3 refer to the data set below, the number of students absent over a
five-day period.
Day

1

2

3

4

5

Number of Students

15

17

12

10

6

12.2 Calculate the expected number of absences per day, assuming the population
of absenteeism is uniformly distributed.

Assuming the absences are uniformly distributed means assuming that roughly
the same number of students are absent each day. Calculate the average of the
data values.

You expect 12 students to be absent each day, whereas the data provides the
actual observed number of absences each day.
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Day

1

2

3

4

5

Observed (O)

15

17

12

10

6

Expected (E)

12

12

12

12

12
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Note: Problems 12.2–12.3 refer to the data set in Problem 12.2, showing the number of students
absent over a five-day period.

12.3 Test the claim that the distribution of absences is uniformly distributed at the
F = 0.05 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.
uniformly
uniformly
Use the table below to calculate H 2, the chi-square statistic.
Day

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

1

15

12

3

9

0.75

2

17

12

5

25

2.08

3

12

12

0

0

0.00

4

10

12

–2

4

0.33

5

6

12

–6

36

3.00

Total


9^k^YZ
DÄ:2.
Wn:2&'id
\Zi%#,*#

6.16

The sum of the values in the rightmost column is the chi-square statistic: H 2 = 6.16.
Five categories (in this case, k = 5 different days) of observed data are provided by
the problem, so there are df = k – 1 = 5 – 1 = 4 degrees of freedom.
Consider Reference Table 3 (an excerpt of which is shown below). To identify
the critical chi-square value , identify the value at the place where the F = 0.05
column and df = 4 row meet:
(underlined in the excerpt from
Reference Table 3 below).
Probabilities Under the Chi-Square Distribution
df

0.995 0.99

0.975 0.95

1

–––

–––

0.001 0.004 0.016 2.706 3.841 5.024 6.635 7.879

0.90

0.10

0.05

0.025 0.01

0.005

2

0.010

0.020 0.051 0.103 0.211 4.605 5.991 7.378 9.210 10.597

3

0.072 0.115 0.216 0.352 0.584 6.251 7.815 9.348 11.345 12.838

4

0.207 0.297 0.484 0.711 1.064 7.779 9.488 11.143 13.277 14.860

The critical chi-square value
defines the lower boundary of the rejection
region, as illustrated in the following diagram. Because H 2 = 6.16 is less than
, you fail to reject H0; you conclude the distribution of absences is
uniformly distributed for F = 0.05.

I]ZX]^"
hfjVgZ
\ddYcZhh"d["Òi
iZhi^hValVnhVdcZ"
iV^aZYiZhidci]Z
g^\]ih^YZd[i]Z
Y^hig^Wji^dc#
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Note: Problems 12.4–12.5 refer to the data set below, the number of games in which a
particular Major League Baseball player had 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 hits per game over the last 100
games. Assume the player had four at-bats per game.

HZZEgdWaZbh
+#&Ä +#&+idgZk^Zl
i]ZW^cdb^Va
Y^hig^Wji^dc#

Number of Hits

Number of Games

0

26

1

34

2

30

3

7

4

3

Total

100

12.4 Calculate the expected number of games in which the player has each number

of hits, assuming the hitting distribution is binomial and the player has a 0.300
batting average.
Calculate the binomial probabilities for the number of hits per game assuming
n = 4 trials and a 0.300 (or, more simply, 0.3) probability of success.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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If there is a P(0) = 0.2401 probability that the baseball player will have 0 hits
in a game, then you expect him to have 0 hits in (0.2401)(100) = 24.01 games.
Calculate the remainder of the expected frequencies by multiplying the
probabilities by 100.
Number of
Hits

Binomial
Probability

Number of
Games

Expected
Frequency (E)

0

0.2401

100

24.01

1

0.4116

100

41.16

2

0.2646

100

26.46

3

0.0756

100

7.56

4

0.0081

100

0.81

Total

100

Before you can calculate the chi-square statistic, you must first verify that all of
the expected frequencies are greater than 5. Because the expected frequency
in the final category is less than 5, you need to combine the last two rows of the
table.
Number of
Hits

Binomial
Probability

Number of
Games

Expected
Frequency (E)

0

0.2401

100

24.01

1

0.4116

100

41.16

2

0.2646

100

26.46

3–4

0.0837

100

8.37

Total

I]ZeaVnZg
^hZmeZXiZY
id]VkZ)]^ih
^c%#-&\VbZh
l]^X]^h[ZlZg
i]Vc*\VbZh#

100

Note: Problems 12.4–12.5 refer to the data set in Problem 12.4, showing the number of games
in which a particular Major League Baseball player had 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 hits per game over
the last 100 games. Assume the player had four at-bats per game.

12.5 Test the claim that the number of hits per game is binomially distributed at
the F = 0.05 significance level if p = 0.3.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Use the following table to calculate the chi-square statistic.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Hits

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

0

26

24.01

1.99

3.96

0.16

1

34

41.16

–7.16

51.27

1.25

2

30

26.46

3.54

12.53

0.47

3–4

10

8.37

1.63

2.66

0.32

Total

2.2

Add the values in the right column: H 2 = 2.2. According to Reference Table 3,
the critical chi-square value with df = 4 – 1 = 3 degrees of freedom at the F = 0.05
significance level is 7.815. Because H 2 = 2.2 is less than
, you fail to
reject H0; the player’s hits per game are binomially distributed assuming p = 0.3.
Note: Problems 12.6–12.7 refer to the data set below, the number of customer visits per
minute for an online store.

HZZEgdWaZbh
+#&,Ä +#(&id
gZk^Zli]Z
Ed^hhdcY^hig^Wji^dc
#

Number of Visits
per Minute

0

1

2

3

4 or More

Total

Frequency

115

148

80

25

12

380

12.6 Calculate the expected number of visits per minute for each category assuming
the data is Poisson-distributed and Q = 1.

Calculate the probabilities of 0, 1, 2, or 3 customer visits.

All of the Poisson probabilities must add up to 1. Thus, the probability that 4 or
more customers visit is the complement of exactly 0, 1, 2, or 3 customers visiting.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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You are given the observed frequencies of 380 visits. Calculate the expected
frequencies by multiplying each of the Poisson probabilities by 380.
Number of
Visits

Poisson
Probability

Total
Visits

Expected
Frequency (E)

0

0.3679

380

139.80

1

0.3679

380

139.80

2

0.1839

380

69.89

3

0.0613

380

23.29

4 or more

0.0190

380

7.22

Total

1.0000

380

Note: Problems 12.6–12.7 refer to the data set in Problem 12.6, the number of customer visits
per minute for an online store.

12.7 Test the claim that the number of visits per minute is Poisson-distributed with
Q = 1 at the F = 0.10 level of significance.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate H 2 using the following table.
Visits

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

0

115

139.80

–24.80

615.04

4.40

1

148

139.80

8.20

67.24

0.48

2

80

69.89

10.11

102.21

1.46

3

25

23.29

1.71

2.92

0.13

4 or more

12

7.22

4.78

22.85

3.16

Total

9.63

The sum of the right column of the table is H 2 = 9.63. According to Reference
Table 3, the critical chi-square value given df = 5 – 1 = 4 degrees of freedom and
GZbZbWZg!= 
F = 0.10 is 7.779. Because H 2 = 9.63 is greater than
, you reject H0; the
XaV^bhi]ZEd^hhdc%

customer visits are not Poisson-distributed.
Y^hig^Wji^d

c!hdgZ
=%bZVchi]ZYVi _ZXi^c\
V
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Note: Problems 12.8–12.9 refer to the data set below, the speeds at which cars pass through a
checkpoint during a one-hour period.

HZZEgdWaZbh
,#&Ä,#''
idgZk^Zl
i]ZcdgbVa
Y^hig^Wji^dc#

Speed (mph)

Frequency

Under 56

20

56–under 62

26

62–under 68

65

68–under 74

37

74 and over

27

Total

175

12.8 Calculate the expected number of cars for each category assuming the data is
normally distributed with a mean of 65 miles per hour (mph) and a standard
deviation of 6 mph.
Calculate the z-scores for the categories, assuming R = 65 and X = 6.

I]ZhjWhXg^ei
d[ZVX]o"hXdgZ^h
i]ZbVm^bjbheZZY
[dgi]ViXViZ\dgn#
GZbZbWZgi]Vi
#


Calculate the expected frequencies for each category.
Speed of
Cars

Normal
Probability

Total
Cars

Expected
Frequency (E)

Under 56

0.0668

175

11.69

56–under 62

0.2417

175

42.30

62–under 68

0.3830

175

67.03

68–under 74

0.2417

175

42.30

74 and over

0.0668

175

Total
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Note: Problems 12.8–12.9 refer to the data set in Problem 12.8, the speeds at which cars pass
through a checkpoint during a one-hour period.

12.9 Test the claim that the speeds of the cars are normally distributed with a mean
of 65 mph and a standard deviation of 6 mph at the F = 0.05 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate H 2 using the following table.
Speed

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

Under 56

20

11.69

8.31

69.06

5.91

56–under 62

26

42.30

–16.30

265.69

6.28

62–under 68

65

67.03

–2.03

4.12

0.06

68–under 74

37

42.30

–5.30

28.09

0.66

74 and over

27

11.69

15.31

234.40

20.05

Total

32.96

According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given 4 degrees
of freedom and F = 0.05 is 9.488. Because H 2 = 32.96 (as calculated above)
is greater than
, you reject H0; the distribution is not normally
distributed with a mean of 65 and a standard deviation of 6.
Note: Problems 12.10–12.11 refer to the data set below, the frequency distribution for the
volume of cups of coffee (in ounces) dispensed by a vending machine.
Volume (ounces)

Frequency

7.2–under 7.4

15

7.4–under 7.6

11

7.6–under 7.8

18

7.8–under 8.0

22

8.0–under 8.2

12

8.2–under 8.4

6

Total

84

12.10 Calculate the expected frequency for each category assuming the data is
uniformly distributed over the given ranges.

The expected frequency for each category of uniformly distributed data is the
average frequency of the categories.
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Each of the categories has an expected frequency of 14.
Note: Problems 12.10–12.11 refer to the data set in Problem 12.10, the frequency distribution
for the volume of cups of coffee (in ounces) dispensed by a vending machine.

12.11 Test the claim that the data is uniformly distributed over the given ranges at
the F = 0.10 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate the chi-square statistic using the table below.
Speed

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

7.2–under 7.4

15

14

1

1

0.07

7.4–under 7.6

11

14

–3

9

0.64

7.6–under 7.8

18

14

4

16

1.14

7.8–under 8.0

22

14

8

64

4.57

8.0–under 8.2

12

14

–2

4

0.29

8.2–under 8.4

6

14

–8

64

4.57

Total

11.28

According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given 5 degrees of
freedom and F = 0.10 is 9.236. Because H 2 = 11.28 is greater than
, you
reject H 0; the volume of coffee dispensed per cup is not uniformly distributed.
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Note: Problems 12.12–12.13 refer to the data set below, the number of grocery shoppers (from
a random sample of 4) who use the self-checkout line.
Number of Self-Checkout
Shoppers

Frequency

0

32

1

86

2

60

3

10

4

12

Total

200

Hdi]Z
gZhZVgX]Zgh
e^X`[djggVcYdb
eZdeaZVcYlViX]
idhZZ^[i]dhZeZdeaZ
jhZi]ZhZa["X]ZX`dji
a^cZ#I]ZnYdi]^hVidiVa
d['%%i^bZh#6aa[djgd[
i]Z^ggVcYdbanhZaZXiZY
eZdeaZjhZYi]ZhZa["
X]ZX`djiVidiVad[
&'i^bZh#

12.12 Calculate the expected frequency for each category, assuming the distribution

of shoppers who use the self-checkout line is binomially distributed with a 40%
chance that each shopper will choose the self-checkout option.
A binomial distribution is based on two possible outcomes, a “success” and a
“failure.” In this case, a shopper choosing the self-checkout line is considered a
success, so p = 0.4 and the complement is q = 1 – p = 0.6. Calculate the binomial
probabilities for each category.
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Multiply each of the probabilities by the total number of observations, 200.
Number of
Shoppers

Binomial
Probability

Number of
Days

Expected
Frequency

0

0.1296

200

25.92

1

0.3456

200

69.12

2

0.3456

200

69.12

3

0.1536

200

30.72

4

0.0256

200

5.12

Total

200

Note: Problems 12.12–12.13 refer to the data set in Problem 12.12, the number of grocery
shoppers (from a random sample of 4) who use the self-checkout line.

12.13 Test the claim that the observed data is binomially distributed with p = 0.4 at
the F = 0.01 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate H 2 using the following table.
Shoppers

O

E

0

32

25.92

6.08

39.97

1.43

1

86

69.12

16.88

284.93

4.12

2

60

69.12

–9.12

83.17

1.20

3

10

30.72

–20.72

429.32

13.98

4

12

5.12

6.88

47.33

9.24

Total

I]^hb^\]i[ZZa
Va^iiaZWVX`lVg
Y!
WZXVjhZ^ceVhi 
X]VeiZgh= gZegZ
&
hZ
l]VindjlZgZX ciZY
aV^b^c\#
>ci]^hXVhZ!= ^h
i]Z
&
deedh^iZd[i]Z
XaV^b
i]Vii]ZYViV^h 

W^cdb^VaanY^hig^W
jiZY#

O–E

(O – E)2

29.97

The critical chi-square value, given 3 degrees of freedom and F = 0.01, is 13.277.
, you reject H 0 and conclude that
Because H 2 = 29.92 is greater than
the data is not binomially distributed.
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Note: Problems 12.14–12.15 refer to a lumber yard that inspects 150 boards and records the
number of knots in each. The resulting frequencies are recorded in the table below.
Number of Knots
per Board

0

1

2

3

4

5+

Total

Frequency

33

44

42

21

8

2

150

12.14 Determine the expected frequencies for each category assuming the data is
Poisson-distributed with Q = 1.4.

Calculate the Poisson probabilities for the first four categories given Q = 1.4.

Apply the complement rule to calculate P(5 or more).

Multiply each of the categories by 150 to calculate the expected frequencies.
Number of
Knots

Poisson
Probability

Total
Boards

Expected
Frequency (E)

0

0.2466

150

36.99

1

0.3452

150

51.78

2

0.2417

150

36.26

3

0.1128

150

16.92

4

0.0395

150

5.93

5 or more

0.0142

150

2.13

Total

I]^hZmeZXiZY
[gZfjZcXn^haZhh
i]Vc*!hdndjcZZY
idXdbW^cZi]ZaVhi
ildXViZ\dg^Zhl]Zc
ndjXVaXjaViZi]Z
X]^"hfjVgZhiVi^hi^X!
^[ndjgiZmiWdd`
gZfj^gZh^i#

~150
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Note: Problems 12.14–12.15 refer to a lumber yard that inspects 150 boards and records the
number of knots in each.

12.15 Test the claim that the data is Poisson-distributed with Q = 1.4 at the F = 0.05
significance level.

BdY^[ni]Z
iVWaZ^cEgdWaZb
&' #&)WnVYY^c\
i]ZegdWVW^a^i^ZhV
ZmeZXiZY[gZfjZ cY
cX
I]ZÒcVaXViZ\dgn ^Zh#
* `cdih]VhVc 
ZmeZXiZY[gZfjZ
cXn
i]ViÉhiddhbVaaW
n
^ihZa[' #&(#

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Use the table below to calculate H 2, ensuring that each of the categories has an
expected frequency greater than 5.
Knots

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

0

33

36.99

–3.99

15.92

0.43

1

44

51.78

–7.78

60.53

1.17

2

42

36.26

5.74

32.95

0.91

3

21

16.92

4.08

16.65

0.98

4 or more

10

8.06

1.94

3.77

Total

150

0.47
3.96

According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given 4 degrees
, you
of freedom and F = 0.05 is 9.488. Because H 2 = 3.96 is less than
fail to reject H 0 and conclude that the data is Poisson-distributed assuming
Q = 1.4 knots per board.
Note: Problems 12.16–12.17 refer to a professor who claims that his typical grade
distribution is 20% As, 25% Bs, 40% Cs, 10% Ds, and 5% Fs.

12.16 This semester, the professor’s class contains 85 students. Estimate the number
of students who will earn each grade, based on the professor’s claim.

Multiply each percentage by 85 to calculate the expected values for each grade
category.
Grade

Expected Percent
of Students

Total
Students

A

20%

85

17

B

25%

85

21.25

C

40%

85

34

D

10%

85

8.5

F

5%

85

Total

100%
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Note: Problems 12.16–12.17 refer to a professor who claims that his typical grade
distribution is 20% As, 25% Bs, 40% Cs, 10% Ds, and 5% Fs.

12.17 At the end of the semester, the 85 students in the course are assigned grades

as follows: 22 As, 29 Bs, 20 Cs, 10 Ds, and 4 Fs. Test the professor’s claim at the
F = 0.05 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Use the following table to calculate H 2.
Grade

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

A

22

17

5

25

B

29

21.25

7.75

60.06

2.83

C

20

34

–14

196

5.76

D/F

14

12.75

1.25

1.56

0.12

Total

1.47

10.18

According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given df = 3 and
F = 0.05 is 7.815. Because H 2 = 10.18 is greater than
, you reject H0 and
conclude that the professor did not follow his stated grade distribution.

Ndj]VkZ
idXdbW^cZ
i]Z9VcY
;XViZ\dg^Zh!
WZXVjhZ;]Vh
VcZmeZXiZY
[gZfjZcXnd[
)#'*!l]^X]^h
aZhhi]Vc*#

Chi-Square Test for Independence

6gZi]ZkVg^VWaZhgZaViZY4
12.18 Explain how to perform the chi-square test for independence.
The chi-square test for independence is used to determine whether two
categorical variables affect each other. Begin by stating a null hypothesis
that the variables are independent; the alternative hypothesis states that the
variables are not independent—they are related in some way.
A contingency table should be constructed with rows that are the categories
of one variable and columns that are the categories of the other. The cells at
the intersections of the rows and columns contain the observed frequencies. A
contingency table with r rows and c columns contains r  c cells. Calculate the
expected frequencies using the following formula.
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Use the chi-square distribution to compare the observed and expected
frequencies. The chi-square statistic H 2 is calculated using the formula first
introduced in Problem 12.1.

Use Reference Table 3 to determine the critical chi-square value
given
df = (r – 1)(c – 1) degrees of freedom and the stated significance level F . In
order to reject the null hypothesis (and therefore claim that the variables are
independent), H 2 must be greater than . Otherwise, you fail to reject the null
hypothesis and must conclude that the variables are dependent.
Note: Problems 12.19–12.20 refer to the data set below, the number of head-to-head tennis
matches won by Bob and Deb given warm-up times of 0–10 minutes, 11–20 minutes, and
more than 20 minutes.

Deb Wins

0–10
min

11–20
min

More than
20 min

Total

4

10

9

23

Bob Wins

14

9

4

27

Total

18

19

13

50

12.19 Calculate the expected frequency for each cell of the table, assuming that the
warm-up time and the match winner are independent variables.

8VaXjaViZ
i]^h[dgZkZgn
XZaaZmXZeii]ZWdaY"
[VXZYXZaah!l]^X]
gZegZhZciidiVah#

Calculate the expected frequency for each cell in the table using the following
equation.

Calculate E 1,1.

You expect Deb to win E 1,1 = 8.28 matches given 0–10 minutes of warm-up
time. Calculate the expected frequencies for the other 5 cells using the same
technique.
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Note: Problems 12.19–12.20 refer to the data set in Problem 12.19, the number of head-tohead tennis matches won by Bob and Deb given warm-up times of 0–10 minutes, 11–20
minutes, and more than 20 minutes.

12.20 Determine whether the length of time the players warm up affects the winner
of the match at the F = 0.10 significance level.

I]^heVgi
^hcdY^[[ZgZci
[gdbEgdWaZbh
&'#'Ä&' #&,#

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate H 2 using the following table.
Row

Column

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

1

1

4

8.28

–4.28

18.32

2.21

1

2

10

8.74

1.26

1.59

0.18

1

3

9

5.98

3.02

9.12

1.53

2

1

14

9.72

4.28

18.32

1.88

2

2

9

10.26

–1.26

1.59

0.15

2

3

4

7.02

–3.02

9.12

1.30

Total

7.25

The table in Problem 12.19 (excluding the boldfaced totals) contains r = 2 rows
(representing the players) and c = 3 columns (representing the different warmup periods). Thus, there are df = (2 – 1)(3 – 1) = 2 degrees of freedom.
According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given df = 2 and
F = 0.10 is 4.605. Because H 2 = 7.25 is more than
, you reject H0; it
appears there is some sort of relationship between the warm-up time and the
eventual winner of the match. The variables are not independent at the F = 0.10
significance level.

I]^h^hi]Zhjb
d[i]ZcjbWZgh^ci]Z
g^\]ibdhiXdajbcd[
i]ZaVhiiVWaZ#

Note: Problems 12.21–12.22 refer to the data set below, the number of men and women who
decided to purchase or not to purchase an extended warranty for a digital camera at an
electronics store.
Warranty

No Warranty

Total

Men

7

50

57

Women

9

19

28

Total

16

69

85

12.21 Calculate the expected frequencies for each cell, assuming that the warranty
decision and the gender of customer are independent variables.
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>[\ZcYZg
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idejgX]VhZi]Z
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Calculate the expected frequencies of each cell by multiplying its row total by its
column total and dividing by the overall total.

Note: Problems 12.21–12.22 refer to the data set in Problem 12.21, the number of men and
women who decided to purchase or not to purchase an extended warranty for a digital
camera at an electronics store.

12.22 Determine whether the warranty decision and the gender of the customer are
independent variables at the F = 0.05 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Use the following table to calculate H 2.
Row

Column

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

1

1

4

8.28

–4.28

18.32

1

1

7

10.73

–3.73

13.91

1.30

1

2

50

46.27

3.73

13.91

0.30

2

1

9

5.27

3.73

13.91

2.64

2

2

19

22.73

–3.73

13.91

0.61

Total

2.21

7.06

According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given df = (2 – 1)
(2 – 1) = 1 degree of freedom and F = 0.05 is 3.841. Because H 2 = 7.06 is greater
, you reject H0; there is a relationship between warranty decision
than
and gender.
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Note: Problems 12.23–12.24 refer to the data set below, the final exam grade distribution for
215 graduate students and the number of hours the students spent studying for the exam.
A

B

C

Total

Less than 3 hr

18

48

16

82

3–5 hr

30

28

12

70

More than 5 hr

33

25

5

63

Total

81

101

33

215

12.23 Calculate the expected frequencies for each cell, assuming that the final exam
grade and the time spent studying are independent variables.

Excluding the total column and the total row, there are r = 3 rows and c = 3
columns. Calculate the expected frequency for each cell by multiplying its row
total by its column total and dividing by the overall total.

>[i]Z
\gVYZndj
\Zidci]Z
ZmVbYdZhcÉi
YZeZcYdci]Z
aZc\i]d[i^bZndj
hijYn!i]Zc(%#-.
hijYZcihl]d
hijYnaZhhi]Vc
(]djghh]djaY
\ZiVc6#

Note: Problems 12.23–12.24 refer to the data set in Problem 12.23, the final exam grade
distribution for 215 graduate students and the number of hours the students spent studying
for the exam.

12.24 Determine whether the exam grade and the time spent studying for the exam
are independent variables at the F = 0.01 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.
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Calculate H 2 by adding the values in the right column of the table below.
Row

Column

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

1

1

18

30.89

–12.89

166.15

5.38

1

2

48

38.52

9.48

89.87

2.33

1

3

16

12.59

3.41

11.63

0.92

2

1

30

26.37

3.63

13.18

0.50

2

2

28

32.88

–4.88

23.81

0.72

2

3

12

10.74

1.26

1.59

0.15

3

1

33

23.73

9.27

85.93

3.62

3

2

25

29.60

–4.60

21.16

0.71

3

3

5

9.67

–4.67

21.81

2.26

Total

16.59

According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given
df = (3 – 1)(3 – 1) = 4 degrees of freedom and F = 0.01 is 13.277. Because
H 2 = 16.59 is greater than
, you reject H0; it appears that the length of
time spent studying for the final exam has an effect on the final exam grade.
Note: Problems 12.25–12.26 refer to the data set below, the number of voters who are
satisfied and unsatisfied with the current economy and their party affiliations.
Party

Satisfied

Unsatisfied

Total

Democrat

140

172

312

Republican

135

163

298

Independent

30

22

52

Total

305

357

662

12.25 Calculate the expected frequencies for each cell, assuming that economic
satisfaction and party affiliation are independent variables.

Calculate the expected frequency of each cell by multiplying its row total by its
column total and dividing by the overall total.
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Note: Problems 12.25–12.26 refer to the data set in Problem 12.25, the number of voters who
are satisfied and unsatisfied with the current economy and their party affiliations.

12.26 Determine whether satisfaction with the economy and the party affiliation of
the voter are independent variables at the F = 0.05 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate H 2 using the following table.
Row

Column

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

1

1

140

143.75

–3.75

14.06

1

2

172

168.25

3.75

14.06

0.08

2

1

135

137.30

–2.30

5.29

0.04

2

2

163

160.70

2.30

5.29

0.03

3

1

30

23.96

6.04

36.48

1.52

3

2

22

28.04

–6.04

36.48

0.10

1.30

Total

3.07

Because H 2 = 3.07 is less than
, you fail to reject H 0; there is no
relationship between satisfaction and party affiliation.

I]ZgZVgZ
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Note: Problems 12.27–12.28 refer to the data set below, the arrival status of 300 flights that
originated from New York, Chicago, or Los Angeles airports.
Status

NY

Chi

LA

Total
64

Early

18

24

22

On time

62

45

50

157

Late

25

40

14

79

Total

105

109

86

300

12.27 Calculate the expected frequency for each cell, assuming that arrival status
and flight origin are independent variables.

Calculate the expected frequency of each cell by multiplying its row total by its
column total and dividing by the overall total.
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Note: Problems 12.27–12.28 refer to the data set in Problem 12.27, the arrival status of 300
flights that originated from New York, Chicago, or Los Angeles airports.

12.28 Determine whether arrival status and flight origin are independent at the
H = 0.10 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Use the following table to calculate H 2.
Row

Column

O

E

O–E

(O – E)2

1

1

18

22.40

–4.40

19.36

0.86

1

2

24

23.35

0.65

0.42

0.02

1

3

22

18.35

3.65

13.32

0.73

2

1

62

54.95

7.05

49.70

0.90

2

2

45

57.04

–12.04

144.96

2.54

2

3

50

45.01

4.99

24.90

0.55

3

1

25

27.65

–2.65

7.02

0.25

3

2

40

28.70

11.30

127.69

4.45

3

3

14

22.65

–8.65

74.82

3.30

Total

13.60

According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value given
df = (3 – 1)(3 – 1) = 4 degrees of freedom and F = 0.10 is 7.779. Because
H 2 = 13.60 is greater than
, you reject H0; there appears to be a
relationship between arrival status and flight origin.

Hypothesis Test for a Single Population Variance

IZhi^c\kVg^Vi^dc^chiZVYd[i]ZbZVc
12.29 Describe the procedure for hypothesis testing a single population variance,
6hdeedhZY
idVaad[i]Z
X]^"hfjVgZegdWaZbh
^ci]^hX]VeiZghd[Vg!
l]^X]lZgZVaadcZ"
iV^aZYiZhihdci]Z
g^\]ih^YZd[i]Z
Y^hig^Wji^dc#

including the formula used to calculate H 2.

The hypothesis test for population variance is similar to the test for population
mean in that the null and alternative hypotheses are subject to one- and twotailed tests. The chi-square distribution determines the outcome of the test with
n – 1 degrees of freedom.
If the variance of the sample is s 2 and X2 is the population variance (stated in
the null hypothesis), then H 2—the test statistic—is calculated according to the
following formula.
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This hypothesis test applies only when the population is normally distributed;
thus, each problem in this section makes that assumption.
Note: Problems 12.30–12.31 refer to the data set below, the number of minutes 7 randomly
chosen customers waited on hold for phone support for a particular company.
Number of Minutes
5

14

4

6

10

6

3

12.30 The company claims that the standard deviation of the wait time is less than 5
minutes. Test this claim at the F = 0.05 significance level.

No hypothesis test exists for the standard deviation; you need to test for the
population variance. To construct the null hypothesis, convert the standard
deviation to variance by squaring it.


GZbZbWZg!i]Z
hfjVgZgddid[i]Z
kVg^VcXZ^hi]Z
hiVcYVgYYZk^Vi^dc#

Calculate the sample variance, as explained in Problem 3.45.

Total

x

x2

5

25

14

196

4

16

6

36

10

100

6

36

3

9

48

418

NdjlVci
idegdkZ
!
l]^X]^hi]ZhVbZ
#
Vhegdk^c\

Substitute the proposed population deviance boundary (X = 5), the sample
size (n = 7), and the sample variance (s2 = 14.81) into the chi-square formula
presented in Problem 12.29.
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L]Zc=&
XdciV^ch1!ndj
add`je
^c
GZ[ZgZcXZIVWaZ(#
L]Zc=&XdciV^ch3!
ndjadd`je #

The chi-square distribution is not symmetrical, so each tail has its own critical
score. The column headings in Reference Table 3 indicate the area in the
right tail of the distribution. However, in this problem you are performing a
left-tailed test. The significance level is F = 0.05, so the area to the right of the
rejection region is 1 – 0.05 = 0.95.
Use F = 0.95 and df = n – 1 = 7 – 1 = 6 to identify the critical chi-square value in
. In order to reject the null hypothesis, H 2 must be
Reference Table 3:
less than 1.635 (as illustrated below).

However, H 2 = 3.55 is greater than
, so you fail to reject H0. The
population variance is not less than 25, so the standard deviation is not less than
5 minutes.
Note: Problems 12.30–12.31 refer to the data set in Problem 12.30, the number of minutes 7
randomly chosen customers waited on hold for phone support for a particular company.

12.31 Construct a 95% confidence interval around this sample variance to estimate
the population standard deviation.

Apply the following equation to calculate the boundaries of the confidence
represents the upper chi-square
interval for population variance, where
critical score and represents the lower chi-square critical score.

A 95% confidence interval produces two tails of equal area that contain the
remaining 5%. Divide 0.05 by 2 to get a 0.025 area for each of the tails. Use
F = 0.025 for the upper chi-square critical score and 1 – 0.025 = 0.975 for the
lower chi-square critical score.
According to Reference Table 3, given df = 7 – 1 = 6 degrees of freedom,
and
. Recall
the critical scores are
that s 2 = 14.81, according to Problem 12.30. Substitute these values into the
confidence interval boundary formula.
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Take the square root of each value to identify the 95% confidence interval for
the population standard deviation.

You are 95% confident that the true population standard deviation is between
2.48 and 8.48 minutes.
Note: In Problems 12.32–12.33, the manager of a repair shop that services office copy
machines is concerned that the standard deviation for the arrival time of a repairman has
exceeded 30 minutes. A random sample of 24 service calls has a standard deviation of 33.4
minutes.

12.32 Investigate the manager’s concern using a hypothesis test with an F = 0.05
significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses in terms of the population variance.

I]ZbVcV\Zg
lVcihid`cdl^[
i]ZhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dc^h\gZVi
i]Vc(%#I]Vildj Zg
bZVci]ZkVg^VcX aY
Z
^h\gZViZgi]Vc
(% '2.% %#

Calculate H 2.

The sample size is n = 24, so there are df = 24 – 1 = 23 degrees of freedom.
The alternate hypothesis contains “greater than,” so you perform a right-tailed
test: F = 0.05. According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square value is
.
Because H 2 = 28.51 is less than
, you fail to reject H 0; the
population variance is not more than 900, so the standard deviation is not
more than 30 minutes.
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>[ndjÉgZ
.%XdcÒYZci!
i]ZcndjÉgZ&%
cdiXdcÒYZci#
9^k^YZi]Vi%#&%Wn
'VcYndj\Zi%#% *
[dgZVX]ZcYd[
i]ZY^hig^Wji^dc#
DcZZcY^h%#%*
VcYi]Zdi]Zg^h
&Ä%#%*2%#.*#

Note: In Problems 12.32–12.33, the manager of a repair shop that services office copy
machines is concerned that the standard deviation for the arrival time of a repairman has
exceeded 30 minutes. A random sample of 24 service calls has a standard deviation of 33.4
minutes.

12.33 Construct a 90% confidence interval around the sample variance to estimate
the population standard deviation.

A 90% confidence interval produces two tails of area 0.05 at each end of the chisquare distribution. Given 23 degrees of freedom, the critical chi-square scores
and
. Calculate the boundaries of the
are
confidence interval for the population variance.

Take the square root of all three expressions to identify the confidence interval
for the population standard deviation.

You are 90% confident that the true population standard deviation is between
27.01 and 44.27 minutes.
Note: In Problems 12.34–12.35, a professor tries to design a 100-point test so that the scores
will have a standard deviation of 10 points. A recent sample of 20 exams has a sample
standard deviation of 13.9.

L]Zc=&
XdciV^chÆcdi
ZfjVaid!Ç^ibZV
ch
Vild"iV^aZYiZhi 
^h
dci]ZlVn#= X 
Vc
cZkZgXdciV^c& ÆZf 
jV
id!ÇdcanÆ\gZViZg a
i]Vc!ÇÆaZhhi]Vc!
Ç
dgÆcdiZfjVa
id#Ç

12.34 Determine whether the professor met his goal at the F = 0.05 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses in terms of the population variance.

Calculate H 2.
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The sample size is n = 20, so df = 20 – 1 = 19. You are performing a two-tailed
test, so split F = 0.05 into two equal halves at the right and left ends of the
distribution. Each tail contains an area of 0.025 with its own critical chi-square
score.
According to Reference Table 3, the critical chi-square values are
and
. Thus, you reject the hypothesis only if H 2 is less than 8.907 or
greater than 32.852, as illustrated below. Recall that H 2 = 36.71, so you reject H 0;
the standard deviation is not equal to 10.

?jhia^`ZndjÉY
hea^ijei]ZXdcÒYZcXZ
aZkZaidXVaXjaViZi]Z
XdcÒYZcXZ^ciZgkVa
WdjcYVg^Zh#

&Ä%#% '*2%#.,*

Note: In Problems 12.34–12.35, a professor tries to design a 100-point test so that the scores
will have a standard deviation of 10 points. A recent sample of 20 exams has a sample
standard deviation of 13.9.

12.35 Construct a 98% confidence interval around the sample variance to estimate
the population standard deviation.

A 98% confidence interval produces two tails with area 0.01 at each end of
the chi-square distribution. Given 19 degrees of freedom and the F values
0.01 and 1 – 0.01 = 0.99, the corresponding critical chi-square scores are
and
.
Identify the boundaries of the population variance confidence interval and the
resulting confidence interval for the population standard deviation.
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I]Z\aVhh
h]djaY]VkZ
VhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dcd[
%#*bbdgaZhh#
NdjÉgZign^c\idh]dl
i]Vii]ZhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dc^h
VXijVaanaVg\Zg!hd
bV`Zi]Vii]Z
VaiZgcVi^kZ
]nedi]Zh^h!=&#

Note: In Problems 12.36–12.37, a glass manufacturer is concerned that the standard
deviation of the glass thickness is exceeding the company standard of 0.5 mm. A recent
sample of 27 panes of glass has a sample standard deviation of 0.67 mm.

12.36 Investigate the manufacturer’s concern at the F = 0.10 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses in terms of the population variance.

Calculate H 2.

You are performing a right-tailed test with 26 degrees of freedom, so the critical
, you
chi-square value is 35.563. Because H 2 = 46.69 is greater than
reject H0; the standard deviation for glass thickness exceeds 0.5 mm.
Note: In Problems 12.36–12.37, a glass manufacturer is concerned that the standard
deviation of the glass thickness is exceeding the company standard of 0.5 mm. A recent
sample of 27 panes of glass has a sample standard deviation of 0.67 mm.

12.37 Construct a 95% confidence interval to estimate the true process standard
deviation for glass thickness.

A 95% confidence interval has a corresponding area of 0.025 in each tail of the
chi-square distribution. Given 26 degrees of freedom, the critical chi-square
and
. Construct the boundaries
values are
for the population standard deviation confidence intervals.

I]ZZci^gZ
^ciZgkVa^haVg\Zg
i]Vc%#*bb!
l]^X]kZg^ÒZh
ndjgVchlZgid
EgdWaZb&'#(+#
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Note: Problems 12.38–12.39 refer to a process that fills boxes with 18 ounces of cereal.
Under normal operating conditions, the standard deviation of the weights of the boxes is 1.1
ounces. A random sample of 30 boxes has a sample standard deviation of 0.81 ounces.

12.38 Determine whether the standard deviation of the filling process is operating
under normal conditions at the F = 0.10 significance level.

State the null and alternative hypotheses in terms of the population variance.

>[i]ZegdXZhh^h
cdideZgVi^c\jcY
Zg
cdgbVaXdcY^i^dch 
!
i]Zci]ZhiVcYVg
Y
YZk^Vi^dc^hci&#& 
VcY
i]ZkVg^VcXZ^hc
i&#'&#

Calculate H 2.

You are performing a two-tailed test with 29 degrees of freedom. The
corresponding critical chi-square values are
and
.
Notice that H 2 = 15.72 is less than 17.708 and therefore lies in the left rejection
region of the distribution. The standard deviation of the filling process is not
1.1 ounces, so the process is not operating under normal conditions.
Note: Problems 12.38–12.39 refer to a process that fills boxes with 18 ounces of cereal.
Under normal operating conditions, the standard deviation of the weights of the boxes is 1.1
ounces. A random sample of 30 boxes has a sample standard deviation of 0.81 ounces.

12.39 Construct a 95% confidence interval to estimate the true standard deviation
for the cereal box filling process.

A 95% confidence interval produces two tails of area 0.025 at each end of the
chi-square distribution. Given 29 degrees of freedom, the critical chi-square
and
. Identify the boundaries of
values are
the process standard deviation confidence interval.
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Hypothesis Test for Two Population Variances

>cigdYjX^c\i]Z;"Y^hig^Wji^dc
12.40 Describe the hypothesis testing procedure used to compare two population
h&VcYh'
VgZi]ZhVbeaZ
hiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dch#

variances, including the formula for the calculated F-score.

A two-population variance hypothesis test may be one- or two-tailed, much like
hypothesis tests for a single population. However, rather than the chi-square
distribution, the F-distribution is used to determine whether to reject the null
hypothesis. The calculated F-score is
variances.

, where

and

are the sample

Note that this procedure assumes that the populations are normally distributed
and that the two samples are independent. These assumptions are thus implicit
in the remaining problems in this chapter.

12.41 Airport management is investigating procedures at different terminals to

reduce the variability in the length of time required to pass through airport
security. The following table summarizes sample data from two different
terminals employing different procedures.
Terminal A

L]^X]ZkZgedejaVi^dc
]Vhi]ZaVg\ZghVbeaZ
kVg^VcXZ^ci]^hXVhZ!
IZgb^cVa7cZZYhidWZ
edejaVi^dc&#

Terminal B

Sample standard deviation

7.4 minutes

8.9 minutes

Sample size

10

9

Determine whether the procedures at Terminal A are more effective in reducing variability than those used at Terminal B, at the F = 0.05 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses using Terminal B as population 1 and
Terminal A as population 2.

Calculate the F-score.

6dcZ"iV^aZY
iZhi[dgild
kVg^VcXZhh]djaY
ValVnh]VkZi]^h
VaiZgcVi^kZ
]nedi]Zh^h!cdi
#

The F-distribution has two separate degrees of freedom, one for each
population and both equal to one fewer than the sample size.

Reference Table 4 contains F-distribution tables, each representing a value
for the area in the right tail of distribution. Locate the section of the table for
F = 0.05. Identify the critical F-score under the D 1 = 8 column and along the
D 2 = 9 row. The value is underlined in the Reference Table 4 excerpt below.
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Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.05
D1
D2

1

1

161.448 199.500 215.707 224.583 230.162 233.986 236.768 238.883 240.543

2

18.513

19.000

19.164

19.247

19.296

19.330

19.353

19.371

19.385

3

10.128

9.552

9.277

9.117

9.013

8.941

8.887

8.845

8.812

4

7.709

6.944

6.591

6.388

6.256

6.163

6.094

6.041

5.999

5

6.608

5.786

5.409

5.192

5.050

4.950

4.876

4.818

4.772

6

5.987

5.143

4.757

4.534

4.387

4.284

4.207

4.147

4.099

7

5.591

4.737

4.347

4.120

3.972

3.866

3.787

3.726

3.677

8

5.318

4.459

4.066

3.838

3.687

3.581

3.500

3.438

3.388

9

5.117

4.256

3.863

3.633

3.482

3.374

3.293

3.230

3.179

10

4.965

4.103

3.708

3.478

3.326

3.217

3.135

3.072

3.020

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

The critical F-score Fc = 3.230 defines the lower bound for the rejection region
on the right side of the distribution. Because F = 1.446 is less than Fc = 3.230, you
fail to reject H 0 and conclude that the procedures at Terminal A are not more
effective in reducing variability than Terminal B.

12.42 The table below contains temperature variation data for two brands of

refrigerators. Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the population
variances are different at the F = 0.05 significance level.
Brand A

Brand B

Sample standard deviation

4.8 degrees

4.1 degrees

Sample size

20

17

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using Brand A as population 1 and
Brand B as population 2.

Calculate the F-score.

Calculate the degrees of freedom for the F-distribution.


EdejaVi^dc&
h]djaYValVnh]VkZ
i]ZaVg\ZgkVg^VcXZ#
I]VibZVchi]Z
cjbZgVidgd[;h]djaY
ValVnhWZW^\\Zg
i]Vci]Z
YZcdb^cVidg#
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:kZci]dj\]
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i]ZVaiZgcVi^kZ
]nedi]Zh^hValVnh
XdciV^chÆ\gZViZgi]VcÇ
l]ZciZhi^c\kVg^VcXZ#
I]ZhVbeaZkVg^VcXZd[
edejaVi^dc&^hW^\\Zg!
hdndjlVciidignid
egdkZi]Vii]Z
edejaVi^dckVg^VcXZ
^hVhlZaa#

You are performing a two-tailed test, so divide F = 0.05 into two equal halves of
area 0.025 at both ends of the distribution. Use the section of Reference Table
4 labeled “Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.025.” Given degrees of
freedom D1 = 19 and D 2 = 16, the critical F-score is Fc = 2.698.
Because F = 1.371 is less than Fc = 2.698, you fail to reject H 0; the temperature
variations of the refrigerator brands are not different.

12.43 A tire company has developed a new brand that should exhibit more consistent
tread life. The table below contains sample data for the existing and new
brands of tire.
Existing

New

Sample standard deviation

5,325 miles

3,560 miles

Sample size

15

18

Determine whether the tread life variance in the new brand is less than the
variance in the existing brand at the F = 0.10 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses, using the existing brand as
population 1 and the new brand as population 2.

Calculate the F-score and the degrees of freedom.

You are applying a one-tailed test with F = 0.10, so refer to the section of
Reference Table 4 labeled “Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.10.” The
critical F-score is in column 14 and row 17: Fc = 1.925.
Because F = 2.237 is greater than Fc = 1.925, you reject H0. The new brand of tire
has a more consistent tread life.
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12.44 A university examines the variability in the math SAT scores of students

accepted to the business and engineering schools. The table below presents
sample data from the most recent incoming class.
Engineering

Business

Sample standard deviation

122.4

106.5

Sample size

16

19

Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the variation in math SAT
scores is different if F = 0.05.
State the null and alternative hypotheses using the engineering students as
population 1 and the business students as population 2.

Calculate the F-score and the degrees of freedom.

Because F = 1.3221 is less than Fc = 2.667, you fail to reject H0. The variability in
math SAT scores between the schools is not significantly different.

12.45 The table below contains random samples of high school teacher salaries from

Ohio and New York. Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether New York
salaries vary more than Ohio salaries if F = 0.01.
Ohio

New York

Sample standard deviation

$6,180

$7,760

Sample size

14

12

State the null and alternative hypotheses, using New York as population 1 and
Ohio as population 2.

Calculate the F-score and the degrees of freedom.

9^k^YZ%#% *
Wn'id\Zi%#% '*#
JhZi]ZhZXi^dcd[
GZ[ZgZcXZIVWaZ)
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d[9^hig^Wji^dc2
%#% '*#ÇAdd`^c
Xdajbc&*VcYgdl
&-ÅndjÉaaÒcY
'#++,#

I]ZW^\\Zg
hVbeaZhiVcYVgY
YZk^Vi^dcdg
hVbeaZkVg^VcXZ
cZZYhidWZ
edejaVi^dc&#

Because F = 1.577 is less than Fc = 4.025, you fail to reject H 0. The teacher salaries
in New York do not vary more than the teacher salaries in Ohio.
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;"Y^hig^Wji^dc
8dbeVg^c\bjai^eaZbZVchl^i]i]Z
Chapter 11 outlined a procedure for comparing two population
means to determine if the difference between them was statistically
significant. This chapter introduces analysis of variance (ANOVA),
which allows you to compare three or more population means.
Once you determine that two or more of the population means
differ, you apply pairwise comparison tests to identify those
populations.
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Chapter Thirteen — Analysis of Variance

One-Way ANOVA: Completely Randomized Design

I]ZbdhiWVh^X6CDK6egdXZYjgZ
13.1 Describe the purpose of one-way analysis of variance and explain the

difference between randomized design and randomized block design.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) performs a hypothesis test that compares
three or more population means based on sample data. The null hypothesis
always states that all the population means are equal, while the alternative
hypothesis states that at least two population means are different.
The most common type of one-way ANOVA is the completely randomized
design. Consider the data in the following table, randomly selected golf scores of
three individuals.

NdjYdcÉi
`cdlVcni]^c\
VWdjii]ZhXdgZh!
hjX]Vh]dlXjggZci
i]ZnVgZdgl]Vi
XdjghZi]ZnlZgZ
hXdgZYdc#I]ZhZVgZ
_jhi[djggVcYdb
hXdgZh[gdbZVX]
\da[Zg#

Bob

Brian

John

93

85

80

98

87

88

89

82

84

90

80

82

One-way AVOVA can be applied to determine whether there is a statistically
significant difference between Bob’s, Brian’s, and John’s average golf scores. If
the golf scores are assigned randomly within each of the three samples, this is
considered a completely randomized design.
The second type of one-way AVOVA is the randomized block design, which is
demonstrated in the following table.
Course

Bob

Brian

John

1

93

85

80

2

98

87

88

3

89

82

84

4

90

80

82

Now each row of golf scores is associated with a particular golf course. You’ve
added another variable to the analysis, called a blocking variable, which provides
additional context and changes the ANOVA procedure.

13.2 Identify the three conditions that must be met to perform analysis of variance
tests.

In order to conduct ANOVA tests, the data sets must be normally distributed,
must be independent, and must have equal population variances.
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Note: Problems 13.3–13.7 refer to the data set below, the satisfaction ratings recorded by 15
customers for three different fast-food chains on a scale of 1 to 10.
Chain 1

Chain 2

Chain 3

7

8

9

7

9

7

6

7

8

5

6

10

3

9

8

13.3 State the one-way analysis of variance hypothesis and calculate the total sum of
squares.

This problem considers three populations, so the null hypothesis is that all
three population means are equal. If they are not equal, then at least two of
them are different; this is the alternative hypothesis.

:VX]hidgZ
X]V^cgZegZhZcih
VedejaVi^dcd[
hVi^h[VXi^dcgVi^c\h!
hdi]ZgZVgZi]gZZ
edejaVi^dch#

Let xi represent the ith data observation and nT represent the total number of
data observations. The total sum of squares (SST) is the total variation in the
data set, and it is calculated using the formula below.

The following table lists the ratings (xi) and their squares
xi

xi

.

xi

7

49

8

64

9

81

7

49

9

81

7

49

6

36

7

49

8

64

5

25

6

36

10

100

3

9

9

81

8

64

9^[[ZgZciWdd`h
]VkZY^[[ZgZci"add`^c\
HHIZfjVi^dchWZXVjhZ
i]ZnVaiZgi]Zb
Va\ZWgV^XVaan#I]Zn
Vaa\^kZi]ZhVbZ
HHIkVajZh!
i]dj\]#
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Calculate the sum of the nT = 15 data values and the sum of the squared data:
and

. Substitute these into the total sum of squares

formula.

Note: Problems 13.3–13.7 refer to the data set in Problem 13.3, the satisfaction ratings
recorded by 15 customers for three different fast-food chains on a scale of 1 to 10.

13.4 Partition the total sum of squares SST, calculated in Problem 13.3, into the
sum of squares within (SSW) and the sum of squares between (SSB).


>[Vaai]Z
hVbeaZh[gdbi]Z
edejaVi^dc]VY
i]ZhVbZbZVc!
i]ZHH7ldjaY
ZfjVaoZgd#

HdbZWdd`h
XVaai]ZHH7
i]ZigZVibZci
hjbd[hfjVgZh
HHIG#

>[i]ZhVbeaZh^oZh
VgZcÉiZfjVa!VYYje
Vaad[i]ZYViVVcY
Y^k^YZWncI#

The total sum of squares can be separated, or partitioned, into the sum of
squares within (SSW) and the sum of squares between (SSB): SST = SSW + SSB.
The sum of squares between measures the variation of the sample means with
respect to the overall (or grand) mean.
Define the following variables: ni is the sample size of the ith sample, is the
mean of the ith sample, and is the grand mean, the average of all nT = 15 data
values. Apply the formula below to calculate the sum of squares between.

To calculate the SSB, first calculate the means of all three samples.

Next, identify the grand mean. Because the sample sizes are equal, you can
calculate the mean of the sample means.

Substitute the means into the SSB formula, multiplying each sample size by
the difference between the sample mean and the grand mean and then adding
those products together. This example includes three different samples, so
three products are summed.
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The sum of squares within (SSW) measures the variation of each data point
with respect to its sample mean. In the formula below, ni is the size and is the
variance of the nth sample.

Rather than calculate the standard deviation of each sample, recall that the SST
is equal to the sum of SSW and SSB. According to Problem 13.3, SST = 44.93.

Note: Problems 13.3–13.7 refer to the data set in Problem 13.3, the satisfaction ratings
recorded by 15 customers for three different fast-food chains on a scale of 1 to 10.

13.5 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether there is a difference in the
customer satisfaction ratings of the stores at the F = 0.05 significance level.

Consider the hypotheses stated in Problem 13.3 and the values SSB = 21.73 and
SSW = 23.2 calculated in Problem 13.4 for the k = 3 populations with a total of
nT = 15 data values.
To test the hypothesis for ANOVA, you will apply the F-distribution. The F-score
for the data is the quotient of the mean square between (MSB) and the mean
square within (MSW), as defined below.

I]ZkVg^VWaZ
`gZegZhZcihi]Z
cjbWZgd[edejaVi^dch
ndjÉgZXdbeVg^c\#HdbZ
Wdd`hXVaa^ii]Zc
jbWZgd[aZkZah
dgcjbWZgd[
igZVibZcih#

Calculate the F-score of the data.
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As was the case in Chapter 12, the critical F-score Fc requires D 1 and D 2, two
different degrees of freedom, as defined below.

I]Z;"hXdgZ]Vh
idWZ\gZViZgi]Vc; 
idgZ_ZXiVc6CDK6 X
]nedi]Zh^h#

Locate the 0.05 section of Reference Table 4. The critical F-score is in the
D1 = 2 column and the D2 = 12 row: Fc = 3.885. Because F = 5.63 is greater than
Fc = 3.885, you reject H0. The means of the populations do not appear to be
equal; there is a difference in customer satisfaction between the chains.
Note: Problems 13.3–13.7 refer to the data set in Problem 13.3, the satisfaction ratings
recorded by 15 customers for three different fast-food chains on a scale of 1 to 10.

13.6 Construct a one-way ANOVA table for completely randomized design
summarizing the findings in Problems 13.3–13.5.

A one-way ANOVA table is often generated by statistical computer software and
takes the following form.
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

SSB

k–1

MSB

F

Within Samples

SSW

nT – k

MSW

Total

SST

nT – 1

Substitute the values calculated in Problems 13.3–13.5 into the ANOVA table.

Ndjh]djaY
jhZi]ZhVbZ
Vae]VkVajZVh
^ci]Zdg^\^cVa
6CDK6iZhi#

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

21.73

2

10.87

5.63

Within Samples

23.2

12

1.93

Total

44.93

14

Note: Problems 13.3–13.7 refer to the data set in Problem 13.3, the satisfaction ratings
recorded by 15 customers for three different fast-food chains on a scale of 1 to 10.

13.7 Perform Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test to identify the population means
that are not equal at the F = 0.05 significance level.

Problem 13.5 only states that at least two population means are different—it
does not identify those populations. Scheffé’s test uses FS values to compare two
sample means, a and b, using the following formula.
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Compare the sample means for Chain 1 and Chain 2.

I]ZgZVgZ
i]gZZ[Vhi"[ddY
X]V^chVcYndjVgZ
XdbeVg^c\i]Zbild
ViVi^bZ#NdjÉaa]VkZ
idYdi]^hVidiVad[
( 8'2(i^bZh#

Compare the sample means for Chain 1 and Chain 3.

Compare the sample means for Chain 2 and Chain 3.

The critical value FSC for Scheffé’s test is the product of Fc (the critical F-score
from the ANOVA test) and (k – 1).
FSC = (k – 1)Fc = (3 – 1)(3.885) = 7.770
If FS f FSC , you conclude there is no difference between sample means;
otherwise, there is a difference. The following table summarizes the findings of
Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test for this problem.
FS

FSC

Conclusion

1 and 2

6.27

7.770

No difference

1 and 3

10.16

7.770

Difference

2 and 3

0.47

7.770

No difference

Sample Pair

According to Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test, Chains 1 and 3 have
statistically significant differences in mean customer satisfaction scores.
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Note: Problems 13.8–13.12 refer to the data set below, the gas mileage of three different cars
based on random samples.

I]ZhVbeaZ
h^oZhYdcÉi]VkZid
WZZfjVa[dgV
XdbeaZiZangVcYdb^oZY
6CD K6#L]Zci]ZnÉgZ
Y^[[ZgZci!^iÉhXVaaZY
VcjcWVaVcXZY
YZh^\c#

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

24.5

23.7

17.2

20.8

19.8

18.0

22.6

24.0

21.1

23.6

23.1

19.8

21.0

24.9

13.8 Calculate the total sum of squares.
The following table lists the squares of the data values.
xi

xi

xi

24.5

600.25

23.7

561.69

17.2

295.84

20.8

432.64

19.8

392.04

18.0

324.00

22.6

510.76

24.0

576.00

21.1

445.21

23.6

556.96

23.1

533.61

19.8

392.04

21.0

441.00

24.9

620.01

The sum of the nT = 14 data values is
data is

and the sum of the squared

. Calculate SST.

Note: Problems 13.8–13.12 refer to the data set in Problem 13.8, the gas mileage of three
different cars based on random samples.

13.9 Partition the total sum of squares, calculated in Problem 13.8, into the sum of
squares within (SSW) and the sum of squares between (SSB).
Calculate the mean of each sample.
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The sample sizes are different, so apply a weighted average to calculate the
grand mean.

Substitute these values into the sum of squares between formula.

Calculate the sum of squares within by subtracting SSB from SST.
SSW = SST – SSB = 76.56 – 41.61 = 34.95
Note: Problems 13.8–13.12 refer to the data set Problem 13.8, the gas mileage of three
different cars based on random samples.

13.10 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether there is a difference in gas
mileage between the three car models at the F = 0.05 significance level.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problems 13.8 and 13.9, SSW = 34.95 and SSB = 41.61. There are
k = 3 populations and nT = 14 total observations. Calculate the mean square
between (MSB) and mean square within (MSW); use these values to identify the
F-score of the data.

There are D 1 = k – 1 = 2 and D 2 = nT – k = 11 degrees of freedom and F = 0.05.
According to Reference Table 4, Fc = 3.982. Because F = 6.54 is greater than
Fc = 3.982, you reject H0 and conclude that at least two of the three sample
means are different.
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Note: Problems 13.8–13.12 refer to the data set in Problem 13.8, the gas mileage of three
different cars based on random samples.

13.11 Construct a one-way ANOVA table summarizing the findings in Problems
13.8–13.10.

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

41.61

2

20.81

6.54

Within Samples

34.95

11

3.18

Total

76.56

13

Note: Problems 13.8–13.12 refer to the data set in Problem 13.8, the gas mileage of three
different cars based on random samples.

I]ZÒghi[dgbjaV
XdbeVgZhBdYZah&VcY
'!i]ZhZXdcYXdbeVgZh
BdYZah&VcY(!VcYi]Z
i]^gYXdbeVgZhBdYZah
'VcY(#

13.12 Perform Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test to identify the unequal means
using F = 0.05.

Compare two sample means at a time until all possible combinations are
complete.

Calculate the critical value for Scheffé’s test, FSC .
FSC = (k – 1)Fc = (3 – 1)(3.982) = 7.964
The following table summarizes the findings of Scheffé’s pairwise comparison
test.


7ZXVjhZBdYZah
&VcY']VkZ]^\]Zg
hVbeaZbZVchi]Vc
BdYZa( Åi]ZnXVc
igVkZa[Vgi]ZgdcV
\Vaadcd[\Vh#

Sample Pair

FS

FSC

Conclusion

1 and 2

0.28

7.964

No difference

1 and 3

8.44

7.964

Difference

2 and 3

11.61

7.964

Difference

According to Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test, the gas mileage for Model 3 is
significantly different than Model 1 and Model 2. It appears that Model 1 and 2
both provide better gas mileage than Model 3.
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Note: Problems 13.13–13.16 refer to the table below, a partially completed ANOVA hypothesis
test using a completely randomized design.
Source of Variation

SS

Between Samples
Within Samples

56.68

Total

72.11

df

MS

4

4

F

24

13.13 Determine the total number of observations in this ANOVA test.
The ANOVA test has df = nT – 1 total degrees of freedom. According to the table,
df = 24.

There are a total of nT = 25 observations.
Note: Problems 13.13–13.16 refer to the table in Problem 13.13, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a completely randomized design.

13.14 How many populations are compared in the ANOVA test?
The table states that there are D 1 = 4 degrees of freedom between samples.
Recall that D 1 = k – 1.

9'2cIÄ`
gZegZhZcih
i]ZYZ\gZZh
d[[gZZYdb
l^i]^c
hVbeaZh#

A total of k = 5 populations are compared.
Note: Problems 13.13–13.16 refer to the table in Problem 13.13, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a completely randomized design.

13.15 Complete the ANOVA table.
The total sum of squares is the sum of the squares between and the squares
within.
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Once you have partitioned SST into SSB and SSW, you can calculate the mean
square between, the mean square within, and the F-score.

Complete the table using the values calculated above.
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

15.43

4

3.86

1.36

Within Samples

56.68

20

2.83

Total

72.11

24

Note: Problems 13.13–13.16 refer to the table in Problem 13.13, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a completely randomized design.

13.16 Use the completed ANOVA table from Problem 13.15 to draw conclusions
about the hypothesis test, given F = 0.10.


EgdWaZb(#&)
hV^Yi]ZgZlZgZÒkZ
edejaVi^dch!hdi]Zcjaa
]nedi]Zh^h^hi]Vi
VaaÒkZedejaVi^dc
bZVchVgZ
ZfjVa#

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate the degrees of freedom for the critical F-score. Note that D 1 = 4 and
D 2 = 20. According to Reference Table 4, the critical F-score is Fc = 2.249.
Because F = 1.36 is less than Fc , you fail to reject H 0; the population means are
not different.
Note: Problems 13.17–13.21 refer to the data set below, the amount of bananas sold per week
(in pounds) at a grocery store when the banana display was located in the produce, milk,
and cereal sections of the store.
Produce

Milk

61

39

26

40

18

55

65

32

53

50

55

50

39

13.17 Calculate the total sum of squares.
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Square each of the data values.
xi

xi

xi

61

3,721

39

1,521

26

676

40

1,600

18

324

55

3,025

65

4,225

32

1,024

53

2,809

50

2,500

55

3,025

50

2,500

39

1,521

The sum of the nT = 13 data values is

; the sum of the squared data is

. Calculate SST.

HHI^hValVnh
Vedh^i^kZcjbWZg!
WZXVjhZhfjVgZY
cjbWZghVgZedh^i^kZ
VcYHHI^hVhjbd[
hfjVgZYcjbWZgh#D`Vn!
iZX]c^XVaan%'^hcÉi
edh^i^kZ!Wjindj`cdl
l]Vi>bZVc#

Note: Problems 13.17–13.21 refer to the data set in Problem 13.17, the amount of bananas
sold per week (in pounds) at a grocery store when the banana display was located in the
produce, milk, and cereal sections of the store.

13.18 Partition the total sum of squares into the sum of squares within (SSW) and
the sum of squares between (SSB).

Make sample 1 the produce section, sample 2 the milk section, and sample 3 the
cereal section. Calculate the sample means.

The grand mean is the weighted mean of

.
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Calculate the sum of squares between.

Subtract SSB from SST to calculate the sum of squares within:
SSW = 2,325.69 – 680.49 = 1,645.2.
Note: Problems 13.17–13.21 refer to the data set in Problem 13.17, the amount of bananas
sold per week (in pounds) at a grocery store when the banana display was located in the
produce, milk, and cereal sections of the store.

13.19 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether mean banana sales differ
based upon their location, assuming F = 0.01.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Calculate the mean square between, the mean square within, and the F-score of
the data.

I]Z[dgbjaVh
VgZ9&2`Ä&
VcY9'2cIÄ`#

The critical F-score has D 1 = 3 – 1 = 2 and D 2 = 13 – 3 = 10 degrees of freedom.
Because F = 2.07 is less than Fc = 7.559 (the critical F-score from Reference Table
4), you fail to reject H0 . Banana sales seem to be the same regardless of where in
the store they are displayed.
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Note: Problems 13.17–13.21 refer to the data set in Problem 13.17, the amount of bananas
sold per week (in pounds) at a grocery store when the banana display was located in the
produce, milk, and cereal sections of the store.

13.20 Construct a one-way ANOVA table summarizing the data.
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

680.49

2

340.25

2.07

Within Samples

1,645.2

10

164.52

Total

2,325.69 12

In this problem, the samples themselves contain too much variation (MSW)
compared to the variation between the samples (MSB). Thus, you are not able
to reject the null hypothesis and cannot conclude that the population means
are different.
Note: Problems 13.17–13.21 refer to the data set in Problem 13.17, the amount of bananas
sold per week (in pounds) at a grocery store when the banana display was located in the
produce, milk, and cereal sections of the store.

13.21 Perform Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test to verify that none of the

BHL^hi]Z
YZcdb^cVidgd[i]Z
;"hXdgZ#I]ZW^\\ZgBHL
^h!i]ZhbVaaZgi]Z;"hXdgZ
l^aaWZ!VcYi]ZaZhh
a^`Zan^iWZXdbZhi]Vi
;l^aaWZaVg\Zg
i]Vc;X#

population means are different.

Compare the sample means, two at a time. Recall that sample 1 is the produce
section, sample 2 is the milk section, and sample 3 is the cereal section.

Calculate the critical value of Scheffé’s test.
FSC = (k – 1)Fc = (3 – 1)(7.559) = 15.118
According to Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test, summarized in the following
table, none of the population means are significantly different. Each value of FS
is less than FSC = 15.118.
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Sample Pair

FS

FSC

Conclusion

1 and 2

4.09

15.118

No difference

1 and 3

0.78

15.118

No difference

2 and 3

1.19

15.118

No difference

Note: Problems 13.22–13.25 refer to the table below, a partially completed ANOVA
hypothesis test using a completely randomized design.
Source of Variation

SS

Between Samples

419.25

Within Samples
Total

df

MS

F

19
887.06

22

13.22 Determine the total number of observations in this ANOVA test.
The ANOVA test has df = 22 total degrees of freedom. Recall that the number of
total observations is exactly one more than the degrees of freedom (df = nT – 1),
so there are a total of nT = 22 + 1 = 23 observations.
Note: Problems 13.22–13.25 refer to the table in Problem 13.22, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a completely randomized design.

13.23 Determine the total number of populations compared in this ANOVA test.
The total degrees of freedom is equal to the sum of the between (D 1) and within
(D 2) degrees of freedom. The table states that D 2 = 19.

Recall that D 1 = k – 1. Substitute D 1 = 3 into the equation and solve for k, the
total number of populations.
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Note: Problems 13.22–13.25 refer to the table in Problem 13.22, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a completely randomized design.

13.24 Complete the ANOVA table.
The total sum of squares is the sum of the squares between and the squares
within.

Once you have partitioned SST into SSB and SSW, you can calculate the mean
square between, the mean square within, and the F-score.

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

419.25

3

139.75

5.68

Within Samples

467.81

19

24.62

Total

887.06

22

Note: Problems 13.22–13.25 refer to the table in Problem 13.22, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a completely randomized design.

13.25 Based on the completed ANOVA table in Problem 13.24, state the conclusions
of the hypothesis test if F = 0.01.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

The critical F-score given D 1 = 3 and D 2 = 19 degrees of freedom and a
significance level of F = 0.10 is Fc = 5.010. Because F = 5.67 is greater than
Fc = 5.010, you reject H 0 and conclude that at least one pair of sample means is
significantly different.

L^i]dji
i]ZVXijVa
hVbeaZhVcYi]Z^g
hVbeaZbZVch!ndj
ldcÉiWZVWaZid
XdbeVgZi]ZbVcY
Ò\jgZdjil]^X]d[
i]Z[djgedejaVi^dch
]VkZY^[[ZgZci
bZVch#
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Note: Problems 13.26–13.30 refer to the data set below, customer satisfaction ratings at a
retail store on a scale of 1 to 20 when three different environmental scents were used.
Lavender

Citrus

Vanilla

13

18

12

16

20

16

18

15

10

16

15

15

15

19

14

18

12

13.26 Calculate the total sum of squares.
Square each of the data values.
xi

xi

xi

13

169

18

324

12

144

16

256

20

400

16

256

18

324

15

225

10

100
225

16

256

15

225

15

15

225

19

361

14

196

18

324

12

144

The sum of the nT = 17 data values is

and the sum of the squares is

; calculate SST.

Note: Problems 13.26–13.30 refer to the data in Problem 13.26, customer satisfaction ratings
at a retail store on a scale of 1 to 20 when three different environmental scents were used.

13.27 Partition the total sum of squares calculated in Problem 13.26 into the sum of
squares within (SSW) and the sum of squares between (SSB).

Assume lavender is sample 1, citrus is sample 2, and vanilla is sample 3.
Calculate the sample means.
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Now calculate the grand mean.

Square the difference between each sample mean and the grand mean and
multiply it by the sample size. The sum of these values is the sum of squares
between.

According to Problem 13.26, SST = 116.12.
SSW = SST – SSB = 116.12 – 56.5 = 59.62
Note: Problems 13.26–13.30 refer to the data in Problem 13.26, customer satisfaction ratings
at a retail store on a scale of 1 to 20 when three different environmental scents were used.

13.28 Perform a hypothesis test at the F = 0.05 significance level to determine
whether customer satisfaction rating means change according to the
environmental scent used.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problems 13.26–13.27, SSB = 56.5 and SSW = 59.62 for the nT = 17
data points in k = 3 different populations. Calculate the mean square between,
the mean square within, and the corresponding F-score.
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Given D 1 = k – 1 = 2 and D 2 = nT – k = 14 degrees of freedom and F = 0.05, the
critical F-score is Fc = 3.739. Because F > Fc , you reject H0 and conclude that the
population means are different.
Note: Problems 13.26–13.30 refer to the data in Problem 13.26, customer satisfaction ratings
at a retail store on a scale of 1 to 20 when three different environmental scents were used.

13.29 Construct a one-way ANOVA table summarizing the findings in Problems
13.26–13.28.

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

56.5

2

28.25

6.63

Within Samples

59.62

14

4.26

Total

116.12

16

Note: Problems 13.26–13.30 refer to the data in Problem 13.26, customer satisfaction ratings
at a retail store on a scale of 1 to 20 when three different environmental scents were used.

13.30 Perform Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test to identify the unequal population
means when F = 0.05.

Recall that lavender is sample 1, citrus is sample 2, and vanilla is sample 3.

Calculate the critical value FSC .
FSC = (k – 1)Fc = (3 – 1)(3.739) = 7.478
According to Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test, the only significantly different
means are sample 2 (citrus) and sample 3 (vanilla).
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Sample Pair

FS

FSC

Conclusion

1 and 2

2.31

7.478

No difference

1 and 3

3.78

7.478

No difference

2 and 3

13.20

7.478

Difference

One-Way ANOVA: Randomized Block Design

6YY^c\VWadX`^c\kVg^VWaZidi]ZiZhi
Note: Problems 13.31–13.37 refer to the data set below, golf scores for 3 people at 4 different
golf courses.
Course

Bob

Brian

John

1

93

85

80

2

98

87

88

3

89

82

84

4

90

84

82

I]ZgZÉhVc
ZmigVXdajbc^c
i]^hiVWaZXdbeVgZY
idi]ZiVWaZh^c
EgdWaZbh&(#(Ä&(#(%#
NdjÉkZ\dii]gZZXda"
jbchd[\da[hXdgZYViV
VcYdcZXdajbci]Z
WadX`^c\kVg^VWaZi]Vi
egdk^YZhXdciZmiÅ
i]ZXdjghZdcl]^X]
ZVX]hXdgZlVh
gZXdgYZY#

13.31 Calculate the total sum of squares (SST).
Randomized block design and completely random design SST values are
calculated in exactly the same way (a technique first demonstrated in Problem
13.3). Square each of the data values, calculate the sum of the data and the sum
of the squares, and then substitute those sums into the same SST formula that
was applied in the preceding section.
xi

xi

xi

93

8,649

85

7,225

80

6,400

98

9,604

87

7,569

88

7,744

89

7,921

82

6,724

84

7,056

90

8,100

84

7,056

82

6,724

The sum of the nT = 12 data values is

; the sum of the squares is

. Calculate the total sum of squares.
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NdjÉaa
XVaXjaViZ
HH7_jhia^`Z
ndjY^YlVnWVX`
^cEgdWaZb&(#)#
I]ZgZÉhcdX]Vc\Z!
ZkZci]dj\]ndjÉgZ
jh^c\i]ZgVcYdb^oZY
WadX`YZh^\ccdl#HHL!
]dlZkZg!^hXVaXjaViZY
ha^\]ianY^[[ZgZcian!
VhndjÉaahZZ^c
EgdWaZb&(#((#

Note: Problems 13.31–13.37 refer to the data set in Problem 13.31, golf scores for 3 people at
4 different golf courses.

13.32 Calculate the sum of squares between (SSB).
Assume Bob’s scores are sample 1, Brian’s are sample 2, and John’s are sample 3.
Calculate the sample means.

The sample sizes are equal, so the grand mean is the average of the sample
means.

Substitute the above values into the SSB formula.

Note: Problems 13.31–13.37 refer to the data set in Problem 13.31, golf scores for 3 people at
4 different golf courses.

13.33 Calculate the sum of squares for the blocking variable (SSBL) and the sum of
squares within (SSW).

I]ZhVbeaZh
ZVX]gZegZhZci
VedejaVi^dc#I]ZgZ
VgZ(hVbeaZh\da[
hXdgZh[gdb(\da[Zgh
a^hiZY^c)Y^[[ZgZci
WadX`hZVX]gdl
gZegZhZcihV
Y^[[ZgZciWadX`!
VY^[[ZgZci\da[
XdjghZ#

The blocking variable in this data set is the golf course on which each score was
recorded. Randomized block design is used to determine whether the variation
in course averages has an impact on the sample means.
Assume is the average of the jth block, b is the number of blocks, k is the
number of populations, and is the grand mean. The sum of squares for the
blocking variable is calculated using the formula below.

This data set contains information about b = 4 different courses and k = 3
different players.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Calculate the mean of each block, in this case the average score at each course.

Square the difference between each mean and the grand mean
and
multiply it by k, the number of populations. The sum of those products is the
sum of squares for the blocking variable, SSBL.

I]Z\gVcY
bZVc^hcdii]Z
VkZgV\Zd[i]Z
[djgbZVchndj_jh
XVaXjaViZY#>iÉhh i
i^aa
i]ZkVajZ[gdb
EgdWaZb&(#(' #

The total sum of squares for a randomized block design is the sum of squares
within, the sum of squares between, and the sum of squares of the blocking
variable.
SST = SSW + SSB + SSBL
Calculate SSW.

Note: Problems 13.31–13.37 refer to the data set in Problem 13.31, golf scores for 3 people at
4 different golf courses.

13.34 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the blocking variable was
effective in the ANOVA at the F = 0.05 level of significance.

Randomized block design consists of two hypothesis tests. The first is the
primary hypothesis test for a difference in population means that was explored
in Problems 13.3–13.30. This familiar test will be revisited in Problem 13.35 for
this set of data.
The second hypothesis test for randomized block design investigates the
effectiveness of the blocking variable. Like the primary test, its hypotheses are
stated in a standard way: the null hypothesis claims the blocking means are
equal and the alternative hypothesis makes the opposite claim.

JhZV
eg^bZhnbWda
^iadd`ha^`ZVc
Vedhigde]Zdci]Z
cjaaVcYVaiZgcVi^kZ
]nedi]ZhZh[dgi]Z
hZXdcYiZhi!hdndj
XVciZaai]ZildhZih
d[]nedi]ZhZhVeVgi#
HdbZiZmiWdd`hh`^e
i]^hhZXdcYVgn
]nedi]Zh^hhiZe
Vaid\Zi]Zg#
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If you reject this secondary null hypothesis, you conclude that the blocking
variable is effective and should be used for the primary hypothesis test. If,
however, you fail to reject this null hypothesis, the blocking variable should
be removed and the completely randomized design should be used to test the
primary hypothesis.
Calculate the mean square within (MSW), the mean square blocking (MSBL),
and the corresponding F'-score using the formulas below.

In order to identify the critical F'-score in Reference Table 4, you must first
compute the degrees of freedom.

The critical F' score is 4.757. Because F' = 5.47 is greater than
, you
and conclude that the blocking means are not equal. The courses
reject
themselves have an effect on the averages. Course 2, for instance, was the most
difficult for all four golfers.
Note: Problems 13.31–13.37 refer to the data set in Problem 13.31, golf scores for 3 people at
4 different golf courses.

13.35 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the players’ mean golf scores
are different at a F = 0.05 significance level.

Having completed Problem 13.34, you can now proceed to the primary
hypothesis test, determining whether the golf scores have different population
means.

According to Problems 13.33–13.34, SSB = 194.68, MSW = 4.33, and k = 3.
Calculate the mean square between (MSB) using the same formula applied in
completely randomized design.
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Calculate the corresponding F-score.

Calculate the degrees of freedom for the critical F-score.

According to Reference Table 4, Fc = 5.143. Because F = 22.48 is greater than
Fc = 5.143, you reject H 0; there is a difference in average golf score.
Note: Problems 13.31–13.37 refer to the data set in Problem 13.31, golf scores for 3 people at
4 different golf courses.

13.36 Construct a one-way ANOVA table for a randomized block design summarizing the findings of Problems 13.31–13.35.

In the table below, rows represent variation in the blocking variable, columns
represent variation between samples, and errors represent variation within
samples.
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Rows

SSBL

b–1

MSBL

Columns

SSB

k–1

MSB

Errors

SSW

(b – 1)(k – 1) MSW

Total

SST

nT – 1

F

Complete the table by substituting the values calculated in Problems
13.31–13.35.
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Rows

71.04

3

23.68

5.47
22.48

Columns

194.68

2

97.34

Errors

25.95

6

4.33

Total

291.67

11

BH7^hbjX]
]^\]Zgi]VcBHL!
l]^X]gZhjaih^cV
aVg\Z;"hXdgZWZXVjhZ
;2BH7ÊBHL#I]ZgZÉh
bjX]bdgZkVg^Vi^dc
WZilZZci]Z\da[Zgh
i]Vcl^i]^ci]Z
^cY^k^YjVa\da[ZghÉ
hXdgZh!l]^X]bZVch
i]ZedejaVi^dcbZVch
VgZcÉiZfjVa#
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Note: Problems 13.31–13.37 refer to the data set in Problem 13.31, golf scores for 3 people at
4 different golf courses.

13.37 Use Tukey’s method to identify the unequal population means, assuming
F = 0.05.

Tukey’s method is a good pairwise comparison test for the means in a randomized block design. Begin by calculating the following degrees of freedom.

Consult Reference Table 5, using the first section of the table (F = 0.05) to
identify the cell at which D 1 = 3 and D 2 = 6 intersect. That critical value is
q F = 4.339. Recall that MSW = 4.33 and b = 4 for this data set and apply the
following formula to calculate the critical range for Tukey’s method.

To determine which pairs of means are significantly different, compare
the critical range to the absolute value of the difference in sample means.
,
, and
. If the difference
According to Problem 13.32,
in sample means exceeds the critical range, the means are significantly
different.
Absolute Difference

Critical Range

Conclusion

4.51

Difference

4.51

Difference

4.51

No difference

You can conclude that Bob and Brian (samples 1 and 2, respectively) have
different average golf scores, as do Bob and John (samples 1 and 3, respectively).
There is no significant difference between the mean golf scores of Brian and
John.
Note: Problems 13.38–13.41 refer to the table below, a partially completed ANOVA
hypothesis test using a randomized block design.
Source of Variation

SS

Rows

df

MS

6

Columns

23

Error

105

Total

269

3
27

13.38 Calculate the total number of blocking levels in this ANOVA test.
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The rows have 6 degrees of freedom. According to Problem 13.36, the formula
for this cell is b – 1.

There are a total of b = 7 blocking levels in this ANOVA test.
Note: Problems 13.38–13.41 refer to the table in Problem 13.38, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a randomized block design.

I]ZWadX`^c\
aZkZahVgZi]Zgdlh
d[dg^\^cVaYViV!a^`Z
i]Z)gdlhd[\da[
XdjghZYViV^c
EgdWaZbh&(#(&Ä
&(#(,#

13.39 Complete the ANOVA table.
The partially completed table contains the following information: SSB = 23,
SSW = 105, SST = 269, b – 1 = 6, k – 1 = 3, and nT – 1 = 27. Given SST, SSW, and
SSB, you can calculate SSBL.

Similarly, there are 27 – 6 – 3 = 18 degrees of freedom in the Error row.
Calculate the mean square blocking, mean square between, and mean square
within.

GZ[ZgWVX`
idEgdWaZb&(#(+
VcYXdbeVgZZVX]
d[i]ZkVajZh
egZhZciidi]Z6CD K6
iVWaZiZbeaViZ#
;dg^chiVcXZ!HH
^ciZghZXih8dajbch
ViXZaaHH7#

Complete the table by calculating the F-scores.

F

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Rows

141

6

23.5

4.03

Columns

23

3

7.67

1.32

Error

105

18

5.83

Total

269

27
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Note: Problems 13.38–13.41 refer to the table in Problem 13.38, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a randomized block design.

13.40 Determine whether the blocking variable was effective given F = 0.05.
JhZeg^bZh
dci]Z]nedi]ZhZh
i]ViiZhii]Z
Z[[ZXi^kZcZhhd[V
WadX`^c\kVg^VWaZ#

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Consult the table completed in Problem 13.39 to identify the F'-score: F' = 4.03.
There are
and
degrees of freedom. According to Reference Table
. Because
, you reject ; the blocking means are different
4,
and the blocking variable is effective.
Note: Problems 13.38–13.41 refer to the table in Problem 13.38, a partially completed
ANOVA hypothesis test using a randomized block design.

13.41 State the conclusions of the primary hypothesis test given F = 0.05.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Cdi^XZi]Vi9'2&-
^cWdi]EgdWaZbh&(#)%
VcY&(# )&!eg^bZdgcd
eg^bZ#

HZXgZih]deeZgh
VgZ]^gZYWngZiV
X]V^chidVXia^`Z ^a
gZ\jaVgXjhidbZgh
WjihZXgZiangViZ 
i]
ZmeZg^ZcXZh^ci] Z^g
Z
hidgZh#

The F-score for the primary hypothesis, according to the completed table in
Problem 13.39, is F = 1.32. There are D1 = 3 and D 2 = 18 degrees of freedom.
According to Reference Table 4, Fc = 3.160. Because F < Fc , you fail to reject H0
and conclude that there is no difference between the population means. Even
though the blocking variable was effective (according to Problem 13.40), the
primary hypothesis can still be rejected.
Note: Problems 13.42–13.48 refer to the data set below, secret shopper ratings for the
cleanliness of three retail stores on a scale of 1 to 100. Each secret shopper rated all three
stores.
Shopper

Store 1

Store 2

Store 3

1

75

81

75

2

82

85

88

3

72

70

74

4

90

89

88

5

64

90

77

13.42 Calculate the total sum of squares.
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Square each of the data values.
xi

xi

xi

75

5,625

81

6,561

75

82

6,724

85

7,225

88

7,744

72

5,184

70

4,900

74

5,476

90

8,100

89

7,921

88

7,744

64

4,096

90

8,100

77

5,929

The sum of the nT = 15 data values is

5,625

; the sum of the squares is

. Calculate SST.

Note: Problems 13.42–13.48 refer to the data set in Problem 13.42, secret shopper ratings for
the cleanliness of three retail stores on a scale of 1 to 100. Each secret shopper rated all three
stores.

13.43 Calculate the sum of squares between.

I]ZhVbeaZ
h^oZhVgZZfjVa
ZVX]hZXgZih]deeZg
gViZYZVX]hidgZ!hd
ndjYdcÉicZZYid
XVaXjaViZVlZ^\]iZY
bZVcid\Zii]Z
\gVcYbZVc#

Calculate the sample means; their average is the grand mean.

Calculate SSB.
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Note: Problems 13.42–13.48 refer to the data set in Problem 13.42, secret shopper ratings for
the cleanliness of three retail stores on a scale of 1 to 100. Each secret shopper rated all three
stores.

13.44 Calculate the sum of squares for the blocking variable (SSBL) and the sum of
squares within (SSW).

Each of the b = 5 shoppers rated k = 3 stores. Calculate the mean of each block.

Calculate SSBL.

Given the total sum of squares and two of its three partitions, you can calculate
the remaining partition, SSW.
SSW = SST – SSB – SSBL = 954 – 103.6 – 564 = 286.4
Note: Problems 13.42–13.48 refer to the data set in Problem 13.42, secret shopper ratings for
the cleanliness of three retail stores on a scale of 1 to 100. Each secret shopper rated all three
stores.

13.45 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the blocking variable was
effective in the ANOVA model, assuming F = 0.05.

State the secondary hypotheses for the effectiveness of the blocking variable.

HH7A2*+)
VcYHHL2'-+#)!
VXXdgY^c\idEgdWaZb
&(#))#

Calculate the mean square within, the mean square blocking, and the
corresponding F'-score.
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Given
and
degrees of freedom (and F = 0.05),
, you reject
the critical F-score is 3.838. Because F '= 3.94 is greater than
and conclude that the blocking means are different. The blocking variable
(secret shopper) is effective in this model.
Note: Problems 13.42–13.48 refer to the data set in Problem 13.42, secret shopper ratings for
the cleanliness of three retail stores on a scale of 1 to 100. Each secret shopper rated all three
stores.

13.46 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the three stores have different
average ratings, assuming F = 0.05.

State the primary hypotheses.

Calculate the mean square between and the corresponding F-score. Recall that
SSB = 103.6 and MSW = 35.8.

Given D 1 = 3 – 1 = 2 and D 2 = (3 – 1)(5 – 1) = 8 degrees of freedom, the critical
F-score is 4.459. Because F = 1.45 is less than Fc = 4.459, you fail to reject H 0 and
conclude that the stores’ average ratings are not different.
Note: Problems 13.42–13.48 refer to the data set in Problem 13.42, secret shopper ratings for
the cleanliness of three retail stores on a scale of 1 to 100. Each secret shopper rated all three
stores.

13.47 Construct a one-way ANOVA table summarizing the findings of Problems
13.42–13.46.

df

MS

F

Source of Variation

SS

Rows

564

4

141

3.94

Columns

103.6

2

51.8

1.45

Errors

286.4

8

35.8

Total

954

14
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Note: Problems 13.42–13.48 refer to the data set in Problem 13.42, secret shopper ratings for
the cleanliness of three retail stores on a scale of 1 to 100. Each secret shopper rated all three
stores.

13.48 Confirm that no pairs of store means are different using Tukey’s method and
F = 0.05.

Tukey’s method uses D 1 = k = 3 and D 2 = (k – 1)(b – 1) = (3 – 1)(5 – 1) = 8 degrees
of freedom. According to Reference Table 5, q F = 4.041. Calculate the critical
range.

The following sample means were calculated in Problem 13.43.

Calculate the absolute difference between each pair of sample means and
compare those differences to the critical range.
Absolute Difference

Critical Range

Conclusion

10.81

No difference

10.81

No difference

10.81

No difference

Each absolute difference is less than the critical range of 10.81, so no pair of
stores has significantly different ratings. This verifies the conclusion reached in
Problem 13.46.
Note: Problems 13.49–13.50 refer to the table below, an ANOVA hypothesis test using a
randomized block design.
F

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Rows

60

4

15

2.5

Columns

150

5

30

5.45

5.5

Error

110

20

Total

320

29

13.49 Determine whether the blocking variable was effective given F = 0.10.
State the hypotheses.
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According to the table, F' = 2.5. There are
and
. Because
, you fail to reject
freedom, so
the blocking variable is not effective.

degrees of
and conclude that

Note: Problems 13.49–13.50 refer to the table in Problem 13.49, an ANOVA hypothesis test
using a randomized block design.

13.50 State the conclusions of the primary hypothesis test given F = 0.10.
State the primary null and alternative hypotheses.

According to the table, F = 5.45. There are D 1 = 5 and D 2 = 20 degrees of
freedom, so the critical F-score is 4.103. Because F > Fc, you reject H0 and
conclude that the population means are different.

NdjXVc
hi^aagZ_ZXii]Z
eg^bVgncjaa
]nedi]Zh^hZkZc
i]dj\]ndjXdjaYcÉi
gZ_ZXii]Zcjaa
]nedi]Zh^h^c
EgdWaZb&(#*&#

Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set below, the volume of grass clippings cut from
identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.
Lawn

Fertilizer 1

Fertilizer 2

Fertilizer 3

Fertilizer 4

1

10

12

8

10

2

9

13

9

8

3

8

9

13

9

4

11

10

9

9

5

8

13

11

11

6

8

12

10

10

13.51 Calculate the total sum of squares.
The sum of the nT = 24 data values is

; the sum of the squares is

. Calculate SST.
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Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set in Problem 13.51, the volume of grass
clippings cut from identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.

13.52 Calculate the sum of squares between.
Calculate the sample means and the grand mean.

The grand mean of the data is the average of the sample means.

Calculate SSB.

Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set in Problem 13.51, the volume of grass
clippings cut from identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.

13.53 Calculate the sum of squares for the blocking variable and the sum of squares
within.

There are b = 6 lawns, each of which is treated with k = 4 fertilizers. Calculate
the mean of each block.
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Calculate SSBL.

Subtract SSB and SSBL from SST to calculate SSW.
SSW = SST – SSB – SSBL = 64 – 21 – 3 = 40
Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set in Problem 13.51, the volume of grass
clippings cut from identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.

13.54 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the blocking variable was
effective in the ANOVA model when F = 0.05.

State the secondary hypotheses.

Calculate MSW, MSBL, and the corresponding F'-score.

Given
and
degrees of freedom, the critical
. Because
, you fail to reject
and conclude that the
F-score is
blocking variable is not effective in this model.
Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set in Problem 13.51, the volume of grass
clippings cut from identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.

13.55 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether there is a difference in average
volume of grass clippings when F = 0.05.
State the primary hypotheses.
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Calculate MSB and the corresponding F-score.

Given D 1 = 4 – 1 = 3 and D 2 = (4 – 1)(6 – 1) = 15 degrees of freedom, the critical
F-score is Fc = 3.287. Because F < Fc , you fail to reject H0 ; the different fertilizers
do not produce different volumes of grass.

HZZi]Z
cZmiegdWaZb[dg
bdgZ^c[dgbVi^dc#

When the primary null hypothesis is not rejected using a randomized block
design, the hypothesis should be retested using a completely randomized
design. Sometimes the blocking variable will mask a true difference in
population means.
Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set in Problem 13.51, the volume of grass
clippings cut from identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.

13.56 Perform a hypothesis test using completely randomized design to determine

whether there is a difference in average volume of grass clippings when H = 0.05.

State the primary null and alternative hypotheses.

I]ZgZ
^hcdHH7A
l]ZcndjÉgZ
^\cdg^c\i]ZWadX`"
^c\kVg^VWaZ#

Recall that the total sum of squares in a completely randomized design is equal
to the sum of squares within plus the sum of squares between.

Calculate MSW and the corresponding F-score.

Given D 1 = k – 1 = 3 and D 2 = nT – k = 20 degrees of freedom, the critical F-score is
Fc = 3.098. Because F = 3.26 is greater than Fc = 3.098, you reject H 0 and conclude
that different fertilizers produce different volumes of grass. In this case, the
blocking variable masked the difference in population means.
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Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set in Problem 13.51, the volume of grass
clippings cut from identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.

13.57 Construct a one-way ANOVA table for a randomized block design summarizing

Problems 13.51–13.55 and compare it to an ANOVA table summarizing Problem
13.56.
An ANOVA table for a randomized block design includes rows, columns, and
errors as sources of variation.
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Rows

3

5

0.6

0.22

Columns

21

3

7

2.62

Errors

40

15

2.67

Total

64

23

The completely randomized design table combines the Rows and Errors rows into
a row labeled “Within Samples.”
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

21

3

7

3.26

2.15

Within Samples

43

20

Total

64

23

Note: Problems 13.51–13.58 refer to the data set in Problem 13.51, the volume of grass
clippings cut from identically sized areas of lawn with different types of fertilizer applied.

13.58 Apply Tukey’s method to the completely randomized design to identify the
significantly different means when F = 0.05.

Tukey’s method has been applied in preceding problems in order to analyze
randomized block design, using the formula below.

In those examples, b represented the number of blocking levels in the design.
Notice that b describes the sample size of all samples if the design is balanced.
Let n represent the shared sample size to modify Tukey’s method for completely
randomized design.

According to Problem 13.57, the k = 4 populations of sample size n = 6 result in
nT = 24 total data values. Given D 1 = k = 4 and D 2 = nT – 1 = 24 – 1 = 23 degrees of
freedom, Reference Table 5 states that q F = q 0.05 = 3.902.

>cVWVaVcXZY
YZh^\c!Vaad[i]Z
hVbeaZh^oZhVgZ
ZfjVa#

I]ZhZVgZcdi
i]ZhVbZYZ"
\gZZhd[[gZZYdb
ndjXVaXjaViZY^c
EgdWaZb&(#*+!
WZXVjhZ^ci]^h
XVhZndjÉgZjh^c\
GZ[ZgZcXZ
IVWaZ*#
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The following sample means were calculated in Problem 13.52.

Compare the absolute difference between pairs of sample means to the
critical range in order to identify the unequal means, as demonstrated in
the table below.

Only the absolute difference between samples 1 and 2 exceeds the critical range, so
Fertilizers 1 and 2 produce significantly different average volumes of grass.
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Chapter 14

CORRELATION AND SIMPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

;^cY^c\gZaVi^dch]^ehWZilZZcildkVg^VWaZh
This chapter explores the influence of one random variable on the value
of a second variable. Correlation measures the strength and direction of
the relationship between variables. Once the correlation between variables
is identified, simple regression analysis can be used to construct a linear
equation that models the relationship. Given a value of one variable, you
can approximate the value of the correlated variable using the regression
line, assuming that the correlation is linear.


I]^hX]VeiZg^hV]dY\ZedY\Zd[Xdc
XZeihndjÉgZVagZVYn[Vb^a^Vgl^i]
^[ndjÉkZhijY^ZYi]ZegZk^djhX]Vei
Zgh!^cXajY^c\]nedi]Zh^hiZhih!
XdcÒYZcXZ^ciZgkVah!HijYZciÉhi"Y^h
ig^Wji^dc!VcYi]Z;"Y^hig^Wji^dc#Ndjg
\dVal^aaWZidÒcYgZaVi^dch]^ehWZilZ
ZckVg^VWaZh#>hVcVYjaiÉh]Z^\]i
gZaViZYid]^hh]dZh^oZ49dZhi]ZV
bdjcid[]dbZldg`ViZVX]Zg
Vhh^\chgZaViZid]dllZaai]ZhijY
ZcihjcYZghiVcYi]ZXdcXZeih^c
i]ZVhh^\cbZci4I]ZhZVgZXdggZaV
i^dcfjZhi^dch#
?jhigZbZbWZg!XdggZaVi^dcYdZhcdi
^beanXVjhVi^dc#?jhiWZXVjhZild
kVg^VWaZhVgZgZaViZY!^iYdZhcÉib
ZVci]VihdbZdi]Zgjc^YZci^ÒZY

[VXidg^hcÉiVXijVaanVildg`VcY^cÓj
ZcX^c\Wdi]d[i]Zb#
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Correlation

9ZhXg^W^c\i]ZhigZc\i]VcYY^gZXi^dcd[VgZaVi^dch]^e
14.1 Describe the difference between an independent variable and a dependent
variable.

I]ZhZVgZ
VahdXVaaZYi]Z
ZmeaVcVidgnmVcY
gZhedchZnkVg^VWaZh#
I]^hbVnWZbdgZ
jhZ[jaVh^i^hci
ValVnhXaZVgl]^X]
kVg^VWaZYZeZcYh
dcl]^X]#

An independent variable x causes variation in the dependent variable y. This
causal relationship exists only in one direction.
independent variable (x) q dependent variable (y)
For example, the price of a used car is heavily influenced by the car’s mileage.
Thus, the mileage is the independent variable and the price of the car is the
dependent variable. As the car’s mileage increases, you would expect the price
of the car to decrease.

14.2 Define correlation between two variables and explain how to interpret different
values of r.

Correlation measures both the strength and direction of the relationship
between two variables. The correlation coefficient r for an independent variable
and a dependent variable is calculated using the following formula.

Values for r range between –1.0 and 1.0. A positive r indicates a positive
relationship between the two variables; as x increases, y also increases. For
example, length of employment and salary usually exhibit a positive correlation.
The longer you work for a company, the more you are likely to earn.
If the correlation coefficient r is negative, a negative relationship exists between
the two variables; as x increases, y decreases. The age of a used car and its retail
value are negatively correlated, because as a car’s age increases, its retail value
decreases.
The closer the correlation coefficient is to the boundaries of 1 and –1, the
more strongly the variables are correlated. Consider the scatter plots of an
independent variable x and a dependent variable y below.
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Graph A illustrates a perfect positive correlation between x and y with r = 1.0.
Graph B illustrates a perfect negative correlation between x and y with r = –1.0.
Graph C exhibits positive correlation that is weaker than Graph A
(as r = 0.6 < 1). Graph D exhibits no correlation between x and y, as r = 0.

14.3 Explain how to test the significance of the correlation coefficient.
The significance test for the correlation coefficient is used to determine whether
the population correlation coefficient W is significantly different from zero
based on the sample correlation coefficient r. The test uses the following
hypotheses.

If you reject the null hypothesis, you conclude that a relationship exists between
the two variables of interest. The test statistic for this hypothesis test uses the
Student’s t-distribution. Given a sample with size n and a correlation coefficient
r, use the formula below to calculate the t-score.

The calculated t-score is compared to the critical t-score tc, which is based on
n – 2 degrees of freedom and Reference Table 2.

6hm\Zih
W^\\ZgVhndj
\dg^\]i[gdbi]Z
dg^\^c!n\ZihW^\\Zg
i]Zed^cih\dje#Cdi
dcanYdi]Zn\dje!Wji
i]ZnVeeZVgidYdhd
Vadc\VhigV^\]ia^cZ
^cVeZg[ZXian
egZY^XiVWaZlVn#


6XdggZaVi^dc
XdZ[ÒX^Zcid[oZgd
bZVchi]Vii]ZgZ^h
cdgZaVi^dch]^e
WZilZZcmVcYn#

HZZ
EgdWaZb.#'*
idgZk^Zli]Z
i"Y^hig^Wji^dc#

Note: Problems 14.4–14.5 refer to the data set below, the number of hours six students
studied for a final exam and their final exam scores.
Hours of Study

Exam Score

3

86

5

95

4

92

4

83

2

78

3

82

14.4 Calculate the correlation coefficient between hours studied and exam score.
Assign hours of study as the independent variable (x) and exam score as the
dependent variable (y). Calculating the correlation coefficient requires a
number of prerequisite calculations, completed in the table below.

I]Zadc\Zg
ndjhijYn!i]Z
]^\]ZgndjgZmVb
hXdgZh]djaYWZ#Ndj
]VkZcdY^gZXiXdcigda
dkZgi]ZZmVbhXdgZ
WZXVjhZ^iYZeZcYh
dci]ZVbdjcid[
i^bZndjhijYn^[V
XdggZaVi^dcZm^hih!
i]Vi^h#
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Hours of Exam
Study
Score

Total

x

y

xy

x2

y2

3

86

258

9

7,396

5

95

475

25

9,025

4

92

368

16

8,464

4

83

332

16

6,889

2

78

156

4

6,084

3

82

246

9

6,724

21

516

1,835

79

44,582

There are n = 6 pairs of data points. Calculate the correlation coefficient
by substituting the sums calculated above into the formula presented in
Problem 14.2.

Note: Problems 14.4–14.5 refer to the data set in Problem 14.4, the number of hours six
students studied for a final exam and their final exam scores.

14.5 Test the significance of the correlation coefficient between hours studied and
exam score using F = 0.05.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 14.4, r = 0.862. Calculate the t–score for the correlation
coefficient.
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There are df = n – 2 = 6 – 2 = 4 degrees of freedom and F = 0.05. According to
Reference Table 2, the critical t-scores are tc = ±2.776. Because t = 3.40 is greater
than tc = 2.776, you reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the population
correlation coefficient is not equal to zero. There appears to be a relationship
between the number of hours studied and the resulting exam score.
Note: Problems 14.6–14.7 refer to the data set below, the monthly demand for a specific
computer printer at various price levels.
Demand

Price

Demand

Price

36

$70

14

$110

23

$80

10

$120

12

$90

5

$130

16

$100

2

$140

14.6 Calculate the correlation coefficient between demand and price.
While the retail store can set the price of a product, it cannot directly manipulate the demand. Thus, price is the independent variable and demand is the
dependent variable.
Price
(x)

Total

Demand
(y)

x

y

xy

x2

y2

70

36

2,520

4,900

1,296

80

23

1,840

6,400

529

90

12

1,080

8,100

144

100

16

1,600

10,000

256

110

14

1,540

12,100

196

120

10

1,200

14,400

100

130

5

650

16,900

25

140

2

280

19,600

4

840

118

10,710

92,400

2,550


I]Zcjaa
]nedi]Zh^h
XdciV^chÆcdiZfjVa!Ç
hdi]^h^hVild"iV^aZY
iZhi#I]ZgZVgZild
gZ_ZXi^dcgZ\^dchÅdcZ
aZ[id[i2Ä'#,,+
VcYdcZg^\]id[
i2'#,,+#

>ci]^hegdW"
aZb!ndjVY_jhi
hdbZi]^c\VcYhiVcY
WVX`idhZZ]dl^i
V[[ZXihhdbZi]^c\ZahZ#
I]Zi]^c\ndjVY_jhi
^hi]Z^cYZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZ!VcYndjadd`
[dggZhjaih^ci]Z
YZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZ#

Calculate the correlation coefficient.
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I]ZXadhZg
g^hid&dgÄ&!
i]ZbdgZhigdc\an
i]ZkVg^VWaZhVgZ
XdggZaViZY#=ZgZ!
g2Ä%#.&&!hdi]ZgZ^h
VkZgn!kZgnhigdc\
XdggZaVi^dc^ci]Z
cZ\Vi^kZ
Y^gZXi^dc#

The correlation coefficient is negative because as price of the printer increases,
the demand decreases.
Note: Problems 14.6–14.7 refer to the data set in Problem 14.6, the monthly demand for a
specific computer printer at various price levels.

14.7 Test the significance of the correlation coefficient between price and demand
using F = 0.01.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 14.6, r = –0.911. Calculate the t-score for the correlation
coefficient.

There are df = n – 2 = 6 degrees of freedom and F = 0.05. According to
Reference Table 2, the critical t-scores are tc = ±3.707. Because t = –5.41 is less
than tc = –3.707, it lies in the left rejection region. You reject H 0 and conclude
that there is a relationship between price and demand.
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Note: Problems 14.8–14.9 refer to the data set below, the GMAT scores for five MBA students
and the students’ grade point averages (GPAs) upon graduation.
GMAT

GPA

660

3.7

580

3.0

480

3.2

710

4.0

600

3.5

14.8 Calculate the correlation coefficient between GMAT score and GPA.
Many schools admit students based on standardized test scores because they
believe a correlation exists between the exam score and how well the student
is likely to perform at the school. Thus, they believe that GMAT score is an
independent variable that affects GPA, the dependent variable.
Calculate the sums of the variables, the squares, and the products of the paired
data.

Total

GMAT

GPA

x

y

xy

x2

660

3.7

2,442

435,600

13.69

580

3.0

1,740

336,400

9.0

480

3.2

1,536

230,400

10.24

710

4.0

2,840

504,100

16.00

600

3.5

2,100

360,000

12.25

3,030

17.4

10,658

1,866,500

61.18

y2

Calculate the correlation coefficient.
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Note: Problems 14.8–14.9 refer to the data set below, the GMAT scores for five MBA students
and the students’ grade point averages (GPAs) upon graduation.

14.9 Test the significance of the correlation coefficient between GMAT score and
GPA using F = 0.10.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 14.8, r = 0.823. Calculate the t-score for the correlation
coefficient.

6]^\]
XdggZaVi^dcYdZh
cdicZXZhhVg^anbZVc
i]VidcZkVg^VWaZ
XVjhZhi]ZZ[[ZXidc
Vcdi]Zg#>i_jhi
bZVchi]ZkVajZh
bdkZid\Zi]Zg#

Given df = 5 – 2 = 3 degrees of freedom and F = 0.10, the critical t-scores
are tc = ±2.353. Because t = 2.51 is greater than tc = 2.353, you reject the null
hypothesis and conclude that GMAT score and graduating GPA are related.

Simple Regression Analysis

A^cZd[WZhiÒi

6hXViiZgeadi
^hVXdaaZXi^dcd[
ed^cihm!n!l]ZgZm
^hi]Z^cYZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZVcYn^hi]Z
XdggZhedcY^c\
YZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZ#

14.10 Describe the procedure used to identify the line of best fit
including the formulas for a and b.

,

A simple linear regression is a straight line that best describes a scatter plot. Let
x represent an independent variable value and be the predicted dependent
variable that corresponds to x. The regression equation for the data is
, where a is the y-intercept of the line and b is the slope.
Simple regression is also known as the least squares method. It requires separate
formulas to calculate a and b, which are then substituted into the regression
. The b formula is listed first because it should be calculated
equation
first—once evaluated, it is substituted into the formula for a.

The figure below illustrates a line of best fit for a scatter plot representing a set
of ordered pairs.
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Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set below, the payroll (in millions of dollars)
for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of times the
teams won that season.
Payroll

Wins

Payroll

Wins

$209

89

$67

68

$139

74

$49

67

$101

86

$119

97

$74

74

$98

92

14.11 Identify the linear equation that best fits the data and interpret the results.
Because you expect an increase in team payroll to correlate with an increased
number of wins, let payroll be the independent variable x and wins be the
dependent variable y. The table below contains the sums necessary to complete
the least squares calculations.
Payroll

Total

Wins

x

y

xy

x2

y2

209

89

18,601

43,681

7,921

139

74

10,286

19,321

5,476

101

86

8,686

10,201

7,396

74

74

5,476

5,476

5,476

67

68

4,556

4,489

4,624

49

67

3,283

2,401

4,489

119

97

11,543

14,161

9,409

98

92

9,016

9,604

8,464

856

647

71,447

109,334

53,255

NdjaacZZY
i]Zn'Xdajbc^c
EgdWaZb)#&(#

Calculate the slope b of the regression equation.
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I]ZkVajZd[
VgZegZhZcihi]Z
ZmeZXiZYkVajZ[dgn
^[m2%#>ci]^hegdWaZb!
i]Zn"^ciZgXZeiYdZhcdi
]VkZVcneVgi^XjaVg
bZVc^c\!WZXVjhZV
WVhZWVaaiZVbXVcÉi
]VkZVeVngdaad[oZgd
YdaaVgh#

The value of b represents the expected increase in y when x increases by one
unit. Thus, every $1 million invested in payroll produces an average of 0.125 wins
during the season. Calculate the y-intercept a for the regression equation.

The line of best fit is

.

Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.12 Predict the number of wins for a team that has invested $90 million in payroll.
Salary is the independent variable x, so substitute x = 90 into the regression
equation generated in Problem 14.13.

The model predicts that a team with a $90 million payroll will have
approximately 79 wins.
Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.13 Calculate the total sum of squares for the model.
The total sum of squares (SST) of the n = 8 pairs of data measures the total
variation in the dependent variable y according to the following formula.

According to Problem 14.11,
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Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.14 Partition the total sum of squares into the sum of squares regression (SSR)
and the sum of squares error (SSE).

The total sum of squares can be partitioned into the sum of squares regression
and the sum of squares error: SST = SSR + SSE. The sum of squares regression
measures the variation in the dependent variable that is explained by the
independent variable. The sum of squares error measures the variation in the
dependent variable due to other unidentified variables and is calculated using
the following formula.

Calculate the sum of squares error.

Calculate the sum of squares regression.
SSR = SST – SSE = 928.88 – 651.63 = 277.25

DcXZndj
XVaXjaViZ
HH:!ndjXVc
hjWigVXi^i[gdb
HHIid\ZiHHG#
I]ViÉhl]ni]Z
Wdd`dcan\^kZh
ndjV[dgbjaV
[dgHH:#

I]Zhjbh!VhlZaa
VhVVcYW!VgZ
XVaXjaViZY^c
EgdWaZbh&)#&&VcY
&)#&(#

Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.15 Calculate the coefficient of determination for the model.
The coefficient of determination R 2 is a value between 0 and 1 that measures
how well a regression model predicts the data. If R 2 = 1, the model predicts the
data perfectly. To calculate R 2, divide the sum of squares regression by the total
sum of squares.

In the baseball regression model, 29.8%of the variation in wins is explained by
team payroll.

G'VahdiZaah
ndj]dlbjX]d[
i]ZkVg^Vi^dc^ci]Z
YZeZcYZcikVg^VWaZ
^hZmeaV^cZYWn
i]Z^cYZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZ#
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Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.16 Test the significance of the coefficient of determination calculated in
Problem 14.17 using F = 0.05.

>[i]ZedejaVi^dc
XdZ[ÒX^Zcid[
YZiZgb^cVi^dcZfj
Vah
oZgd!i]ZgZ^hcdg
ZaVi^dch]^e
WZilZZceVngdaaV
cY
WZXVjhZcdcZd[i l^ch
]Z
kVg^Vi^dc^cl^ch^h 
Zm"
eaV^cZYWneVngdaa
#

9&2&
l]ZcndjiZhi
i]Zh^\c^ÒXVcXZ
d[i]ZXdZ[ÒX^Zci
d[YZiZgb^cVi^dc#
I]ZgZÉhcd[dgbjaVÅ
^iÉh_jhidcZ#
>iÉhV
ild"iV^aZYiZhi!
hdi]ZgZVgZild
gZ_ZXi^dcgZ\^dch#

The coefficient of determination significance test is used to verify that the
population coefficient of determination W2 is significantly different from zero,
based on the sample coefficient of determination R2.

The test statistic for this hypothesis test is the F-score, as calculated below.

There are D 1 = 1 and D 2 = n – 2 = 6 degrees of freedom for the critical F-score Fc.
Given F = 0.05, Fc = ±5.987, according to Reference Table 4.
Because F = 2.55 is neither less than Fc = –5.987 nor greater than Fc = 5.987, you
fail to reject H0; the coefficient of determination is not different from zero.
There appears to be no support for a relationship between payroll and wins in
Major League Baseball.
Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.17 Calculate the standard error of the estimate se for the regression model.
The standard error of the estimate se measures the dispersion of the observed
data around the regression line. If the data points are very close to the
regression line, the standard error of the estimate is relatively low, and vice
versa, as illustrated below.
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Calculate se using the formula below.

Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.18 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the average number of wins for a
Major League Baseball team that has a payroll of $100 million.

Begin by calculating the predicted number of wins for a $100 million payroll
using the regression equation generated in Problem 14.11.
y = 67.5 + 0.125 (100) = 80
Now calculate the sample mean of the independent variable—the average
payroll of the eight teams.

The confidence interval (CI) is computed according to the formula below. Note
that the critical t-score tc for this 95% confidence interval has n – 2 = 8 – 2 = 6
degrees of freedom. According to Reference Table 2, tc = 2.447.

You are 95% confident that a team with a $100 million payroll will average
between 70.9 and 89.1 wins.
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Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.19 Calculate the standard error of the slope sb for the regression model.
The standard error of the slope measures how consistent the slope of the
regression equation b is when several sets of samples from the population are
selected and the regression equation is constructed for each. A large error
indicates that the slopes vary based on the subset of the data you choose.

Apply the formula below to calculate sb .


>[i]ZedejaVi^dc
hadeZZfjVahoZgd!
i]ZgZ^hcdgZaVi^d
ch
WZilZZceVngdaaV ]^e
cY
l^ch#6oZgdhadeZ

^cY^XViZhi]ViV

X]Vc\Z^ceVngdaa
l^aa
]VkZcd^beVXidc
i]Z
cjbWZgd[l^ch#

I]^h^hoZgd
WZXVjhZi]Z
cjaa]nedi]Zh^h
VhhjbZh^i
^hoZgd#

Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.20 Test the significance of slope b using H = 0.05.
The significance test for the slope of the regression equation determines
whether the population slope G is significantly different from zero, based on the
sample coefficient of determination R 2. Begin by stating the hypotheses.

Rejecting the null hypothesis indicates that there is a significant relationship
between the independent and dependent variables. The test statistic for this
hypothesis test is the t-distribution, as calculated below.
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Given df = n – 2 = 6 degrees of freedom, the critical t-scores are tc = ±2.447.
Because t = 1.60 is neither less than –2.447 nor greater than 2.447, you fail to
reject H0 and conclude that the slope of the regression equation is not different
from zero. There appears to be no support for a linear relationship between
payroll and wins in Major League Baseball. This verifies the solution to Problem
14.16.
Note: Problems 14.11–14.21 refer to the data set in Problem 14.11, the payroll (in millions of
dollars) for eight Major League Baseball teams for a particular season and the number of
times the teams won that season.

14.21 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the slope of the regression equation.
The critical t-score for the 95% confidence interval has n – 2 = 8 – 2 = 6 degrees
of freedom, so tc = 2.447 according to Reference Table 2. Apply the formula
below to calculate the boundaries of the confidence interval.
CI = b ± tcsb = 0.125 ± (2.447)(0.078) = 0.125 ± 0.191
Thus, the lower boundary is 0.125 – 0.191 = –0.066 and the upper boundary is
0.125 + 0.191 = 0.316. Because this confidence interval includes zero, you can
conclude that there is no linear relationship between payroll and wins in Major
League Baseball.
Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set below, the mileage and selling prices of eight
used cars of the same model.
Mileage

Price

Mileage

Price

21,000

$16,000

65,000

$10,000

34,000

$11,000

72,000

$12,000

41,000

$13,000

76,000

$7,000

43,000

$14,000

84,000

$7,000

14.22 Construct the linear equation of best fit and interpret the results.
Higher mileage should correlate negatively with selling price, so assign mileage
to be the independent variable x and price to be the dependent variable y. In
the table below, mileage and price are recorded in thousands.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Total

6c^cXgZVhZ^c
b^aZV\ZbZVchV
YZXgZVhZ^ceg^XZ 
i]Za^cZ]VhVcZ !hd
\V
hadeZ#I]ZaVg\Zgm i^kZ
\Z
i]ZhbVaaZgn\Zih! ih!
hd
a^cZ\dZhYdlc[gdb i]Z

aZ[iidg^\]i#

:miZcY^c\i]Z
gZ\gZhh^dcbdYZaWZndcY
i]ZYViV^iXdbZh[gdb
XVcaZVYidfjZhi^dcVWaZ
gZhjaih#

Mileage

Price

x

y

xy

x2

y2

21

16

336

441

256

34

11

374

1,156

121

41

13

533

1,681

169

43

14

602

1,849

196

65

10

650

4,225

100

72

12

864

5,184

144

76

7

532

5,776

49

84

7

588

7,056

49

436

90

4,479

27,368

1,084

Compute the slope of the regression equation.

Calculate the y-intercept.

The value a represents the expected value for y when x = 0. In this case, it would
represent the price of a used car with zero mileage. However, used cars have
been driven, so it would not be appropriate to claim a new car’s price would be
$17,680.
The linear regression model for the car price (in thousands of dollars) based
on x (in thousands of miles) is
. Every mile on a used car
subtracts an average of $0.118 from its value.
Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.23 Predict the selling price for a used car of this model with an odometer that
reads 50,000 miles.

I]ZkVg^VWaZh
VgZ^ci]djhVcYh/
&&#,-&&!%%%2&&!,-&#

Substitute x = 50 into the regression equation constructed in Problem 14.22.

The car has an expected value of $11,781.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.24 Calculate the total sum of squares for the model.
The total sum of squares (SST) of the n = 8 pairs of data measures the total
variation in the dependent variable using the formula presented in Problem
14.13.

Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.25 Partition the total sum of squares calculated in Problem 14.24 into the sum of
squares regression and the sum of squares error.

Apply the formula presented in Problem 14.14 to calculate the sum of squares
error.

Calculate the sum of squares regression by subtracting SSE from SST.

Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.26 Calculate the coefficient of determination for the car pricing model.
The coefficient of determination is the quotient of the sum of squares regression
and the total sum of squares.

70.3% of the variation in price is explained by the car’s mileage.

6aVg\Zg
HHGbZVchV
hbVaaZgHH:!VcY
i]ZaVg\Zgi]ZHHG!
i]ZWZiiZgi]Z
gZ\gZhh^dc
bdYZa^h#
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Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.27 Test the significance of the coefficient of determination calculated in Problem
14.28 using H = 0.10.

State the hypotheses for the two-tailed test.

Calculate the F-score for the data.

Given D 1 = 1 and D 2 = n – 2 = 6 degrees of freedom and F = 0.10, Fc = ±3.776.
Because F = 14.21 is greater than Fc = 3.776, you reject H 0 and conclude that
the coefficient of determination is different than zero. The data supports a
relationship between mileage and selling price.
Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.28 Calculate the standard error of the estimate se for the regression model.

Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.29 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the average price of a car of this
model that has been driven 62,500 miles.

Calculate the expected price of a used car with 62,500 miles using the
regression equation from Problem 14.22.

Calculate the average mileage of the eight cars in the data set.

Given df = n – 2 = 6 degrees of freedom, tc = 1.943 for the 90% confidence
interval, according to Reference Table 2. Calculate boundaries of the
confidence interval.

h7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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You are 90% confident that the average price for a used car of this model with
62,500 miles is between $8,926 and $11,686.
Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.30 Calculate the standard error of the slope sb.

Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.31 Test the significance of b using H = 0.10.
State the hypotheses.

Calculate the t-score for the test.

Given df = n – 2 = 6 degrees of freedom and F = 0.10, the critical t-scores are
tc = ±1.943. Because t = –3.77 is less than tc = –1.943, you reject H0. The data
supports a linear relationship between mileage and price.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Note: Problems 14.22–14.32 refer to the data set in Problem 14.22, the mileage and selling
prices of eight used cars of the same model.

14.32 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the slope of the regression equation.
I]Z^ciZgkVa^h
gZhig^XiZYidcZ\Vi^kZ
cjbWZghVcYYdZh
cdiXdciV^coZgd!hdi]Z
edejaVi^dcgZ\gZhh^dc
ZfjVi^dc]VhV
cZ\Vi^kZhadeZ#


7Vh^XVaan!ndjÉgZ
ign^c\idegdkZi]
Vi
Vaadl^c\ndjgdeedc 
Zc
idhXdgZVadid[e i
d^c
bZVchndjÉgZ\d^c\ ih
id
l^c[ZlZg\VbZh# 

The critical t-score for the 90% confidence interval given df = n – 2 = 6 degrees
of freedom is tc = 1.943.
CI = b ± tcsb = –0.118 ± (1.943)(0.0313) = –0.118 ± 0.0608
You are 90% confident that the true population slope for the model is between
–0.118 – 0.0608 = –0.179 and –0.118 + 0.0608 = –0.0572.
Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set below, the number of wins for seven NFL
teams and the average number of points they allow per game.
Points

Wins

21

12

21

10

27

9

28

8

21

7

22

4

32

0

14.33 Construct a regression equation that models the number of wins during the
season based on the average number of points allowed per game.

An increase in the average number of points allowed per game should correlate
negatively with the number of wins during the season. Thus, the number of
points allowed is the independent variable and wins is the dependent variable.

Total

Points

Wins

x

y

xy

x2

y2

21

12

252

441

144

21

10

210

441

100

27

9

243

729

81

28

8

224

784

64

21

7

147

441

49

22

4

88

484

16

32

0

0

1,024

0

172

50

1,164

4,344

454
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Calculate the slope b and the y-intercept a of the regression equation.

The linear regression model is

.

Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.34 Predict the expected number of wins for a team that allows an average of 25
points per game.

Substitute x = 25 into the regression model constructed in Problem 14.33.

Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.35 Calculate the total sum of squares.

Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.36 Partition the total sum of squares into the sum of squares regression and the
sum of squares error.
Calculate SSE.

Subtract SSE from SST to calculate SSR.
SSR = SST – SSE = 96.86 – 61.54 = 35.32

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.37 Calculate the coefficient of determination to determine the percentage of
variation in wins that is explained by points allowed.

The average points allowed per game explains 36.5% of the variation in wins.
Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.38 Test the significance of the coefficient of determination using F = 0.05.
State the hypotheses.

Calculate the F-score for the test.

I]ZiZVb
b^\]i]VkZV
adid[ed^cihhXdgZY
V\V^chi^i!Wji^i
b^\]ihXdgZVadid[
ed^cihVhlZaa#BVnWZ
i]ZWZhiYZ[ZchZ^h
V\ddYd[[ZchZ

Given D 1 = 1 and D 2 = n – 2 = 5 degrees of freedom and F = 0.05, the critical
F-scores are Fc = ±6.608. Because F = 2.87 is neither greater than 6.608 nor less
than –6.608, you fail to reject H0. The data does not support a relationship
between wins per season and average points allowed per game.
Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.39 Calculate the standard error of the estimate se .
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Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.40 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the average number of wins per
season for a team that allows an average of 27.5 points per game.

Calculate the expected number of wins for a team that allows an average of 27.5
points per game.

Compute the average points allowed per game for all seven teams.

Given df = n – 2 = 5 degrees of freedom, the critical t-score for the 95%
confidence interval is tc = 2.571. Calculate the boundaries of the interval.

I]^hXdcÒYZcXZ
^ciZgkVa^hkZgnl^YZ
WZXVjhZ!VXXdgY^c\id
EgdWaZb&)#(-!i]ZgZ
^hcÉiVh^\c^ÒXVci
gZaVi^dch]^e#
You are 95% confident that the average number of wins per season for a team
that allows an average of 27.5 points per game is between 1.34 and 9.72.
Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.41 Calculate the standard error of the slope sb.

I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.42 Test the significance of the slope of the regression using F = 0.05.
State the hypotheses.

Calculate the t-score for the test.

Given df = n – 2 = 5 degrees of freedom and F = 0.05, the critical t-scores are
tc = ±2.571. Because t = –1.70 is neither less than –2.571 nor greater than 2.571,
you fail to reject H0. The slope of the regression equation is not different from
zero, so the data does not support a linear relationship between wins per season
and average points per game allowed.
Note: Problems 14.33–14.43 refer to the data set in Problem 14.33, the number of wins for
seven NFL teams and the average number of points they allow per game.

14.43 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the slope of the regression equation.
The critical t-score tc for this 95% confidence interval has n – 2 = 5 degrees of
freedom, so tc = 2.571. Calculate the boundaries of the interval.
CI = b ± tcsb = –0.549 ± (2.571)(0.323) = –0.549 ± 0.830
You are 95% confident that the true population slope for the wins per season
model is between –0.549 – 0.830 = –1.379 and –0.549 + 0.830 = 0.281.
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NONPARAMETRIC TESTS

i^dchVWdjii]ZedejaVi^dch
IZhihi]ViYdcdigZfj^gZVhhjbe
Many of the statistical algorithms outlined in preceding chapters are
classified as parametric tests because specific assumptions must be made,
such as a normally distributed population or equal variances for two
populations. If these assumptions are invalid, the results garnered from the
statistical tests are invalid as well.
Nonparametric tests are not restricted by such assumptions, and they
are relatively easy to perform. However, they tend to be less precise than
parametric tests and require more compelling evidence to reject the null
hypothesis.

I]^hX]VeiZgl^aa^ckZhi^\ViZVhZg^Zh
d[cdceVgVbZig^XiZhihi]ViXVc
WZeZg[dgbZYdcdcZdgbdgZedejaVi^
dch!^cXajY^c\iZhihi]ViXdbeVgZ
Wdi]^cYZeZcYZciVcYYZeZcYZcihVb
eaZhVcYbjai^eaZedejaVi^dch#I]Z
X]VeiZgVahd^cXajYZhV]nedi]Zh^hiZh
i[dgi]ZbZY^VcVcYViZhi[dgV

XdggZaVi^dcXdZ[ÒX^Zci#

Chapter Fifteen — Nonparametric Tests

The Sign Test with a Small Sample Size

IZhii]ZbZY^Vcd[VhVbeaZ
15.1 Explain the purpose of nonparametric tests.
Nonparametric tests are used when a population distribution is unknown.
They can also be used to test parameters other than the mean, proportion,
and variance. For instance, nonparametric tests can examine the median of a
population.


15.2 Identify the primary disadvantage of nonparametric tests.
7Vh^XVaanVaa
d[i]ZiZhihje
Compared to parametric tests, the results of nonparametric tests are less
idi]^hed^ci]VkZ
precise. Given the same sample size and significance level, the confidence
WZZceVgVbZig^Xi 
interval for a nonparametric test is wider that the corresponding confidence
I]ZnjhZegdWVW Zhih#
^a^i
interval for a parametric test.
Vhhjbei^dchWVhZ n
Y
`cdlcY^hig^Wji^dc dc
h
15.3 The following table shows the electrical usage in kilowatt-hours (kWh) of 12
o"hXdgZh[dgcdgbVa a^`Z

homes during the month of February. Apply the sign test to investigate the
Y^hig^Wji^dchidY
gVl
claim that the median electrical usage is more than 1,000 kWh using F = 0.05.
XdcXajh^dch#
Number of kWh per House
974


I]ZXaV^b^h
i]Vii]ZbZY^Vc
^hbdgZi]Vc&!%%%
`L]0^iÉhi]Z
VaiZgcVi^kZ
]nedi]Zh^h#

1,497

815

1320

1000

916

1,066

1,152

1,131

1,305

1,008

1,222

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

The sign table below replaces the data in the table with a negative sign when the
value is below the hypothesized median of 1,000, a positive sign when the value
is above 1,000, and a zero when the value is equal to 1,000.
Observations Above and Below the Median

AZVkZdji
i]ZoZgdh#?jhi
Xdjcijei]Z 
VcYÄh^\ch#

–

–

+

0

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

There are eight positive signs and three negative signs, which constitute a
sample size of n = 8 + 3 = 11 nonzero signs. When applying the sign test, any
sample size n that is less than or equal to 25 is considered small. (See Problems
15.8–15.12 to investigate the sign test with larger sample sizes.)
Because n f 25, the test statistic x is defined as the smaller of the total number
of positive or negative signs. In this case, there are 8 positive signs and 3
negative signs, so x = 3.
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The critical value xc for this test is identified using Reference Table 6. Given
F = 0.05 for a one-tailed test and n = 11, xc = 2. The null hypothesis of a onetailed sign test is rejected when x f xc.
In this problem, x = 3 is greater than xc = 2, so you fail to reject H0. There is not
enough evidence to support the claim, even though the majority of data points
are above the hypothesized median.

15.4 The following table lists the selling prices (in thousands of dollars) for 18 two-


I]^hbVnWZ
i]Zdeedh^iZd[l]Vi
ndjÉgZjhZYid#JhjVaan!
ViZhihiVi^hi^X]Vhid
WZ\gZViZgi]Vci]Z
Xg^i^XVakVajZida^Z^c
i]ZgZ_ZXi^dcgZ\^dc#

bedroom condominiums at a beach resort. Use the sign test to investigate the
claim that the median selling price is less than $180,000, whenF = 0.05.
Selling Price (in thousands)
$186

$144

$165

$180

$174

$177

$170

$191

$159

$165

$180

$172

$149

$155

$187

$173

$168

$175

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a sign table that substitutes “+” for all values over the hypothesized
median of $180, “–” for all values below $180, and “0” for all values equal to
$180.
Observations Above and Below the Median
+

–

–

0

–

–

–

+

–

–

0

–

–

–

+

–

–

–

There are 3 positive and 13 negative signs, for a sample size of n = 13 + 3 = 16.
Because n f 25, the test statistic x is the smaller of the number of positive or
negative signs: x = 3.
According to Reference Table 6, the critical value for this test is xc = 4. Because
x = 3 is less than or equal to xc = 4, you reject H 0 and conclude that there is
enough evidence to support the claim.

Dcan(
d[i]ZYViV
ed^cihVgZVWdkZ
i]Z]nedi]Zh^oZY
bZY^Vc!hdndj
gZ_ZXii]Zcjaa
]nedi]Zh^h#
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15.5 The following table lists the ages of 30 randomly selected M.B.A. students at a
particular university. Test the claim that the median age of M.B.A. students is
32 using a sign test at the F = 0.05 significance level.
Age of M.B.A. Students
27

32

32

28

23

25

33

27

29

24

25

26

28

35

26

32

29

26

32

23

28

32

34

29

25

33

28

32

25

25

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a sign table that compares each data value to the median.

L]Zc=&
XdciV^ch¡!ndj
jhZVild"iV^aZY
iZhi#

>ci]^h
XVhZ!=&lVh
i]Zdeedh^iZd[
i]ZXaV^b!
WZXVjhZi]Z
VaiZgcVi^kZ
]nedi]Zh^hXVccZkZg
XdciV^cÆZfjVah#ÇL]Zc
ndjgZ_ZXii]Zcjaa
]nedi]Zh^h!ndjÉgZ
VXijVaangZ_ZXi^c\
i]Zdg^\^cVaXaV^b
i]Vii]ZbZY^Vc
V\Z^h('#

Observations Above and Below the Median
–

0

0

–

–

–

+

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

0

–

–

0

+

–

–

+

–

–

0

–

0

–

–

The table contains 4 positive signs and 20 negative signs, so n = 20 + 4 = 24.
Because n f 25, the test statistic x is the smaller of 4 and 20: x = 4.
According to Reference Table 6, a two-tailed test with F = 0.05 and n = 24 has
a critical value of xc = 6. Because x f xc, you reject H 0 and conclude that the
median age of an M.B.A. student is not 32.

15.6 The following table lists the daily high temperatures of a particular city (in

degrees Fahrenheit) for 20 different days in March. Test the claim that the
median temperature is not 45˚F using a sign test at the F = 0.10 significance
level.
Daily High Temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit)
48

50

36

44

40

45

32

38

45

46

47

53

45

40

36

49

47

45

54

48

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a sign table comparing the data values to the hypothesized median.
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Observations Above and Below the Median
+

+

–

–

–

0

–

–

0

+

+

+

0

–

–

+

+

0

+

+

The table contains 9 positive signs and 7 negative signs, so n = 9 + 7 = 16.
Because n f 25, the test statistic x is the smaller of 7 and 9: x = 7.
According to Reference Table 6, a two-tailed test with F = 0.10 and n = 16 has a
critical x-value of xc = 4. Because x = 7 is not less than or equal to xc = 4, you fail
to reject H0 and conclude that the median temperature is not 45°F.

15.7 The following table lists the starting salaries, in thousands of dollars, of

20 business majors who recently graduated from college. Use a sign test to
investigate a claim that the median starting salary for business majors exceeds
$35,000 at the F = 0.01 significance level.
Starting Salaries (thousands of dollars)
$33

$30

$34

$36

$28

$35

$37

$33

$31

$30

$35

$29

$37

$30

$33

$30

$35

$27

$34

$33

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a sign table.
Observations Above and Below the Median
–

–

–

+

–

0

+

–

–

–

0

–

+

–

–

–

0

–

–

–

The table contains 3 positive signs and 14 negative signs. In order to reject the
null hypothesis, at the very least the number of positive signs should exceed
the number of negative signs. This is not the case, so no further analysis is
necessary. You fail to reject the null hypothesis and support the claim.


NdjÉgZign^c\id
egdkZi]Vi
bdhid[i]ZhVaV
g^Z
^ci]Za^hiVgZVWd h
kZ
(*!% %%!Wjidcan 
(
d[i]Z'%hVaVg^Z
h
VXijVaanVgZ#I]
ZgZÉh
cded^ci^cZkZc
Xdci^cj^c\i]ZiZ
hi#
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The Sign Test with a Large Sample Size

IZhibZY^Vchjh^c\o"hXdgZh
15.8 The following table lists the tips a waiter at a particular restaurant received

from a sample of 40 customers. Apply the sign test to investigate management’s
claim that the median tip exceeds $15 using F = 0.05.
Tips


I]^hegdWaZb
ldg`h_jhia^`Z
EgdWaZbh&*#(Ä&*#,
jci^a^iÉhi^bZid
XVaXjaViZkVajZh
[dgmVcYmX#


>[=&XdciV^cZY
ÆaZhhi]Vc!ÇndjÉY
W
Yd^c\VdcZ"iV^aZ Z
YiZhi
dci]ZaZ[ih^YZ
d[i]Z
Y^hig^Wji^dcVcY
ndjÉ
e^X`i]ZhbVaaZgd[ Y
i]
ildcjbWZgh/m2 Z
&(#


AZ[i"iV^aZY
h^\ciZhihXdciV^c
m %#*^chiZVYd[

mÄ%#*#

HZZEgdWaZb&%#-#

$18

$20

$19

$22

$14

$16

$20

$19

$17

$23

$13

$15

$8

$24

$12

$10

$11

$23

$17

$10

$18

$16

$16

$18

$25

$24

$9

$14

$19

$20

$12

$13

$19

$21

$14

$11

$20

$16

$18

$15

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a sign table comparing each data value to the hypothesized median.
Observations Above and Below the Median
+

+

+

+

–

+

+

+

+

+

–

0

–

+

–

–

–

+

+

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

–

–

+

+

–

–

+

+

–

–

+

+

+

0

The table includes 25 positive signs and 13 negative signs, so n = 25 + 13 = 38.
When n # 25, the test statistic for a one-tailed test on the right side of the
distribution is the larger of 13 and 25: x = 25.
Calculate the z-score for the right-tailed sign test using the formula below.

According to Reference Table 1, the critical z-score for a one-tailed test given
F = 0.05 is zc = 1.64. Because z = 1.78 is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H0 and
conclude that the median tip is greater than $15.


7VX`idi]Z
[Vb^a^VggZ_ZXi^dc
gjaZh/o]VhidWZ
\gZViZgi]VcV
edh^i^kZoXdgaZhh
i]VcVcZ\Vi^kZoX
idgZ_ZXi= %#
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15.9 A commuter would like to test a hypothesis that her median commute time
is less than 30 minutes. Of her last 45 commutes, 27 were shorter than 30
minutes and 16 were longer than 30 minutes. Apply the sign test to test her
claim using F = 0.01.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.


H]ZigVkZaZY
)*i^bZh!hdildd[
i]dhZig^ehbjhi]VkZ
aVhiZYZmVXian(%
b^cjiZh/)*Ä)(2'#

Because there are 27 observations above the hypothesized median (+) and 16
observations below it (–), the sample size is n = 27 + 16 = 43.
You are applying a one-tailed test on the left side of the distribution, so x is
the smaller of 27 and 16: x = 16. As n v 25, the normal distribution is assumed.
Calculate the z-score for the sign test.

The critical z-score for a left-tailed test with F = 0.01 is zc = –2.33. Because
z = –1.52 is not less than zc = –2.33, you fail to reject H 0 and conclude that the
data is not sufficient to support the commuter’s claim.

15.10 A sample of 75 lightbulbs contains 49 bulbs that lasted longer than 900 hours
and 26 bulbs that lasted less than 900 hours. Use the sign test at the F = 0.05
significance level to test the manufacturer’s claim that the median life of the
bulbs is 900 hours.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

There are 49 observations above the hypothesized median and 26 observations
below it, so the sample size is n = 49 + 26 = 75. You are applying a two-tailed test,
so set the test statistic x equal to the larger of 26 and 49: x = 49.
The majority of the observations are above the median (49 # 26), so apply the
z-score formula for a right-tailed test.


>cVaZ[i"iV^aZY
iZhi!oX!a^`Zo!^h
cZ\Vi^kZ#


DcZ"VcY
ild"iV^aZYiZhih
c '*/m^hi]Z
hbVaaZgcjbWZg#
DcZ"iV^aZYiZhih
c '*/mYZeZcYh
dcl]Zi]ZgndjVgZ
Veean^c\i]ZiZhidc
i]Zg^\]idgaZ[ih^YZ
d[i]ZY^hig^Wji^dc#
Ild"iV^aZYiZhi
c '*/m^hi]Z
aVg\ZgcjbWZg#

The critical z-scores for a two-tailed test with F = 0.05 are zc = t1.96. Because
z = 2.54 is greater than zc = 1.96, you reject H0 and conclude that the median life
of a lightbulb is not 900 hours.
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15.11 The owner of a car would like to test a hypothesis that the median number of
miles per tankful of gas is 350. In a sample of 30 tanks of gas, 12 lasted more
than 350 miles and 18 lasted less than 350 miles. Apply the sign test using
F = 0.10.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Twelve observations were greater than the hypothesized median and 18
observations were less than the median, so n = 12 + 18 = 30. You are applying a
two-tailed test with n # 25, so x is the larger of 12 and 18: x = 18. The majority of
the observations are below the median, so apply the z-score formula for a lefttailed test.

The critical z-scores for a two-tailed test with F = 0.10 are zc = t1.64. Because
z = 1.28 is not less than –1.64, you fail to reject H0; the car does not travel a
median of 350 miles on a tank of gas.

15.12 A sample of 55 households in a particular community includes 34 with incomes
less than $60,000 and 21 with incomes greater than $60,000. Apply the sign
test to a researcher’s claim that the median household income exceeds $60,000
using F = 0.05.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.


9dcÉiWdi]Zg
Veean^c\ViZhi[d
g
VXaV^bi]VihV
nh
Æi]ZbZY^Vc^cXd
bZ^h
]^\]Zgi]Vc+%
!%% %Ç0
i]ZbZY^Vcd[i]
Z
hVbeaZ^hcÉiZkZc

]^\]Zgi]Vc
+%!% %%#

The majority of households (34 out of 55) have incomes below $60,000, so there
is no support for the alternative hypothesis. You fail to reject the null hypothesis
and no further analysis is necessary.
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The Paired-Sample Sign Test (n f 25)

6eeani]Zh^\ciZhiidildYZeZcYZciYViVhZih
15.13 The following table lists the customer service ratings of 10 employees before
and after a training program. Apply the paired-sample sign test at an
F"level of significance to investigate management’s claim that the
program improves employees’ customer service ratings.
Employee

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Before

7.9

8.0

6.5

7.1

7.9

8.4

7.7

8.0

8.2

9.0

After

8.2

8.3

7.0

7.1

7.7

8.6

7.8

8.5

8.4

8.7

The paired-sample sign test is similar to the hypothesis tests for the means of
dependent samples explored in Chapter 11. The observations in one sample are
related to the observations in the other.
In this problem, the paired samples represent employees’ customer service
ratings before and after a training program. The sign test is applied to
determine whether a significant number of employees’ ratings have improved.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Append a row to the data table containing signs that reflect the change in
employee ratings. If an employee scores higher after training, place a positive
sign below the paired data. If an employee’s rating decreases after the training,
record a negative sign. Unchanged ratings are indicated with a zero.
Employee

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Before

7.9

8.0

6.5

7.1

7.9

8.4

7.7

8.0

8.2

9.0

After

8.2

8.3

7.0

7.1

7.7

8.6

7.8

8.5

8.4

8.7

Change

+

+

+

0

–

+

+

+

+

–

The appended row contains 7 positive signs and 2 negative signs, so the sample
size is n = 7 + 2 = 9. You are applying a paired-sample sign test with n f 25, so the
test statistic x is the smaller of 2 and 7: x = 2.
According to Reference Table 6, a one-tailed test with F = 0.05 and n = 9 has a
critical x-value of xc = 1. Because x = 2 is greater than xc = 1, you fail to reject H0;
there is not enough evidence to support management’s claim.

L]Zc
c '*!ndje^X`
i]ZhbVaaZgd[i]Z 
VcYÄcjbWZgh#I]^h
\dZh[dgdcZ"VcY
ild"iV^aZYiZhih#

L]Zcndj
jhZGZ[ZgZcXZ
IVWaZ+!m]VhidW
aZhhi]VcdgZfj Z
Vaid
mXidgZ _ZXi= #
%
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15.14 The following table lists MCAT scores for 10 medical school applicants before
and after an MCAT review course. Apply the paired-sample sign test using
F = 0.05 to investigate the program’s advertised claim that it improves MCAT
scores.
Student

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Before

25

24

29

30

24

21

33

30

28

25

After

26

27

30

28

26

24

35

31

32

28

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Append a row to the table using signs to indicate the students’ MCAT score
changes upon completing the program.


CdiZi]Vi&
^h\gZViZgi]Vcdg
ZfjVaid&WZXVjhZ
&ZfjVah&#

Student

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Before

25

24

29

30

24

21

33

30

28

25

After

26

27

30

28

26

24

35

31

32

28

Change

+

+

+

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

This table contains 9 positive signs and 1 negative sign, so n = 9 + 1 = 10. Because
n f 25, x is equal to the smaller of 1 and 9: x = 1. According to Reference Table
6, a one-tailed test with F = 0.05 and n = 10 has a critical x-value of xc = 1.
Because x f xc , you reject H 0 and conclude that the data supports the claim of
increased scores.

15.15 An insurance company is comparing repair estimates from two body shops to

determine whether they are different. Eighteen cars were sent to two different
shops for estimates. Shop A’s estimates exceeded Shop B’s for 12 of the cars,
and Shop B’s estimates were larger for the remaining 6 cars.
Apply a paired-sample sign test at the F = 0.10 significance level to determine
whether the shops’ repair estimates are different.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Assign a positive sign to observations in which Shop A has a larger estimate
and a negative sign when Shop B’s estimates are larger. The sample size is
n = 12 + 6 = 18. Because n f 25, x is the smaller of 6 and 12: x = 6.
According to Reference Table 6, a two-tailed test with F = 0.10 and n = 18 has a
critical x-value of xc = 5. Because x # xc , you fail to reject H0. The data does not
suggest that the repair shops give significantly different estimates.
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15.16 An mortgage company is comparing 24 home appraisals conducted on the

same homes by two different firms. Firm A’s estimates exceeded Firm B’s
estimates on 17 homes, and Firm B’s estimates exceeded Firm A’s estimates on
5 homes.
Apply a paired-sample sign test using F = 0.05 to investigate the mortgage
company’s claim that the firms are appraising the homes differently.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Assign a positive sign to the homes for which Firm A’s estimate is higher and
a negative sign to the homes for which Firm B’s was higher. This results in 17
positive signs and 5 negative signs, so n = 17 + 5 = 22. Because n f 25, x is the
smaller of 5 and 17: x = 5.
Because x = 5 is less than or equal to the critical x-value xc = 5, you reject H 0. The
data supports the mortgage company’s claim.

The Paired-Sample Sign Test (n > 25)

8dbW^cZi]Zh^\ciZhiVcYo"hXdgZhidiZhieV^gZYYViV
Note: In Problems 15.17–15.18, a golf equipment company is testing a new club, comparing
the distances golfers can hit with it versus the existing model of the same club. Sixty golfers
were asked to use the old and new models of the club. Of that group, 38 hit the ball farther
with the new model and 22 hit the ball farther with the old model.

15.17 Test the manufacturer’s claim that the new club increases the distance the golf
ball is hit using a right-tailed paired-sample sign test with F = 0.05.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Assign a positive sign to the golfers who hit the ball farther with the new model
and a negative sign to the golfers who hit the ball farther with the existing
model. This results in 38 positives and 22 negatives, so the sample size is
n = 38 + 22 = 60.
In a right-tailed test with n # 25, the test statistic x is the larger of the sign totals
(22 and 38): x = 38. Calculate the z-score.

The critical z-score for a right-tailed test using F = 0.05 is 1.64. Because z = 1.94
is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H0 and conclude that the new club model hits
the ball farther than the existing model.
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EV^gZY"hVbeaZ
h^\ciZhihXVcWZ
XdchigjXiZYidjhZV
gZ_ZXi^dcgZ\^dcdci]Z
g^\]idgaZ[iiV^ahd[i]Z
cdgbVaY^hig^Wji^dc
l]Zcc3'*#

GZbZbWZg!
i]Zg^\]i"iV^aZY
iZhijhZhmÄ%#*
VcYi]ZaZ[i"iV^aZY
iZhijhZhm %#*^c
i]Zo"hXdgZ[dgbjaV#


I]^hWdd`
jhZhVaZ[i"iV^aZY
iZhiWZXVjhZ=&
^bea^Zhi]ZgZVgZbdgZ
Äh^\chi]Vc h^\ch#D[
XdjghZ!ndjXdjaYjhZV
g^\]i"iV^aZYiZhi^[ndj
lVciZY#?jhiadd`WVX`
ViEgdWaZbh&*#&,Ä
&*#&-idhZZ]dl
i]Vildg`h#

Note: In Problems 15.17–15.18, a golf equipment company is testing a new club, comparing
the distances golfers can hit with it versus the existing model of the same club. Sixty golfers
were asked to use the old and new models of the club. Of that group, 38 hit the ball farther
with the new model and 22 hit the ball farther with the old model.

15.18 Verify your answer to Problem 15.17 using a left-tailed paired-sample sign test
with F = 0.05.

The hypotheses and signs are defined in the same manner as in Problem 15.17.
In a left-tailed paired-sample sign test with n # 25, however, you choose the
smaller of the sign totals (22 and 38) to represent the test statistic: x = 22.
Notice that the z-score is the opposite of the z-score calculated in Problem 15.17.

The critical z-score for the left-tailed test is the opposite of the critical z-score
calculated in Problem 15.17: zc = –1.64. Because z ! zc , you reject H0.

15.19 A group of 80 people joined a weight-loss program. Once they completed the

program, 40 of them found they had lost weight, but 35 had gained weight.
The remaining 5 participants maintained the same weight. Test the weight-loss
company’s claim that the program reduces weight using a paired-sample sign
test given F = 0.10.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

If positive signs represent individuals who gained weight and negative signs
represent people who lost weight, there are 35 positive signs and 40 negative
signs. The sample size is 35 + 40 = 75. Apply a left-tailed test and set the test
statistic equal to the smaller of the two totals: x = 35.
Calculate the z-score.

The critical z-score for a left-tailed test using F = 0.10 1 is zc = –1.28. Because
z = –0.46 is not less than zc = –1.28, you fail to reject H0. The data does not
support the company’s claim.
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15.20 An ice cream company has developed two new flavors and invites 90 customers
to taste both and identify the flavor they prefer. At the conclusion of the taste
test, 53 customers preferred Flavor A, 27 preferred Flavor B, and 10 could not
decide.
Test the company’s claim that there was a difference in customer preference
using a paired-sample sign test with F = 0.01.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

There are 53 positive signs representing customers who preferred Flavor A and
27 negative signs representing customers who preferred Flavor B. Thus, the
sample size is n = 53 + 27 = 80.
A two-tailed sign test with n # 25 uses the larger of the two totals as the test
statistic: x = 53. Calculate the z-score.

The critical z-scores are zc = t2.57. Because z = 2.80 is greater than zc = 2.57, you
reject H0 and conclude that there is a difference in customer preference.


BdgZeZdeaZ
egZ[ZggZY;aVkdg
6i]Vc;aVkdg7*'
kZghjh',eZdeaZ#
7ji^hi]ViZcdj\]id
XdcXajYZi]Vii]Z
\ZcZgVaedejaVi^dc
l^aaVahdegZ[Zg;aV"
kdg64


>[ndj
lZgZign^c\id
egdkZi]VibdgZ
eZdeaZegZ[ZggZY
;aVkdg6!ndjÉY
jhZVdcZ"iV^aZY
iZhi#>chiZVY!
ndjÉgZ_jhiign^c\
idegdkZi]ZgZÉhcd
Y^[[ZgZcXZ^c
egZ[ZgZcXZ#

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for Small Samples

I]ZbV\c^ijYZd[Y^[[ZgZcXZhWZilZZcildhVbeaZh
15.21 The following table lists gasoline prices from a sample of gas stations in

Delaware and New York. Use the Wilcoxon rank sum test to investigate
the claim that gasoline prices differ between the two states at the F = 0.10
significance level.
Gasoline Prices
DE

$2.19

$2.15

$2.36

$2.25

$2.10

NY

$2.27

$2.36

$2.45

$2.39

$2.28

$2.29

The Wilcoxon rank sum test determines whether two independent populations
have the same distribution by accounting for the magnitude of the differences
between the two samples. State the null and alternative hypotheses.
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:kZci]dj\]
ndjXdbW^cZ
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ZVX]kVajZXVbZ
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>[i]ZhVbeaZh^o
VgZZfjVandjX Zh
Vcj
Z^i]ZghVbeaZid hZ

XVaXjaViZG #

Combine the data sets and rank the observations in order from least to greatest.
For example, $2.10 is the lowest price, so it is assigned a rank of 1; $2.15 is the
next lowest price, so it is assigned a rank of 2.
When two observations are the same, average the ranks. There are two
observations of $2.36, so instead of assigning them ranks 8 and 9 in the table,
assign them both a rank of

.

Price

State

Rank

Price

State

$2.10

DE

1

$2.29

DE

Rank
7

$2.15

DE

2

$2.36

NY

8.5

$2.19

DE

3

$2.36

DE

8.5

$2.25

DE

4

$2.39

NY

10

$2.27

NY

5

$2.45

NY

11

$2.28

NY

6

There are two samples, n1 = 5 prices from New York and n 2 = 6 prices from
Delaware. If the samples are unbalanced, make sure that n1 represents the
smaller sample size. Add the ranks of the observations in the smaller sample.
In this problem, R is the sum of the ranks of the New York gas prices.
R = 5 + 6 + 8.5 + 10 + 11 = 40.5


HdbZWdd`h
jhZY^[[ZgZci
kVajZhidYZÒcZV
ÆhbVaaÇedejaVi^dc[dg
i]ZL^aXdmdcgVc`hjb
iZhi#I]^hWdd`jhZh
c2&%#

When both sample sizes are less than or equal to 10, use Reference Table 7 to
calculate the lower and upper critical values for one- and two-tailed Wilcoxon
rank sum tests. Let a represent the lower critical value and b represent the upper
critical value. If a f R f b, then do not reject H0. Otherwise, reject H 0.
The critical values for a two-tailed test with sample sizes n1 = 5 and n 2 = 6 and
F = 0.10 are 20 and 40. Because R = 40.5 is not between 20 and 40, you reject H 0
and conclude that the gasoline prices differ.

15.22 The following table lists the ages of a sample of men and women at a

DcZ"iV^aZY
iZhihegdkZi]Vi

dcZi]^c\^hW^\\Zg

i]VcVcdi]Zg#I
ld"
iV^aZYiZhihegdk
Z
i]Vii]^c\hVgZ
cdiZfjVa#

retirement community. Apply the Wilcoxon rank sum test to investigate
the claim that women are older than men at the community at the F = 0.05
significance level.
Community Member Ages
Men

76

79

85

80

82

89

Women

84

76

88

70

85

90

71

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Rank the observations in order from least to greatest, noting the population to
which each observation belongs.
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Age

Gender

Rank

Age

Gender

70

W

1

84

W

Rank
8

71

M

2

85

M

9.5

76

M

3.5

85

W

9.5

76

W

3.5

88

W

11

79

M

5

89

M

12

80

M

6

90

W

13

82

M

7

The sample sizes are n1 = 6 women and n 2 = 7 men. Add the ranks of the
observations in the smaller sample.


6YYi]Z
gVc`hd[i]Z
ldbZcÉhV\Zh#

R = 1 + 3.5 + 8 + 9.5 + 11 + 13 = 46
According to Reference Table 7, the critical values for a one-tailed test using
F = 0.05 with n1 = 6 and n 2 = 7 are 30 and 54. Because 30 f 46 f 54, you fail to
reject H0 and conclude that women are not older than men at the retirement
community.

15.23 The following table lists the sizes of a sample of chemistry and physics classes
at a university. Use the Wilcoxon rank sum test to investigate the claim that
class sizes in the departments are different at the F = 0.05 significance level.


>iÉhVdcZ"iV^aZY
iZhiWZXVjhZ=&
hiViZhi]Vii]ZldbZc
VgZdaYZg!cdii]Vii]Z
V\ZhVgZjcZfjVa#

Class Sizes
Chemistry

23

26

41

15

28

Math

46

35

46

31

48

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Combine the data sets and rank the observations.
Size

Class

Rank

Size

Class

Rank

15

C

1

35

P

6

23

C

2

41

C

7

26

C

3

46

P

8.5

28

C

4

46

P

8.5

31

P

5

48

P

10

When sample sizes are equal, the assignment of n1 and n 2 is arbitrary. In this
problem, n1 = 5 represents the sample size of chemistry classes and n2 = 5 is the
sample size of physics classes. Calculate the sum of the ranks of the chemistry
classes.


G^hValVnh
i]Zhjbd[i]Z\gdje
l^i]hVbeaZh^oZc&!^c
i]^hXVhZ!i]ZX]Zb^hign
XaVhhZh#
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R = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 7 = 17
According to Reference Table 7, the critical values for a two-tailed test using
F = 0.05 with n1 = 5 and n2 = 5 in Reference Table 7 are 18 and 37. Because R =
17 does not lie between the critical values, you reject H0 and conclude that there
is a difference in class size.

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test for Large Samples

JhZo"hXdgZhidbZVhjgZgVc`Y^[[ZgZcXZh
15.24 The following table lists salaries of several high school teachers in California

and Florida. Apply the Wilcoxon rank sum test to determine whether
California high school teachers earn more than Florida high school teachers
at the F = 0.05 significance level.
California

Florida

California

Florida

$47,700

$48,300

$59,900

$47,100

$60,500

$57,600

$49,600

$37,500

$40,900

$43,300

$48,400

$38,600

$40,700

$30,900

$53,600

$36,200

$57,100

$43,600

$47,700

$41,500

$35,500

$41,500

$46,000

$49,400

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Combine the observations and rank them in order, from least to greatest.
Salary

State

Rank

Salary

State

Rank

$30,900

FL

1

$47,100

FL

13

$35,500

CA

2

$47,700

CA

14.5

$36,200

FL

3

$47,700

CA

14.5

$37,500

FL

4

$48,300

FL

16

$38,600

FL

5

$48,400

CA

17

$40,700

CA

6

$49,400

FL

18

$40,900

CA

7

$49,600

CA

19

$41,500

FL

8.5

$53,600

CA

20

$41,500

FL

8.5

$57,100

CA

21

$43,300

FL

10

$57,600

FL

22

$43,600

FL

11

$59,900

CA

23

$46,000

CA

12

$60,500

CA

24
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The sample sizes are equal, so n1 = n 2 = 12. Recall that R is the sum of the ranks
of the smaller sample. When the samples have the same size, either can be used
to calculate R. The ranks of the California teachers are summed below.
R = 2 + 6 + 7 + 12 + 14.5 + 14.5 + 17 + 19 + 20 + 21 + 23 + 24 = 180
When both sample sizes are greater than or equal to 10, the normal distribution
can be used to approximate the distribution of R. Before you can calculate the
z-score, however, you must first calculate RR and XR .

Calculate the z-score by substituting the values of RR and XR into the formula
below.

According to Reference Table 1, a one-tailed test using F = 0.05 has a critical
z-score of zc = 1.64. Because z = 1.73 is greater than zc = 1.64, you reject H 0 and
conclude that California high school teachers earn more than Florida high
school teachers.

15.25 The following table lists a sample of golf scores recorded by Bill and Steve.
Apply the Wilcoxon rank sum test to determine whether their scores are
different at the F = 0.05 level of significance.
Bill

Steve

Bill

91

83

75

Steve
102

94

98

81

92

98

88

85

82

93

79

79

86

92

90

95

80

81

89

77

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Rank all of the observations in order from least to greatest.
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HiZkZÉh
hXdgZh

Score

Golfer

Rank

Score

Golfer

Rank

75

B

1

89

S

13

77

B

2

90

S

14

79

S

3.5

91

B

15

79

B

3.5

92

B

16.5

80

S

5

92

S

16.5

81

B

6.5

93

B

18

81

B

6.5

94

B

19

82

S

8

95

B

20

83

S

9

98

B

21.5

85

B

10

98

S

21.5

86

S

11

102

S

23

88

S

12

Steve lists n1 = 11 scores and Bill lists n 2 = 12. Calculate R, the sum of the ranks
of the smaller sample.
R = 3.5 + 5 + 8 + 9 + 11 + 12 + 13 + 14 + 16.5 + 21.5 + 23 = 136.5
Calculate RR , XR , and z.

According to Reference Table 1, a two-tailed test at the F = 0.05 significance
level has critical z-scores zc = t1.96. Because z = 0.28 is neither less than –1.96 nor
greater than 1.96, you fail to reject H 0 and conclude that Bill and Steve’s golf
scores are not different.
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The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test

9^[[ZgZcXZ^cbV\c^ijYZWZilZZcYZeZcYZcihVbeaZh
15.26 The following table lists the cholesterol levels of patients before and after

they tested a new cholesterol drug. Apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to
determine whether the new drug effectively lowered cholesterol levels using
F = 0.05.
Patient

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Before

190

175

189

160

184

178

184

After

176

176

189

171

173

163

170

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to determine whether a difference
exists between two dependent samples. Unlike the paired-sample sign test, this
procedure considers the magnitudes of the differences between the samples.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a table that includes columns for the data sets and the values
described below:
Ê

UÊ D, the difference between the pairs of data; in this problem
D = before – after

Ê

UÊ

Ê

UÊ R, the rank of the nonzero values for

I]ZhVbeaZh
^ci]^hegdWaZb
VgZYZeZcYZci
WZXVjhZi]ZYViV
hZihXdciV^c
X]daZhiZgdaaZkZah
[dgi]ZhVbZ
eVi^Zcih#


NdjXdjaYgZkZghZ^i
^[ndjlVciid/
92V[iZgÄWZ[dgZ#

, the absolute value of D, as defined above


I]ZhbVaaZhi
cdcoZgd kVajZ
If two patients have the same value of , average the ranks when you construct
^h&!hdEVi^Zci7\Z
the table.
gVc`G2&#7ZXVj ih
EVi^Zci7]VhV hZ
Patient
Before
After
D
R
SR
cZ\Vi^kZ9kVajZ

92Ä&!bjai^eani]
A
190
176
14
14
4.5
4.5
ZG
kVajZWnÄ&id\Z
i
B
175
176
–1
1
1
–1
HG/HG2Ä&#
Ê

UÊ SR, the ranks defined in the R column accompanied by the
corresponding sign in the D column

C

189

189

0

0

—

—

D

160

171

–11

11

2.5

–2.5

E

184

173

11

11

2.5

2.5

F

178

163

15

15

6

6

G

184

170

14

14

4.5

4.5

Calculate the sums of the positive signed ranks and negative signed ranks
separately.
Sum of positive SR: 4.5 + 2.5 + 6 + 4.5 = 17.5
Sum of negative SR: (–1) + (–2.5) = –3.5
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NdjgZ _ZXi= ^cV

dcZ"iV^aZYiZ%hil
]Zc
L LX#

The test statistic W is the smaller of the absolute values of those two sums.
Because 3.5 ! 17.5, W = 3.5. Use Reference Table 8 to identify the critical value
Wc for the Wilcoxon signed-rank test such that n is the number of nonzero
ranks: n = 6.
A one-tailed test using F = 0.05 with n = 6 has a critical value of Wc = 2. Because
W = 3.5 is greater than Wc = 2, you fail to reject H 0 and conclude that the
medication did not effectively reduce cholesterol levels.

15.27 The following table lists the times recorded by eight 50-yard freestyle

swimmers before and after they participated in a new training program.
Apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine whether the new program
effectively reduced swimming times, using a significance level of F = 0.01.
Swimmer

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Before

31

29

34

31

32

35

36

H
32

After

28

30

31

29

27

29

31

30

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a table that includes the difference between the data pairs, the
absolute value of the difference, the ranks of the absolute values, and the
signed ranks.
Swimmer

Before

After

D

R

SR

A

31

28

3

3

4.5

4.5

B

29

30

–1

1

1

–1

C

34

31

3

3

4.5

4.5

D

31

29

2

2

2.5

2.5

E

32

27

5

5

6.5

6.5

F

35

29

6

6

8

8

G

36

31

5

5

6.5

6.5

H

32

30

2

2

2.5

2.5

Calculate the sums of the positive and negative signed-rank values separately.
SR # 0: 4.5 + 4.5 + 2.5 + 6.5 + 8 + 6.5 + 2.5 = 35
SR ! 0: –1
The test statistic W is the smaller of the absolute values of the above sums.
Because 1 ! 35, W = 1. According to Reference Table 8, the critical value for a
one-tailed test using F = 0.01 with n = 8 is Wc = 2.
Because W = 1 is less than or equal to Wc = 2, you reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that the new training program effectively reduces swimming times.
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15.28 The following table lists the taste test results of eight individuals asked to rate
two different sodas on a scale of 1 to 10. Apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to determine whether there is a difference between the ratings at the F = 0.10
significance level.
Person

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Soda A

4

3

3

7

6

5

9

8

Soda B

10

6

6

8

10

3

7

6

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct the table below, defining D as the difference between the ratings of
Soda A and Soda B.
Person

Soda A

Soda B

D

R

SR

A

4

10

–6

6

8

–8

B

3

6

–3

3

5.5

–5.5

C

3

6

–3

3

5.5

–5.5

D

7

8

–1

1

1

–1

E

6

10

–4

4

7

–7

F

5

3

2

2

3

3

G

9

7

2

2

3

3

H

8

6

2

2

3

3


EZghdch;!<!
VcY=gZegZhZci
i]ZhZXdcY!i]^gY!
VcY[djgi]aVg\Zhi
VWhdajiZY^[[ZgZcXZh!
hdi]ZgVc`hVgZi]Z
VkZgV\Zd['!(!VcY)/

Add the positive and negative signed-rank values separately.
SR # 0: 3 + 3 + 3 = 9
SR ! 0: = –8 + (–5.5) + (–5.5) + (–1) + (–7) = –27
Set the test statistic W equal to the smaller of the absolute values of the sums
, so W = 9. Because H1 claims that the ratings are
calculated above;
different (rather than claiming that one rating is greater than the other), you
apply a two-tailed test with F = 0.10 and n = 8. According to Reference Table 8,
Wc = 6.
Because W = 9 is greater than Wc = 6, you fail to reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that there is no difference in ratings.
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15.29 An independent researcher is comparing the tread wear of two different

brands of tires. She replaces the front tires of nine cars with a Brand X tire on
the left and a Brand Y tire on the right.
The following table lists the percentage of remaining tread after each car
was driven 30,000 miles. Apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine
whether there is a difference between the tread wear of the brands using
F = 0.05.
Car

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Brand X

45

60

40

55

45

50

60

40

45

Brand Y

40

40

45

30

30

50

30

40

35

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a table to identify the signed ranks of the differences between the
data sets.

9dcÉigVc`
Y^[[ZgZcXZhi]Vi
ZfjVaoZgd#


I]ZgZVgZ,
Y^[[ZgZcXZhcdi
ZfjVaidoZgd#

R

SR

1.5

1.5

Car

Brand X

Brand Y

D

A

45

40

5

B

60

40

20

20

5

5

C

40

45

–5

5

1.5

–1.5

D

55

30

25

25

6

6

E

45

30

15

15

4

4

F

50

50

0

0

—

—

G

60

30

30

30

7

7

H

40

40

0

0

—

—

I

45

35

10

10

3

3

5

Add the positive and negative signed-rank values separately.
SR # 0: 1.5 + 5 + 6 + 4 + 7 + 3 = 26.5
SR ! 0: = –1.5
The test statistic W is the smaller of 1.5 and 26.5: W = 1.5. A two-tailed Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with n = 7 and F = 0.05 has a critical score of Wc = 2. Because
W = 1.5 is less than or equal to Wc = 2, you reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that there is a difference in remaining tread.
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15.30 A chemical company conducted a safety awareness program at ten different

facilities. The table below shows the number of man-hours lost because
of accidents over a one-month period at each facility, before and after the
program. Apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine whether there is
a reduction in lost man-hours after the program at the F = 0.05 significance
level.
Plant

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Before 12

7

14

12

6

7

5

2

11

6

After

6

6

7

4

4

8

9

7

8

8

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Construct a table to identify the signed ranks of the differences between the
data sets.
Plant

Before

After

D

A

12

8

4

B

7

6

1

C

14

6

D

12

E

R

SR

4

6.5

6.5

1

1

1

8

8

10

10

7

5

5

8

8

6

4

2

2

2.5

2.5

F

7

4

3

3

4.5

4.5

G

5

8

–3

3

4.5

–4.5

H

2

9

–7

7

9

–9

I

11

7

4

4

6.5

6.5

J

6

8

–2

2

2.5

–2.5

Add the positive and negative signed-rank values separately.
SR # 0: 6.5 + 1 + 10 + 8 + 2.5 + 4.5 + 6.5 = 39
SR ! 0: (–4.5) + (–9) + (–2.5) = –16
and
: W = 16. According
Let W be the smaller of the two absolute values
to Reference Table 8, a one-tailed test with n = 10 and F = 0.05 has a critical
value of Wc = 11. Because W = 16 is greater than Wc = 11, you fail to reject the null
hypothesis. There is no reduction in lost man-hours due to accidents after the
safety program.
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The Kruskal-Wallis Test

8dbeVg^c\bdgZi]VcildedejaVi^dch
15.31 The following table lists math SAT scores for 15 high school seniors from

three different high schools. Apply the Kruskal-Wallis test to determine
whether there is a difference in SAT scores between the three high schools
using F = 0.05.
School 1

School 2

School 3

498

435

608

582

360

515

527

372

661

480

413

637

549

512

554

The Kruskal-Wallis test is used to determine whether three or more populations
are identical. Unlike the ANOVA test discussed in Chapter 13, the KruskalWallis test neither requires the populations to be normally distributed nor
requires them to have equal variances. However, in order to apply the test, each
sample size must be greater than or equal to 5.
State the null and alternative hypotheses.


I]ZadlZhid[
i]Z&*hXdgZh^h(+%
[gdb=^\]HX]dda&#
I]Z]^\]Zhi^h++&
[gdb=^\]HX]dda(#

Rank all 15 data values from least to greatest, as demonstrated in the table
below.
HS 1

Rank

HS 2

Rank

HS 3

Rank

498

6

435

4

608

13

582

12

360

1

515

8

527

9

372

2

661

15

480

5

413

3

637

14

549

10

512

7

554

11

Add the ranks of the data in each sample separately.

Calculate the test statistic H for the Kruskal-Wallis test using the following
formula, in which N = 15 is the total number of observations, ni is the size of the
ith sample, and R i is the rank of the ith sample.
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The critical value Hc for the Kruskal-Wallis test uses the chi-square
distribution—found in Reference Table 3—with k – 1 degrees of freedom,
where k is the number of populations tested. Thus, df = 3 – 1 = 2. Given F = 0.05
and df = 2, Hc = 5.991.
Because H = 9.74 is greater than Hc = 5.991, you reject H0 and conclude that the
schools’ SAT scores differ.

15.32 The following table lists a sample of monthly car insurance premiums for

I]ZgZ_ZXi^dc
gZ\^dc^hg^\]id[
=X2*#..&#
7ZXVjhZ=3=X!
ndjgZ_ZXi= %#

adult males in Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Maryland. Use the Kruskal-Wallis
test to determine whether there is a difference between the state premiums
when H = 0.10.
PA

VA

MD

115

99

120

110

113

84

91

122

98

113

107

105

109

93

81

90

118


NdjXVcVeean
i]Z@gjh`Va"LVaa^h
iZhil]Zci]Z
hVbeaZhVgZcÉii]Z
hVbZh^oZ#

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Rank all N = 17 data values from least to greatest, assigning averaged ranks
when two or more ranks are the same.
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I]ZegZb^jb
&&(VeeZVghil^XZ

^ci]Z&'i]VcY
&(
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&(
egZb^jbh]VkZV
gVc`
ZfjVaidi]ZVkZ
gV\Z
d[&'VcY&(/&'#* 
#

PA

Rank

VA

Rank

MD

Rank

115

14

99

7

120

16

110

11

113

12.5

84

2

91

4

122

17

98

6

113

12.5

107

9

105

8

109

10

93

5

81

1

90

3

118

15

Add the ranks assigned to each sample. Below, Pennsylvania is sample 1,
Virginia is sample 2, and Maryland is sample 3.

Calculate the test statistic H.


>[ndjgdjcYi]^h
cjbWZgid%# %(.!
ndj\Zi=2&#+.#
JhZh^mYZX^bVa
eaVXZhid\ZiVb
dgZ
VXXjgViZVchlZ 
g#
According to Reference Table 3, given F = 0.10 and df = k – 1 = 2 degrees of
freedom, Hc = 4.605. Because H = 2.00 is less than Hc = 4.605, you fail to reject H0
and conclude that the car insurance premiums are not different.

15.33 A consumer research firm has recorded the prices of plasma, LCD, and

DLP TVs of the same size in the table below. Apply the Kruskal-Wallis test to
determine whether there is a price difference between the three samples when
F = 0.01.
Plasma

LCD

DLP

$1,399

$1,179

$1,019

$1,199

$999

$997

$1,075

$999

$947

$1,599

$1,145

$980

$1,399

$1,180

$939

$1,249

$1,150

$1,053
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State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Rank the N = 18 prices from least to greatest.
Plasma

Rank

LCD

Rank

DLP

Rank

$1,399

17

$1,179

12

$1,019

7

$1,199

14

$999

5.5

$997

4

$1,075

9

$999

5.5

$947

2

$1,599

18

$1,145

10

$980

3

$1,399

16

$1,180

13

$939

1

$1,249

15

$1,150

11

$1,053

8

Let sample 1 represent plasma, sample 2 represent LCD, and sample 3 represent
DLP. Add the ranks of the samples separately.

Calculate the test statistic H.

According to Reference Table 3, given F = 0.01 and df = k – 1 = 2 degrees of
freedom, Hc = 9.210. Because H # Hc , you reject H0 and conclude that the prices
are different.
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15.34 The table below lists the prices of a sample of textbooks from three different
publishing houses. Apply the Kruskal-Wallis test to determine whether the
publishers charge different prices if F = 0.05.
Publisher 1

Publisher 2

$140

$154

Publisher 3
$157

$117

$135

$163

$97

$169

$111

$143

$205

$172

$141

$203

$130

$160

$142

$155

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Rank the N = 18 textbook prices from least to greatest.
Pub 1

Rank

Pub 2

Rank

Pub 3

Rank

$140

6

$154

10

$157

12

$117

3

$135

5

$163

14

$97

1

$169

15

$111

2

$143

9

$205

18

$172

16

$141

7

$203

17

$130

4

$160

13

$142

8

$155

11

Add the ranks in each sample separately.

Calculate the test statistic H.
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According to Reference Table 3, given F = 0.05 and df = k – 1 = 2, Hc = 5.99.
Because H ! Hc , you fail to reject H 0 and conclude that the data does not suggest
that the publishers charge different prices.

15.35 A company has recorded customer satisfaction ratings (on a scale of 1 to

100) for four of its stores in the table below. Apply the Kruskal-Wallis test
to determine whether the branches have different satisfaction ratings when
F = 0.10.
Store 1

Store 2

Store 3

Store 4

74

88

45

61

86

66

94

74

87

70

78

67

95

94

55

74

90

61

72

78

92

89

47

82

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

Rank all N = 24 data values from least to greatest.
Store 1

Rank

Store 2

Rank

Store 3

Rank

Store 4

Rank

74

11

88

18

45

1

61

4.5

86

16

66

6

94

22.5

74

11

87

17

70

8

78

13.5

67

7

95

24

94

22.5

55

3

74

11

90

20

61

4.5

72

9

78

13.5

92

21

89

19

47

2

82

15

I]ZgZÉh
cdgVc`&%
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Add the ranks in each sample separately.

Calculate the test statistic H.
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According to Reference Table 3, given F = 0.10 and df = 4 – 1 = 3 degrees of
freedom, Hc = 6.251. Because H = 6.37 is greater than Hc = 6.251, you reject H0
and conclude that the ratings for all four locations are not the same.

The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient Test

8dggZaVi^c\YViVhZihVXXdgY^c\idgVc`Y^[[ZgZcXZh
Note: Problems 15.36–15.37 refer to the data set below, the selling prices, in thousands of
dollars, and square footage of seven randomly selected houses.
Selling Price (thousands)

Square Footage

$258

2,730

$191

1,860

$253

2,140

$168

2,180

$249

2,310

$245

2,450

$282

2,920

15.36 Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the selling price and
square footage.

The Spearman rank correlation coefficient rs is similar to the correlation
coefficient r described in Chapter 14; it measures the strength and the direction
of a relationship between two variables. Unlike the correlation coefficient, the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient does not require normally distributed
variables.
Given a data set with n paired data points and a difference d between the
ranks of the pairs, apply the formula below to calculate the Spearman rank
correlation coefficient.
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Values of rs range between –1.0 (which represents a strong negative correlation)
and 1.0 (which represents a strong positive correlation.
As the formula indicates, you will use ranks of data rather than the actual data
values to calculate rs. The variable d is defined as the rank difference; in this
problem, d = rank of selling price – rank of square footage.
Calculate d by taking the difference between ranks for each data pair. For this
problem, d = the rank of selling price minus the rank of square footage. The
difference d is calculated for each pair of data values and is then squared in the
table below.
Price

Rank

Square ft. Rank

d

d2

$258

6

2,730

6

6–6=0

02 = 0

$191

2

1,860

1

2–1=1

12 = 1

$253

5

2,140

2

5–2=3

32 = 9

$168

1

2,180

3

1 – 3 = –2

(–2)2 = 4

$249

4

2,310

4

4–4=0

02 = 0

$245

3

2,450

5

3 – 5 = –2

(–2)2 = 4

$282

7

2,920

7

7–7=0

02 = 0


NdjXdjaY
VahdhZiY2i]Z
gVc`d[hfjVgZ
[ddiV\Zb^cjhi]Z
gVc`d[hZaa^c\eg^XZ#
I]ZdgYZgYdZhcÉi
bViiZg#

Calculate the sum of the rightmost column, the squared differences d 2 for the
paired data.

With this value, you can now calculate the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient for the n = 7 data pairs.

Note: Problems 15.36–15.37 refer to the data set in Problem 15.36, the selling prices, in
thousands of dollars, and square footage of seven randomly selected houses.

15.37 Test the significance of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient calculated
in Problem 15.36 using F = 0.05.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 15.36, rs = 0.679. Use Reference Table 9 to identify rsc , the
critical value for the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Given n = 7 data
pairs and F = 0.05, rsc = 0.786.
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You reject the null hypothesis H 0 when
; otherwise you fail to reject H0. In
this problem,
is not greater than or equal to rsc = 0.786. Thus, you fail
to reject H 0 and conclude that there is no correlation between selling price and
square footage.
Note: Problems 15.38–15.39 refer to the data set below, the rankings two judges assigned
eight different figure skaters in a competition.


I]Z_jY\Zh
VXijVaangVc`ZY
i]Zh`ViZgh&id-!
hdndjYdcÉicZZYid
Ò\jgZdjii]ZgVc`h
ndjghZa[#

Skater

Judge 1

Judge 2

A

4

5

B

5

3

C

1

2

D

7

6

E

2

1

F

3

4

G

6

8

H

8

7

15.38 Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the judges’ rankings.
Let d = the rank of Judge 1 minus the rank of Judge 2. Calculate the difference
of each data pair and square it, as shown in the table below.
Skater

Judge 1

Judge 2

d

d2

A

4

5

4 – 5 = –1

(–1)2 = 1

B

5

3

5–3=2

22 = 4

C

1

2

1 – 2 = –1

(–1)2 = 1

D

7

6

7–6=1

12 = 1

E

2

1

2–1=1

12 = 1

F

3

4

3 – 4 = –1

(–1)2 = 1

G

6

8

6 – 8 = –2

(–2)2 = 4

H

8

7

8–7=1

12 = 1

Add the squared differences.

Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coefficient of the n = 8 pairs of
rankings.
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Note: Problems 15.38–15.39 refer to the data set from Problem 15.38, the rankings two
judges assigned eight different figure skaters in a competition.

15.39 Test the significance of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient calculated
in Problem 15.38 using F = 0.05.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 15.38, rs = 0.833. Reference Table 9 indicates that the
critical value rsc of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the n = 8 data
pairs is rsc = 0.738. Because rs v rsc, you reject H0 and conclude that there is a
correlation between the judges’ rankings.


%#-((#%#,(-

Note: Problems 15.40–15.41 refer to the data set below, the number of wins and runs scored
by eight Major League Baseball teams during the 2008 season.
Team

Wins

Runs

Cubs

97

855

Mets

89

799

Phillies

92

799

Cardinals

86

779

Marlins

84

770

Braves

72

753

Brewers

90

750

Rockies

74

747

15.40 Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for wins and runs scored.
Rank each set of data separately, calculate the difference d = rank of wins – rank
of runs scored, and then square the differences.
Wins

Rank

Runs

Rank

d

d2

97

8

855

8

0

0

89

5

799

6.5

–1.5

2.25

92

7

799

6.5

0.5

0.25

86

4

779

5

–1

1

84

3

770

4

–1

1

72

1

753

3

–2

4

90

6

750

2

4

16

74

2

747

1

1

1


GVc`i]Zl^cidiVah
[gdb&id-VcYgVc`
i]ZgjchhXdgZY[gdb
&id-#
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Add the n = 8 values of d 2 in the rightmost column of the above table.

Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coefficient.

Note: Problems 15.40–15.41 refer to the data set in Problem 15.40, the number of wins and
runs scored by eight Major League Baseball teams during the 2008 season.

15.41 Test the significance of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient calculated
in Problem 15.40 using F = 0.01.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 15.40, rs = 0.696. Reference Table 9 states that rsc = 0.881
given n = 8 and F = 0.01. Because 0.696 ! 0.833, you fail to reject H0; there is no
correlation between runs scored and wins.
Note: Problems 15.42–15.43 refer to the data set below, the weekly demand for a digital
camera at various prices.
Demand

>ci]^hegdWaZb!
Y2YZbVcYgVc`Ä
eg^XZgVc`#NdjÉgZ
VaadlZYidhl^iX]i]Z
dgYZgWZXVjhZndjÉaa
ZkZcijVaanhfjVgZ
i]ZY^[[ZgZcXZ/
,Ä& '2&Ä, '
2(+#

Price

16

$300

19

$310

14

$320

13

$330

11

$340

12

$350

8

$360

15.42 Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for price and demand.
Rank both variables, calculate the differences d in rank, and square the
differences.
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d2

Rank

Price

16

6

$300

1

5

25

19

7

$310

2

5

25

14

5

$320

3

2

4

13

4

$330

4

0

0

11

2

$340

5

–3

9

12

3

$350

6

–3

9

8

1

$360

7

–6

36

The sum of the squared differences is
correlation coefficient of the n = 7 data pairs.

Rank

d

Demand

. Calculate the Spearman rank

Note: Problems 15.42–15.43 refer to the data set in Problem 15.42, showing the weekly
demand for a digital camera at various prices.


6hi]Zeg^XZ
d[i]ZXVbZgV
^cXgZVhZh!YZbVcY
YZXgZVhZh!hdi]Z
kVg^VWaZhVgZ
cZ\Vi^kZan
XdggZaViZY#

15.43 Test the significance of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient calculated
in Problem 15.42 using F = 0.05.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 15.42, rs = –0.929. Given n = 7 pairs of data and F = 0.05,
the critical value of the correlation coefficient is rsc = 0.786. Because the absolute
value of rs is greater than or equal to rsc (0.929 v 0.786), you reject H 0 and
conclude that there is a correlation between demand and price of the digital
camera.
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Note: Problems 15.44–15.45 refer to the data set below, the mileage and selling price of eight
used cars of the same model.
Mileage

Price

Mileage

Price

21,000

$16,000

65,000

$10,000

34,000

$11,000

72,000

$12,000

41,000

$13,000

76,000

$7,000

43,000

$14,000

84,000

$8,000

15.44 Calculate the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for price and mileage.
Rank the data sets individually, calculate the difference of each pair, and square
the differences.
Mileage

Rank

Price

Rank

d

d2

21

1

$16

8

–7

49

34

2

$11

4

–2

4

41

3

$13

6

–3

9

43

4

$14

7

–3

9

65

5

$10

3

2

4

72

6

$12

5

1

1

76

7

$7

1

6

36

84

8

$8

2

6

36

The sum of the rank differences is
correlation coefficient.

. Calculate the Spearman rank

Note: Problems 15.44–15.45 refer to the data set below, the mileage and selling price of eight
used cars of the same model.

15.45 Test the significance of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient calculated
in Problem 15.44 using F = 0.05.

State the null and alternative hypotheses.

According to Problem 15.44, rs = –0.762. Given F = 0.05 and n = 8, rsc = 0.738.
, you reject H0 and conclude that a correlation exists
Because
between mileage and price.
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FORECASTING

V
EgZY^Xi^c\[jijgZkVajZhd[gVcYdbk g^VWaZh
This chapter investigates forecasting, applying a variety of
mathematical techniques to predict future values of a random
variable. Forecasts provide an integral foundation for organizational
planning, as business decisions often rely on the dependable
information garnered from these methods. In this chapter, you will
explore some of the most common forecasting methods and the
means by which to determine the accuracy of their predictions.


I]^hX]VeiZgZmeadgZhhZkZgVaY^[[ZgZ
ci[dgZXVhi^c\bZi]dYh!^cXajY^c\
bdk^c\VkZgV\Z!ZmedcZci^Vahbddi]^c
\!VcYi]ZgZ\gZhh^dcbdYZai]VilV
h
^cigdYjXZY^c8]VeiZg&)#;dgZXVhi^c\
VXXjgVXn^hVahdbZVhjgZY!jh^c\
bZVcVWhdajiZYZk^Vi^dcVcYbZVch
fjVgZYZggdgidYZX^YZl]^X]
[dgZXVhi^c\eVgVbZiZghVgZbdhiZ
[[ZXi^kZ[dgY^[[ZgZciYViVhZih#

Chapter Sixteen — Forecasting

Simple Moving Average

I]ZbdhiWVh^X[dgZXVhi^c\iZX]c^fjZ
Note: Problems 16.1–16.7 refer to the data set below, the net income (in millions of dollars) of
a company over the last seven years.
Year

Net Income (millions)

1

$2.5

2

$3.0

3

$2.8

4

$2.6

5

$2.4

6

$3.1

7

$3.3

16.1 Calculate a two-period simple moving average forecast for Year 8.
A simple moving average forecast averages the n prior data points according to
the following formula.

In this problem, F 8 (the forecast for year 8) is the average of the two prior years.



7ZXVjhZi]Z
i]^gYeZg^dY^h
i]ZÒghieZg^dY
X]gdcdad\^XVaani]Vi
]Vhildeg^dgeZg^dYh
d[YViV#NdjXVcÉi
[dgZXVhiNZVg'jh^c\
ildeZg^dYhd[eg^dg
YViVWZXVjhZ
ndjdcan]VkZ
^c[dgbVi^dc
VWdjiNZVg&#

Note: Problems 16.1–16.7 refer to the data set in Problem 16.1, the net income (in millions of
dollars) of a company over the last seven years.

16.2 Calculate the mean absolute deviation (MAD) for the two-period moving
average forecast calculated in Problem 16.1.

The mean absolute deviation measures the accuracy of the forecasting method
by applying it to the historical data. The third period is the first you can forecast
using a two-period moving average.
Compute two-period simple moving average forecasts for Years 3 through 7 by
averaging the data of the two years immediately preceding each. In the formulas
below, An represents the actual data observed in the nth year.
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Calculate the error of the forecasts by subtracting the forecasted value for
Years 3 through 7 from the actual values. Note that the error is reported as an
absolute value.
Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

2.8

2.75

2.8 – 2.75 = 0.05

0.05

2.6

2.9

2.6 – 2.9 = –0.3

0.3

5

2.4

2.7

2.4 – 2.7 = –0.3

0.3

6

3.1

2.5

3.1 – 2.5 = 0.6

0.6

7

3.3

2.75

3.3 – 2.75 = 0.55

0.55

Year

Actual

1

2.5

2

3.0

3
4

L]Zi]Zg
i]ZZhi^bViZ
lVh]^\]dgadl
YdZhcÉibViiZg^c
i]^h^chiVcXZ#6aai]Vi
bViiZgh^hi]Vi
i]Z[dgZXVhilVh
^cVXXjgViZ!hd^\cdgZ
i]Zh^\cd[i]Z
Y^[[ZgZcXZ#

The mean absolute deviation (MAD) is the average absolute error. Add the
values in the rightmost column of the above table and divide by n = 5, the total
number of absolute errors calculated.

The larger the mean absolute deviation, the less accurate the forecast
technique is.
Note: Problems 16.1–16.7 refer to the data set in Problem 16.1, the net income (in millions of
dollars) of a company over the last seven years.

16.3 Calculate a three-period simple moving average forecast for Year 8.
Average the observed values for the n = 3 years immediately preceding Year 8.
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Note: Problems 16.1–16.7 refer to the data set in Problem 16.1, the net income (in millions of
dollars) of a company over the last seven years.

16.4 Calculate the mean absolute deviation for the three-period moving average
forecast calculated in Problem 16.3.

Year 4 is the first three-period moving average forecast you can calculate, as
three prior years of data are required. Calculate F4, F 5, F 6, and F 7.

Identify the absolute error of each forecast using the table below.


>cXgZVh^c\i]Z
bdk^c\VkZgV\Z
[dgZXVhi[gdbildid
i]gZZeZg^dYhgZhjaih
^cdcZZggdgiZgb
[ZlZg^ci]ZB69
XVaXjaVi^dcÅV
YZcdb^cVidgd[)
^chiZVYd[*#

Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

2.6

2.77

–0.17

0.17

2.4

2.8

–0.4

0.4

6

3.1

2.6

0.5

0.5

7

3.3

2.7

0.6

0.6

Year

Actual

1

2.5

2

3.0

3

2.8

4
5

Mean absolute deviation is the average of the values in the absolute error
column above.

Note: Problems 16.1–16.7 refer to the data set in Problem 16.1, the net income (in millions of
dollars) of a company over the last seven years.

16.5 Calculate a four-period simple moving average forecast for Year 8.
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Note: Problems 16.1–16.7 refer to the data set in Problem 16.1, the net income (in millions of
dollars) of a company over the last seven years.

16.6 Calculate the mean absolute deviation for the four-period moving average
forecast calculated in Problem 16.5.

The first four-period moving average forecast you can calculate is F 5, as four
prior years of data are required.

Use the table below to calculate the absolute error of each forecast.
Year

Actual

1

2.5

2

3.0

3

2.8

4

2.6

Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

5

2.4

2.73

–0.33

0.33

6

3.1

2.7

0.4

0.4

7

3.3

2.73

0.57

0.57

Calculate the mean absolute deviation.

Note: Problems 16.1–16.7 refer to the data set in Problem 16.1, the net income (in millions of
dollars) of a company over the last seven years.

16.7 Which of the three forecasts generated in Problems 16.1–16.6 most accurately
predicts Year 8? Explain your answer.

The most accurate forecasting method has the lowest mean absolute deviation.
Consider the table below, which summarizes the forecasts and MADs calculated
in Problems 16.1–16.6.
Forecast Method

Forecast

Two-period moving average

3.2

MAD
0.360

Three-period moving average

2.93

0.418

Four-period moving average

2.85

0.433
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I]^hYdZhcÉi
bZVci]ViVild"
eZg^dYbdk^c\VkZgV\Z
[dgZXVhil^aaValVnhWZ
WZiiZgi]VcVi]gZZ"
eZg^dYdgV[djg"eZg^dY
[dgZXVhi#>iÉh_jhi
igjZ[dgi]^h
YViVhZi#

The two-period moving average forecast 3.2 is the most accurate because 0.360
is the lowest MAD.

Weighted Moving Average

GZXZciYViV^hlZ^\]iZYbdgZ]ZVk^an
Note: Problems 16.8–16.14 refer to the data set below, the weekly demand for a particular
cell phone at a retail store.
Week

Demand

1

12

2

23

3

13

4

8

5

20

6

22

7

15

16.8 Calculate a two-period weighted moving average forecast for the demand for
NdjÉgZ
Vhhjb^c\
i]ViLZZ`,
egdk^YZhVWZiiZg
[dgZXVhid[hVaZh
i]VcLZZ`+WZXVjhZ
aZhhi^bZ]VheVhhZY#
>c[VXi!i]ZlZ^\]ih
hVni]Vii]ZYViV
[gdbLZZ`,^h
i]gZZi^bZhbdgZ
kVajVWaZ#

?jhiVhi]ZB69
Veea^ZYi]Zbdk^c\
VkZgV\Z[dgZXVhiid
eVhiYViVVcYi]Zc
Ò\jgZYdji]dl
VXXjgViZZVX]
[dgZXVhilVh#

the cell phone in Week 8 using weights of 3 and 1.

A weighted moving average forecast applies a weighted average over the past n
data points according to the formula below, in which An is the actual observed
value of period n.

Conventionally, the highest weight is assigned to the most recent data. The
problem instructs you to use weights of three and one, so the data immediately
preceding Week 8 is multiplied by 3 and the week before that is multiplied by 1.

Note: Problems 16.8–16.14 refer to the data set in Problem 16.8, the weekly demand for a
particular cell phone at a retail store.

16.9 Calculate the mean squared error (MSE) for the two-period weighted moving
average forecast calculated in Problem 16.8.

The mean squared error is a measure of forecasting accuracy that applies the
forecasting method to historical data. Calculate two-period weighted moving
averages for as many of the previous weeks as possible.
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Because two previous weeks of data are required, the first forecast you can
calculate is F3 for Week 3. Weight the data as described in Problem 16.8. For
instance, to calculate F 5, add 3A4 and 1A 3 and divide by the sum of the weights,
3 + 1 = 4.

The error in each forecast is the difference of the forecasted and actual values.
Square each of the errors, as illustrated in the table below.
Week

Actual

1

12

Forecast

Error

Squared Error

52.56

2

23

3

13

20.25

–7.25

4

8

15.5

–7.5

56.25

5

20

9.25

10.75

115.56

6

22

17

5

25

7

15

21.5

–6.5

42.25

The mean squared error is the average of the values in the right column of the
table above.

I]ZBH:
^hjhjVaanbjX]
]^\]Zgi]Vci]ZB69
WZXVjhZ^ihfjVgZh
i]ZZggdgiZgb!]ZVk^an
eZcVa^o^c\aVg\Z
[dgZXVhi^c\Zggdgh#

Note: Problems 16.8–16.14 refer to the data set in Problem 16.8, the weekly demand for a
particular cell phone at a retail store.

16.10 Calculate a three-period weighted moving average forecast for the demand for
the cell phone in Week 8 using weights of 4, 2, and 1.

Assign the highest weight (4) to A7 (the most recent data), assign A6 the second
highest weight (2), and assign A 5 the lowest weight (1). Divide by the sum of the
weights: 4 + 2 + 1 = 7.
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Note: Problems 16.8–16.14 refer to the data set in Problem 16.8, the weekly demand for a
particular cell phone at a retail store.

16.11 Calculate the mean squared error for the three-period weighted moving
average forecast calculated in Problem 16.10.

The first period for which you can generate a three-period weighted moving
average is Week 4, as it requires three previous weeks of data. Calculate F4, F 5, F6,
and F 7.

Use the table below to compute the error for each forecast and the square of the
error.
Week

Actual

1

12

Forecast

Error

Squared Error

2

23

3

13

4

8

15.71

–7.71

59.44

5

20

11.57

8.43

71.06

6

22

15.57

6.43

41.34

7

15

19.43

–4.43

19.62

Complete the mean squared error.

Note: Problems 16.8–16.14 refer to the data set in Problem 16.8, the weekly demand for a
particular cell phone at a retail store.

16.12 Calculate a four-period weighted moving average forecast for the demand for
the cell phone in Week 8 using weights of 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1.

Assign the weights in descending order from the most recent demand data to
the oldest demand data.
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Note: Problems 16.8–16.14 refer to the data set in Problem 16.8, the weekly demand for a
particular cell phone at a retail store.

16.13 Calculate the mean squared error for the four-period weighted moving
average forecast calculated in Problem 16.12.

Calculate F 5, F6, and F 7 using the weights identified in Problem 16.12.

Calculate the error for each forecast and its square.
Week

Actual

1

12

Forecast

Error

Squared Error

2

23

3

13

4

8

5
6

20

12.9

7.1

50.41

22

15.3

6.7

7

44.89

15

17.7

–2.7

7.29

The mean squared error is the mean of the values in the rightmost column
above.

Note: Problems 16.8–16.14 refer to the data set in Problem 16.8, showing the weekly demand
for a particular cell phone at a retail store.

16.14 Which of the three forecasts generated in Problems 16.8–16.13 should most
accurately predict Week 8? Explain your answer.

The more accurate the forecasting method, the lower the mean squared
error should be. Consider the following table, which summarizes the results
calculated in Problems 16.8–16.13.
Weighted Moving Average

Forecast

MSE

Two-period

16.75

58.32

Three-period

17.71

47.87

Four-period

17.4

34.20
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The four-period weighted moving average forecast of 17.4 should most
accurately predict Week 8 because its MSE of 34.20 is the least.

Exponential Smoothing

6hZa["XdggZXi^c\[dgZXVhi^c\iZX]c^fjZ
Note: Problems 16.15–16.21 refer to the data set below, the number of customers per day who
purchased items at a retail store.
Day

Number of Customers

1

74

2

87

3

62

4

72

16.15 Predict the number of paying customers on Day 5 using exponential

>[ndjVgZ
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egZk^djheZg^dY^hiÄ&#
I]ZZggdgd[i]Z
egZk^djheZg^dY^hi]Z
VXijVakVajZd[i]Vi
eZg^dY6iÄ&b^cjhi]Z
[dgZXVhiZYkVajZ
;iÄ&#

I]ZgZÉhcd
WZiiZgegZY^XiZY
kVajZ[dgVeZg^dY
i]Vci]ZVXijVa
kVajZ^ihZa[#


7ZXVjhZi]Z
VXijVaVcY
[dgZXVhiZYkVajZ
VgZZmVXiani]Z h
hVbZ/;&26 2,)
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&

smoothing with F = 0.6.

Exponential smoothing predicts the value of period t by adjusting the forecast
from the previous period (Ft-1) with a portion of the forecasting error from the
previous period H(At-1 – Ft-1). The term Fis known as the smoothing constant—a
value between 0 and 1 that determines how much of the forecasting error from
the previous period is used to adjust the old forecast when calculating the
current forecast.
Exponential smoothing is a self-correcting technique. The larger the error
in the previous period, the larger the correction will be in the next forecast.
Calculate Ft , the forecast for period t, using the formula below.
Ft = Ft – 1 + F(At – 1 – Ft – 1)
The forecast for Day 5 requires a forecast from Day 4; the forecast for Day 4
requires a forecast from Day 3; and so on. Thus, you must begin with a seed
value for F1. You are given the actual data for Day 1, so set F1 = A1 = 74.
Apply the exponential smoothing formula to calculate F 2, the predicted number
of paying customers on Day 2.

There is no error in the Day 1 forecast, so the model predicts 74 paying
customers on Day 2. However, there were A 2 = 87 customers on Day 2. Use this
data to calculate F3.
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Each time you calculate a forecast, it enables you to calculate a forecast for the
following period. Compute F4.


L]Zci]Z
[dgZXVhi^c\
Zggdg^hcZ\Vi^kZ!
i]ZXjggZci
[dgZXVhi^haZhh
i]Vci]ZegZk^djh
[dgZXVhi#>ci]^h
XVhZ!;)1;(#

Finally, compute F5.

Note: Problems 16.15–16.21 refer to the data set in Problem 16.15, the number of customers
per day who purchased items at a retail store.

16.16 Compute the mean absolute deviation (MAD) for the exponential smoothing
forecast calculated in Problem 16.15.

In the following table, the forecasted values from the first four days are
compared to the actual values. The error is the actual value for each day minus
the forecasted value, and the absolute error is the absolute value of each error.
Day

Actual

Forecast

Error

Absolute Error

1

74

74

—

—

2

87

74

13

13

3

62

81.8

–19.8

19.8

4

72

69.9

2.1

2.1

The forecasting and absolute errors for Day 1 are not included in the table
because F1 was arbitrarily set equal to the actual value on Day 1 (F1 = A1 = 74).
Calculate the mean absolute deviation by averaging the three absolute errors.


NdjÉgZ
bZVhjg^c\
i]ZZggdg^ci]Z
ZmedcZci^Vahbddi]^c\
iZX]c^fjZ!VcYndj
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Note: Problems 16.15–16.21 refer to the data set in Problem 16.15, the number of customers
per day who purchased items at a retail store.

16.17 Predict the number of paying customers on Day 5 using exponential
smoothing with F = 0.3.

Like Problem 16.15, begin by setting the forecast for Day 1 equal to the actual
observed value for Day 1: F1 = A1 = 74. Calculate F2, F3, F4, and F 5 by substituting
the forecasted and actual values for the previous period into the exponential
smoothing formula.

According to the exponential smoothing technique with F = 0.03, Day 5 should
feature F 5 = 72.8 paying customers.
Note: Problems 16.15–16.21 refer to the data set in Problem 16.15, the number of customers
per day who purchased items at a retail store.

16.18 Compute the mean absolute deviation for the exponential smoothing forecast
calculated in Problem 16.17.

In the table below, the forecasted values for each day are subtracted from the
actual values, resulting in the error and its absolute value.
Day

Actual

Forecast

Error

Absolute Error

1

74

74

—

—

2

87

74

13

13

3

62

77.9

–15.9

15.9

4

72

73.1

–1.1

1.1

Average the values in the right column to calculate the mean absolute deviation.
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Note: Problems 16.15–16.21 refer to the data set in Problem 16.15, the number of customers
per day who purchased items at a retail store.

16.19 Predict the number of paying customers on Day 5 using exponential
smoothing with F = 0.1.

Once again set F1 = A1 = 74 and calculate F2, F3, F4, and F 5 using the new value
of F.

The store should host F 5 = 73.8 paying customers on Day 5.
Note: Problems 16.15–16.21 refer to the data set in Problem 16.15, the number of customers
per day who purchased items at a retail store.

16.20 Compute the mean absolute deviation for the exponential smoothing forecast
calculated in Problem 16.19.

Subtract the forecasted values from the actual values and list the absolute values
of the errors.
Day

Actual

Forecast

Error

Absolute Error

1
2

74

74

—

—

87

74

13

13

3

62

75.3

–13.3

13.3

4

72

74.0

–2

2

Calculate the MAD.
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Note: Problems 16.15–16.21 refer to the data set in Problem 16.15, the number of customers
per day who purchased items at a retail store.

16.21 Which of the three forecasts generated in Problems 16.15–16.20 should most
accurately predicts Day 5? Explain your answer.

Consider the table below, which summarizes the results of Problems 16.15–
16.20.

F

Forecast

MAD

0.6

71.2

11.63

0.3

72.8

10.00

0.1

73.8

9.43

The most accurate exponential smoothing forecast should be 73.8 customers on
Day 5 because F = 0.1 has the lowest mean absolute deviation, 9.43.

Exponential Smoothing with Trend Adjustment

6YYigZcYhidi]ZhZa["XdggZXi^c\bZi]dY
Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set below, daily high temperatures in a city
(measured in degrees Fahrenheit) for four consecutive days.


I]Z^cXgZVhZ
dgYZXgZVhZYdZh
cdi]VkZidWZ
XdchiVciÅV\ZcZgVa
jelVgYdgYdlclVgY
bdkZbZci^ci]Z
YViVXdchi^ijiZh
VigZcY#

Day

Temperature

1

48

2

56

3

53

4

64

16.22 Forecast the high temperature for Day 5 via exponential smoothing with trend
adjustment using F = 0.2 and G = 0.4.

A trend is a general upward or downward movement in the actual data over
time. The moving average and exponential smoothing techniques tend to
perform poorly and lag behind the movement in actual data values when a
trend is present. The exponential smoothing with trend adjustment method
better models a trend in data.
A forecast that includes trend for a period t (FITt) is equal to the sum of an
exponentially smoothed forecast for that period (Ft) and an exponentially
smoothed trend (Tt): FIT = Ft + Tt . Calculate Ft and Tt using the formulas below,
in which At is the actual data for period t, F is the exponential smoothing
constant, and G is the trend smoothing constant.
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Like the exponential smoothing method demonstrated in Problems 16.15–
16.21, begin by setting the exponentially smoothed forecast for Day 1 to the
actual data from Day 1: F 1 = A1 = 48.
You also require an initial value for the exponentially smoothed trend. When
no specific trend information is available, set T1 = 0. Therefore, in this problem,
FIT1 = F1 + T1 = 48 + 0 = 48.
Calculate F 2, the exponentially smoothed forecast for Day 2.

;gdb9Vn&id9Vn
)!i]ZiZbeZgVijgZ
bdhian\dZhje#>iY^eh
Va^iiaZdc9Vn(!Wji^c
\ZcZgVai]ZgZ^hV
lVgb^c\igZcY#=dlZkZg!
cdheZX^ÒXigZcY
^c[dgbVi^dc^h\^kZc!
hdhZiI&2%#

Now calculate T2, the exponentially smoothed trend for Day 2.

FIT2, the forecast including trend for Day 2, is the sum of F2 and T2:
FIT2 = 48 + 0 = 48. Use F 2 = 48, T2 = 0, and FIT2 = 48 to compute F3 and T3.

The forecast including trend for Day 3 is the sum of F3 and
T3: FIT3 = 49.6 + 0.64 = 50.24. Calculate FIT4.


I (VY_jhih
i]ZZmedcZci^Vaan

hbddi]ZY[dgZXV
hiid
VXXdjci[dgi]Z
ig
^ci]ZYViV#>iW ZcY
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XVhi
[gdb).#+%id*% 
#')#

Substitute FIT4 = F4 + T4 = 50.79 + 0.86 = 51.65 into the formula for F5 (and the
accompanying formula for T5) to calculate FIT5.
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The high temperature for Day 5 should be approximately
FIT5 = 54.12 + 1.85 = 55.97°.
Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures
in a city for four consecutive days.

16.23 Compute the mean squared error (MSE) for the Day 5 forecast FIT5 calculated
in Problem 16.22.


A^`Zi]Z
ZmedcZci^Va
hbddi]^c\
bZi]dY!i]ZÒghi
ZggdgiZgb^hcdi
^cXajYZY^ci]Z
BH:XVaXjaVi^dc#

The table below summarizes the forecast including trend results calculated in
Problem 16.22. Subtract the FIT value from the actual value to calculate the
error in each forecast, and square the errors.
Day

Actual

FIT

Error

Squared Error

1

48

48

—

—

2

56

48

8

64

3

53

50.24

2.76

7.62

4

64

51.65

12.35

152.52

The mean squared error is the average of the values in the rightmost column of
the table above.


>[i]ZgZÉh
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Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures
in a city for four consecutive days.

16.24 Forecast the high temperature for Day 5 via exponential smoothing with trend
adjustment using F = 0.4 and G = 0.3.

Set the exponentially smoothed forecast for Day 1 equal to the actual data from
Day 1: F 1 = A1 = 48. Therefore, Day 1 has no error and F 2 = 48 as well. No specific
information is given about the data trend, so set T1 = 0. Because F1 = F 2 = 48 and
T1 = 0, T2 will also equal 0.
Calculate the exponentially smoothed forecast F 3 and the exponentially
smoothed trend T3 for Day 3.
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Add F3 and T3 to get FIT3 = 52.16. Use this value to calculate F4 and T4.

Add F4 and T4 to get FIT4 = 52.50 + 1.06 = 53.56. Finally, calculate F5 and T5.

The high temperature on Day 5 should be FIT5 = 57.74 + 2.31 = 60.05°.
Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures in
a city for four consecutive days.

16.25 Compute the mean squared error for the Day 5 forecast FIT5 calculated in
Problem 16.24.

Use the table below to compute the squared error for each forecasted
temperature.
Day

Actual

FIT

Error

1

48

48

—

Squared Error
—

2

56

48

8

64

3

53

52.16

0.84

0.71

4

64

53.56

10.44

108.99

Calculate the average squared error.

Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures in
a city for four consecutive days.

16.26 Forecast the high temperature for Day 5 via exponential smoothing with trend
adjustment using F = 0.6 and G = 0.8.

The forecasts for Day 1 and Day 2 are both equal to the actual temperature for
Day 1: F1 = F2 = 48. The corresponding trend values are also equal: T1 = T2 = 0.
Thus, FIT1 = FIT2 = 48 + 0 = 48. Use these values to calculate F3 and T3.


Add`WVX`Vi
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Note that FIT3 = F 3 + T3 = 52.8 + 3.84 = 56.64. Substitute these values into the
formulas for F4 and T4.

Add F4 and T4: FIT4 = 54.46 + 2.10 = 56.56. Finally, calculate F 5 and T5.

According to this model, the high temperature on Day 5 will be
FIT5 = 61.02 + 5.67 = 66.69°.
Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures
in a city for four consecutive days.

16.27 Compute the mean squared error for the Day 5 forecast FIT5 calculated in
Problem 16.26.

Use the table below to calculate the error in each forecast and the square of
each error.
Day

Actual

FIT

Error

Squared Error

1

48

48

—

—

2

56

48

8

64

3

53

56.64

–3.64

13.25

4

64

56.56

7.44

55.35

Calculate the MSE.
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Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures
in a city for four consecutive days.

16.28 Forecast the high temperature for Day 5 via exponential smoothing with trend
adjustment using F = 0.5 and G = 0.5.

Note that F 1 = F2 = A1 = 48, T1 = T2 = 0, and FIT1 = FIT2 = 0 + 48 = 48. Calculate F3
and T3.

The forecast including trend for Day 3 is FIT3 = 54. Now calculate F4 and T4.

;>I (2; ( I (2
*' '

This model predicts a high temperature of FIT4 = 53.5 + 1.75 = 55.25° for Day 4.
Finally, calculate F5 and T5.

The high temperature on Day 5 should be FIT5 = 59.63 + 3.94 = 63.57°.
Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures
in a city for four consecutive days.

16.29 Compute the mean squared error for the Day 5 forecast FIT5 calculated in
Problem 16.28.

The following table calculates the error for each forecast and the square of each
error.
Day

Actual

FIT

Error

Squared Error

1

48

48

—

—

2

56

48

8

64

3

53

54.00

–1

1

4

64

55.25

8.75

76.56
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Calculate the mean squared error.

Note: Problems 16.22–16.30 refer to the data set in Problem 16.22, daily high temperatures
in a city for four consecutive days.

16.30 Which of the four forecasts generated in Problems 16.22–16.29 should most
accurately predict the high temperature on Day 5? Explain your answer.

The table below summarizes the results calculated in Problems 16.22–16.29.
Exponential Smoothing

Forecast

MSE with Trend Adjustment

F = 0.2, G = 0.4

55.97

74.71

F = 0.4, G = 0.3

60.05

57.9

F = 0.6, G = 0.8

66.69

44.2

F = 0.5, G = 0.5

63.57

47.19

The most accurate exponential smoothing with trend adjustment forecast
will have the lowest mean squared error. Thus, the best prediction for the
temperature is 66.69 because 44.2 is the minimum MSE value in the table.

Trend Projection and Seasonality

6XXdjci[dgigZcYhVcYhZVhdcVa^cÓjZcXZh
Note: Problems 16.31–16.37 refer to the data set below, the grade point average (GPA) of a
college student over the last nine semesters.
Period

Year

Semester

GPA

1

Freshman

Fall

2.2

2

Freshman

Winter

2.7

3

Freshman

Spring

2.4

4

Sophomore

Fall

2.5

5

Sophomore

Winter

3.1

6

Sophomore

Spring

2.7

7

Junior

Fall

2.8

8

Junior

Winter

3.6

9

Junior

Spring

3.2

16.31 Construct a trend projection equation that describes the change in the
student’s GPA over time.
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The trend projection equation for forecasting is the line of best fit
for
ordered pairs (x, y), where x is the independent variable and y is the dependent
variable.
This trend projection method establishes a relationship between the variable to
be forecasted and time. Thus, time is always the independent variable. In this
problem, time is measured in semesters. The dependent variable is always the
variable to be forecasted, in this case GPA.
The table below calculates the sum of the independent variables (and their
squares), the sum of the dependent variables, and the sum of the products of
the paired data.

Total

Semester
x

GPA
y

xy

x2

1

2.2

2.2

1

2

2.7

5.4

4

3

2.4

7.2

9

4

2.5

10

16
25

5

3.1

15.5

6

2.7

16.2

36

7

2.8

19.6

49

8

3.6

28.8

64

9

3.2

28.8

81

45

25.2

133.7

285

HZZEgdWaZbh
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eV^ghVcYVYYje
i]ZegdYjXih#

Thus,
,
,
, and
for the n = 9 data
pairs. Calculate the slope b of the linear regression equation.

Note that b > 0, so the data trends upward over time; the student’s grades
improve over her time in school. Calculate a, the y-intercept of the linear
regression.

The regression equation is
GPA increase of 0.128 each semester.

; the trend in the data is a constant
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Note: Problems 16.31–16.37 refer to the data set in Problem 16.31, the grade point average
(GPA) of a college student over the last nine semesters.

16.32 Predict the student’s senior year fall semester GPA using the trend projection
;gZh]bVcnZVg2
equation generated in Problem 16.31.
hZbZhiZgh&!'!VcY
(i]ZdgYZg^h[Vaa!
The fall semester of senior year is the tenth semester, so substitute x = 10 into
l^ciZg!i]Zcheg^c\0
the trend projection.
hde]dbdgZnZVg2
hZbZhiZgh)!*!VcY+0VcY
_jc^dgnZVg2hZbZhiZgh
,!-!VcY.#I]VibZVch
[VaahZc^dgnZVg^h
hZbZhiZg&%!l^ciZg^h
&&!VcYheg^c\^h&'#
The forecast for this student’s senior year fall semester GPA is F10 = 3.44.

Note: Problems 16.31–16.37 refer to the data set in Problem 16.31, the GPA of a college
student over the last nine semesters.

16.33 Calculate the mean absolute deviation (MAD) for the trend projection
I]Z^cYZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZhVgZi]Z
^ciZ\Zgh[gdb&
id.#

equation constructed in Problem 16.31.

Substitute each of the n = 9 independent variables into the trend projection
.
equation

The following table calculates the error in each forecast by subtracting the
forecast from the GPA for each semester. The absolute error is the absolute
value of that difference.
Semester
x

GPA
y

Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

1

2.2

2.29

–0.09

0.09

2

2.7

2.42

0.28

0.28

3

2.4

2.54

–0.14

0.14

4

2.5

2.67

–0.17

0.17

5

3.1

2.8

0.3

0.3

6

2.7

2.93

–0.23

0.23

7

2.8

3.06

–0.26

0.26

8

3.6

3.18

0.42

0.42

9

3.2

3.31

–0.11

0.11
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The mean absolute deviation is the average of the values in the absolute error
column.

Note: Problems 16.31–16.37 refer to the data set in Problem 16.31, the GPA of a college
student over the last nine semesters.

16.34 Calculate the seasonal index for each semester in the GPA data.
Seasonality represents the influence that certain seasons have on the data;
accounting for its influence often improves forecasts. Three literal seasons
are present this problem: the fall, winter, and spring semesters. Calculate the
average GPA earned by the student during each season.

Now calculate the average of all n = 9 GPAs earned by the student, independent
of season. Note that
, according to Problem 16.31.

A seasonal index SI is equal to the average of a season divided by the overall
average .


I]Zhjbd[i]Z
hZVhdcVa^cY^XZhh]djaY
WZkZgnXadhZidi]ZcjbWZg

d[hZVhdch#>ci]^hXVhZ!
%#-. ( &#&&- %#.-.2(#

Note: Problems 16.31–16.37 refer to the data set in Problem 16.31, the GPA of a college
student over the last nine semesters.

16.35 Generate a seasonal forecast for the student’s senior year fall semester GPA.
A seasonal forecast SF is equal to the product of Ft (the forecast as calculated
by a trend projection equation) and the seasonal index: SF = Ft(SI). Recall that
x = 10 represents the fall semester of the student’s senior year. According to
Problem 16.32, F 10 = 3.44. Problem 16.34 determined that SI fall = 0.893.
SF10 = F10(SIfall) = (3.44)(0.893) = 3.07
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The student does not perform as well during fall semesters as she does during
the other semesters. The seasonal forecast accounts for this, reducing the
original forecast of 3.44 to the seasonal forecast of 3.07.
Note: Problems 16.31–16.37 refer to the data set in Problem 16.31, the GPA of a college
student over the last nine semesters.

16.36 Calculate the mean absolute deviation for the seasonal forecast.
Generate seasonal forecasts for semesters 1 through 9 using the forecasts
computed in Problem 16.33 and the seasonal indices computed in Problem
16.34.

Use the table below to calculate the error in each seasonal forecast and its
absolute value.
Semester
x

GPA
y

Seasonal
Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

1

2.2

2.04

0.16

0.16

2

2.7

2.71

–0.01

0.01

3

2.4

2.51

–0.11

0.11

4

2.5

2.38

0.12

0.12

5

3.1

3.13

–0.03

0.03

6

2.7

2.90

–0.2

0.2

7

2.8

2.73

0.07

0.07

8

3.6

3.56

0.04

0.04

9

3.2

3.27

–0.07

0.07

The mean absolute deviation is the mean of the values in the absolute error
column.
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Note: Problems 16.31–16.37 refer to the data set in Problem 16.31, the GPA of a college
student over the last nine semesters.

16.37 Which of the two forecasts generated in Problems 16.31–16.36 should most

accurately predict the student’s GPA in the fall semester of her senior year?
Explain your answer.
Consider the table below, which summarizes the conclusions reached in
Problems 16.31–16.36.
Forecast Method

Forecast

MAD

Trend projection

3.44

0.222

Trend projection with seasonality 3.07

0.09

The most accurate forecast should be 3.07, generated using trend projection
with seasonality, because its mean absolute deviation value of 0.09 is lower than
the MAD of the trend projection technique alone. Thus, the seasonal indices
improve the trend projection forecast of this data, suggesting a consistent
seasonal pattern.
Note: Problems 16.38–16.44 refer to the data set below, the number of new residential houses
built (housing starts) in a particular region, in thousands of units, each quarter during 2007
and 2008.
Quarter

2007

2008

1

3.6

2.9

2

4.1

3.0

3

3.5

2.6

4

3.2

2.4

16.38 Construct a trend projection equation that describes the change in housing
starts over time.

The independent variable is time, in this case expressed as n = 8 quarters, and
the dependent variable is housing starts. Use the table below to calculate the
sums necessary to compute the slope and y-intercept of a least-square regression
model.
Quarter

Period
x

Starts
y

xy

x2

2007 Q1

1

3.6

3.6

1

2007 Q2

2

4.1

8.2

4

2007 Q3

3

3.5

10.5

9

2007 Q4

4

3.2

12.8

16
(table continues)
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(table continued)

Quarter

Period
x

Starts
y

2008 Q1

5

2.9

14.5

25

2008 Q2

6

3.0

18.0

36

xy

2008 Q3

7

2.6

18.2

49

2008 Q4

8

2.4

19.2

64

Total

36

25.3

105

204

Substitute
,
,
, and
b, the slope of the linear regression model.

=djh^c\
hiVgihigZcY
YdlclVgYdkZg
i^bZ!WZXVjhZW
^hcZ\Vi^kZ#

I]Zdg^\^cVaYViV
^ha^hiZY^ci]djhVcYh
d[jc^ih/
&!%% %%#'&&2'&&#

x2

into the formula for

Substitute b = –0.211 into the formula for a, the y-intercept of the regression
equation.

The trend projection equation for the housing starts forecast is
.
Therefore, the number of housing starts decreases at a constant rate of 211 each
quarter.
Note: Problems 16.38–16.44 refer to the data set in Problem 16.38, the number of new
residential houses built (housing starts) in a particular region, in thousands of units, each
quarter during 2007 and 2008.

16.39 Forecast the number of housing starts for the first quarter of 2009 using the
trend projection equation.

The first quarter of 2009 immediately follows the x = 8 period (the fourth quarter
of 2008). Substitute x = 9 into the trend projection equation to calculate F9.
F 9 = 4.11 – 0.211(9) = 4.11 – 1.899 = 2.21
Approximately 1,000(2.21) = 2,210 new residential houses will be built during the
first quarter of 2009.
Note: Problems 16.38–16.44 refer to the data set in Problem 16.38, the number of new
residential houses built (housing starts) in a particular region, in thousands of units, each
quarter during 2007 and 2008.

16.40 Calculate the mean absolute deviation for the trend projection equation
constructed in Problem 16.38.

Calculate housing starts forecasts for periods x = 1 through x = 8 using the trend
projection equation
.
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The table below subtracts each of the forecasts from the actual housing starts to
calculate the error and its absolute value.
Period
x

Starts
y

Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

1
2

3.6

3.90

–0.3

0.3

4.1

3.69

0.41

0.41

3

3.5

3.48

0.02

0.02

4

3.2

3.27

–0.07

0.07

5

2.9

3.06

–0.16

0.16

6

3.0

2.84

0.16

0.16

7

2.6

2.63

–0.03

0.03

8

2.4

2.42

–0.02

0.02

Average the absolute errors to calculate the mean absolute deviation.

Note: Problems 16.38–16.44 refer to the data set in Problem 16.38, the number of new
residential houses built (housing starts) in a particular region, in thousands of units, each
quarter during 2007 and 2008.

16.41 Calculate the seasonal index for each quarter in the housing data.
This problem contains four seasons, as time is divided into four quarters.
Calculate the average housing starts for each season separately.

The overall average for the n = 8 quarters is
. Calculate the
seasonal index for each quarter by dividing its average by the overall average.
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Note: Problems 16.38–16.44 refer to the data set in Problem 16.38, the number of new
residential houses built (housing starts) in a particular region, in thousands of units, each
quarter during 2007 and 2008.

16.42 Generate a seasonal forecast for housing starts during the first quarter of 2009.
According to Problem 16.39, F 9 = 2.21. Problem 16.41 states that the seasonal
index for the first quarter is SI1 = 1.028. The seasonal forecast for the first
quarter of 2009 is the product of those values.
SF 9 = F 9(SI1) = 2.21(1.028) = 2.27
Approximately 1,000(2.27) = 2,270 residential houses will be built during the
first quarter of 2009.
Note: Problems 16.38–16.44 refer to the data set in Problem 16.38, the number of new
residential houses built (housing starts) in a particular region, in thousands of units, each
quarter during 2007 and 2008.

16.43 Calculate the mean absolute deviation for the seasonal forecast.
Generate seasonal forecasts for each of the eight quarters using the forecasts
from Problem 16.40 and the seasonal indices from Problem 16.41.

Use the table below to calculate the absolute error in each of the n = 8 forecasts.
Period
x

Starts
y

Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

1

3.6

4.01

–0.41

0.41

2

4.1

4.14

–0.04

0.04

3

3.5

3.36

0.14

0.14

4

3.2

2.90

0.3

0.3
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Period
x

Starts
y

Forecast

Error

Absolute
Error

5

2.9

3.15

–0.25

0.25

6

3.0

3.19

–0.19

0.19

7

2.6

2.54

0.06

0.06

8

2.4

2.14

0.26

0.26

Calculate the MAD.

Note: Problems 16.38–16.44 refer to the data set in Problem 16.38, showing the number of
new residential houses built (housing starts) in a particular region, in thousands of units,
each quarter during 2007 and 2008.

16.44 Which of the two forecasts generated in Problems 16.38–16.43 more accurately
predicts the housing starts for the first quarter of 2009? Explain your answer.
Consider the following table, which summarizes the conclusions reached in
Problems 16.38–16.43.
Forecast Method

Forecast

MAD

Trend projection

2.21

0.146

Trend projection with seasonality 2.27

0.206

The more accurate forecast should be 2,210 new homes, because the trend
projection with seasonality has a higher MAD than the trend projection alone.
This data, therefore, has no consistent seasonal pattern.


>cigdYjX^c\V
hZVhdcVa^cÓjZcXZ
dci]ZYViVVXijVaan
bV`Zhi]ZegZY^Xi^dc
aZhhVXXjgViZ^ci]^h
ZmVbeaZ#

Causal Forecasting

I]Z^cYZeZcYZcikVg^VWaZYdZhcÉi]VkZidWZi^bZ
Note: Problems 16.45–16.47 refer to the data set below, the monthly demand for a computer
printer at various prices.
Demand

Price

Demand

Price

36

$70

14

$110

23

$80

10

$120

12

$90

5

$130

16

$100

2

$140

16.45 Construct a simple regression model to forecast demand based on price.
I]Z=jbdc\djh7dd`d[HiVi^hi^XhEgdWaZbh
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Simple regression can be used to forecast a dependent variable value based
solely on an independent variable value. Unlike seasonal and trend forecasts,
the independent variable is not restricted to time. In this problem, price is the
independent variable and demand is the dependent variable.
Use the table below to compute the sums necessary to construct the regression
model.

Total

Price
x

Demand
y

xy

x2

70

36

2,520

4,900

80

23

1,840

6,400

90

12

1,080

8,100

100

16

1,600

10,000

110

14

1,540

12,100

120

10

1,200

14,400

130

5

650

16,900

140

2

280

19,600

840

118

10,710

92,400

Substitute
,
,
, and
formula for b, the slope of the linear regression model.

into the

Substitute b = –0.4 into the formula for a, the y-intercept of the regression
model.

The regression equation is
$1, 0.4 fewer printers are sold.

; each time the price is increased by

Note: Problems 16.45–16.47 refer to the data set in Problem 16.45, the monthly demand for a
computer printer at various prices.

16.46 Predict printer demand given a $95 price.
Substitute x = 95 into the regression model
Problem 16.45.

, constructed in

The demand should be 18.75 ~ 19 printers when the price is $95.
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Note: Problems 16.45–16.47 refer to the data set in Problem 16.45, the monthly demand for a
computer printer at various prices.

16.47 Calculate the mean squared error for the regression equation constructed in
Problem 16.45.

Generate n = 8 demand forecasts, one for each price in the data.

Use the table below to compute the error in each forecast and its square.
Price
x

Demand
y

Forecast

Error

Squared
Error

70

36

28.75

7.25

52.56

80

23

24.75

–1.75

3.06

90

12

20.75

–8.75

76.56

100

16

16.75

–0.75

0.56

110

14

12.75

1.25

1.56

120

10

8.75

1.25

1.56

130

5

4.75

0.25

0.06

140

2

0.75

1.25

1.56


Eg^XZ^hi]Z
^cYZeZcYZcikVg^VWaZ
ndjXVcV[[ZXi^i
Y^gZXian!hd^i\dZh^c
i]ZmXdajbc#

Calculate the average of the squared errors.
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Note: Problems 16.48–16.50 refer to the data set below, the average attendance per game,
in thousands of fans, for ten Major League Baseball teams and the number of games won by
those teams during the 2008 season.

Æ7VhZY
dcÇ^hV`Zn
e]gVhZi]Vi
^YZci^ÒZhi]Z
^cYZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZ#NdjlVci
id[dgZXVhii]Z
YZeZcYZcikVg^VWaZ
ViiZcYVcXZ
WVhZYdci]Z
^cYZeZcYZci
kVg^VWaZl^ch#

Team

Attendance Wins

Team

Attendance Wins

NY (AL)

53.1

89

ATL

31.2

72

STL

42.3

86

WAS

29.0

59

CHI (NL)

40.7

97

CLE

25.4

81

BOS

37.6

95

TEX

24.3

79

COL

33.1

74

PIT

20.1

67

16.48 Construct a simple regression model to forecast average attendance based on
the number of wins.

Use the table below to compute the sums necessary to construct the linear
regression model describing the relationship between wins (the independent
variable) and attendance (the dependent variable).

Total

Wins
x

Attendance
y
xy

x2

89

53.1

4,725.9

7,921

86

42.3

3,637.8

7,396

97

40.7

3,947.9

9,409

95

37.6

3,572

9,025

74

33.1

2,449.4

5,476

72

31.2

2,246.4

5,184

59

29.0

1,711

3,481

81

25.4

2,057.4

6,561

79

24.3

1,919.7

6,241

67

20.1

1,346.7

4,489

799

336.8

27,614.2

65,183

Substitute
,
,
, and
into
the formula for b, the slope of the linear regression model. Note that there are
n = 10 pairs of data.
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Calculate the y-intercept of the regression model.

The simple regression model is
; each win increases
attendance by approximately 1,000(0.524) = 524 fans.
Note: Problems 16.48–16.50 refer to the data set in Problem 16.48, the average attendance
per game, in thousands of fans, for ten Major League Baseball teams and the number of
games won by those teams during the 2008 season.

16.49 Predict average attendance for a team that wins 85 games during the season.
Substitute x = 85 into the regression model
Problem 16.48.

generated in

F 85 = –8.19 + 0.524(85) = –8.19 + 44.54 = 36.35
According to the regression model, an average of 1,000(36.35) = 36,350 fans will
attend the games of a team that wins 85 games.
Note: Problems 16.48–16.50 refer to the data set in Problem 16.48, the average attendance
per game, in thousands of fans, for ten Major League Baseball teams and the number of
games won by those teams during the 2008 season.

16.50 Calculate the mean squared error for the regression equation constructed in
Problem 16.48.

Generate attendance forecasts for each of the win totals in the data set.

Use the table below to calculate the squared error for each forecast.
Wins
x

Attendance
y
Forecast

Error

Squared
Error

89

53.1

38.45

14.65

214.62

86

42.3

36.87

5.43

29.48

97

40.7

42.64

–1.94

3.76

95

37.6

41.59

–3.99

15.92

74

33.1

30.59

2.51

6.30

72

31.2

29.54

1.66

2.76
(table continues)
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(table continued)

Wins
x

Attendance
y
Forecast

Error

Squared
Error

59

29.0

22.73

6.27

39.31

81

25.4

34.25

–8.85

78.32

79

24.3

33.21

–8.91

79.38

67

20.1

26.92

–6.82

46.51

Calculate the MSE.
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Chapter 17

STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL

Jh^c\hiVi^hi^XhidbZVhjgZfjVa^in
Statistical process control objectively evaluates the performance of a
process by measuring the current state of the process and drawing
conclusions based on statistical analysis. You can both ensure that a
process falls within particular specifications and determine whether a
process is capable of meeting its design specifications.

8dcigdaX]VgihZhiVWa^h]adlZgVcY
jeeZga^b^ihi]ViVgZjhZYid
YZX^YZl]Zi]ZgVegdXZhh^hdeZgVi^c
\hVi^h[VXidg^an#EgdXZhh
XVeVW^a^inXdbeVgZhi]ZVXijVaeZg[d
gbVcXZd[VegdXZhhidi]Z
ZmeZXiZYeZg[dgbVcXZidYZiZgb^cZ
l]Zi]Zgi]ZegdXZhh^hXVeVWaZ
d[eZg[dgb^c\VhZmeZXiZY#

Chapter Seventeen — Statistical Process Control

Introduction to Statistical Process Control

:meadg^c\i]ZY^[[ZgZciineZhd[fjVa^inbZVhjgZbZci
ÆDjid[
hiVi^hi^XVa
XdcigdaÇbZVch
hdbZi]^c\^h
egdWVWanlgdc\
l^i]i]ZegdXZhh#


7jiidch
egdYjXZYVi
VbVcj[VXijg^c\
eaVcibVnadd`i]Z
hVbZidi]ZcV`ZY
ZnZ!Wji\^kZcegZX^hZ
^chigjbZcih!ndjXdjaY
ÒcYkVg^Vi^dc^ci]^c\h
a^`Zi]ZY^VbZiZgdg
i]Zi]^X`cZhhd[
i]ZWjiidch#

6cZmVbeaZ
d[VkVg^Vi^dc^c
VhZgk^XZegdXZhh
ldjaYWZi]Z
cjbWZgd[b^cjiZhV
eZghdclV^ihdc]daY
l]ZcXVaa^c\[dg
XjhidbZghZgk^XZ#

17.1 Explain how statistical process control determines whether a process is in or
out of statistical control.

Statistical process control is used to measure the performance of a process by
sampling the process at predetermined intervals. The results of the sample are
reported in control charts that plot time on the x-axis and the measurement of
interest on the y-axis. The chart contains lower and upper control limits used to
establish the condition of the process. If the result of the sample falls between
these limits, the process is considered to be in statistical control. If the sample
result falls above the upper limit or below the lower limit, the process is said to
be out of statistical control.

17.2 Describe the two types of variation a process can exhibit.
Variation is part of every process, whether a manufacturing or a service process.
Differences, however small, are always present between items produced or
services rendered. Natural variation describes the differences that are normal for
the process and are to be expected. As long as the process variation falls into
this category, no corrective steps are necessary.
Assignable variation is due to a breakdown in the process, and is therefore more
significant than natural variation. Assignable variation may be the result of
poorly trained workers, machine wear, or low-quality raw materials. Once
assignable variation becomes a factor in a process, its cause should be identified
and addressed.

17.3 Describe the two types of measurements used in statistical process control.
The first type of statistical process control is variable measurement, which
measures quality on a continuous scale. Processes using this type of statistical
control include weight, height, speed, and thickness measurements. Depending
on the precision of the measuring devices used, there may be infinitely many
unique measurements.
The second type of statistical process control is attribute measurement, which
measures quality on a discrete scale. Counting the number of defective items in
a production batch is an example of attribute measurement.


BZVhjg^c\
i]^c\h2kVg^VWaZ
bZVhjgZbZci
8djci^c\i]^c\h2
Viig^WjiZ
bZVhjgZbZci

Statistical Process Control for Variable Measurement

BZVcVcYgVc\ZXdcigdaX]Vgih
17.4 Explain how mean and range control charts are constructed and describe the
role they play in statistical process control.

At predetermined time intervals, n items from the process are sampled.
The mean of the sample is calculated and plotted on a mean control chart.
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The range of the sample is also measured; it is plotted on the range control
chart. If the sample mean is within the lower and upper limits of the mean chart
and the sample range is within the lower and upper limits of the range chart,
the process is considered to be in control.
The mean and range charts must both lie within the control limits to consider
the process in control. If one chart indicates the process is within limits while
the other chart concludes the process is outside limits, you conclude that the
process is out of control.


I]ZgVc\Zd[
i]ZhVbeaZ^h
i]Z]^\]ZhikVajZ
d[i]ZhVbeaZ
b^cjhi]ZadlZhi
kVajZ#

Note: Problems 17.5–17.7 refer to the data set below, the weights in ounces of cereal boxes
sampled from a filling process over a three-hour period.
Sample

Time

Box 1

Box 2

Box 3
15.8

1

6 A.M.

16.4

16.4

2

7 A.M.

16.0

16.2

16.4

3

8 A.M.

15.6

16.1

16.3

4

9 A.M.

16.0

15.9

16.1

17.5 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma mean chart.
Calculate the mean and range for each of the four samples.

The grand average of the data is the average of the sample means; the average
range is the average of the sample ranges.

A 3-sigma mean control chart sets limits three standard deviations above and
below the process mean. Calculate the lower control limit
and upper
control limit
for the mean chart using the following formulas, where A 2 is
the mean factor constant from Reference Table 10. In this problem, each sample
consists of n = 3 values, so A2 = 1.023.

I]ZkVg^VWaZc
gZegZhZcihi]Zh^oZd[
i]ZhVbeaZh(^ci]^h
egdWaZbcdii]Z
cjbWZgd[hVbeaZh)#
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Note: Problems 17.5–17.7 refer to the data set in Problem 17.5, the weights in ounces of cereal
boxes sampled from a filling process over a three-hour period.

17.6 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma range chart.


6XXdgY^c\
idEgdWaZb&,#*!
#

The data consists of four samples of size n = 3. According to Reference Table 10,
this sample size corresponds to constant values D 3 = 0 and D 4 = 2.574. Substitute
D 3 and D 4 into the formulas for the lower control limit LCL R and the upper
control limit UCL R .

Note: Problems 17.5–17.7 refer to the data set in Problem 17.5, the weights in ounces of cereal
boxes sampled from a filling process over a three-hour period.

17.7 Three more boxes are sampled at 10 A.M., and the following weights (in

ounces) are recorded: 15.2, 15.9, and 16.6. Determine whether the filling
process is in control based on the control charts generated in Problems 17.5
and 17.6.

In order for the process to be considered in control, the 10 A.M. sample mean
must be within the limits of the mean chart and the 10 A.M. sample range must
be within the limits of the range chart. Calculate the mean and range of the 10
A.M. sample.

I]ZgVc\Z
X]VgibZVhjgZh
i]ZkVg^VW^a^ind[
i]ZegdXZhh#Idd
bjX]kVg^VW^a^in^h
Vc^cY^XVi^dcd[
eddgegdXZhh
fjVa^in#

The 10 A.M. sample mean
lies within the mean control limits of
and
. However, the sample range R = 1.4 is greater
than the range upper control limit UCL R = 1.22. Because the sample range lies
outside the allowable limits, the process is considered out of control.
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Note: Problems 17.8–17.10 refer to the data set below, the weights (in pounds) of fertilizer
bags sampled from a filling process over a three-hour period.
Sample

Time

Bag 1

Bag 2

Bag 3

Bag 4

1

1 P.M.

49.0

48.7

50.0

50.7

2

2 P.M.

51.2

49.1

50.1

50.4

3

3 P.M.

52.1

51.4

49.6

49.7

4

4 P.M.

50.1

49.5

51.8

51.8

17.8 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma mean chart.
Calculate the mean and range of each sample.

Compute the grand average and the average range .

Four bags are sampled each hour, so n = 4. According to Reference Table 10,
A 2 = 0.729. Apply the control limit formulas for the mean chart.

Note: Problems 17.8–17.10 refer to the data set in Problem 17.8, the weights (in pounds) of
fertilizer bags sampled from a filling process over a three-hour period.

17.9 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma range chart.
According to Reference Table 10, D 3 = 0 and D 4 = 2.282 when n = 4. Calculate
the control limits for the range chart.
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Note: Problems 17.8–17.10 refer to the data set in Problem 17.8, the weights (in pounds) of
fertilizer bags sampled from a filling process over a three-hour period.

17.10 Determine whether the filling process is in control based on a sample taken
at 5 P.M. that consists of the following weights (in pounds): 50.9, 50.4, 48.4,
and 51.7.
Calculate the mean and range of the 5 P.M. sample.


DcZd[
i]Z*E#B#
hVbeaZlZ^\]ih
)-#)^hWZadli]Z
adlZga^b^id[i]Z
bZVcX]Vgi)-#,%#
:kZc^[^cY^k^YjVa
bZVhjgZbZciha^Z
djih^YZi]Za^b^ih!
i]ZegdXZhh^hcÉi
cZXZhhVg^andjid[
Xdcigda#

The 5 P.M. sample mean lies within the mean chart limits calculated in Problem
17.8 (48.70 < 50.35 < 51.96); the range of the new sample lies within the range
limits as well (0 < 3.3 < 5.09).
Because the sample mean and sample range both lie within the control limits,
the process is considered in control.
Note: Problems 17.11–17.13 refer to the data set below, the time (in minutes) that customers
waited to be greeted by their server in a restaurant over a three-night time period.
Evening

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5

1

3.7

5.2

2.9

4.0

3.5

2

4.6

5.7

3.4

4.5

5.0

3

3.0

2.3

3.6

5.1

5.6

17.11 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma mean chart.
Calculate the mean and range of each sample.

The grand average and the average range
means and sample ranges, respectively.
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The data contains three samples, each of size n = 5. According to Reference
Table 10, A 2 = 0.577. Calculate the control limits for the 3-sigma mean chart.

Note: Problems 17.11–17.13 refer to the data set in Problem 17.11, the time (in minutes) that
customers waited to be greeted by their server in a restaurant over a three-night time period.

17.12 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma range control chart.

NdjÉgZcdi
VXijVaanYgVl^c\
VX]Vgi0^bV\^cZ
ild]dg^odciVaa^cZh
gZegZhZci^c\i]ZadlZg
VcYjeeZgXdcigdaa^b^ih#
6cni^bZVhVbeaZbZVc
he^`ZhVWdkZdgWZadl
i]dhZa^cZh!i]ZegdXZhh
^hdjid[Xdcigda#

According to Reference Table 10, given n = 5, D 3 = 0 and D 4 = 2.115. Compute
the control limits for the range.

Note: Problems 17.11–17.13 refer to the data set in Problem 17.11, the time (in minutes) that
customers waited to be greeted by their server in a restaurant over a three-night time period.

17.13 A sample taken on the fourth evening had the following times: 5.2, 5.8, 6.3,
6.4, and 5.5. Determine whether the service process in the restaurant is in
control.
Calculate the mean and range of the new sample.

Whereas the sample range lies within its control limits of 0 and 5.56, the sample
. Because
mean does not—5.84 is greater than the upper limit of
both sample statistics do not lie within their control limits, the service process is
considered out of control.


HZgkZghlZgZ
cdi\gZZi^c\
XjhidbZgh[Vhi
Zcdj\]Yjg^c\i]
Z
[djgi]ZkZc^c\#
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Note: Problems 17.14–17.16 refer to the table below, the data recorded by a manufacturing
plant that randomly selected a sample of nine pistons per day for five days and measured the
diameter of the pistons (in millimeters).
Day

Sample Mean

Sample Range

1

80.6

0.9

2

82.1

1.4

3

81.5

1.0

4

82.9

1.9

5

81.0

1.5

17.14 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma mean chart.
The sample means and ranges are provided, so begin by calculating the grand
mean and average range.

Each sample consisted of n = 9 pistons; according to Reference Table 10,
A 2 = 0.337. Calculate the control limits.

Note: Problems 17.14–17.16 refer to the table in Problem 17.14, the data recorded by a
manufacturing plant that randomly selected a sample of nine pistons per day for five days
and measured the diameter of the pistons (in millimeters).

17.15 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma range chart.
Given n = 9, Reference Table 10 states that D 3 = 0.184 and D 4 = 1.816. Calculate
the control limits.
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Note: Problems 17.14–17.16 refer to the table in Problem 17.14, the data recorded by a
manufacturing plant that randomly selected a sample of nine pistons per day for five days
and measured the diameter of the pistons (in millimeters).

17.16 A sample of nine pistons randomly selected on the sixth day consisted of the

following measurements: 80.7, 82.7, 82.4, 82.1, 82.2, 80.4, 81.9, 81.9, and 82.1.
Determine whether the manufacturing process is in control.
Calculate the mean and range of the new sample.

This sample mean
lies between the mean charts limits 81.17 and 82.07
that are computed in Problem 17.4. The sample range R = 2.3 lies within the
range limits of 0.25 and 2.43, also computed in Problem 17.15. Because the
sample mean and sample range are both within control limits, the process is
considered in control.

Statistical Process Control for Attribute Measurement
Using p-charts

8VaXjaViZi]Zegdedgi^dcd[YZ[ZXi^kZ^iZbh
17.17 Explain how to develop and apply p-charts as an attribute measurement
statistical process control technique.

Attribute measurement is applied when classifying items as defective or
nondefective. One such technique uses a p-chart to measure the percent
defective in a sample. Attribute measurement requires only one chart to
determine whether a process is in control.
The standard deviation for the control chart limits Xp is calculated using the
following formula, in which is the average percent defective in the sample and
n is the sample size.


Jca^`Z
kVg^VWaZ
bZVhjgZbZci!
l]^X]]VhXdcigda
a^b^ih[dgi]ZbZVc
VcYi]ZgVc\ZVh
YZhXg^WZY^c
EgdWaZbh&,# )Ä
&,#&+#

A 3-sigma p-chart assigns control limits that are three standard deviations above
and below the average percent defective . Thus, it is common to set z = 3 in the
control limit formulas below.
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Note: Problems 17.18–17.19 refer to the data set below, the number of defective lightbulbs from
10 samples of size n = 100.
Sample

Number of
Defects

Sample

Number of
Defects

1

7

6

5

2

5

7

5

3

6

8

2

4

3

9

1

5

3

10

4

17.18 Compute the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma p-chart.
:VX]d[
i]Z&%hVbeaZh
XdciV^cZY&%%
a^\]iWjaWh![dgVidiVa
d[&%&% %2&!% %%
a^\]iWjaWhiZhiZY#

Calculate the average percent defective by dividing the total number of defective
lightbulbs by the total number of lightbulbs in the samples.

Substitute
limits.

into the formula for the standard deviation of the control

Substitute z = 3 into the formulas below to calculate the lower control limit LCL p
and the upper control limit UCL p for a 3-sigma p-chart.

6e"X]Vgi
XVcÉi]VkZV
cZ\Vi^kZa^b^i#>[
A8Ae^haZhhi]Vc
oZgd!gdjcY^ije
idoZgd#

Note: Problems 17.18–17.19 refer to the data set in Problem 17.18, the number of defective
lightbulbs from 10 samples of size n = 100.

17.19 A new sample of 100 lightbulbs includes 6 that are defective. Determine whether
the process is in control.

Calculate the percent defective of the new sample.

Because
lies between the control limits LCL p = 0 and UCL p = 0.1004, the
process is in control.
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Note: Problems 17.20–17.21 refer to the table below, the number of free throws missed by a
basketball player attempting 150 free throws every day for 12 days.
Day

Missed Free
Throws

Day

Missed Free
Throws

1

40

7

38

2

36

8

40

3

35

9

37

4

41

10

43

5

40

11

40

6

46

12

41

17.20 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma p-chart.
Calculate the average percent defective for all 12 days. In this instance,
“percent defective” refers to the percentage of free throws missed. The player
shot n = 150 free throws a day for 12 days, a total of 12(150) = 1,800 free throws.

Use

to compute Xp, the standard deviation for the control chart limits.

Apply the 3-sigma p-chart upper and lower control limit formulas.

L]ZcndjÉgZ
XdchigjXi^c\V
("h^\bVe"X]Vgi!
o2(#

Note: Problems 17.20–17.21 refer to the table in Problem 17.20, the number of free throws
missed by a basketball player attempting 150 free throws every day for 12 days.

17.21 Today, the player attempts 150 free throws. He misses 58. Determine whether
the player’s free throw process is in control.

Calculate today’s percentage of missed free throws.

The player’s free throw process is considered out of control because the
sample proportion for today (0.387) is greater than the upper control limit
UCL p = 0.373 calculated in Problem 17.20.
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Note: Problems 17.22–17.23 refer to the data set below, the total number of defective shirts
produced per day based on a daily random sample of 125 shirts.
Sample

Number of
Defects

Sample

Number of
Defects

1

2

8

2

2

5

9

7

3

8

10

2

4

1

11

4

5

3

12

3

6

5

13

8

7

3

14

3

17.22 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma p-chart.
Calculate the average percent defective and the standard deviation for the
control chart limits.


GZbZbWZg!i]Z
adlZga^b^iXVcÉiWZ
cZ\Vi^kZ#L]Zc^i^h!
hZi^iZfjVaidoZgd
^chiZVY#

Compute the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma p-chart.

Note: Problems 17.22–17.23 refer to the data set in Problem 17.22, the total number of
defective shirts produced per day based on a daily random sample of 125 shirts.

17.23 The next sample of 125 shirts includes 11 that are defective. Determine
whether the process is in control.

Calculate the percent defective of the new sample.

The percent defective is greater than the upper control limit determined in
Problem 17.22 (0.088 > 0.079), so the process is considered out of control.
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Statistical Process Control for Attribute Measurement
Using c-charts

8djci^c\i]ZcjbWZgd[YZ[ZXi^kZ^iZbh
17.24 Explain how to develop and apply c-charts as an attribute measurement
statistical process control technique.

Whereas a p-chart (described in Problems 17.17–17.23) is applied when an item
is classified as either defective or nondefective, a c-chart is applied when an item
may have more than one defect. Like p-charts, c-chart control limits are set
three standard deviations above and below , the average number of defects per
unit.
Apply the following formulas to calculate the upper and lower control limits for
a c-chart.

Note: Problems 17.25–17.26 refer to the data set below, the number of customer complaints a
company receives per week over a 16-week period.
Week

Number of
Complaints

Week

Number of
Complaints

1

3

9

2

2

3

10

9

3

4

11

9

4

4

12

1

5

6

13

8

6

9

14

5

7

3

15

1

8

3

16

8


HdhZio2(
^ci]ZXdcigda
a^b^i[dgbjaVh#

6X"X]Vgi
Xdjcihi]Z
cjbWZgd[
YZ[ZXi^kZ^iZbheZg
jc^id[djieji!a^`Z
i]ZcjbWZgd[YZVY
e^mZahdcVcZl
XdbejiZgbdc^idgdg
i]ZcjbWZgd[inedh
^cVcZlheVeZg
Vgi^XaZ#

17.25 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma c-chart.
Compute the average number of complaints received per week.
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Substitute

into the lower and upper control limit c-chart formulas.

The lower control limits of c-charts, like the lower control limits of p-charts,
cannot be negative numbers. If the calculated value of LCL c is less than zero, set
LCL c = 0.
Note: Problems 17.25–17.26 refer to the data set in Problem 17.25, the number of customer
complaints a company receives per week over a 16-week period.

17.26 The company receives 9 complaints this week. Determine whether the process
is in control.

I]ViYdZhcÉi
bZVcc^cZ
XdbeaV^cihh]djaY
WZVXXZeiVWaZ[dg
i]ZXdbeVcn#Bdhi
XdbeVc^Zhh]ddi[dgoZgd
XdbeaV^cih#>iÉhWZiiZgid
hVni]VigZXZ^k^c\c^cZ
XdbeaV^cih^cVlZZ`^h
cdijcjhjVa[dgi]Z
XdbeVcn#

According to Problem 17.25, the company receives between LCL c = 0 and
UCL c = 11.5 complaints per week. If 12 or more complaints are recorded,
assignable variation is present and the company should investigate the cause
for the increase. This week elicited 9 complaints, which lies between the control
boundaries and indicates the presence of natural variation for the company this
week.
Note: Problems 17.27–17.28 refer to the data set below, the number of typos per chapter in a
draft of a new book.
Chapter

Number of
Typos

Chapter

Number of
Typos

1

5

7

6

2

14

8

4

3

5

9

9

4

13

10

12

5

7

11

6

6

6

12

15

17.27 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma c-chart.
Calculate the average number of typos per chapter.
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Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma c-chart.

Note: Problems 17.27–17.28 refer to the data set in Problem 17.27, the number of typos per
chapter in a draft of a new book.

17.28 Determine whether the process is in control if the next chapter contains 19
typos.

According to the data recorded for the first 12 chapters, natural variation
accounts for between LCL c = 0 and UCL c = 17.3 typos per chapter. The newest
chapter contains 19 typos, which exceeds the control limits and indicates the
presence of assignable variation.
Note: Problems 17.29–17.31 refer to the data set below, the number of errors committed by
Major League Baseball player Derek Jeter every season for 10 seasons.
Season

Errors

Season

Errors

1998

9

2003

14

1999

14

2004

13

2000

24

2005

15

2001

15

2006

15

2002

14

2007

18


HdbZi]^c\
]VhX]Vc\ZY^c
i]ZbVcjhXg^ei
egZeVgVi^dcegdXZhh#
7VhZYdci]ZeViiZgc
d[i]ZÒghi&'
X]VeiZgh!&.inedh^h
jcjhjVaan]^\]#

17.29 Calculate the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma c-chart.
Calculate the average number of errors per season.

Compute the lower and upper control limits for a 3-sigma c-chart.
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Note: Problems 17.29–17.31 refer to the data set in Problem 17.29, the number of errors
committed by Major League Baseball player Derek Jeter every season for 10 seasons.

17.30 During the 2008 season, Derek Jeter committed 12 errors. Determine whether
J8AX^h'+#-!
hd]ZYdZhci
fj^iZ]VkZ',
ZggdghVh]^hjeeZg
XdcigdaWdjcYVgn0',
ldjaYWZdjid[
Xdcigda

his fielding process is in control.

Under normal circumstances, Jeter commits between LCL c ~ 4 and UCL c ~ 26
errors per season. Twelve errors lies between these limits and indicates the
presence of only natural variation. His fielding process appears to be in control
for the 2008 season.
Note: Problems 17.29–17.31 refer to the data set in Problem 17.29, the number of errors
committed by Major League Baseball player Derek Jeter every season for 10 seasons.

17.31 If Derek Jeter committed only 2 errors during the 2008 season, would his
fielding process be considered in control?

I]ZegdXZhh
X]Vc\ZXdjaYWZ
YjZidhdbZi]^c\bdgZ
dWk^djh^[ndjZmVb^cZ
i]ZYViV#;dgZmVbeaZ!
]Zb^\]i]VkZeaVnZY
[ZlZg\VbZhYjZid
Vc^c_jgn#

Two errors is below the lower limit of LCL c = 3.4, which indicates the presence of
assignable variation. Although this variation isn’t an indication of a problem—
given the choice, players would certainly prefer committing an unusually low
number of errors to an unusually high number of errors—the results still
indicate that something has happened to his fielding process to cause such a
drastic change. You would conclude that his fielding process was out of control
because this season had far fewer errors than previous seasons.

Process Capability Ratio

>hVegdXZhhXVeVWaZd[eZg[dgb^c\VXXdgY^c\idYZh^\c4
17.32 Describe the purpose of the process capability ratio C p.
The process capability ratio measures the ability of a process to meet its design
specifications. It is equal to the ratio of the process design range and the actual
process range. In the formula for C p below, X represents the observed process
standard deviation.

If Cp v 1.0, the process has the capability to meet its design specifications; if
C p < 1.0, the process cannot meet the design specifications.
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17.33 A process that packages pretzels in bags is designed to fill each bag with 12.0

ounces of pretzels with a design range of ±0.3 ounces. The process exhibits a
standard deviation of 0.08 ounces. Determine whether the process is capable of
meeting the design specifications.
The process is designed to fill the bags with 12.0 ounces of pretzels with a design
range of ±3 ounces. Use this information to calculate the lower and upper
specification limits.
lower specification limit = 12.0 – 0.3 = 11.7
upper specification limit = 12.0 + 0.3 = 12.3
The problem states that X = 0.08 ounces. Calculate the process capability ratio Cp .

The process is capable of meeting the design specifications because Cp v 1.0.

17.34 A lightbulb manufacturer produces bulbs designed to average 1,100 hours ±125
hours of life. The life of the bulbs actually produced has a standard deviation
of 56 hours. Determine whether the process is capable of meeting the design
specifications.
Calculate the lower and upper specification limits.
lower specification limit = 1,100 – 125 = 975 hours
upper specification limit = 1,100 + 125 = 1,225 hours
Given X = 56 hours, compute the process capability ratio.

The process is not capable of meeting the design specifications because Cp = 0.74
is less than 1.0.

17.35 A manufacturer of laptop batteries is producing a new battery that is designed
to last between 5.7 and 6.4 hours. The life of the batteries produced by the
manufacturing process has a standard deviation of 0.09 hours. Determine
whether the process is capable of meeting the design specifications.

The problem states that the lower and upper specification limits are 5.7 and 6.4
hours, respectively. Given X = 0.09 hours, compute the process capability ratio.
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Because C p = 1.30 is greater than or equal to 1.0, the process is capable of
meeting the design specifications.

Process Capability Index

BZVhjg^c\XVeVW^a^in[dgVegdXZhhi]Vi]Vhh]^[iZY
17.36 Describe the purpose of the process capability index Cpk .

8e`^hZfjVa
idi]ZaZhhZg
d[i]Zild
[gVXi^dch^ci]Z
WgVX`Zih#
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egdXZhhbZVc
VcYYZh^\c
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hVbZkVajZVh
i]Z8e[dgbjaV^c
EgdWaZbh&,#('Ä
&,#(*#

The process capability index Cpk measures the ability of a process to meet its
design specifications when the process mean is not the same as the design
mean. In the formula for Cpk below, X is the observed process standard deviation
and is the overall process mean.

If Cpk v 1.0, the process has the capability to meet its design specifications; if
Cpk < 1.0, it does not.

17.37 A process that packages toothpaste is designed to fill tubes with 5.0 ounces
of toothpaste with a design range of ±0.15 ounces. The process has been
averaging 5.08 ounces per tube with a standard deviation of 0.06 ounces.

Determine whether the process is capable of meeting the design specifications.
The process is designed with a lower specification limit of 5.0 – 0.15 = 4.85
ounces and an upper specification limit of 5.0 + 0.15 = 5.15 ounces. However,
ounces and a standard deviation of
the process has an actual mean of
X = 0.06 ounces. Calculate the process capability index C pk .

The process is not capable of meeting the design specifications because
C pk = 0.39 is less than 1.0.
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17.38 A commercial refrigeration system is designed to maintain an average

temperature of 40°F with a design range of ±3.0°F. Several temperature
readings from these systems average 40.8°F with a standard deviation of 0.65°F.
Determine whether these refrigeration systems are capable of meeting the
design specifications.

The upper and lower specification limits are 43.0°F and 37.0°F, respectively.
and the actual standard deviation is X = 0.65°F.
The actual mean is
Calculate the process capability index.

)% (2)(
VcY)%Ä(2(,

Because Cpk = 1.13 is greater than or equal to 1.0, the refrigeration systems are
capable of meeting the design specifications.

17.39 A machine that manufactures buttons for overcoats is designed to maintain an
average button diameter of 25 mm with a design range of ±0.7 mm. Buttons
produced by this machine have an average diameter of 24.6 mm with a
standard deviation of 0.090 mm.
Determine whether this machine is capable of meeting the design
specifications.
The lower and upper specification limits for diameter are 25 – 0.7 = 24.3 mm
and 25 + 0.7 = 25.7 mm, respectively. Calculate the process capability index.

The machine is capable of meeting the design specifications because 1.11 v 1.0.
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17.40 A machine that manufactures glass panes for windows is designed to maintain

>cEgdWaZb
&,#(+!>idaYndj
i]Vii]Z8eVcY8 
e`
[dgbjaVh\VkZndj
i]ZhVbZcjbWZg
l]Zci]ZegdXZhhVcY
YZh^\cbZVchlZgZ
ZfjVa#>iÉhi^bZid
hZZ^[>lVhan^c\#

an average thickness of 9.0 mm with a design range of ±0.25 mm. Glass panes
produced by the machine have an average thickness of 9.0 mm with a standard
deviation of 0.070 mm. (Note that the process and design means are equal.)
Calculate the process capability index Cpk to determine whether the machine
is capable of meeting the design specifications, and verify that the process
capability ratio Cp results in the same conclusion.
The lower and upper specification limits of the production process are
9.0 – 0.25 = 8.75 mm and 9.0 + 0.25 = 9.25 mm, respectively. Calculate Cpk .

The machine is capable of meeting the design specifications because C pk = 1.19
is greater than or equal to 1.0. Verify that the process capability ratio is also
greater than or equal to 1.0.

>lVhiZaa^c\
i]Zigji]

The actual mean is centered at the design mean of 9.0 mm, so C pk = C p = 1.19,
indicating that the machine is capable of meeting the design specifications.
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CONTEXTUALIZING STATISTICAL CONCEPTS

;^\jg^c\djil]ZcidjhZl]Vi[dgbjaV
Determining which algorithm to apply to a given problem is one of the
most daunting challenges to a student of statistics. In this chapter, you
are provided with a collection of review examples based on the concepts
investigated in this book, with a particular focus on Chapters 6–14. The
problems are randomized, which requires that you not only understand
the underlying statistical procedures but that you be able to identify which
procedure should be applied in each circumstance.
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Chapter Eighteen — Contextualizing Statistical Concepts
Note: In Problems 18.1–18.3, a university professor claims that business students average
more than 12 hours of studying per week. A sample of 50 students studied an average of 13.4
hours. Assume the population standard deviation is 4.6 hours.

18.1 Using F = 0.10, test the professor’s claim by comparing the calculated z-score to
the critical z-score.

According to Reference Table 1, zc = 1.28. Calculate the standard error of the
mean.

Calculate the z-score for
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.

Because z13.4 = 2.15 is greater than zc = 1.28, you reject H0 and conclude that
business students average more than 12 hours of studying per week.
Note: In Problems 18.1–18.3, a university professor claims that business students average
more than 12 hours of studying per week. A sample of 50 students studied an average of 13.4
hours. Assume the population standard deviation is 4.6 hours.

18.2 Using F = 0.10, test the professor’s claim by comparing the calculated sample
mean to the critical sample mean.

The following information is available from Problem 18.1.

Calculate the critical sample mean.
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Because
is greater than
, you reject H 0 and conclude that
business students average more than 12 hours of studying per week.
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Note: In Problems 18.1–18.3, a university professor claims that business students average
more than 12 hours of studying per week. A sample of 50 students studied an average of 13.4
hours. Assume the population standard deviation is 4.6 hours.

18.3 Using F = 0.10, test the professor’s claim by comparing the p-value to the level
of significance.

According to Problem 18.1, z13.4 = 2.15.

Because the p-value is less than F = 0.10, you reject the null hypothesis and
support the professor’s claim.
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Note: Problems 18.4–18.5 refer to the data set below, the ages and systolic blood pressure of
eight women.
Age

Blood Pressure

Age

Blood Pressure

34

125

29

132

51

145

38

118

25

115

55

136

46

122

48

140

18.4 Calculate the correlation coefficient between age and systolic blood pressure.
The following table summarizes the correlation calculations.
Age
x

Blood
Pressure
y

xy

x2

y2
15,625

34

125

4,250

1,156

51

145

7,395

2,601

21,025

25

115

2,875

625

13,225

46

122

5,612

2,116

14,884

29

132

3,828

841

17,424

38

118

4,484

1,444

13,924

55

136

7,480

3,025

18,496

48

140

6,720

2,304

19,600

Total
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Calculate the correlation coefficient for the n = 8 pairs of data.
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Note: Problems 18.4–18.5 refer to the data set in Problem 18.4, the ages and systolic blood
pressure of eight women.

18.5 Test the significance of the correlation coefficient between age and systolic
blood pressure using F = 0.10.

Use Reference Table 2 to identify the critical t-score.

Calculate the t-score.
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Because t = 2.20 is less than tc = 2.447, you fail to reject the null hypothesis; the
data does not support a relationship between age and systolic blood pressure.
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Note: In Problems 18.6–18.7, assume that 15% of the customers who visit a particular
website make a purchase. Assume the number of customers who make a purchase is
binomially distributed.

18.6 Calculate the probability that none of the next nine visitors to the website will
make a purchase.

Apply the binomial formula.
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Note: In Problems 18.6–18.7, assume that 15% of the customers who visit a particular
website make a purchase. Assume the number of customers who make a purchase is
binomially distributed.

18.7 Calculate the probability that fewer than two of the next nine website visitors
will make a purchase.

The following information can be garnered from Problem 18.6.

Note that P(r < 2) = P(0) + P(1). Calculate the probability of one customer
making a purchase.

Calculate the probability that fewer than two visitors will make a purchase.
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P(r < 2) = 0.2316 + 0.3679 = 0.5995
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Note: Problems 18.8–18.9 refer to a claim that the average lifespan of a fruit fly is different
than 32 days. A random sample of 15 fruit flies had an average lifespan of 30.6 days with
a sample standard deviation of 7.0 days. Assume the life spans of fruit flies are normally
distributed.

18.8 Using F = 0.02, test the claim by comparing the calculated t-score to the
critical t-score.

Use Reference Table 2 to identify tc .

Calculate the standard error of the mean and the t-score for
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Because t 30.6 = –0.77 is not less than tc = –2.624, you fail to reject H 0 and conclude
that you cannot support the claim.
Note: Problems 18.8–18.9 refer to a claim that the average lifespan of a fruit fly is different
than 32 days. A random sample of 15 fruit flies had an average lifespan of 30.6 days with
a sample standard deviation of 7.0 days. Assume the life spans of fruit flies are normally
distributed.

18.9 Using F = 0.02, test the claim by comparing the calculated sample mean to the
critical sample mean.

Use Reference Table 2 to identify the critical t-scores.

Calculate the lower and upper bounds of the rejection regions. Recall that
= 1.807, according to Problem 18.8.
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Because the sample mean
is neither less than 27.26 nor greater than
36.74, you fail to reject the null hypothesis and cannot support the claim.
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18.10 The following table lists the number of family members in 10 randomly

selected households. Assume that the population is normally distributed.
Construct a 95% confidence interval for the sample.
Number of Residents per Household
3

7

4

6

4

5

5

4

2

4

Calculate the sample mean.

Calculate the sum of the squares of the data values.

Total

x

x2

3

9

7

49

4

16

6

36

4

16

5

25

5

25

4

16

2

4

4

16

44

212

Compute the sample standard deviation and the standard error of the mean.
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Use Reference Table 2 to identify the critical t-score.

Determine the boundaries of the 95% confidence interval.
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Based on this sample, you are 95% confident that the average number of
residents per household is between 3.38 and 5.42.
Note: Problems 18.11–18.12 refer to a company that administers a screening test to
applicants seeking employment. The scores are normally distributed with a mean of 74.5 and
a standard deviation of 4.4.

18.11 Calculate the probability that a randomly chosen applicant will score less
than 80.

Calculate the z-score of x = 80 and then compute the probability that x < 80,
using Reference Table 1.
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Note: Problems 18.11–18.12 refer to a company that administers a screening test to
applicants seeking employment. The scores are normally distributed with a mean of 74.5 and
a standard deviation of 4.4.

18.12 Calculate the probability that a randomly chosen applicant will score between
75 and 79.

Calculate the z-scores of the boundaries.
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Calculate P(75 < x < 79).
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Note: Problems 18.13–18.14 refer to the data set below, the scores shot by members of a golf
course on a particular day and the percentage of its members that the golf course claims
shoot in each score category.
Golf Scores

Percentage

Observed

70–79

15

7

80–89

25

12

90–99

35

32

100–109

15

7

110–119

10

12

Total

70

18.13 Calculate the expected number of golfers in each category using the
distribution identified by the golf course.
Golf Scores

Percentage

Number

Expected

70–79

15

70

10.5

80–89

25

70

17.5

90–99

35

70

24.5

100–109

15

70

10.5

110–119

10

70

7
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Note: Problems 18.13–18.14 refer to the data set in Problem 18.13, the scores shot by
members of a golf course on a particular day and the percentage of its members that the golf
course claims shoot in each score category.

18.14 Test the hypothesis that the golf scores follow the stated distribution using
F = 0.05.

Using data from Problem 18.13, the following table summarizes the calculations
for the chi-squared statistic.
Scores

O

E

70–79

7

10.5

–3.5

12.25

1.17

80–89

12

17.5

–5.5

30.25

1.73

90–99

32

24.5

7.5

56.25

2.30

100–109

7

10.5

–3.5

12.25

1.17

110–119

12

7

5

25

3.57

Total

O–E

(O – E)2

9.94
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Use Reference Table 3 to identify the critical chi-squared score.
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Because H = 9.94 is greater than
, you reject H0 and conclude that the
golf scores do not follow the stated distribution.
2

18.15 In a random sample of 400 people, 122 had blue eyes. Construct a 90%

confidence interval to estimate the true proportion of people with blue eyes.
Calculate the proportion ps of the sample, which has size n = 400.

The critical z-score (according to Reference Table 1) is zc = 1.64. Calculate the
standard error of the proportion.

Calculate the boundaries of the 90% confidence interval.
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Based on this sample, you are 90% confident that the true proportion of people
with blue eyes is between 26.7% and 34.3%.

18.16 A pilot sample of 50 people included 18 with brown eyes. How many additional
people must be sampled to construct a 90% confidence interval with a margin
of error equal to 0.04?
Calculate the sample proportion.

According to Reference Table 1, zc = 1.64. Calculate the required sample size
given E = 0.04.
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An additional 388 – 50 = 338 people should be sampled to construct a 90%
confidence interval with a margin of error equal to 0.04.
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Note: Problems 18.17–18.19 refer to the table below, the average bill per customer for two
competing grocery stores. Assume the population of customer bills is normally distributed.
Store A

Store B

Sample mean

$182

$192

Sample size

20

23

Population standard deviation

$24

$21

18.17 Test the hypothesis that the average customer bill at Store A is lower than

the average bill at Store B by comparing the calculated z-score to the critical
z-score using F = 0.05.

Assign Store A to population 1 and Store B to population 2.

According to Reference Table 1, the critical z-score is zc = 1.64. Calculate the
standard error of the proportion.

Compute the difference of the sample means and the corresponding z-score.

Because
is not less than zc = –1.64, you fail to reject H0 and
conclude that the average customer bill in Store A is not lower than the average
bill in Store B.
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Note: Problems 18.17–18.19 refer to the table in Problem 18.17, the average bill per customer
for two competing grocery stores. Assume the population of customer bills is normally
distributed.

18.18 Verify your answer to Problem 18.17 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.05.

According to Problem 18.17,

. Calculate the p-value.
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Because the p-value 0.0749 is greater than F = 0.05, you fail to reject the null
hypothesis.
Note: Problems 18.17–18.19 refer to the table in Problem 18.17, the average bill per customer
for two competing grocery stores. Assume the population of customer bills is normally
distributed.

18.19 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference between customer bills
at the stores.

A 95% confidence interval has a corresponding critical z-score of zc = 1.96.
According to Problem 18.17,
confidence interval.
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and

. Calculate the 95%

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the average difference in
customer bills at Stores A and B is between –$23.58 and $3.58. Because this
confidence interval includes zero, it supports the conclusion drawn in Problems
18.17–18.18: the average bill at Store A is not lower than the average bill at
Store B.
Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set below, the pitching staff earned run
averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the teams
won during the 2008 season.
Team

ERA

Wins

Cleveland

4.43

81

Tampa Bay

3.82

97

Philadelphia

3.88

92

Pittsburgh

5.08

67

Texas

5.37

79

Cincinnati

4.55

74

St. Louis

4.19

86

Washington

4.66

59

18.20 Construct the linear equation that best fits the data and interpret the results.
Calculate the sums of x, y, xy, x 2, and y 2 using the following table.
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ERA
x

Total

Wins
y

xy

x2

y2

4.43

81

358.83

19.62

6,561

3.82

97

370.54

14.59

9,409

3.88

92

356.96

15.05

8,464

5.08

67

340.36

25.81

4,489

5.37

79

424.23

28.84

6,241

4.55

74

336.70

20.70

5,476

4.19

86

360.34

17.56

7,396

4.66

59

274.94

21.72

3,481

35.98

635

2,822.9

163.89

51,517

Calculate the slope and y-intercept of the regression equation.

The regression equation is
. An ERA increase of 1
corresponds to a loss of 16 additional games during the season.
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.21 Predict the number of games a team will win if its pitching staff has an ERA
of 4.0.

Substitute x = 4 into the regression equation constructed in Problem 18.20.
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.22 Calculate the total sum of squares for the linear regression.
,

Recall that

, and n = 8.
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.23 Partition the total sum of squares computed in Problem 18.22 into the sum of
squares regression and the sum of squares error.

The following values were computed in Problems 18.20–18.22.

Calculate the sum of squares error.
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Calculate the sum of squares regression.
SSR = SST – SSE = 1,113.88 – 587.47 = 526.41
Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.24 Calculate the coefficient of determination for the model.
Recall that SSR = 526.41 and SST = 1,113.88. Calculate R 2.
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.25 Test the significance of the coefficient of determination using F = 0.10.

Recall that SSR = 526.41, SSE = 587.47, and n = 8. Calculate the F-score.

D 1 = 1 and D 2 = n – 2 = 8 – 2 = 6. Identify the critical F-score using Reference
Table 4: Fc = 3.776. Because F = 5.38 is greater than Fc = 3.776, you reject H 0 and
conclude that the coefficient of determination is not different from zero. A
relationship exists between ERA and wins during the 2008 season.
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.26 Calculate the standard error of the estimate se for the regression model.
HZZ
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.27 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the average number of wins for a
team with an ERA of 4.7.

Calculate the expected number of wins using the regression model.

Calculate the average ERA for all eight teams.

According to Reference Table 2, given df = n – 2 = 8 – 2 = 6, the critical t-score is
tc = 1.943. Calculate the 90% confidence interval.
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You are 90% confident that the average number of wins for a team with an ERA
of 4.7 is between 68.8 and 83.5.
Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.28 Calculate the standard error of the slope sb for the regression model.
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.29 Test for the significance of the slope b of the regression equation using
F = 0.10.

Calculate the t-score.
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According to Reference Table 2, given df = 6, the critical t-scores are tc = ±1.943.
Because t = –2.32 is less than tc = –1.943, you reject H0 and conclude that the
slope of the regression equation is different from zero.
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Note: Problems 18.20–18.30 refer to the data set in Problem 18.20, the pitching staff earned
run averages (ERAs) for eight Major League Baseball teams and the number of games the
teams won during the 2008 season.

18.30 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the slope of the regression equation.
Given df = n – 2 = 6, the critical t-score is tc = ±1.943. Calculate the 90%
confidence interval.

You are 90% confident that the true population slope for the baseball model is
between –2.58 and –29.316. Because this confidence interval does not include
zero, you can conclude that there is a significant relationship between ERA and
team wins during the 2008 season.
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Note: Problems 18.31–18.32 refer to a process designed to fill bottles with 16 ounces of soda.

18.31 A sample of 40 bottles contained an average of 16.2 ounces of soda with a

sample standard deviation of 1.7 ounces. Construct a 96% confidence interval
to estimate the average volume of soda per bottle from this process.
, s = 1.7, and n = 40. The critical z-score is
According to the problem,
zc = 2.05. Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Calculate the 96% confidence interval.

You are 96% confident that the average volume of soda in a bottle filled by this
process is between 15.65 and 16.75 ounces.
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Note: Problems 18.31–18.32 refer to a process designed to fill bottles with 16 ounces of soda.

18.32 Determine the minimum sample size needed to compute a 98% confidence

interval for the average volume of soda per bottle with a margin of error of
0.06 ounces, given the minimum volume in this sample was 15.4 ounces and
the maximum volume was 16.6 ounces.
Calculate the estimated population standard deviation.

The critical z-score is zc = 2.33. Calculate the sample size given E = 0.06.
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Note: Problems 18.33–18.35 refer to a sample of 60 tax returns from New York that included
12 with errors. A sample of 75 tax returns from Pennsylvania included 18 that had errors.

18.33 Test the claim that there is no difference in the proportion of tax returns

with errors between New York and Pennsylvania residents by comparing the
calculated z-score to the critical z-score using F = 0.02.

Let New York be population 1 and Pennsylvania be population 2.

The critical z-scores are zc = ±2.33. Calculate the sample proportions, the
difference of the sample proportions, and the estimated overall proportion.

Compute the estimated standard error of the difference between the
proportions.
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Calculate

.

Because

is neither less than zc = –2.33 nor greater than zc = 2.33,

you fail to reject H 0. There is no difference in the proportion of tax returns with
errors.
Note: Problems 18.33–18.35 refer to a sample of 60 tax returns from New York that included
12 with errors. A sample of 75 tax returns from Pennsylvania included 18 that had errors.
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18.34 Test the claim that there is no difference in the proportion of tax returns with

errors between New York and Pennsylvania residents by comparing the p-value
to the level of significance F = 0.02.

Because the p-value 0.5754 is greater than F = 0.02, you fail to reject H 0 and
conclude that there is no difference in the proportions.
Note: Problems 18.33–18.35 refer to a sample of 60 tax returns from New York that included
12 with errors. A sample of 75 tax returns from Pennsylvania included 18 that had errors.
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18.35 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the difference in proportions of tax
returns with errors.

Based on these samples, you are 95% confident that the difference in the
proportions is between –0.1811 and 0.1011.
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Note: Problems 18.36–18.37 refer to the table below, the percentage of tread remaining on
two brands of tires after both are installed on nine different cars that are then driven 30,000
miles.
Car

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Brand A

45

60

40

55

45

50

60

40

45

Brand B

40

40

45

30

30

50

30

40

35

18.36 Test the claim that the remaining tread for Brand A is greater than the
remaining tread for Brand B using F = 0.05.

Let Brand A be population 1 and Brand B be population 2.

d

d2

40

5

25

40

20

400

45

–5

25

55

30

25

625

E

45

30

15

225

F

50

50

0

0

G

60

30

30

900

H

40

40

0

0

I

45

35

10

100

100

2,300

Car

Brand A

A

45

B

60

C

40

D

Total

Brand B

Calculate the standard deviation of the difference.

Compute the average difference and the corresponding t-score .
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According to Reference Table 2, given df = n – 1 = 9 – 1 = 8 degrees of freedom,
is greater than tc = 1.860, you reject H 0 and support
tc = 1.860. Because
the claim that Brand A has a higher percentage of tread remaining.
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Note: Problems 18.36–18.37 refer to the table in Problem 18.36, the percentage of tread
remaining on two brands of tires after both are installed on nine different cars that are then
driven 30,000 miles.

18.37 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the population mean paired
difference between the brands.

According to Reference Table 2, given n = 9 and df = n – 1 = 8, tc = 2.306.
Calculate the 95% confidence interval.

You are 95% confident that the difference in remaining tread for Brands A and
B is between 1.74% and 20.48%.
Note: Problems 18.38–18.42 refer to the data set below, customers’ satisfaction ratings (on a
scale of 1 to 10) for three different energy drinks.
Drink 1

Drink 2

Drink 3

6

5

9

3

5

8

2

7

6

6

5

9

4

7

8

HZZ
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18.38 Calculate the total sum of squares of the data values.
xi

xi

xi

6

36

5

25

9

81

3

9

5

25

8

64

2

4

7

49

6

36

6

36

5

25

9

81

4

16

7

49

8

64

The sums of the nT = 15 data values are
SST.

and

. Calculate
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Note: Problems 18.38–18.42 refer to the data set in Problem 18.38, customers’ satisfaction
ratings (on a scale of 1 to 10) for three different energy drinks.

18.39 Partition the total sum of squares into the sum of squares within and the sum
of squares between.

Calculate the mean of each sample and the grand mean .

Calculate the sum of squares between.

The sum of squares within is the difference of the total sum of squares and the
sum of squares between.

HZZ
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Note: Problems 18.38–18.42 refer to the data set in Problem 18.38, customers’ satisfaction
ratings (on a scale of 1 to 10) for three different energy drinks.

18.40 Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether there is a difference in
customer satisfaction between the three energy drinks using F = 0.05.
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Calculate the mean square between, the mean square within, and the
corresponding F-score. Note that the data contains k = 3 populations.

According to Reference Table 4, given D 1 = k – 1 = 2, D 2 = nT – k = 12, and
F = 0.05, the critical F-score is Fc = 3.885. Because F = 9.24 is greater than
Fc = 3.885, you reject H0 and conclude that at least two of the sample means are
different.

HZZ
EgdWaZb&(#*#

Note: Problems 18.38–18.42 refer to the data set in Problem 18.38, customers’ satisfaction
ratings (on a scale of 1 to 10) for three different energy drinks.

18.41 Construct a one-way ANOVA table for completely randomized design
summarizing the findings in Problems 18.38–18.40.
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

Between Samples

36.4

2

18.2

9.24

Within Samples

23.6

12

1.97

Total

60

14

HZZ
EgdWaZb&(#+#

Note: Problems 18.38–18.42 refer to the data set in Problem 18.38, customers’ satisfaction
ratings (on a scale of 1 to 10) for three different energy drinks.

18.42 Perform Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test at the F = 0.05 significance level to
identify the unequal population means.

The calculations below compare the sample means of Drink 1 and Drink 2,
Drink 1 and Drink 3, and Drink 2 and Drink 3, respectively.
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Note that FSC = (k – 1)(Fc) = (3 – 1)(3.885) = 7.770.

HZZ
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Sample Pair

FS

FSC

Conclusion

1 and 2

3.25

7.770

No difference

1 and 3

18.32

7.770

Difference

2 and 3

6.14

7.770

No difference

According to Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test, only Drinks 1 and 3 have
significantly different customer satisfaction ratings.

18.43 A process that fills bags with 40 pounds of mulch uses two different filling

machines. The table below summarizes the results of random samples taken
from each machine. Perform a hypothesis test to determine whether the
machines have different variations at the F = 0.10 significance level.
Machine A

Machine B

Sample standard deviation

0.7 pounds

1.2 pounds

Sample size

18

19

Let Machine B represent population 1 and Machine A represent population 2.

Calculate the F-score.

HZZ
EgdWaZb
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According to Reference Table 4, given D 1 = n1 – 1 = 18 and D 2 = n 2 – 1 = 17, the
critical F-score at the F = 0.10 significance level is Fc = 2.257. Because F = 2.939
is greater than Fc = 2.257, you reject H 0 and conclude that the variability in the
machines is different.
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Note: Problems 18.44–18.45 refer to the table below, the results of a taste test in which
randomly selected respondents were asked to rate two brands of cookies on a scale of 1 to
10. Assume the customer ratings are normally distributed and the population variances are
equal.
Cookie A

Cookie B

Sample mean

8.7

6.9

Sample size

12

10

Sample standard deviation

2.3

2.1

18.44 Test the hypothesis that Cookie A is preferred over Cookie B by comparing
the calculated z-score to the critical z-score using F = 0.05.

Let population 1 be Cookie A and population 2 be Cookie B.

According to Reference Table 2, given df = n1 + n 2 – 2 = 20, the critical t-score is
tc = 1.725. Calculate the pooled standard deviation.

Calculate the standard error for the difference between the means.

Compute the difference between the sample means and the corresponding
t-score.

Because
is greater than tc = 1.725, you reject H0 and conclude that
Cookie A is preferred over Cookie B.

HZZ
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Note: Problems 18.44–18.45 refer to the table in Problem 18.44, the results of a taste test in
which randomly selected respondents were asked to rate two brands of cookies on a scale of
1 to 10. Assume the customer ratings are normally distributed and the population variances
are equal.

18.45 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the difference in the average
customer ratings.

HZZ
EgdWaZb
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You are 90% confident that the difference in the average customer ratings of
Cookie A and Cookie B is between 0.17 and 3.43.
Note: Problems 18.46–18.47 refer to a precinct in New York City that averages 4.2 car
accidents per week. Assume the number of weekly accidents follows the Poisson distribution.

18.46 Calculate the probability that no more than two accidents will occur in this
precinct next week.

Compute P(0), P(1), and P(2) separately.
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Thus, P(x f 2) = 0.0150 + 0.0630 + 0.1323 = 0.2103.
Note: Problems 18.46–18.47 refer to a precinct in New York City that averages 4.2 car
accidents per week. Assume the number of weekly accidents follows the Poisson distribution.

18.47 Calculate the probability that more than three accidents will occur in this
precinct next week.

P(x > 3) = 1 – P(0) – P(1) – P(2) – P(3)
According to Problem 18.46, P(0) = 0.0150, P(1) = 0.0630, and P(2) = 0.1323.
Calculate P(3).
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Compute P(x > 3).
P(x > 3) = 1 – 0.0150 – 0.0630 – 0.1323 – 0.1852 = 0.6045
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Note: Problems 18.48–18.50 refer to a researcher’s claim that less than 40% of households in
the United States watched the first game of the most recent World Series. A random sample of
160 households included 54 that watched the game.

18.48 Using F = 0.10, test the claim by comparing the calculated z-score to the
critical z-score.

According to Reference Table 1, the critical z-score is zc = –1.28. Calculate the
sample proportion.

Calculate the standard error of the proportion.

Calculate zp .

Because z 0.3375 = –1.61 is less than zc = –1.28, you reject H 0 and support the
researcher’s claim.
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Note: Problems 18.48–18.50 refer to a researcher’s claim that less than 40% of households in
the United States watched the first game of the most recent World Series. A random sample of
160 households included 54 that watched the game.

18.49 Verify your answer to Problem 18.48 by comparing the calculated sample
proportion to the critical sample proportion.

Calculate the critical sample proportion.
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Because the sample proportion ps = 0.3375 is less than pc = 0.350, you reject the
null hypothesis.
Note: Problems 18.48–18.50 refer to a researcher’s claim that less than 40% of households in
the United States watched the first game of the most recent World Series. A random sample of
160 households included 54 that watched the game.

18.50 Verify your answer to Problem 18.48 by comparing the p-value to the level of
significance F = 0.10.

According to Problem 18.48, z 0.3375 = –1.61. Calculate the p-value.
p-value = P(zp < –1.61) = 0.50 – 0.4463 = 0.0537
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The p-value 0.0537 is less than F = 0.10, so you reject the null hypothesis.

18.51 Assume that men have an average height of 69.3 inches with a standard

deviation of 5.7 inches. Calculate the probability that the average height of a
sample of 36 men will be between 70 and 71 inches.
Calculate the standard error of the mean.

Compute z70 and z 71.

HZZ
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Calculate the probability that the average height of a sample of 36 men will be
between 70 and 71 inches.
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Reference Table 1

Normal Probability Tables
Second digit of z

Z

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.0

0.0000

0.0040

0.0080

0.0120

0.0160

0.0199

0.0239

0.0279

0.0319

0.0359

0.1

0.0398

0.0438

0.0478

0.0517

0.0557

0.0596

0.0636

0.0675

0.0714

0.0753

0.2

0.0793

0.0832

0.0871

0.0910

0.0948

0.0987

0.1026

0.1064

0.1103

0.1141

0.3

0.1179

0.1217

0.1255

0.1293

0.1331

0.1368

0.1406

0.1443

0.1480

0.1517

0.4

0.1554

0.1591

0.1628

0.1664

0.1700

0.1736

0.1772

0.1808

0.1844

0.1879

0.5

0.1915

0.1950

0.1985

0.2019

0.2054

0.2088

0.2123

0.2157

0.2190

0.2224

0.6

0.2257

0.2291

0.2324

0.2357

0.2389

0.2422

0.2454

0.2486

0.2517

0.2549

0.7

0.2580

0.2611

0.2642

0.2673

0.2704

0.2734

0.2764

0.2794

0.2823

0.2852

0.8

0.2881

0.2910

0.2939

0.2967

0.2995

0.3023

0.3051

0.3078

0.3106

0.3133

0.9

0.3159

0.3186

0.3212

0.3238

0.3264

0.3289

0.3315

0.3340

0.3365

0.3389

1.0

0.3413

0.3438

0.3461

0.3485

0.3508

0.3531

0.3554

0.3577

0.3599

0.3621

1.1

0.3643

0.3665

0.3686

0.3708

0.3729

0.3749

0.3770

0.3790

0.3810

0.3830

1.2

0.3849

0.3869

0.3888

0.3907

0.3925

0.3944

0.3962

0.3980

0.3997

0.4015

1.3

0.4032

0.4049

0.4066

0.4082

0.4099

0.4115

0.4131

0.4147

0.4162

0.4177

1.4

0.4192

0.4207

0.4222

0.4236

0.4251

0.4265

0.4279

0.4292

0.4306

0.4319

1.5

0.4332

0.4345

0.4357

0.4370

0.4382

0.4394

0.4406

0.4418

0.4429

0.4441

1.6

0.4452

0.4463

0.4474

0.4484

0.4495

0.4505

0.4515

0.4525

0.4535

0.4545

1.7

0.4554

0.4564

0.4573

0.4582

0.4591

0.4599

0.4608

0.4616

0.4625

0.4633

1.8

0.4641

0.4649

0.4656

0.4664

0.4671

0.4678

0.4686

0.4693

0.4699

0.4706

1.9

0.4713

0.4719

0.4726

0.4732

0.4738

0.4744

0.4750

0.4756

0.4761

0.4767

2.0

0.4772

0.4778

0.4783

0.4788

0.4793

0.4798

0.4803

0.4808

0.4812

0.4817

2.1

0.4821

0.4826

0.4830

0.4834

0.4838

0.4842

0.4846

0.4850

0.4854

0.4857

2.2

0.4861

0.4864

0.4868

0.4871

0.4875

0.4878

0.4881

0.4884

0.4887

0.4890

2.3

0.4893

0.4896

0.4898

0.4901

0.4904

0.4906

0.4909

0.4911

0.4913

0.4916

2.4

0.4918

0.4920

0.4922

0.4925

0.4927

0.4929

0.4931

0.4932

0.4934

0.4936

2.5

0.4938

0.4940

0.4941

0.4943

0.4945

0.4946

0.4948

0.4949

0.4951

0.4952

2.6

0.4953

0.4955

0.4956

0.4957

0.4959

0.4960

0.4961

0.4962

0.4963

0.4964

2.7

0.4965

0.4966

0.4967

0.4968

0.4969

0.4970

0.4971

0.4972

0.4973

0.4974

2.8

0.4974

0.4975

0.4976

0.4977

0.4977

0.4978

0.4979

0.4979

0.4980

0.4981

2.9

0.4981

0.4982

0.4982

0.4983

0.4984

0.4984

0.4985

0.4985

0.4986

0.4986

3.0

0.4987

0.4987

0.4987

0.4988

0.4988

0.4989

0.4989

0.4989

0.4990

0.4990

3.1

0.4990

0.4991

0.4991

0.4991

0.4992

0.4992

0.4992

0.4992

0.4993

0.4993

3.2

0.4993

0.4993

0.4994

0.4994

0.4994

0.4994

0.4994

0.4995

0.4995

0.4995

3.3

0.4995

0.4995

0.4995

0.4996

0.4996

0.4996

0.4996

0.4996

0.4996

0.4997

3.4

0.4997

0.4997

0.4997

0.4997

0.4997

0.4997

0.4997

0.4997

0.4997

0.4998

3.5

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998

0.4998
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Reference Table 2

Student’s t-Distribution
Probabilities Under the t–Distribution Curve

1-Tail
0.2000
2-Tail
0.4000
Conf Lev. 0.6000

0.1500
0.3000
0.7000

0.1000
0.2000
0.8000

0.0500
0.1000
0.9000

0.0250
0.0500
0.9500

0.0100
0.0200
0.9800

0.0050
0.0100
0.9900

0.0010
0.00200
0.9980

0.0005
0.0010
0.9990

df

532

1

1.376

1.963

3.078

6.314

12.706

31.821

63.657

318.31

636.62

2

1.061

1.386

1.886

2.920

4.303

6.965

9.925

22.327

31.599

3

0.978

1.250

1.638

2.353

3.182

4.541

5.841

10.215

12.924

4

0.941

1.190

1.533

2.132

2.776

3.747

4.604

7.173

8.610

5

0.920

1.156

1.476

2.015

2.571

3.365

4.032

5.893

6.869

6

0.906

1.134

1.440

1.943

2.447

3.143

3.707

5.208

5.959

7

0.896

1.119

1.415

1.895

2.365

2.998

3.499

4.785

5.408

8

0.889

1.108

1.397

1.860

2.306

2.896

3.355

4.501

5.041

9

0.883

1.100

1.383

1.833

2.262

2.821

3.250

4.297

4.781

10

0.879

1.093

1.372

1.812

2.228

2.764

3.169

4.144

4.587

11

0.876

1.088

1.363

1.796

2.201

2.718

3.106

4.025

4.437

12

0.873

1.083

1.356

1.782

2.179

2.681

3.055

3.930

4.318

13

0.870

1.079

1.350

1.771

2.160

2.650

3.012

3.852

4.221

14

0.868

1.076

1.345

1.761

2.145

2.624

2.977

3.787

4.140

15

0.866

1.074

1.341

1.753

2.131

2.602

2.947

3.733

4.073

16

0.865

1.071

1.337

1.746

2.120

2.583

2.921

3.686

4.015

17

0.863

1.069

1.333

1.740

2.110

2.567

2.898

3.646

3.965

18

0.862

1.067

1.330

1.734

2.101

2.552

2.878

3.610

3.922

19

0.861

1.066

1.328

1.729

2.093

2.539

2.861

3.579

3.883

20

0.860

1.064

1.325

1.725

2.086

2.528

2.845

3.552

3.850

21

0.859

1.063

1.323

1.721

2.080

2.518

2.831

3.527

3.819

22

0.858

1.061

1.321

1.717

2.074

2.508

2.819

3.505

3.792

23

0.858

1.060

1.319

1.714

2.069

2.500

2.807

3.485

3.768

24

0.857

1.059

1.318

1.711

2.064

2.492

2.797

3.467

3.745

25

0.856

1.058

1.316

1.708

2.060

2.485

2.787

3.450

3.725

26

0.856

1.058

1.315

1.706

2.056

2.479

2.779

3.435

3.707

27

0.855

1.057

1.314

1.703

2.052

2.473

2.771

3.421

3.690

28

0.855

1.056

1.313

1.701

2.048

2.467

2.763

3.408

3.674

29

0.854

1.055

1.311

1.699

2.045

2.462

2.756

3.396

3.659

30

0.854

1.055

1.310

1.697

2.042

2.457

2.750

3.385

3.646

40

0.851

1.050

1.303

1.684

2.021

2.423

2.704

3.307

3.551

50

0.849

1.047

1.299

1.676

2.009

2.403

2.678

3.261

3.496
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Reference Table 3

Chi–Square Distribution
Area in Right Tail of Distribution

df

0.995

0.99

0.975

0.95

0.90

0.10

0.05

0.025

0.01

0.005

1

–––

–––

0.001

0.004

0.016

2.706

3.841

5.024

6.635

7.879

2

0.010

0.020

0.051

0.103

0.211

4.605

5.991

7.378

9.210

10.597

3

0.072

0.115

0.216

0.352

0.584

6.251

7.815

9.348

11.345

12.838

4

0.207

0.297

0.484

0.711

1.064

7.779

9.488

11.143

13.277

14.860

5

0.412

0.554

0.831

1.145

1.610

9.236

11.070

12.833

15.086

16.750

6

0.676

0.872

1.237

1.635

2.204

10.645

12.592

14.449

16.812

18.548

7

0.989

1.239

1.690

2.167

2.833

12.017

14.067

16.013

18.475

20.278

8

1.344

1.646

2.180

2.733

3.490

13.362

15.507

17.535

20.090

21.955

9

1.735

2.088

2.700

3.325

4.168

14.684

16.919

19.023

21.666

23.589

10

2.156

2.558

3.247

3.940

4.865

15.987

18.307

20.483

23.209

25.188

11

2.603

3.053

3.816

4.575

5.578

17.275

19.675

21.920

24.725

26.757

12

3.074

3.571

4.404

5.226

6.304

18.549

21.026

23.337

26.217

28.300

13

3.565

4.107

5.009

5.892

7.042

19.812

22.362

24.736

27.688

29.819

14

4.075

4.660

5.629

6.571

7.790

21.064

23.685

26.119

29.141

31.319

15

4.601

5.229

6.262

7.261

8.547

22.307

24.996

27.488

30.578

32.801

16

5.142

5.812

6.908

7.962

9.312

23.542

26.296

28.845

32.000

34.267

17

5.697

6.408

7.564

8.672

10.085

24.769

27.587

30.191

33.409

35.718

18

6.265

7.015

8.231

9.390

10.865

25.989

28.869

31.526

34.805

37.156

19

6.844

7.633

8.907

10.117

11.651

27.204

30.144

32.852

36.191

38.582

20

7.434

8.260

9.591

10.851

12.443

28.412

31.410

34.170

37.566

39.997

21

8.034

8.897

10.283

11.591

13.240

29.615

32.671

35.479

38.932

41.401

22

8.643

9.542

10.982

12.338

14.041

30.813

33.924

36.781

40.289

42.796

23

9.260

10.196

11.689

13.091

14.848

32.007

35.172

38.076

41.638

44.181

24

9.886

10.856

12.401

13.848

15.659

33.196

36.415

39.364

42.980

45.559

25

10.520

11.524

13.120

14.611

16.473

34.382

37.652

40.646

44.314

46.928

26

11.160

12.198

13.844

15.379

17.292

35.563

38.885

41.923

45.642

48.290

27

11.808

12.879

14.573

16.151

18.114

36.741

40.113

43.195

46.963

49.645

28

12.461

13.565

15.308

16.928

18.939

37.916

41.337

44.461

48.278

50.993

29

13.121

14.256

16.047

17.708

19.768

39.087

42.557

45.722

49.588

52.336

30

13.787

14.953

16.791

18.493

20.599

40.256

43.773

46.979

50.892

53.672
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Reference Table 4

F–Distribution
Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.10
D1

D2

1

2

3

4

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

39.863
8.526
5.538
4.545
4.060
3.776
3.589
3.458
3.360
3.285
3.225
3.177
3.136
3.102
3.073
3.048
3.026
3.007
2.990
2.975

49.500
9.000
5.462
4.325
3.780
3.463
3.257
3.113
3.006
2.924
2.860
2.807
2.763
2.726
2.695
2.668
2.645
2.624
2.606
2.589

53.593
9.162
5.391
4.191
3.619
3.289
3.074
2.924
2.813
2.728
2.660
2.606
2.560
2.522
2.490
2.462
2.437
2.416
2.397
2.380

55.833
9.243
5.343
4.107
3.520
3.181
2.961
2.806
2.693
2.605
2.536
2.480
2.434
2.395
2.361
2.333
2.308
2.286
2.266
2.249

57.240
9.293
5.309
4.051
3.453
3.108
2.883
2.726
2.611
2.522
2.451
2.394
2.347
2.307
2.273
2.244
2.218
2.196
2.176
2.158

6

7

8

9

10

58.204
9.326
5.285
4.010
3.405
3.055
2.827
2.668
2.551
2.461
2.389
2.331
2.283
2.243
2.208
2.178
2.152
2.130
2.109
2.091

58.906
9.349
5.266
3.979
3.368
3.014
2.785
2.624
2.505
2.414
2.342
2.283
2.234
2.193
2.158
2.128
2.102
2.079
2.058
2.040

59.439
9.367
5.252
3.955
3.339
2.983
2.752
2.589
2.469
2.377
2.304
2.245
2.195
2.154
2.119
2.088
2.061
2.038
2.017
1.999

59.858
9.381
5.240
3.936
3.316
2.958
2.725
2.561
2.440
2.347
2.274
2.214
2.164
2.122
2.086
2.055
2.028
2.005
1.984
1.965

60.195
9.392
5.230
3.920
3.297
2.937
2.703
2.538
2.416
2.323
2.248
2.188
2.138
2.095
2.059
2.028
2.001
1.977
1.956
1.937

Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.10
D1
D2

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

60.473
9.401
5.222
3.907
3.282
2.920
2.684
2.519
2.396
2.302
2.227
2.166
2.116
2.073
2.037
2.005
1.978
1.954
1.932
1.913

60.705
9.408
5.216
3.896
3.268
2.905
2.668
2.502
2.379
2.284
2.209
2.147
2.097
2.054
2.017
1.985
1.958
1.933
1.912
1.892

60.903
9.415
5.210
3.886
3.257
2.892
2.654
2.488
2.364
2.269
2.193
2.131
2.080
2.037
2.000
1.968
1.940
1.916
1.894
1.875

61.073
9.420
5.205
3.878
3.247
2.881
2.643
2.475
2.351
2.255
2.179
2.117
2.066
2.022
1.985
1.953
1.925
1.900
1.878
1.859

61.220
9.425
5.200
3.870
3.238
2.871
2.632
2.464
2.340
2.244
2.167
2.105
2.053
2.010
1.972
1.940
1.912
1.887
1.865
1.845

61.350
9.429
5.196
3.864
3.230
2.863
2.623
2.455
2.329
2.233
2.156
2.094
2.042
1.998
1.961
1.928
1.900
1.875
1.852
1.833

61.464
9.433
5.193
3.858
3.223
2.855
2.615
2.446
2.320
2.224
2.147
2.084
2.032
1.988
1.950
1.917
1.889
1.864
1.841
1.821

61.566
9.436
5.190
3.853
3.217
2.848
2.607
2.438
2.312
2.215
2.138
2.075
2.023
1.978
1.941
1.908
1.879
1.854
1.831
1.811

61.658
9.439
5.187
3.849
3.212
2.842
2.601
2.431
2.305
2.208
2.130
2.067
2.014
1.970
1.932
1.899
1.870
1.845
1.822
1.802

61.740
9.441
5.184
3.844
3.207
2.836
2.595
2.425
2.298
2.201
2.123
2.060
2.007
1.962
1.924
1.891
1.862
1.837
1.814
1.794
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Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.05
D1

D2

1

2

3

4

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

161.448
18.513
10.128
7.709
6.608
5.987
5.591
5.318
5.117
4.965
4.844
4.747
4.667
4.600
4.543
4.494
4.451
4.414
4.381
4.351

199.500
19.000
9.552
6.944
5.786
5.143
4.737
4.459
4.256
4.103
3.982
3.885
3.806
3.739
3.682
3.634
3.592
3.555
3.522
3.493

215.707
19.164
9.277
6.591
5.409
4.757
4.347
4.066
3.863
3.708
3.587
3.490
3.411
3.344
3.287
3.239
3.197
3.160
3.127
3.098

224.583
19.247
9.117
6.388
5.192
4.534
4.120
3.838
3.633
3.478
3.357
3.259
3.179
3.112
3.056
3.007
2.965
2.928
2.895
2.866

230.162
19.296
9.013
6.256
5.050
4.387
3.972
3.687
3.482
3.326
3.204
3.106
3.025
2.958
2.901
2.852
2.810
2.773
2.740
2.711

6

7

8

9

10

233.986
19.330
8.941
6.163
4.950
4.284
3.866
3.581
3.374
3.217
3.095
2.996
2.915
2.848
2.790
2.741
2.699
2.661
2.628
2.599

236.768
19.353
8.887
6.094
4.876
4.207
3.787
3.500
3.293
3.135
3.012
2.913
2.832
2.764
2.707
2.657
2.614
2.577
2.544
2.514

238.883
19.371
8.845
6.041
4.818
4.147
3.726
3.438
3.230
3.072
2.948
2.849
2.767
2.699
2.641
2.591
2.548
2.510
2.477
2.447

240.543
19.385
8.812
5.999
4.772
4.099
3.677
3.388
3.179
3.020
2.896
2.796
2.714
2.646
2.588
2.538
2.494
2.456
2.423
2.393

241.882
19.396
8.786
5.964
4.735
4.060
3.637
3.347
3.137
2.978
2.854
2.753
2.671
2.602
2.544
2.494
2.450
2.412
2.378
2.348

Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.05
D1

D2

11

12

13

14

15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

242.983
19.405
8.763
5.936
4.704
4.027
3.603
3.313
3.102
2.943
2.818
2.717
2.635
2.565
2.507
2.456
2.413
2.374
2.340
2.310

243.906
19.413
8.745
5.912
4.678
4.000
3.575
3.284
3.073
2.913
2.788
2.687
2.604
2.534
2.475
2.425
2.381
2.342
2.308
2.278

244.690
19.419
8.729
5.891
4.655
3.976
3.550
3.259
3.048
2.887
2.761
2.660
2.577
2.507
2.448
2.397
2.353
2.314
2.280
2.250

245.364
19.424
8.715
5.873
4.636
3.956
3.529
3.237
3.025
2.865
2.739
2.637
2.554
2.484
2.424
2.373
2.329
2.290
2.256
2.225

245.950
19.429
8.703
5.858
4.619
3.938
3.511
3.218
3.006
2.845
2.719
2.617
2.533
2.463
2.403
2.352
2.308
2.269
2.234
2.203

16

17

18

19

20

246.464
19.433
8.692
5.844
4.604
3.922
3.494
3.202
2.989
2.828
2.701
2.599
2.515
2.445
2.385
2.333
2.289
2.250
2.215
2.184

246.918
19.437
8.683
5.832
4.590
3.908
3.480
3.187
2.974
2.812
2.685
2.583
2.499
2.428
2.368
2.317
2.272
2.233
2.198
2.167

247.323
19.440
8.675
5.821
4.579
3.896
3.467
3.173
2.960
2.798
2.671
2.568
2.484
2.413
2.353
2.302
2.257
2.217
2.182
2.151

247.686
19.443
8.667
5.811
4.568
3.884
3.455
3.161
2.948
2.785
2.658
2.555
2.471
2.400
2.340
2.288
2.243
2.203
2.168
2.137

248.013
19.446
8.660
5.803
4.558
3.874
3.445
3.150
2.936
2.774
2.646
2.544
2.459
2.388
2.328
2.276
2.230
2.191
2.155
2.124
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Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.25
D1

D2

1

2

3

4

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

647.789
38.506
17.443
12.218
10.007
8.813
8.073
7.571
7.209
6.937
6.724
6.554
6.414
6.298
6.200
6.115
6.042
5.978
5.922
5.871

799.500
39.000
16.044
10.649
8.434
7.260
6.542
6.059
5.715
5.456
5.256
5.096
4.965
4.857
4.765
4.687
4.619
4.560
4.508
4.461

864.163
39.165
15.439
9.979
7.764
6.599
5.890
5.416
5.078
4.826
4.630
4.474
4.347
4.242
4.153
4.077
4.011
3.954
3.903
3.859

899.583
39.248
15.101
9.605
7.388
6.227
5.523
5.053
4.718
4.468
4.275
4.121
3.996
3.892
3.804
3.729
3.665
3.608
3.559
3.515

921.848
39.298
14.885
9.364
7.146
5.988
5.285
4.817
4.484
4.236
4.044
3.891
3.767
3.663
3.576
3.502
3.438
3.382
3.333
3.289

6

7

8

9

10

937.111
39.331
14.735
9.197
6.978
5.820
5.119
4.652
4.320
4.072
3.881
3.728
3.604
3.501
3.415
3.341
3.277
3.221
3.172
3.128

948.217
39.355
14.624
9.074
6.853
5.695
4.995
4.529
4.197
3.950
3.759
3.607
3.483
3.380
3.293
3.219
3.156
3.100
3.051
3.007

956.656
39.373
14.540
8.980
6.757
5.600
4.899
4.433
4.102
3.855
3.664
3.512
3.388
3.285
3.199
3.125
3.061
3.005
2.956
2.913

963.285
39.387
14.473
8.905
6.681
5.523
4.823
4.357
4.026
3.779
3.588
3.436
3.312
3.209
3.123
3.049
2.985
2.929
2.880
2.837

968.627
39.398
14.419
8.844
6.619
5.461
4.761
4.295
3.964
3.717
3.526
3.374
3.250
3.147
3.060
2.986
2.922
2.866
2.817
2.774

Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.25
D1

D2

11

12

13

14

15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

973.025
39.407
14.374
8.794
6.568
5.410
4.709
4.243
3.912
3.665
3.474
3.321
3.197
3.095
3.008
2.934
2.870
2.814
2.765
2.721

976.708
39.415
14.337
8.751
6.525
5.366
4.666
4.200
3.868
3.621
3.430
3.277
3.153
3.050
2.963
2.889
2.825
2.769
2.720
2.676

979.837
39.421
14.304
8.715
6.488
5.329
4.628
4.162
3.831
3.583
3.392
3.239
3.115
3.012
2.925
2.851
2.786
2.730
2.681
2.637

982.528
39.427
14.277
8.684
6.456
5.297
4.596
4.130
3.798
3.550
3.359
3.206
3.082
2.979
2.891
2.817
2.753
2.696
2.647
2.603

984.867
39.431
14.253
8.657
6.428
5.269
4.568
4.101
3.769
3.522
3.330
3.177
3.053
2.949
2.862
2.788
2.723
2.667
2.617
2.573
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16

17

18

19

20

986.919
39.435
14.232
8.633
6.403
5.244
4.543
4.076
3.744
3.496
3.304
3.152
3.027
2.923
2.836
2.761
2.697
2.640
2.591
2.547

988.733
39.439
14.213
8.611
6.381
5.222
4.521
4.054
3.722
3.474
3.282
3.129
3.004
2.900
2.813
2.738
2.673
2.617
2.567
2.523

990.349
39.442
14.196
8.592
6.362
5.202
4.501
4.034
3.701
3.453
3.261
3.108
2.983
2.879
2.792
2.717
2.652
2.596
2.546
2.501

991.797
39.445
14.181
8.575
6.344
5.184
4.483
4.016
3.683
3.435
3.243
3.090
2.965
2.861
2.773
2.698
2.633
2.576
2.526
2.482

993.103
39.448
14.167
8.560
6.329
5.168
4.467
3.999
3.667
3.419
3.226
3.073
2.948
2.844
2.756
2.681
2.616
2.559
2.509
2.464

Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.01
D1

D2

1

2

3

4

5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

4052.2
98.503
34.116
21.198
16.258
13.745
12.246
11.259
10.561
10.044
9.646
9.330
9.074
8.862
8.683
8.531
8.400
8.285
8.185
8.096

4999.5
99.000
30.817
18.000
13.274
10.925
9.547
8.649
8.022
7.559
7.206
6.927
6.701
6.515
6.359
6.226
6.112
6.013
5.926
5.849

5403.4
99.166
29.457
16.694
12.060
9.780
8.451
7.591
6.992
6.552
6.217
5.953
5.739
5.564
5.417
5.292
5.185
5.092
5.010
4.938

5624.6
99.249
28.710
15.977
11.392
9.148
7.847
7.006
6.422
5.994
5.668
5.412
5.205
5.035
4.893
4.773
4.669
4.579
4.500
4.431

5763.6
99.299
28.237
15.522
10.967
8.746
7.460
6.632
6.057
5.636
5.316
5.064
4.862
4.695
4.556
4.437
4.336
4.248
4.171
4.103

6

7

8

9

10

5859.0
99.333
27.911
15.207
10.672
8.466
7.191
6.371
5.802
5.386
5.069
4.821
4.620
4.456
4.318
4.202
4.102
4.015
3.939
3.871

5928.4
99.356
27.672
14.976
10.456
8.260
6.993
6.178
5.613
5.200
4.886
4.640
4.441
4.278
4.142
4.026
3.927
3.841
3.765
3.699

5981.1
99.374
27.489
14.799
10.289
8.102
6.840
6.029
5.467
5.057
4.744
4.499
4.302
4.140
4.004
3.890
3.791
3.705
3.631
3.564

6022.5
99.388
27.345
14.659
10.158
7.976
6.719
5.911
5.351
4.942
4.632
4.388
4.191
4.030
3.895
3.780
3.682
3.597
3.523
3.457

6055.8
99.399
27.229
14.546
10.051
7.874
6.620
5.814
5.257
4.849
4.539
4.296
4.100
3.939
3.805
3.691
3.593
3.508
3.434
3.368

Area in the Right Tail of Distribution = 0.01
D1

D2

11

12

13

14

15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

6083.3
99.408
27.133
14.452
9.963
7.790
6.538
5.734
5.178
4.772
4.462
4.220
4.025
3.864
3.730
3.616
3.519
3.434
3.360
3.294

6106.3
99.416
27.052
14.374
9.888
7.718
6.469
5.667
5.111
4.706
4.397
4.155
3.960
3.800
3.666
3.553
3.455
3.371
3.297
3.231

6125.9
99.422
26.983
14.307
9.825
7.657
6.410
5.609
5.055
4.650
4.342
4.100
3.905
3.745
3.612
3.498
3.401
3.316
3.242
3.177

6142.7
99.428
26.924
14.249
9.770
7.605
6.359
5.559
5.005
4.601
4.293
4.052
3.857
3.698
3.564
3.451
3.353
3.269
3.195
3.130

6157.3
99.433
26.872
14.198
9.722
7.559
6.314
5.515
4.962
4.558
4.251
4.010
3.815
3.656
3.522
3.409
3.312
3.227
3.153
3.088

16

17

18

19

20

6170.1
99.437
26.827
14.154
9.680
7.519
6.275
5.477
4.924
4.520
4.213
3.972
3.778
3.619
3.485
3.372
3.275
3.190
3.116
3.051

6181.4
99.440
26.787
14.115
9.643
7.483
6.240
5.442
4.890
4.487
4.180
3.939
3.745
3.586
3.452
3.339
3.242
3.158
3.084
3.018

6191.5
99.444
26.751
14.080
9.610
7.451
6.209
5.412
4.860
4.457
4.150
3.909
3.716
3.556
3.423
3.310
3.212
3.128
3.054
2.989

6200.6
99.447
26.719
14.048
9.580
7.422
6.181
5.384
4.833
4.430
4.123
3.883
3.689
3.529
3.396
3.283
3.186
3.101
3.027
2.962

6208.7
99.449
26.690
14.020
9.553
7.396
6.155
5.359
4.808
4.405
4.099
3.858
3.665
3.505
3.372
3.259
3.162
3.077
3.003
2.938
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Reference Table 5

Critical Values of Studentized Range
Critical Values of the Studentized Range (0.05 level)
D1
4
5
6
7
8
9

D2

2

3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

6.085
4.501
3.927
3.635
3.461
3.344
3.261
3.199
3.151
3.113
3.081
3.055
3.033
3.014
2.998
2.984
2.971
2.960
2.950
2.943
2.935
2.927
2.920

8.331
5.910
5.040
4.602
4.339
4.165
4.041
3.949
3.877
3.820
3.773
3.734
3.701
3.673
3.649
3.628
3.609
3.593
3.578
3.566
3.554
3.543
3.533

9.798
6.825
5.757
5.219
4.896
4.681
4.529
4.415
4.327
4.256
4.199
4.151
4.111
4.076
4.046
4.020
3.997
3.977
3.958
3.943
3.928
3.915
3.902

10.881
7.502
6.287
5.673
5.305
5.060
4.886
4.755
4.654
4.574
4.508
4.453
4.407
4.367
4.333
4.303
4.276
4.253
4.232
4.214
4.197
4.182
4.167

11.734
8.037
6.707
6.033
5.629
5.359
5.167
5.024
4.912
4.823
4.748
4.690
4.639
4.595
4.557
4.524
4.494
4.469
4.445
4.425
4.407
4.389
4.374

12.435
8.478
7.053
6.330
5.895
5.606
5.399
5.244
5.124
5.028
4.947
4.884
4.829
4.782
4.741
4.705
4.673
4.645
4.620
4.599
4.578
4.559
4.542

13.027
8.852
7.347
6.582
6.122
5.815
5.596
5.432
5.304
5.202
5.116
5.049
4.990
4.940
4.896
4.858
4.824
4.794
4.768
4.745
4.723
4.703
4.685

13.538
9.177
7.602
6.801
6.319
5.998
5.767
5.595
5.461
5.353
5.263
5.192
5.130
5.077
5.031
4.991
4.955
4.924
4.895
4.871
4.848
4.827
4.808

Critical Values of the Studentized Range (0.01 level)
D1
4
5
6
7
8
9

D2

2

3

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

14.035
8.263
6.511
5.702
5.243
4.948
4.745
4.596
4.482
4.392
4.320
4.261
4.210
4.167
4.131
4.099
4.071
4.046
4.024
4.014
3.995
3.979
3.964

19.019
10.616
8.118
6.976
6.331
5.919
5.635
5.428
5.270
5.146
5.046
4.964
4.895
4.836
4.786
4.742
4.703
4.669
4.639
4.619
4.594
4.572
4.552

22.294
12.170
9.173
7.806
7.033
6.543
6.204
5.957
5.769
5.621
5.502
5.404
5.322
5.252
5.192
5.140
5.094
5.054
5.018
4.992
4.963
4.936
4.912

24.717
13.324
9.958
8.422
7.556
7.006
6.625
6.347
6.136
5.970
5.836
5.727
5.634
5.556
5.489
5.430
5.379
5.333
5.293
5.264
5.231
5.202
5.175

26.628
14.240
10.582
8.913
7.974
7.373
6.960
6.658
6.428
6.247
6.101
5.981
5.881
5.796
5.722
5.659
5.603
5.553
5.509
5.476
5.440
5.408
5.379

28.199
14.997
11.099
9.321
8.318
7.678
7.238
6.915
6.669
6.476
6.321
6.192
6.085
5.994
5.915
5.847
5.787
5.735
5.688
5.651
5.613
5.579
5.547

29.528
15.640
11.539
9.669
8.611
7.940
7.475
7.134
6.875
6.671
6.507
6.372
6.258
6.162
6.079
6.007
5.944
5.889
5.839
5.800
5.759
5.723
5.690

30.677
16.198
11.925
9.971
8.869
8.167
7.681
7.326
7.055
6.842
6.670
6.528
6.410
6.309
6.222
6.147
6.081
6.022
5.970
5.929
5.887
5.848
5.814

10
13.988
9.462
7.826
6.995
6.493
6.158
5.918
5.738
5.598
5.486
5.395
5.318
5.253
5.198
5.150
5.108
5.071
5.038
5.008
4.982
4.958
4.936
4.916

10
31.687
16.689
12.264
10.239
9.097
8.368
7.864
7.495
7.214
6.992
6.814
6.666
6.543
6.438
6.348
6.270
6.201
6.141
6.086
6.043
5.999
5.959
5.923

Source: E.S. Pearson and H.O. Hartley, Biometrika Tables for Statisticians, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1954
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Reference Table 6

Critical Values for the Sign Test

One–Tailed F
Two–Tailed F
n
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

0.05
0.10

0.025
0.05

0.01
0.02

0.005
0.01

1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
7
7

0
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6

0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
6

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5

Source: From Journal of American Statistical Association Vol. 41 (1946) pp. 557–66. W.J. Dixon and A.M. Mood.

Reference Table 7

Lower and Upper Critical Values for Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test

n1
n2

3

4

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5,16
6,18
6,21
7,23
7,26
8,28
8,31
9,33

6,18
11,25
12,28
12,32
13,35
14,38
15,41
16,44

F = 0.025 (one–tail) or F = 0.05 (two–tail)
5
6
7
8
6,21
12,28
18,37
19,41
20,45
21,49
22,53
24,56

7,23
12,32
19,41
26,52
28,56
29,61
31,65
32,70

7,26
13,35
20,45
28,56
37,68
39,73
41,78
43,83

8,28
14,38
21,49
29,61
39,73
49,87
51,93
54,98

9

10

8,31
15,41
22,53
31,65
41,78
51,93
63,108
66,114

9,33
16,44
24,56
32,70
43,83
54,98
66,114
79,131

9

10

10,29
17,39
25,50
33,63
43,76
54,90
66,105
69,111

11,31
18,42
26,54
35,67
46,80
57,95
69,111
83,127

(Note: n1 is the smaller of the two samples – i.e., n1 f n2 .)

n1
n2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3

4

6,15
7,17
7,20
8,22
9,24
9,27
10,29
11,31

7,17
12,24
13,27
14,30
15,33
16,36
17,39
18,42

F = 0.05 (one–tail) or F = 0.10 (two–tail)
5
6
7
8
7,20
13,27
19,36
20,40
22,43
24,46
25,50
26,54

8,22
14,30
20,40
28,50
30,54
32,58
33,63
35,67

9,24
15,33
22,43
30,54
39,66
41,71
43,76
46,80

9,27
16,36
24,46
32,58
41,71
52,84
54,90
57,95

(Note: n1 f n 2.)
Source: F. Wilcoxon and R. A. Wilcox, Some Approximate Statistical Procedures (New York: American Cyanamid Company,
1964), pp. 20-23.
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Reference Table 8

Critical Values Wc for the Wilcoxon Signed–Rank Test

One–Tailed F
Two–Tailed F
n

0.05
0.10

0.025
0.05

0.01
0.02

0.005
0.01

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
2
4
6
8
11
14
17

1
2
4
6
8
11
14

0
2
3
5
7
10

0
2
3
5
7

Source: Some Rapid Approximate Statistical Procedures. Copyright 1949, 1964 Lerderle Laboratories,
American Cyanamid Co., Wayne, N.J.

Reference Table 9

n
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

F

Critical Values for the Spearman Rank Correlation
0.10

0.05

0.01

0.900
0.829
0.714
0.643
0.600
0.564
0.536
0.497

–––
0.886
0.786
0.738
0.700
0.648
0.618
0.591

–––
–––
0.929
0.881
0.833
0.794
0.818
0.780

Source: N.L. Johnson and F.C. Leone, Statistical and Experimental Design, Vol. 1 (1964), p. 412.

Reference Table 10
Sample Size
n
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Factors for 3-Sigma Control Chart Limits
Mean Factor
A2
1.880
1.023
0.729
0.577
0.483
0.419
0.373
0.337
0.308

Lower Range
D3

Upper Range
D4

0
0
0
0
0
0.076
0.136
0.184
0.223

3.268
2.574
2.282
2.115
2.004
1.924
1.864
1.816
1.777

Source: E.S. Pearson, The Percentage Limits for the Distribution Range in Samples from a Normal Population, Biometrika 24
(1932): 416.
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Appendix A

tervals
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Critical Values
Confidence Intervals

Critical z-scores

Sample Size for
Confidence Intervals
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Appendix B
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One-Sample Hypothesis Test
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Two-Sample Hypothesis Test
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o

o
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Appendix C

Regression and ANOVA Equations
Correlation Equations

ns
Sum of Square Equatio

Regression slope a
nd
y-intercept

Coefficient of
Determination Equations

Significance of slope equations

ANOVA Equations (completely randomized design)
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Index

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF CONCEPTS WITH
PROBLEM NUMBERS
This comprehensive index organizes the concepts and skills discussed within the book alphabetically.
Each entry is accompanied by one or more problem numbers, in which the topics are most
prominently featured.

]Z
eV\Zh!^ci]ZWdd`#;dgZmVbeaZ!-#'^hi
6aai]ZhZcjbWZghgZ[ZgidegdWaZbh!cdi
hZXdcYegdWaZb^c8]VeiZg-#

A
addition rule of probabilities: 4.23, 4.24, 4.29,
4.33, 4.35, 4.37–4.41
alpha
exponential smoothing: 16.15
significance level: 9.5
alternative hypothesis: 10.1–10.4
analysis of variance: 13.1–13.2
completely randomized design: 13.1–13.30
randomized block design: 13.1, 13.31–13.58
average: 2.1–2.6

B
bar chart: 1.11–1.20
Bayes’ Theorem: 4.67–4.69
beta: 16.22–16.30
binomial probability distribution: 6.1–6.16, 12.4,
12.12
characteristics: 6.1
mean: 6.5, 6.9, 6.13, 6.16
standard deviation: 6.5, 6.9, 6.13, 6.16

using the normal distribution to approximate:
7.30–7.37
blocking variables: 13.33
box and whisker plot: 3.21, 3.22, 3.26, 3.28

C
calculated
chi-square score: 12.1, 12.3, 12.5, 12.7, 12.8,
12.11, 12.13, 12.15, 12.17, 12.18, 12.20,
12.22, 12.24, 12.26, 12.28–12.30, 12.32,
12.34, 12.36, 12.38
F-score: 12.40–12.45, 13.5, 13.7, 13.10, 13.16,
13.19, 13.25, 13.28, 13.34, 13.35, 13.40,
13.41, 13.45, 13.46, 13.49, 13.50,
13.54–13.56
t-score: 9.25–9.33, 10.32, 10.34, 10.36, 10.38,
10.40
z-score: 9.6, 9.36, 9.37, 9.42, 9.45, 10.8, 10.11,
10.15, 10.16, 10.19, 10.22, 10.25, 10.28,
10.43, 10.46, 10.49, 10.52, 10.55, 10.56,
10.59, 10.62, 10.65, 10.68
casual forecasting: 16.45–16.50
categorical data: 1.11, 1.13–1.14, 2.22, 2.23

Index — Alphabetical List of Concepts with Problem Numbers

central limit theorem: 8.5
central tendency, measures of
mean: 2.1–2.6, 2.22–2.23, 3.23–3.25, 3.27,
3.29, 3.37, 3.41, 3.45
mean: of a grouped frequency distribution:
2.41–2.44
median: 2.12–2.14, 2.22–2.23, 3.9, 3.12,
3.14–3.15, 3.19, 3.23–3.25, 3.27, 3.29
mode: 2.19–2.23
weighted mean: 2.34–2.44
charts
bar: 1.11–1.20
line: 1.25–1.27
pie: 1.21–1.24
Chebyshev’s Theorem: 3.54–3.62
chi-square probability distribution: 12.1–12.39
expected frequencies: 12.1
observed frequencies: 12.1
chi-square tests
goodness-of-fit: 12.1–12.17
one-sample variance test: 12.29–12.39
test for independence: 12.18–12.28
classes: 1.4–1.5, 1.9–1.10, 2.34
classical probability: 4.2, 4.6
coefficient of determination: 14.15–14.16, 14.27,
14.38
coefficient of variation: 3.40, 3.44, 3.48, 3.51
combinations: 5.14–5.27
complement rule: 4.7, 4.14, 4.16
completely randomized ANOVA: 13.1–13.30
conditional probability: 4.42–4.57
confidence interval
for the mean: 9.6–9.44
for the proportion: 9.45–9.54
continuous probability distribution: 5.28
continuous variable: 1.8
correlation analysis: 14.1–14.9
correlation coefficient: 14.2–14.9
critical
chi-square score: 12.1, 12.3, 12.5, 12.7, 12.8,
12.11, 12.13, 12.15, 12.17, 12.18, 12.20,
12.22, 12.24, 12.26, 12.28–12.30, 12.32,
12.34, 12.36, 12.38
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F-score: 12.40–12.45, 13.5, 13.7, 13.10, 13.16,
13.19, 13.25, 13.28, 13.34, 13.35, 13.40,
13.41, 13.45, 13.46, 13.49, 13.50,
13.54–13.56
t-score: 9.25–9.33, 10.32, 10.34, 10.36, 10.38,
10.40
z-score: 9.6, 9.36, 9.37, 9.42, 9.45, 10.8, 10.11,
10.15, 10.16, 10.19, 10.22, 10.25, 10.28,
10.43, 10.46, 10.49, 10.52, 10.55, 10.56,
10.59, 10.62, 10.65, 10.68
cumulative frequency distribution: 1.3, 1.6

D
degrees of freedom:
chi-square distribution: 12.3
F-distribution: 12.41
t-distribution: 9.24–9.33, 10.31–10.41,
11.17–11.30
dependent variable: 1.28–1.30, 14.1
discrete probability distribution: 5.28
discrete variable: 1.11
dispersions, measures of
interquartile range: 3.11–3.20, 3.22, 3.26
population standard deviation: 3.39, 3.43
population variance: 3.37, 3.38, 3.41, 3.42
range: 3.1–3.7
sample standard deviation: 3.47, 3.49, 3.50
sample variance: 3.45, 3.46
distributions
binomial: 6.1–6.16, 12.4, 12.12
chi-square: 12.1–12.39
continuous: 5.28
discrete: 5.28
empirical rule: 7.23–7.29
exponential: 7.45–7.54
F-distribution: 12.40–12.45, 13.5, 13.10,
13.19, 13.28, 13.34, 13.35, 13.45, 13.46,
13.54–13.56
frequency: 1.1–1.6, 1.8–1.10, 1.21, 1.22,
2.19–2.21
hypergeometric: 6.39–6.51
normal: 7.1–7.22, 12.8
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normal approximation to the binomial:
7.30–7.37
Poisson: 6.17–6.31, 12.6, 12.14
Poisson approximation to the binomial:
6.32–6.38
random variables: 5.28
t-distribution: 9.24–9.33, 10.31–10.41,
11.17–11.30
uniform: 7.38–7.44, 12.2, 12.10

E–F–G
empirical probability: 4.3, 4.6
empirical rule: 4.3, 4.6
expected frequencies: 12.1–12.28
exponential smoothing: 16.15–16.21
exponential smoothing with trend adjustment:
16.22–16.30
F-distribution: 12.40–12.45, 13.5, 13.10,
13.19, 13.28, 13.34, 13.35, 13.45, 13.46,
13.54–13.56
forecasting
exponential smoothing: 16.15–16.21
exponential smoothing with trend adjustment:
16.22–16.30
simple moving average: 16.1–16.7
trend projection: 16.31–16.44
weighted moving average: 16.8–16.14
frequency distribution: 1.1–1.6, 1.8–1.10, 1.21,
1.22, 2.19–2.21
calculating mean of: 2.37–2.40
fundamental counting rule: 5.1–5.8

H–I–J–K
histogram: 1.7–1.10
hypergeometric probability distribution:
6.39–6.51
hypothesis
alternative: 10.1–10.4
null: 10.1–10.4

hypothesis testing
for dependent samples: 11.38–11.46
for the mean with a single population:
10.1–10.54
for the mean with two populations: 11.1–11.46
for the proportion with a single population:
10.55–10.70
for the proportion with two populations:
11.47–11.59
for the variance with one population:
12.29–12.39
for the variance with two populations:
12.40–12.45
one-tail: 10.7
two-tail: 10.6
independent events: 4.10–4.12, 4.47, 4.50, 4.57
independent variable: 1.28–1.30, 14.1
index point: 2.12–2.14, 2.23, 2.24–2.27, 3.8–3.10,
3.16–3.17, 3.19–3.20
intercept: 14.11, 14.22, 14.33
Kruskal-Wallis test: 15.31–15.35

L–M
left-skewed distribution: 3.22
level of significance: 10.5
line chart: 1.25–1.27
margin of error: 9.6
mean: 2.1–2.6, 2.22–2.23, 3.23–3.25, 3.27, 3.29,
3.37, 3.41, 3.45
of a binomial distribution: 6.5, 6.9, 6.13, 6.16
of a discrete distribution: 5.29, 5.32
of an exponential distribution: 7.48
of a frequency distribution: 2.38–2.40
of a grouped frequency distribution: 2.41–2.44
of a Poisson distribution: 6.21, 6.24
of a uniform distribution: 7.41, 7.44
weighted: 2.34–2.44
mean absolute deviation: 16.2, 16.4, 16.6, 16.7,
16.16, 16.18, 16.20, 16.21, 16.33, 16.36, 16.37,
16.40, 16.43, 16.44
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mean square
between: 13.5, 13.6, 13.10, 13.11, 13.15,
13.19, 13.20, 13.24, 13.28, 13.29, 13.35,
13.36, 13.39, 13.41, 13.46, 13.47, 13.50,
13.55–13.57
blocking: 13.34, 13.36, 13.39, 13.40, 13.45,
13.47, 13.49, 13.54, 13.57
within: 13.5–13.7, 13.10–13.12, 13.15,
13.19–13.21, 13.24, 13.28–13.30, 13.34,
13.35–13.37, 13.39–13.41, 13.45–13.50,
13.54–13.58
mean squared error: 16.9, 16.11, 16.13, 16.14,
16.23, 16.25, 16.27, 16.29, 16.30, 16.47, 16.50
median: 2.12–2.14, 2.22–2.23, 3.9, 3.12, 3.14–3.15,
3.18, 3.23–3.25, 3.27, 3.29
midrange: 2.15–2.18
mode: 2.19–2.23
moving average forecast
simple: 16.1–16.7
weighted: 16.8–16.14
MSB (means square between): 13.5, 13.6, 13.10,
13.11, 13.15, 13.19, 13.20, 13.24, 13.28, 13.29,
13.35, 13.36, 13.39, 13.41, 13.46, 13.47, 13.50,
13.55–13.57
MSBL (mean square blocking): 13.34, 13.36,
13.39, 13.40, 13.45, 13.47, 13.49, 13.54, 13.57
MSW (mean square within): 13.5–13.7,
13.10–13.12, 13.15, 13.19–13.21, 13.24,
13.28–13.30, 13.34, 13.35–13.37, 13.39–13.41,
13.45–13.50, 13.54–13.58
multiplication rule: 4.58–4.66
mutually exclusive events: 4.9, 4.11, 4.12, 4.19,
4.22, 4.34, 4.36

N–O
normal approximation to the binomial:
7.30–7.37
normal probability distribution: 7.1–7.22, 12.8
null hypothesis: 10.1–10.4
observed frequencies: 12.1
one-way ANOVA: 13.1–13.2
outliers: 2.22, 3.17–3.22, 3.26–3.27
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P
paired-sample sign test: 15.12–15.20
pairwise comparisons
Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test: 13.7, 13.12,
13.21, 13.30
Tukey’s pairwise test: 13.37, 13.48, 13.58
partitioning the sum of squares: 13.9, 13.18,
13.27, 13.33, 13.44, 13.50
percentiles: 2.24–2.33, 3.8–3.10, 3.12–3.13
permutations: 5.9–5.14
pie chart: 1.21–1.24
point estimate: 9.4
Poisson approximation to the binomial:
6.32–6.38
Poisson distribution: 6.17–6.31, 12.6, 12.14
population
mean: 2.2
standard deviation: 3.39, 3.43
variance: 3.37–3.38, 3.41–3.42
probability
addition rule: 4.23, 4.24, 4.29, 4.33, 4.35,
4.37–4.41
Bayes’ Theorem: 4.67–4.69
classical: 4.2, 4.6
complement rule: 4.7, 4.14, 4.16
conditional: 4.42–4.57
empirical: 4.3, 4.6
independent events: 4.10–4.12, 4.47, 4.50, 4.57
multiplication rule: 4.58–4.66
mutually exclusive events: 4.9, 4.11, 4.12, 4.19,
4.22, 4.34, 4.36
subjective: 4.4, 4.6
Venn diagram: 4.25
probability distributions
binomial: 6.1–6.16, 12.4, 12.12
chi-square: 12.1–12.39
continuous: 5.28
discrete: 5.28
empirical rule: 7.23–7.29
exponential: 7.45–7.54
F-distribution: 12.40–12.45, 13.5, 13.10, 13.19,
13.28, 13.34, 13.35, 13.45, 13.46,
13.54–13.56
hypergeometric: 6.39–6.51
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normal: 7.1–7.22, 12.8
normal approximation to the binomial:
7.30–7.37
Poisson: 6.17–6.31, 12.6, 12.14
Poisson approximation to the binomial:
6.32–6.38
random variables: 5.28
t-distribution: 9.24–9.33, 10.31–10.41,
11.17–11.30
uniform: 7.38–7.44, 12.2, 12.10
proportions
confidence intervals: 9.45–9.54
one-population hypothesis testing: 10.55–10.70
two-population hypothesis testing: 11.47–11.59
p-value: 10.10, 10.14, 10.18, 10.21, 10.24, 10.27,
10.30, 10.45, 10.48, 10.51, 10.54, 10.58, 10.61,
10.64, 10.67, 10.70, 11.3, 11.9, 11.12, 11.15,
11.33, 11.36, 11.49, 11.52, 11.55, 11.58

Q–R
quartile: 3.8–3.22, 3.26, 3.28
random variables: 5.28
randomized block design: 13.1, 13.31–13.58
range: 3.1–3.7
interquartile: 3.11–3.20, 3.22, 3.26
relative frequency distribution: 1.2, 1.5, 1.21-1.22,
1.24
regression analysis: 14.10–14.43
right-skewed distribution: 3.23, 3.27

S
sample
mean: 2.3
standard deviation: 3.47, 3.49, 3.50
variance: 3.45-3.46
sample size
for a confidence interval for the mean: 9.9, 9.14,
9.20, 9.23, 9.35, 9.38, 9.41, 9.44
for a confidence interval for the proportion: 9.46,
9.48, 9.50, 9.52, 9.54

sampling
cluster: 8.3
simple random: 8.1
stratified: 8.4
systematic: 8.2
sampling distributions
of the mean: 8.5–8.17
finite population correction factor for the mean:
8.18–8.22
of the proportion: 8.23–8.35
finite population correction factor for the
proportion: 8.36–8.40
sampling error: 9.1–9.3
scatter chart: 1.28–1.30
Scheffé’s pairwise comparison test: 13.7, 13.12,
13.21, 13.30
seasonal forecast: 16.35, 16.42
seasonal indexes: 16.34, 16.41
sign test: 15.3–15.12
simple regression analysis: 14.10–14.43
slope: 14.11, 14.22, 14.33
Spearman rank correlation coefficient test:
15.36–15.45
SSB (sum of squares between): 13.4, 13.9, 13.18,
13.27, 13.32, 13.43, 13.52
SSBL (sum of squares blocking): 13.33, 13.44,
13.53
SSE (sum of squares error): 14.14, 14.25, 14.36
SSR (sum of squares regression): 14.14, 14.25,
14.36
SST (sum of squares total): 13.3, 13.8, 13.17,
13.26, 13.31, 13.42, 13.51, 14.13, 14.24, 14.35
SSW (sum of squares within): 13.4, 13.9, 13.18,
13.27, 13.33, 13.44, 13.53
standard deviation
of a binomial distribution: 6.5, 6.9, 6.13, 6.16
of a discrete distribution: 5.30-5.31, 5.33-5.34
of an exponential distribution: 7.48
of grouped data: 3.53-3.54
of a Poisson distribution: 6.21, 6.24
of a population: 3.39, 3.43
of a sample: 3.47, 3.49-3.50
of a uniform distribution: 7.41, 7.44
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standard error
of the estimate: 14.17, 14.28, 14.39
of the mean: 8.5–8.17
of the proportion: 8.23–8.35
of the slope: 14.19, 14.30, 14.41
stem and leaf diagram: 3.30–3.36
subjective probability: 4.4, 4.6
sum of squares
between: 13.4, 13.9, 13.18, 13.27, 13.32, 13.43,
13.52
blocking: 13.33, 13.44, 13.53
error: 14.14, 14.25, 14.36
regression: 14.14, 14.25, 14.36
total: 13.3, 13.8, 13.17, 13.26, 13.31, 13.42,
13.51, 14.13, 14.24, 14.35
within: 13.4, 13.9, 13.18, 13.27, 13.33, 13.44,
13.53

T–U–V
trend projection forecasting: 16.31–16.44
Tukey’s pairwise comparison test: 13.37, 13.48,
13.58
Type I error: 10.5
Type II error: 10.5
t-distribution: 9.24–9.33, 10.31–10.41,
11.17–11.30
uniform distribution: 7.38–7.44, 12.2, 12.10
union of events: 4.29
variance
of a binomial distribution: 6.5, 6.9, 6.13, 6.16
of a discrete distribution: 5.30-5.31, 5.33-5.34
of grouped data: 3.52, 3.55
of a Poisson distribution: 6.21, 6.24
of a population: 3.37, 3.38, 3.41, 3.42
of a sample: 3.45, 3.46
Venn diagram: 4.25
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W–X–Y–Z
Wilcoxon rank sum test: 15.16–15.19
Wilcoxon signed-rank test: 15.20–15.24
y-intercept: 14.11, 14.22, 14.33
z-score for sample means: 8.5–8.17
z-score for sample proportions: 8.23–8.35

